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ABSTRACT 

In this dissertation. I explore health care movements as social movements which 

are complexly embedded in history, culture, and political economy. In order to illuminate 

issues of power, gender, economics, and modality and practitioner politics, medical 

pluralism and health movements are examined from nineteenth century eclecticism to the 

current interest in integrative medicine. From the Thompsonian health movement of the 

1830"s to the fluorescence of alternative healing in the 1960"s and 1990"s. the dissertation 

takes the reader through the multifaceted health and healing landscape. This winding path 

leads up to the current inmense interest in and use of non-biomedical therapies in the 

United States. Using theoretical orientations from phenomenology to critical medical 

anthropology, the dissertation examines integrative healing movements in local and 

national contexts. Locally, ethnographic work was based in Ithaca, NY. through 

participant observation with Ithaca's Integrative Community Wellness Center, a non

profit grassroots initiative that aims to provide comprehensive wellness care in 

community contexts. Nationally, I examine the roles of institutions such as HMOs and 

hospitals. 

Alternative, complementary, and integrative healing movements have become a 

profound part of popular and medical cultures, yet they have heretofore not been a major 

focus of anthropological or social science research. The dissertation is a contribution to 

understanding the nature and dynamics of these phenomena and what the future may hold 

for the use and combination of pluralistic approaches to health and wellness care. 
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INTRODUCTION 

THE PLURALISTIC HEALING LANDSCAPE: 
EXAMINING THE POLITICS OF TRANSFORMATION FROM 

UNORTHODOX TO INTEGRATIVE HEALTH CARE 

In this dissertation. I explore the development and evolution of alternative health 

care movements and how they are defined, constructed, practiced, and experienced from 

multiple vantage points in the pluralistic health and healing landscape. The primary focus 

is on how such an investigation can inform the reader about the personal social, cultural 

and political foundations of health and healing movements in America, and beyond. This 

investigation is historically grounded with a sociocultural analysis of non-bio medical 

healing perspectives in nineteenth century eclectic movements, such as homeopathy and 

Thompsonianism (Estes 1992; Rothstein 1972). Issues of power, gender struggles, 

economics, and modality politics, which pervaded this earlier era of medical pluralism, 

are then linked in the dissertation with the most recent, and still formative, integrative 

healing movement as it is exemplified, both locally, in Ithaca, NY. and nationally. The 

analysis presented in this dissertation demonstrates that health movements encompass 

much more than sickness and health, they are complexly embedded in cultural 

frameworks, social relations, and political economy. 

This dissertation is a timely sociocultural exploration into the dynamic arenas of 

alternative, complementary, and integrative medicines in the United States. With survey 

reports indicating that over six hundred million visits are made annually to alternative 

medicine practitioners (Eisenberg et al. 1998), it is evident that this major cultural 

phenomenon needs to be more fully examined to understand who is using and practicing 
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alternative therapies and how the sociocultural context shapes non-conventional healing 

in America. As an anthropologist, I do not intend to prove or disprove the physical 

efficacy of alternative and integrative healing practices; I do propose to take the reader 

down the winding paths of what non-orthodox healing modalities mean to the people that 

use and practice them, and how these therapies are being considered and incorporated 

into community health movements and biomedical arenas. 

The primary ethnographic work took place in Ithaca. New York, a unique locale 

that facilitated examining the social and political correlates of healing and health care 

because of its long history of grassroots movements, political activism, and promotion of 

social justice. Groups such as the Ithaca Health Fund (IHF) and Ithaca's Integrative 

Community Wellness Center (IICWC) are attempting to provide pluralistic health and 

wellness care to community members. Of particular concern to these groups are health 

care seekers who do not have access to the many forms of alternative, complementary, 

and mainstream heath care in the region, such as the uninsured, underinsured. and 

socioeconomically marginalized populations. The agenda of supporting the health of 

individuals by the IHF and IICWC is augmented by a focus on how to improve and 

facilitate the social, economic, and environmental health of the community as well. The 

efforts of both groups represent localized critiques of the political economy of health care 

and the predominance of reductionism and capitalism in the biomedical system. 

Integration is a key concept in these initiatives because of the commitment to offer a 

broader range of health care that incorporates cross-cultural healing modalities and 
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medical pluralism, which also includes an affordable biomedicine as one among many 

approaches to health care. 

The Wellness Center, the primary context of participant observation for this 

research, provides a case study in the dissertation to examine the evolution and dynamics 

of community-based integrative health movements. As part of this analysis. 1 explore the 

history, social dynamics, scope, and evolution of the Wellness Center, including the story 

of how the participants came together to pursue the goal of opening a non-profit, 

integrative center that would function as an education and training center, as well as a 

place for healing arts, in downtown Ithaca. This case study represents a local microcosm 

of the transformations that are taking place on the national level. An examination of the 

developmental process of the Wellness Center reveals key themes and power struggles 

which define alternative and integrative health movements, especially pertaining to issues 

such as power, legitimacy, status, licensing, gender, class, commercialism, and the 

politics of inclusion and exclusion. 

The Politics of Language and Transformation 

At the heart of this dissertation is integrative health care, with a specific focus on 

what it is. and how it is being defined and used, locally and nationally. The term 

integrative is distinctive because it connotes a combination, and even a synthesis, of 

many health care traditions and practices from around the world, with alternative and 

complementary medicines composing a major component. Integrative health care 

connotes a milieu of medical pluralism in which many modalities and philosophies of 

healing may be drawn upon, albeit differentially, often based on their status. As Cant and 
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Sharma note, "•pluralism involves hierarchical relations in which biomedicine enjoys 

preeminence. Pluralism, then, is not about equity" (199; 79). These inequities are 

reflected in the progression of terms that have been used to categorize non-biomedical 

modalities and the ways in which these terms - from unorthodox to integrative - reveal 

contested ground over how healing is defined and practiced. 

What this discussion reveals is akin to Burbick's (1994) study of the language of 

health and the culture of nationalism in nineteenth century eclectic healing movements in 

America. Burbick effectively demonstrates the ways in which language of the body, 

health, and healing movements are social and cultural discourses about power, control 

and authority. 

...the language of the body is, like Mikhail Bakhtin's analysis of the sign, 
a "focus of struggle and contradiction." What is necessary is to investigate 
the language of the body and its '^'aried history, as conflicting social 
groups, classes, individuals, and discourses sought to appropriate it and 
imbue it with their own meanings."' In the period between 1820 and 1880. 
the discourse of the body in American society expanded and fragmented. 
pitting voices against each other as they sought to establish authority for 
their visions ofhealth ... (Burbick 1994: 3, quoting Eagleton's 1983 
summary of Bakhtin's work) 

An examination of the evolution of terminology in this dissertation indexes 

changing mainstream attitudes and opens the analysis to consider the impact of modality 

hegemony, power struggles, political economy, and the social processes ofhealth 

movements. In the transition of terms from irregular and unorthodox in the nineteenth 

century, to alternative, complementary, and integrative in the late twentieth century, what 

can be discerned are the ways in which the dominant medical system and culture have 

been the benchmark against which non-biomedical therapies have been evaluated. 
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During the medically eclectic milieu of the nineteenth century, the rise of the 

allopaths was accompanied by their labeling of other healing sects and traditions as 

irregular and unorthodox (Ehrenreich & English 1978; Loustaunau & Sobo 1997). The 

capability to define what is regular and culturally sanctioned as normative is a profound 

power that has pervaded the history of western medical sciences (Conrad & Schneider 

1992; Foucault 1973; Rothstein 1972). The exercise of this power is witnessed in the 

relegation of non-bio medical health care modalities to the fringes of American culture, 

while scientific medicine asserted its place in the center. This rise to dominance was 

heralded by the Flexner Report of 1910 and cemented through subsequent lobbying by 

organizations such as the American Medical Association (Brown 1979). 

While biomedicine remained the hegemonic medical system throughout the 

twentieth century, other healing modalities continued in selected enclaves such as 

multiethnic neighborhoods and rural communities. In the 1960's. non-bio medical 

therapies moved to a position of more prominence as widespread interest in counter

culture emerged which emphasized alternative healing movements. Women, spurred on 

by dissatisfaction with the objectification and medicalization of their bodies, were 

centrally involved in many of the alternative healing movements of the time. Throughout 

the 1970"s. 1980"s, and early 1990's. the prevalent terms applied to such movements 

included holistic, alternative, and unorthodox medicine (Gevitz 1988). The language 

from that time, lasting up until the 1990's. indexed these options in an either/or position 

relative to mainstream medicine and its practices. Yet. in the early 1990's. alternative 

medicine became partially legitimized as a more mainstream option through the 
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establishment of the federal government's Office of Alternative Medicine (later renamed 

the National Center of Complementary and Alternative Medicine) in the National 

Institutes of Health. The acronym CAM has subsequently been adopted by the National 

Institutes of Health to refer to complementary and alternative medicine (Muscat 1999). 

By the 1990's. as much of the interest in non-biomedical therapeutics wove its 

way into the lives and practices of nurses, doctors, and other health care practitioners, the 

language changed again and indicated an accepting, though subordinate, position of non-

biomedical modalities through their labeling as complementary, meaning they could now 

be envisioned as adjuncts to biomedicine, instead of unsanctioned replacements. Spencer 

and Jacobs, noting that the definitions of such terms are still evolving, state that. 

"Alternative" (or other terms such as "untested," "unproved," 
•"unconventional," or 'iinorthodox") includes therapies that generally 
replace or substitute for an orthodox treatment, whereas "complementary" 
means the therapy is used in tandem with conventional treatments (e.g.. 
treatment of hypertension or diabetes using medication plus biofeedback 
or rela.xation procedures). (Spencer & Jacobs 1999: 4) 

This acceptance of the ancillary position of complementary therapies is typically 

contingent on certain conditions, particularly requiring that the modalities are licensed 

(such as massage and acupuncture) and evidence-based in the scientific, peer-reviewed 

literature (Spencer & Jacobs 1999). although funding for such studies still lags far behind 

that of conventional medical research (Horn et al. 2001). 

The increased legitimization of non-biomedical modalities occurred again in the 

late 1990"s, as indexed through language transitions, in the widespread use of the term 

integrative to refer to the evolving climate of increased prominence of therapies once 

relegated as unorthodox. This growing national trend towards an integrative medical 
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system entails the combination of multiple ethnomedicines, including — and usually 

privileging ~ biomedicine (Rhodes 1996). The phrase integrative medicine is still 

evolving, however, and its meanings may vary depending on who is employing the 

concept. Some define the central tenet in the integrative model as tailoring the most 

beneficial treatment/healing plan specifically to the person (Gordon 1996; Werbach 

1986). Cant and Sharma (1999: 161) observe that 

Integrative medicine is a loosely used term of international currency that 
can refer to virtually any situation in which alternative and orthodox 
medical knowledges or practitioners interact beyond the level of simple 
interpersonal referral. 

According to one physician attempting to define this emerging integrative 

approach. 

Each of the great healing traditions has arisen in its own culture to help 
resolve problems peculiar to that setting, so each - e.g.. Ayurveda. 
homeopathy. Traditional Chinese Medicine, European and Native 
American herbology, nutrition, and psychotherapeutic bodywork - has its 
weaknesses as well as its strengths. By integrating them, superimposing 
one upon another in layer after layer of complementary perspectives and 
techniques, we can arrive at an amalgam that is far more potent and 
thorough than any one of them taken alone. (Ballentine 1999: 6) 

Integration connotes more than a complementary stand-by - it alludes to the 

possibility of synthesis and relativistic inclusion of medical pluralism, although this status 

is infrequently achieved. Integration of non-biomedical epistemologies and practices 

"will make very little impact on medical dominance if there is no modification 

whatsoever of institutional arrangements and work organization" (Cant & Sharma 1999: 

175). In other words, when integration is undertaken by institutions such as hospitals, 

there is little change in the primary status of doctors, and complementary practitioners are 
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often relegated to subordinate positions, as traditional healers have often been in 

"integrative" programs around the globe (Last 1996). This is why it is important to 

examine multiple contexts of integrative medicine, as I have done for this research. To 

what extent are power relations redefined, if at all. when initiatives emanate ft-om 

community-based contexts, such as the Wellness Center in Ithaca, versus institutional 

settings, such as hospitals? 

In this dissertation. I address such questions and examine the diverse ways 

in which integrative medicine has evolved and how it is currently detlned and 

practiced. This process has not occurred in a vacuum, but is situated in American 

culture and history. What is striking about the use of therapies like acupuncture. 

massage, herbalism, homeopathy, and the scores of other modalities, is not so 

much the ways in which ideas and practices relating to sickness and health are 

changing, but how these therapies are being incorporated into health care 

landscapes in accord with American and western cultural values and social 

processes, both within and outside of institutional contexts. For example, one of 

the major themes of the CAM movement is self-responsibility and self-healing in 

health care (e.g.. Weil 1995). which can be viewed as an expression of 

individualism, a core cultural value. The emphasis on self-responsibility can also 

be interpreted as a response to the culturally constructed institutionalization and 

over-bureaucratization of western medicine, thus representing a shift to revaluing 

the authoritative power of the self, versus the expert (Ehrenreich & English 1978). 

Such themes tbund in the complementary and integrative health 
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movements resonate with American cultural ideas about the body, health, and 

illness, and intersect with the precepts and politics of power, hierarchy, status. 

marketing, gender relations, and many other fundamental forces in America. 

These dynamic sociocultural features, explored in this dissertation, have 

profoundly shaped the pathways through which alternative therapies are being 

integrated into the cultural mainstream, a process which may be termed a 

movement, but is not necessarily bounded or defined by any one organization of 

individuals. For example. 

Sociologists are now recognizing that a social movement can exist 
primarily in the form of'meaning' as opposed to a collection of 
organizations with clearly articulated and coordinated goals. As in the case 
of the feminist movement, or the civil rights or gay liberation movements, 
individuals may be deeply affected and feel they 'belong' to the 
movement for many years ... The structural dimension of the movement 
exists, but it is highly fluid, and of secondary importance, compared to the 
sense of identity the movement offers and the options it presents for social 
change. (Goldstein 1999: 134) 

This dissertation examines the integrative medicine and CAM movements 

and focuses on local articulations of this phenomenon through community-based 

organizations, wellness practitioners, and individuals seeking pluralistic and 

integrative healing. 

Politics and Possibilities: Conceptual Frameworks for Exploring Integrative Medicine 

To achieve more comprehensive understandings of integrative models and 

practices, this dissertation grounds the analysis with a cultural framework and 

contextualizes the phenomena from multiple vantage points by moving through different 

features of the health and healing landscape to elucidate who is defining, practicing, and 
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using alternative and integrative therapies, especially as this relates to community-based 

health care movements such as those found in Ithaca. To accomplish this, multiple levels 

of analysis are used to frame the dissertation, from individual perspectives on meaning, 

use. and practice, to sociocultural levels indexing issues of community, class, gender, and 

inter-modality politics, to macro-analyses that consider the impact of political economy 

and institutional hegemony on the burgeoning field of alternative, complementary, and 

integrative medicine (cf. Baer et al. 1997; Baer 1999). 

There are two major axes around which the investigation of multiple levels is 

organized: possibilities and politics. The theme of possibilities resonates on a number of 

ditTerent levels. What are the possibilities of creating integrative paradigms of health care 

and healing that align, as the mayor of Ithaca recently stated, "the best of Western 

medicine technologies with the various healing systems throughout the world" (Cohen 

1999:1)? How is such an encompassing and multicultural project being undertaken in 

Ithaca and beyond? Where do people think such a paradigm could articulate with the 

predominant system of health care in the U.S.. namely biomedicine? What are the 

possibilities for integrative medicine, which focuses significantly on prevention of illness 

and disease, especially self-care, to offer some remedies for the health care "crisis" we 

are now experiencing in America, which is due in part to lack of preventative care and 

costly treatments (Callahan 1999)? How might the initiatives in Ithaca address 

socioeconomic inequities in health care in the region and beyond? How is this relevant to 

the ever-expanding field of applied medical anthropology? 

I explore the possibilities of integrative medicine by examining how individuals. 
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practitioners, community groups in Ithaca, and institutions are creating integrative 

ideologies, models, and practices in ways that illuminate how medical pluralism is 

understood and incorporated into healing repertoires and health care systems in America. 

Working from the individual level through narrative accounts, I delve into the ways in 

which people explore the possibilities of alternative, complementary, and integrative 

healing options, and how organizations such as Ithaca's Integrative Community Wellness 

Center (IIC WC) are developing to respond to health care seekers needs and issues. 1 also 

address how alternative and integrative approaches seem to provide systems of meaning 

for some people suffering chronic and terminal diseases. For example. Sara's narrative. 

discussed in detail in chapter three, reveals how healing and spirituality were intertwined 

in her search for ways to understand and cope with cancer: 

1 really started my spiritual journey right before the onset of the cancer. I 
was at college and really miserable ... 1 remember saying God. if you are 
real, come into my life.' And, of course, the next thing I know. I have 
cancer, but at the same time, all these wonderftil people were sent into my 
life ... so I did mostly prayer at that time, prayer and visualization and just 
had my quiet time. 

Also touched upon in this thesis are the possibilities for integrative healing 

approaches to provide new systems of meaning and models of practice for alternative 

practitioners, and doctors, nurses, and other biomedical professionals. Mona, also 

discussed in chapter three, stated that while hospitals remain fairly conservative when it 

comes to alternative or integrative medicine. 

Now it's mamstream that you have nurses talking about alternative care. 
And when you get hired you talk about those credentials. I'm a certified 
holistic nurse. It makes me very user friendly in the hospital. People are 
using their nurse practitioners, and that is exactly what we are trained to 
do - nurses are holistic healers. 
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In Ithaca, at the community level. I focus on the possibilities for generating 

community health care initiatives from the emergent integrative healing paradigm by 

examining, through extensive participant observation, the inception and development of 

IICWC ~ the grassroots, community-oriented integrative wellness center that provided a 

research a context for understanding the themes and issues discussed in this dissertation. 

According to Dr. Stephen Panebianco. the physician who serves on the Board of 

Directors for IICWC. the Center is 

...a community organization that serves various functions for the 
community of Ithaca and beyond. First and foremost. IICWC serves as a 
vital informational and educational matrix for the community providing 
information and education about health and wellness options, and in 
particular the many diverse health modalities that emanate from all comers 
of the globe. Clearly, the focus is one of integration, taking the best of all 
healing systems - Eastern and Western - from the technological to the 
tribal, from the botanical to the biosurgical. 

Other community-based possibilities regarding integrative health care are also 

discussed, such as the Ithaca-based health assurance plan (an alternative to insurance) 

called the Ithaca Health Fund (IHF). Paul Glover, who created IHF. and the current 

Board members, hope to sustain with the Fund a non-profit, locally controlled, health 

plan that covers biomedical, alternative, and integrative health care options, with 

accessibility to people of all socioeconomic backgrounds. If it reaches its goals of high 

community involvement, the Ithaca Health Fund may become instrumental in facilitating 

access to integrative health care and boosting the local economy by providing a health 

care coverage plan for the uninsured, the imderinsured. and those who subscribe to health 

insurance companies that pull economic resources out of the community and into national 



and multinational coffers. 

Although the possibilities of an integrated health care paradigm have caught the 

attention of many health care seekers, practitioners, and community organizations, a 

thorough examination of the phenomenon also requires looking at the ways in which 

politics temper discourses and practices surrounding integrative medicine. The levels at 

which the politics of integrative medicine can be examined are numerous and can be 

assessed from micro to macro levels, from identity politics of health care seekers and 

practitioners, to community conflicts, to institutional and national assertions of power 

over the content and scope of "officially" sanctioned integrative health care products and 

practices. All of these levels need to be assessed by groups such as IICWC to 

successfiilly implement their stated goals. 

In this dissertation, I balance the discussion of the possibilities that integrative 

medicine presents in people's lives with the difficulties that may be encountered when 

engaging with integrative medicine, particularly the politics of social relations which are 

revealed in my examination of both health care seekers and practitioners. For seekers, 

personal and familial politics can arise when people choose to pursue non-mainstream 

approaches to health care. For Helen, intrafamilial politics were exacerbated because of 

her use of reiki. Spiritualism, and hypnotherapy, which her family, especially her 

daughter, views as "weird and embarrassing" according to Helen. Also emanating from 

the personal level are the politics of identity as they concern gender, class, and alternative 

cultures and practices. My research has found that the integrative healing movement 

significantly involves women, middle class health care seekers and practitioners, and 
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those whose lifestyles range from alternative to mainstream. A full understanding of 

these individual and social parameters will be beneficial in health care delivery at 

IICWC. 

From healer's perspectives, practicing alternative and integrative medicine can be 

fraught with politics and struggles, in terms of frictions with other healers, both 

biomedicial and alternative. There are also many challenges in negotiating the hierarchies 

and power relations of health care, such as the most recent drive to mandate licensure and 

professionalization among lay and community healers. Professionalization. credentialing, 

and modality licensing are some of the salient struggles alternative healers experience in 

developing their practices to meet rising consumer demands and increased institutional 

(e.g.. state) interest in and jurisdiction over integrative medicine. For example. Carol, a 

Feldenkrais practitioner in Ithaca, related to me the following power politics among 

body-workers, pitting those who have state sanctioning against those who do not: 

As you may know, the New York State Massage Board is attempting to 
bring many modalities of hands-on practice under its jurisdiction. 
requiring all practitioners who touch to become licensed massage 
therapists, in addition to whatever extensive training in Feldenkrais. 
Alexander Technique, cranio-sacral work, etc., that the person has. People 
have been arrested and/or warned about practicing their modalities without 
a massage license. 

Carol's statement indexes the scope of state and professional politics as well as 

alluding to the potential for contentious relationships between practitioners of different 

modalities residing in the same community, a major challenge for IICWC and other 

community-based groups that attempt to coalesce diverse practitioners to deliver 

integrative wellness care. 



Although I do not focus primarily on biomedical practitioners, they too struggle 

with how to provide more options to patients in the integrative arena, but they may be 

constrained by time pressures and the regulations of HMOs and other authoritative 

institutions that dictate how mainstream medicine is to be practiced. Will community-

based models such as the Wellness Center provide less limiting contexts to pursue 

integrative practices? In this dissertation. I do address the growing population of holistic 

physicians, such as Stephen Panebianco. MD. who are attempting to integrate alternative 

healing modalities into their medical practices and communities by becoming involved 

with groups and organizations which articulate with, and sometimes lay outside of. 

institutionalized biomedicine (e.g.. hospitals, clinics, mainstream organizations). 

Moving towards a macro analysis of the politics of integrative medicine. I also 

examine the politics of power at the institutional and national levels, especially through 

the lens of political economy and the ways in which many different interests vie for 

economic success through marketing integrative medicine, wellness products and 

services. Marketing strategies often employ discourses that indicate their product can 

provide a reprieve for the hectic lifestyles, insalubrious practices, and health-demoting 

stresses that are ubiquitous in American culture. For example, the ad for Nature's 

Solutions Liquid Health Ginseng-2000 states: "Feel Better. Live Better. Work Better: 

Next time you work out or need a mid-day energy boost pop a Nature's Solutions 

Ginseng-2000. Squirt, swallow and feel the difference" fNatural Living Todav April 

1999:1). 

For the chronically and terminally ill, who may not find a cure within the realm of 
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biomedicine. the politics of hope are inanipulated in the realm of political economy when 

people are marketed promises of miracle products and therapies that target their desire to 

be cured, such as the ad for the South American herb lapacho. the "amazing all purpose 

healer!" which is "effective at fighting three different kinds of cancer" (Health Secrets. 

Summer 2000). Because of the immense expansion of such information and marketing, 

one of the difficulties currently facing American health care consumers is how to 

evaluate the multiplicitous therapeutic options and inundation with marketing images and 

discourses in order to find healing solutions that resonate with personal wellness goals. 

The economic politics of integrative medicine and alternative healing intersect 

with the politics of institutional power as well. As Davis-Floyd and St. John have 

observed, "achieving an integrated health care system would require fundamental shifts 

in the institutions that constitute what is now the practice of medicine" (1998: 249). 

These fundamental shifts may entail challenging the lines of power and authority as they 

exist in the social relations of medicine in America. For example, an organization called 

FAIM (Foundation for the Advancement of Innovative Medicine), comprised primarily 

of physicians, sponsored a conference in 1997 specifically on the "politics of alternative 

and complementary medicine." Common threads of the conference included discussion 

of 

...the extent to which issues of professional identity underlie many 
of the strategic choices facing the ACM (alternative and complementary 
medicine) community. The belief, for example, that the Kassebaum-
Kennedy Act' outlaws alternative medicine may be based on a view that 

' In August of 1996, "President Clinton signed into law the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability 
Act, popularly known as the Kassebaum-Kennedy, after its co-sponsors. Sen. Nancy Kassebaum, R-Kan.. 
and Sen. Edward Kennedy, D-Mass. The law set broad new social policies into law by placing a number of 
mandates on health insurance providers" (Cline 1997: 1). The Kassebaum-Kennedy Act may be assumed to 
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ACM is forever alternative and outcast, a view which may hold us back 
from claiming the role the public wishes for us in providing their care. 
Integrating with other health care providers while retaining the individual 
philosophies of our approaches is a significant challenge, one heightened 
by the concurrent need to integrate different views of the role of money in 
health care. Struggles over the role of gatekeeping, licensure and 
credentialing, insurance reimbursement and managed care participation 
reflect these primary concerns. (Dumoff 1997; 1) 

Powerful institutions, such as the Food and Drug Administration (FDA). 

hospitals, the American Medical Association (AMA), and managed care organizations 

are paying attention to the popular consumer movement of demanding more choices in 

healing options. The emphasis on preventative health care has certainly caught the 

attention of health insurance companies that see the benefits (i.e.. financial) of 

approaches which emphasize avoidance of sickness and reduction of treatment costs. 

With 67% of HMOs now providing some coverage of alternative modalities (Landmark 

Healthcare, Inc.. 1999), along with conventional medicine, they have become a powerful 

institutional force in defining how integrative medicine is being created in America. 

Their choices of coverage tend to follow the contours of acceptability already being 

shaped by members of the biomedical establishment, with modalities such as 

chiropractic, acupuncture, and massage (all state sanctioned, i.e. licensed) being 

incorporated first into health insurance coverage. The politics of this incorporation and 

sanctioning process by major institutional forces are examined in detail in the latter part 

of this dissertation. 

exclude most alternative treatments because of its assertion that therapies must be state controlled and 
sanctioned; however, the Act does provide a category of coverage for "health promotion and disease 
prevention," which could allude to a number of different alternative and complementary therapies (for a 
tlill description of the Act, go to http://thoiiuis.loc.gov/home/thonias.htinl). 

http://thoiiuis.loc.gov/home/thonias.htinl
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In sum, the framing strategy of this dissertation revolves around the possibilities 

and politics of the emergent integrative medicine paradigm, and how this paradigm is 

envisioned and engaged with through individual social, cultural and political frames, 

panicularly in the local contexts in Ithaca where I collected data, conducted participant 

observation, and interviewed health care seekers and practitioners. 

Theoretical Orientations for the Dissertation 

Moving through such frames, from micro to macro analyses, entails the 

employment of several overarching theoretical orientations in anthropology, from cultural 

interpretive and phenomeno logical perspectives of scholars such as Good (1994). 

Csordas (1994). and Hahn (1995). to critical perspectives that address issues of gender, 

power, and political economy (Baer 1982; Doyal 1995; Fee & Krieger 1994; Foucault 

1975; Locke & Scheper-Hughes 1996; Sherwin et al. 1998; Waitzkin 1983). 

Much of this analysis has been inspired by the critical medical anthropology 

(CMA) approach with its emphasis on issues of political economy, power relations, and 

community praxis (Singer 1998). According to some. CMA concerns itself with "the 

ways fKjwer differences shape social processes" and the manner in which the capitalist 

system is implicated with such power dynamics and inequities in health care (Baer et al. 

1997: 26). This is directly relevant to analyzing the development of integrative health 

care in America, which is shaped by consumer and market forces and defined by power 

brokers in established medical venues and health-related institutions such as HMOs. 

Following the lead of the CMA approach, my analysis reveals how the social relations of 

class, gender, and ethnicity, which permeate the dominant medical system, are to a great 
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extent being reproduced in contexts of alternative and integrative medicine. For example. 

chiropractic, one of the most widely accepted and frequently used modalities, is 

comprised of a practitioner base that is predominantly male, white, and middle class. As 

more complementary modalities are mainstreamed, will these social relations be 

reproduced? How are such hegemonic social relations reproduced, partially manifested. 

or resisted in localized contexts such as Ithaca? 

The theoretical orientation I adopt to e.xamine integrative medicine is also part of 

the related critical-interpretive perspective in medical anthropology, outlined by Lock 

and Scheper-Hughes (1996). They use the body as a focal point to exemplify the 

approach and state: 

The task of a critical-interpretive medical anthropologist is. first, to 
describe the culturally constructed variety of metaphorical conceptions 
(conscious and unconscious) about the body and associated narratives and 
then to show the social, political and individual uses to which these 
conceptions are applied in practice. By this approach, medical knowledge 
is not conceived of as autonomous but is rooted in and continually 
modified by practice and social and political change. (1996:44) 

The critical-interpretive approach, by virtue of the adoption of micro and 

macro lenses, and both critical and symbolic perspectives, constitutes a 

synthesizing, versus polarizing, viewpoint on anthropological theories. Brodwin 

(1997) as well focuses on the importance of bridging theoretical orientations in 

medical anthropology by stressing the need to focus first on phenomenological 

experience, and then contextiialize the descriptive information with an analysis of 

the social relations of knowledge and power. This dissertation follows this same 

trajectory by first, setting up a historical and topical cultural framework, and then 
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proceeding to look at the lived worlds of integrative health care seekers and 

healers, and the types of integrative models and practices they employ. Finally. 

the scope is broadened to encompass the contexts of community, political 

economy, and power relations. 

The theme of power and its implications in health and healing are 

paramount in this analysis. Freund and McGuire state that "power is a ubiquitous 

factor in our daily lives" (1995: 7). Furthermore, they emphasize 

...the relationship between health and power, such as the power of 
workers over their work pace; the power of people to control the quality of 
their physical environments; the power of various groups or societies to 
shape health policy or to deliver what they consider healing; the power of 
people of different statuses to control, receive, and understand information 
vital to their well-being; and the power of the mass media to shape ideas 
about food and fitness. In addition to these objective manifestations of 
power, we also subjectively experience power. A person's sense of 
empowerment - the feeling that one can handle stressftil situations . for 
instance - is important to health and well-being, and is strongly related to 
one's ability to manage one's environment and to feel safe and secure in it. 
The power of individuals is not simply personal but also usually has a 
social basis, (ibid: 7) 

Chapter Organization of the Dissertation 

The two themes of politics and possibilities are examined in this dissertation from 

the micro level to the macro level as the chapters unfold and build upon one another. This 

multifaceted analysis sheds light on the broader integrative medicine movement and its 

local manifestations in contexts such as Ithaca's Integrative Community Wellness Center. 

In chapter one. alternative and integrative healing movements and modalities are 

historically and culturally situated with the prominent themes of the dissertation which 

revolve around issues of power, status, politics, and social relations ~ including those of 
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identity, class, and gender. Examining nineteenth century health movements as social 

movements sets the stage to understand widespread popular interest in non-biomedical 

therapeutics and how institutional power and authority grew out of the relations between 

eclectic healing traditions and the "regular" physicians who worked to establish 

biomedical practice as "orthodox." In the chapter. I use the Thompsonian popular health 

movement as a primary example to illustrate the sociocultural dynamics of a healing 

system. 

Samuel Thompson, the founder of the movement, searched to legitimate, market, 

and popularize botanical remedies and self-care during the middle decades of the 

nineteenth century. The struggle over the marketing of healing, prominent today, was a 

salient dynamic over 150 years ago when Samuel Thompson grappled with removing 

healing from the marketplace and commercialization, while at the same time finding 

ways to market his own healing system. This is also a theme I have encountered in Ithaca 

from practitioners and Wellness Center planners, specifically how to practice 

complementary and integrative medicine without "selling out" to commercialization and 

profit-driven health care. 

As a lay healing movement. Thompsonianism became immensely popular in the 

1830"s. especially for women, who found in Thompsonianism forms of cultural 

expression they were denied in orthodox medical practice (Burbick 1994; Kett 1968). It is 

illuminating of the contemporary interest in alternative healing to examine some of the 

reasons for the popularity of Thompsonianism among health seekers, which scholars 

postulate as a search for self-healing and self-empowerment, gentler treatments, and 
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social justice and equality, these latter themes being intertwined with the women's rights 

and workingmen's movements of the 1830's (Ehrenreich & English 1978; Kett 1968). A 

number of insights into the current integrative healing phenomenon, especially in the 

context of Ithaca, can be gleaned from such a historical study, particularly as they relate 

to popular appeal of health trends and the cultural shaping of health care ideology, 

practice, resistance, and reform in America. 

From this historical anchoring. I move the time line forward to the early twentieth 

century when the influential Flexner report was issued that outlined and refocused the 

scope and practice of orthodox biomedical health care. The issuance of Flexner's report is 

often considered a watershed in the dominant foothold of biomedicine. and to a great 

extent it was. but it was also just another tbrce among many that pushed alternative 

healing to the margins of American society. It was not until the 1960's when societal 

unrest, which took many forms, focused again on popular health care movements which 

challenged the hegemony of orthodox medicine. Counter-cultural healing movements and 

groups, some of which were overtly feminist, called for a holistic and humanistic healing 

systems and practices (Bermosk & Porter 1979; Corea 1977; Doyal 1995; Whatley & 

Worcester 1989). While popular interest in biomedical alternatives remained present in a 

variety of spaces in the health and healing landscape throughout the 1970's and 1980's. 

especially in counter-cultural centers such as Ithaca, widespread public interest in 

holistic, alternative and integrative medicine did not become a major cultural force until 

the 1990's. The end of chapter one brings the reader to the recent and current 

phenomenon of alternative, complementary and integrative healing, and a discussion of 
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the scope and cultural interpretations of these healing genres. The chapter concludes with 

a reiteration of the frames adopted in this dissertation to provide a more comprehensive 

understanding of what the phenomenon of integrative medicine is about from the 

individual, practitioner, community, and institutional levels and how the emergent 

paradigm is being created, experienced, debated, and claimed from localized sites in the 

integrative health care landscape. 

In chapter two. I situate the dissertation geographically and anthropologically by 

discussing my research and how 1 employed participant observation at the Welkiess 

Center and moved through different alternative and integrative health care arenas to gain 

a broader understanding of the contemporary integrative medicine movement. It is 

important to observe that health and healing ideologies and activities are grounded in 

places, whether they be geographical regions, communities, or sites where healing occurs 

(Cartwright 1998). The buQc of ethnographic work for the dissertation was carried out in 

Ithaca, a city recently named the "most enlightened city in America" for its alternative 

culture and politics, plethora of healing choices, and strong civic involvement 

(Walljasper 1997: 43). Ithaca is a unique community with its own distinctive histories 

and cultures that have profoimdly shaped healing experiences, models, and initiatives, 

like the Ithaca Health Fund and Ithaca's Integrative Community Welhiess Center. While 

much of the surrounding central New York area is described by residents as fairly 

conservative, many Ithacans pride themselves on social activism, grassroots community 

efforts, and celebrations of diversity. In chapter two. I begin laying the framework for 

how health care seekers and practitioners move through and inhabit this healing 
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landscape. 

In chapter three. I begin in-depth the process of examining integrative healing 

from micro to macro orientations by first contextualizing how people use. understand, 

and engage with alternative healing practices and integrate them into their health 

repertoires. This type of analysis is crucial for the perspectives it brings to bear for 

developing integrative health care initiatives. In order to deliver holistic and integrative 

care to people, as the Welhiess Center strives to do. the lives and issues of integrative 

health care seekers must be understood. In the chapter. I delve into the motivations for 

seeking non-biomedical modalities, and some of the issues facing health care seekers as 

consumers in the pluralistic medical marketplace. For this dissertation. I did not interview 

people who do not pursue alternative healing; I solicited interviews from non-

conventional healing venues, thereby skewing my sample to those who are adherents to 

alternative healing and its attendant philosophies to better understand the place it has in 

their lives. They represent one end of a continuum and more research needs to be 

conducted on contextualizing the experiences of people who seek mostly mainstream 

biomedical and pharmaceutical therapies, but who may partially utilize adjunctive health 

care such as vitamins, nutrition, and chain-store herbs and supplements. In the chapter, I 

focus on narratives on the search for wellness by exploring how people learned of 

alternative and complementary medicines, why they decided to try them, and how the 

search for meanings through healing was associated with people's illnesses and personal 

journeys. 

Examining illness and healing in the context of people's lives also highlights the 
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social relations of sickness and healing and how social networks are involved, both 

positively and negatively, with the use of alternative therapies. I conclude chapter three 

by exploring in more depth the social relations of healing, and other broader themes as 

they relate to seekers and are illuminated by the narrative accounts. Chapter three 

elucidates some of the personal and wellness possibilities that people found through 

integrative health care, and also the politics that pervade such health care seeking 

strategies, especially as they relate to conflicts in the therapy management group (Janzen 

1987). Political economic issues are touched upon in the chapter as well, to remind the 

reader that within the American cultural context, the overarching forces of the 

commodification of healing can profoundly affect health care seeking, especially with 

many of the alternative and integrative modalities which are paid for as an out-of-pocket 

expense (Eisenberg et al. 1998). All of the chapter themes about health care seekers and 

their issues come to bear on the development of initiatives such as the Wellness Center, 

as they strive to serve the people who shared their stories with me. 

Chapter four moves the analysis to the next vantage point in the integrative 

medicine landscape by examining practitioner issues related to the project of integration. 

The chapter also discusses some of the modalities being considered in integrative health 

care models. Issues and dynamics related to coalescing practitioners at the Wellness 

Center in Ithaca are explored, especially as they illuminate inter-modality politics, social 

relations, community dynamics, and the possibilities for developing an integrative 

wellness center. To highlight modalities and issues that are prominent in the integrative 

medicine movement, I chose to focus on chiropractic and herbalism. An analysis of these 
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modalities reveals the sociocultural frames shaping integrative healing; it also alludes to 

relations of hierarchy that fall along the fault lines of modalities, practitioners, gender, 

and class. The practitioners from Ithaca reflect the idea that healing is not just about 

health, but it also indexes issues of community and provides junctures to discuss social 

relations and critique the political economy and commercialism of health care in 

America. 

Also important for this dissertation is the question of how practitioners of these 

modalities envision and enact integrative models and practices into what they do. both 

educationally and clinically. To be feasible in the long run. modalities which may be 

considered in an integrative health care paradigm should also be assessed for their 

epistemological and practical ability to be combined with other alternative modalities and 

practices, and with biomedicine. The chapter concludes by viewing these issues from the 

localized context of Ithaca and the attempt by both practitioners and community members 

to combine "ihe best of all healing traditions." from the botanical to biomedical, at 

IICWC. 

In chapter five. I serve multiples roles as storyteller and anthropologist in 

recounting the process whereby Ithaca's Integrative Community Wellness Center was 

conceived and developed. IICWC provides a pivotal case study as it highlights the 

collaborative, grass-roots initiative to create non-profit, community-controlled, non-

hierarchical. affordable, and integrative wellness care for diverse populations. The group 

process itself has been punctuated with symbols and rituals that reflect a commitment to 

integration and holism in health care. Many of the symbols used to characterize the 
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wellness center are naturalistic and organic, such as the use of waterfalls, versus the 

scientific, technological and hierarchical symbols which pervade the culture of 

biomedical organizations. 

Chapter five affords the reader a look into the inner workings of how holistic and 

integrative models of healing are being discussed, debated, and implemented by diverse 

practitioners and community members who come from varied social and professional 

positions. The IICWC group has grappled with questions that have permeated many other 

health initiatives discussed in the medical anthropology literature, particularly in the 

arena of international health, where issues of community, socioeconomics, modality 

hegemony, and the politics of health care are examined. Some of the major stumbling 

blocks in the implementation of the Wellness Center have revolved around the cultural 

milieu of health care in American which is pervaded by bureaucratic regulations, slate 

licensing, legal malpractice issues, and the hierarchical relations between health care 

modalities. 

Chapter five represents an in-depth look into how the widespread interest in 

integrative medicine is being explored and developed at the local level. The process is 

profoundly shaped by the cultural scaffolding of health care in America and resonates 

with the two major themes of the dissertation, as the group members of IICWC try to 

pursue possibilities for new models of healing and welhiess while wading through the 

personal, social, cultural, and economic politics of health care in America. 

Chapter six broadens the investigation of integrative medicine to the macro level 

of political economy and institutional power by investigating the politics and power 



dynamics of integrative medicine. In the chapter. I examine the numerous hegemonic 

forces that are shaping the rapidly evolving integrative health care landscape. The 

primary arenas of investigation include the realm of wellness products and their 

marketing, the influence and impact of institutions such as health insurance companies, 

the Food and Drug administration, and hospitals and other biomedical organizations. 

Pervading this examination of marketing and institutional control are the ways in which 

power is wielded from various positions in an attempt to define how integrative medicine 

should be developed and practiced in America. These macro forces, played out in local 

contexts such as Ithaca, may be the defining forces in what the future holds regarding 

integrative medicine. In the chapter, the partial quality of power and hegemony are also 

examined through a discussion of the complex positioning of physicians regarding 

alternative and integrative medicine, with some physicians labeled as holistic and quite 

open to expanding healing options and philosophies, while others are more concerned 

with how biomedical institutions should control the ways in which the integration of non-

biomedical therapies will take place. 

In the conclusion, I reiterate where this journey into integrative medicine in 

America has taken the reader and discuss the future of medical pluralism and integrative 

medicine. Ultimately, this thesis raises many questions, the answers to which will require 

continued journeying. Are we in the midst of a fundamental paradigm shifl in the way we 

view sickness and strive for wellness? How is integrative medicine associated with 

meanings emanating from the body, health, illness, and healing? What is the process 

whereby people integrate multiple health care strategies into their lives? Do 
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complementary therapies and integrative models provide a challenge to mainstream fields 

of health care and all of the accompanying politics? Or do they provide and opportunity 

for co-optation by hegemonic institutions and authorities? Will the forces of capitalism 

inevitably domesticate and neutralize resistance into more marketable and fleeting 

products for our bodies, minds, and spirits? This dissertation has begun to answer these 

questions about the possibilities and politics of the emergent integrative healing 

movement in America. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

SETTING THE STAGE: HISTORICAL AND 
CONTEMPORARY PERSPECTIVES 

ON ALTERNATIVE MEDICINE 

Time, the proverbial refreshing river, may not always feel quite so 
refreshing for seeming to loop back on itself, but, thus appearing, it can often 
usefiilly stimulate reconsiderations of the past. Nowhere more so, perhaps, is 
this the case today than with regard to so-called 'alternative medicine." Of the 
possible reasons for exploring its relatively neglected past, none seems more 
inviting than the startling, nineteenth-century like growth of interest in it over 
the past few years. (Cooter 1988: x) 

***** 

It is by way of Flexner that the mainstream was separated from the fringe. 
More than anyone, he put the "alternative" in front of medicine. 

(Brown 1998: 41) 

*****  

Medical pluralism and the combination of eclectic healing traditions are not new 

phenomena in America. To understand contemporary alternative, complementarv'. and 

integrative health movements, it is necessary to historically root the analysis as a way of 

demonstrating the complex interconnections between sociocultural factors, political 

economy, power, and health care. While the history of multiple healing practices and 

traditions in America could be traced back centuries in Western epistemology (Grossinger 

1995: Webster 1988), I will discuss medical pluralism beginning in the nineteenth century, 

when many healing modalities relevant to an integrative medical paradigm were already 

well established, namely homeopathy, herbalism, osteopathy, naturopathy, chiropractic, 

and spiritual healing. Eclecticism certainly characterized much of the nineteenth century. 
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"A multiplicity of health styles rather than a commonality of themes distinguished the 

sectarian medical community during the nineteenth and into the early twentieth century" 

(Grossinger 1995: 468). For example, "American Indian pharmacy was. of course, 

discovered in place by the early settlers, and it subsequently gave rise to numerous 

different naturopathic schools, each based on idiosyncratic recipes of roots, barks, and 

herbs" (ibid: 468). 

The salient connections between nineteenth century medical pluralism and the 

eclectic healing choices now available have been noted by several scholars (Burbick 1994; 

Cooter 1988; Freund & McGuire 1995; Grossinger 1995). Cooter, in Studies in the 

History of Alternative Medicine, observes that 

... the current situation provides more than just an excuse for pursuing the 
history of non-conventional forms of healing and health care. It provides. 
too. a usefijl basis for their comprehension. It reminds us. contrary to what 
most history of medicine suggests, that interest in health care is typically 
highly differentiated - that the intimate nature of our relation with our 
bodies naturally stimulates the desire to shop around in search of the most 
effective and satisfying means to well-being, and further, that health and 
health care are highly political issues, deeply influenced by social, 
economic, religious, philosophical and ideological considerations. (1988; x) 

A critical assessment of nineteenth and twentieth century therapies in the U.S. 

requires a consideration of both the rise and fall in popular appeal of alternative therapies, 

and the politics of medical professionalization (centrally involving gender) that ultimately 

led to the marginalization of such modalities, especially after the turn of the century 

(Burbick 1994; Cooter 1988; Ehrenreich& English 1978; Marcowitz & Rosner 1973; 

Rothstein 1972). The historical situation of contemporary therapeutic pluralism 
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demonstrates that unequal social relations and the politics of power and status were 

prominent themes over one hundred and fifty years ago. and they continue to permeate the 

alternative and integrative health care realms of the late twentieth century and into the 

dawn of the new millennium. 

Beyond a consideration of medical systems per se, it is important to examine 

health movements as social movements associated with class, gender, and ethnic relations, 

among other social correlates (Burbick 1994). In applying these perspectives to the 

contemporary popularity of alternative medicines. Sahnon (1984) observes that the 

increased interest iii health awareness, activism, and alternatives emanates from the 

confluence of economic, social and cultural factors, such as discontentments of workers in 

unsafe jobs, environmentalists protesting insalubrious cultural practices, the medical 

marginalization of certain ethnicities, and women's concerns over somatic hegemonies in 

the medical mainstream. The popularity and longevity of healing movements need to be 

examined in light of social issues and subtle and not so subtle acts of resistance to the 

power relations of healing. With gender as a primary axis of investigation, this chapter 

will discuss the nineteenth century popular health movement, associated with the 

philosophy and practice of Samuel Thompson, and feminist health initiatives of the 

nineteenth and twentieth centuries. These examples highlight the sociocultxiral politics of 

medical pluralism in America from the depths of history to today. 

This chapter follows a chronological trajectory beginning with the rise of popular 

and populist movements such as Thomsonianism, and then moves through the century to 
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its turn and beyond, noting how the health and healing landscape was altered dramatically 

into the twentieth century with the issuance of the Flexner report. The historical timeline 

then focuses on the 1960's and the popular resurgence in alternative medicine and the 

significant junctures with social movements such as feminism. At the end of the chapter. I 

bring the focus back to the contemporary scene of alternative, complementary, and 

integrative health care, the subject of the remainder of the dissertation. 

Popular and Eclectic Health Movements of the Nineteenth Century and the Rise of 
Biomedical Hegemonv 

The health and healing landscape of the nineteenth century was one characterized 

by a diversity of healing traditions and practices, many of which have been repopularlized 

in recent times. Homeopathy, herbalism, naturopathy, chiropractic, osteopathy, nutritional 

therapies, lay midwifery, and other sundry folk remedies and practitioners, from African, 

Native American, and immigrant traditions, constituted the eclectic health care that the 

majority of people sought throughout most of the 1800's (Grossinger 1995). Examining 

some of the history and scope of these "inegular" therapies, as they were called by the 

allopaths, sheds light on the cultural and social politics of healing that continue to this day 

as the proponents of many different healing practices vie for recognition and legitimation 

in a pluralistic marketplace. 

Ehrenreich and English (1978) provide an insightful account of the social dynamics 

of healing, with a focus on the politics of gender, from the nineteenth century to today. 

They describe the scene of the early 1800's as characterized by flourishing lay practices 
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that combined "Indian. African and European lore" to create eclectic new traditions of 

healing, largely practiced by women (ibid: 40). However, gaining momentum from the late 

1700"s. there was another type of medicine gaining power and presence in the healing 

arena - the largely male, self-described "regular doctors" who strove to be like their 

genteel and elite counterparts in Europe, those physicians who had long asserted "a clear 

monopoly among the upper classes" by the fourteenth century, except for midwifery. 

which was practiced by midwives for another three centuries (ibid: 39). 

According to Ehrenreich and English, the budding American physicians had to 

stake their ground by assuring a piece of the burgeoning health care market - if they 

wanted to be wealthy and powertlil, they had to find a way to sell their services and 

convince people they were worth paying for. Part of this situation came about because 

allopaths of the time distanced themselves from marketing services such as surgery 

(considered lowly at the time) and products such as drugs, leaving them with an economic 

conundrum. In the late eighteenth century, part of this quandary was addressed through 

the use of heroic measures by allopaths, which included such dramatic treatments as 

bloodletting, purging, and prescribing toxic substances such as calomel, a mercury salt 

with which "long term use caused the gums, and teeth and eventually the tongue and 

entire jaw to erode and fall off' (ibid: 47). Surely, it could be postulated, people must have 

felt they were getting something for their money with such violent and visceral outcomes. 

Ehrenreich and English continue their review by stating that once the allopaths 

claimed a salable realm, they then had to assure a dominance of the market share to 
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achieve their socioeconomic aspirations, which included an agenda to marginalize healers, 

both regular and irregular, who were working class, non-male, and non-white: 

The patrician dream - that healing would be restricted to the regulars and 
that their ranks, in turn, would be restricted to "gentlemen" - gleamed 
bright in the early decades of the new century. Between 1800 and 1820. the 
organized forces of regular medicine were able to get seventeen states to 
pass licensing laws restricting the practice of medicine. In most cases local 
and state regular medicine societies were given the power to grant licenses; 
in ten states the unlicensed practice of medicine was made punishable by 
fine or imprisonment, (ibid: 47) 

Although much has been written about the heroic medicine of the nineteenth 

century (which certainly has its survivals today), it is important to remember that, as the 

regular profession was attempting to assert its social dominance, there was much actual 

diversity in the practices of physicians, many of whom incorporated ideas about the 

healing power of nature, and prescribed herbs, tonics, and dietary recommendations 

(Rosenberg 1979; Rothstein 1972). a trend which continues today in the diverse practices 

of physicians who call themselves holistic (Davis-Floyd &. St. John 1998). Health care 

practices among lay people remained eclectic as well, with various forms of healing being 

practiced, from multicultural traditions of America's natives and immigrants, to self- and 

family-care, to community-based healing. Such observations demonstrate the complex 

relationships between dominant medical systems, and their incomplete hegemony 

regarding the actual practices of healers and health seekers. 

Mirror to the Past: Samuel Thompson and the Popular Health Movement 

Despite this acknowledged diversity in the allopathic practice of medicine, it is still 
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accurate to discuss the contentious politics and power struggles between the regulars and 

the irregulars regarding sanctioned and unsanctioned therapies and who should control 

and practice thenx a topic still dominating today's health care arenas. Practitioners of 

homeopathy, hydropathy, and herbalism were significant players in the field of eclectic 

medicine throughout the nineteenth century. The dynamic interplay between varied healing 

philosophies and their practitioners was embedded within cultural debates over knowledge 

and authority, and these were further embedded in economic and political tensions. For 

example, social conflicts were magnified as America was becoming more solidified in a 

cash economy that brought with it heightened class differentials and the increasing social 

marginalization of both women and minorities (Burbick 1994). 

One lay healer whose life and writings reflected these conflicts was Samuel 
Thompson, the greatest threat to the establishment of professional medicine 
in the antebellum period ... Thompson's writings struggled with how 
ordinary men and women were to maintain their ti-eedom amidst the 
economic and political changes of the republic ... From his writings a series 
of questions about the national culture of America emerges. Did a mere 
citizen have enough knowledge and freedom to obtain health? Or. was the 
knowledge of the body beyond the reach of common sense and common 
understanding? Could neighborly women and "local" healers promote 
health or were the public men of "legitimate" knowledge [i.e., the 
"experts"] necessary for the nations" well-being? The debate over who 
could heal rested upon beliefs in free agency, individual knowledge, and 
social control, (ibid: 16) 

Samuel Thompson, a New Hampshire farmer, attacked the licensed medical 

profession, and promoted the idea of putting healing back in the hands of the people. 

Thompson, who "had watched his wife suffer and his mother die in the hands of regular 

doctors," became committed to popularizing alternatives that were accessible to lay 
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people (Ehrenreich & English 1978: 52). Then, as today, there was much discussion of 

potentially unnecessary and even harmful, or iatrogenic (lUich 1976). medical practices. 

and through Samuel Thompson, these concerns were expressed and popularized (for 

recent critiques in the popular press of iatrogenic biomedical outcomes, see Gerlin 1999; 

L\lel 1999; Neergaard 1999; Smith 2000). 

Thompson adapted much of his philosophy from what he had learned as a child 

from a healer and midwife named Mrs. Benton: 

Thompson's system was little more than a systematization of Mrs. 
Benton's combination of herbs and steam, which in turn was derived from 
Native American healing lore. But it was a great success with the people 
Thompson visited, perhaps because by this time so many people had had a 
brush with regular medicine. Thompson could, at this point, have settled 
down to become a respected local healer, but his medical philosophy 
involved much more than a set of techniques. His goal was to remove 
healing from the Market and utterly democratize it. (Ehrenreich & English 
1978:53) 

Reaching its height in the 1830's and 40's with an estimated four million 

adherents, the Thompsonian health movement advocated steam baths and herbal formulas, 

many with lobelia as a main constituent, although over sixty-five formulas were developed 

(Estes 1992). Thompson's rather limited materia medica included mostly herbs which 

were commonly available and affordable, such as peppermint, thistle, burdock, chamomile, 

clover, and red raspberry. In reviewing Thompson's herbal inventory, I was struck by 

endurance of the majority of these herbs in the contemporary practices of eclectic 

herbalists in Ithaca with whom I have worked (discussed in chapter 4). Clearly, there are 

herbal traditions in America, themselves unique combinations of European and Native 
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,-\merican herbalism, which continue to form the basis for the contemporary renewed 

interest in herbal healing. Herbs relied upon in Thompsonian practice that constitute a core 

materia medica for eclectic herbalists in Ithaca include thistle, burdock, chamomile, red 

clover, ginger, slippery elm bark, peppermint, mullein, and horseradish. Interestingly. 

75 % of Thompson's "sixty-three plant remedies were also listed in the Edinburgh 

Dispensatory, which was highly influential among American physicians" (Estes 1992: 

124). In fact, a number of physicians at the time also prescribed tonics, salubrious heat, 

and emetics (vomit producing substances), just as Thompson did. 

While botanical healing formed the basis of Thompsonian healing, the remainder of 

his philosophies and practices were by no means novel - they were constituted by extant 

healing ideas, such as the notion that cold produces illness and heat generates health, thus 

promoting the notion of "healing sweats." or steam baths (Estes 1992). Purgatives, 

especially in the form of the emetic herb lobelia, also formed a mainstay of the movement, 

a theme that again flourishes today among community herbalists in Ithaca, who promote 

purging not through emetics, but through herbal "cleansing" regimens that stimulate the 

bowels and purify the blood of toxins (with the use of ginger, burdock, milk thistle, and 

other herbs). Thompson focused on cleansing the stomach (with lobelia), promoting 

internal heat (with cayenne and ginger), encouraging evacuation of the bowels (with 

bayberry). and stimulating digestion with bitters (such as bitter root, barberry, golden seal, 

and poplar bark). "Although regular physicians used a similar sequence of drugs for similar 

reasons, they seldom tried to increase body heat; instead, they usually sought to lower it. 
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especially in fever patients" (ibid: 124). 

Thompson rallied for the non-elitist practice of medicine and he lobbied diligently 

to repeal medical licensing laws and his efforts were largely successtlil. "Every state which 

had had a restrictive licensing law softened it or repealed it in the eighteen thirties ...This 

was an enormous victory for the 'people's medicine'" (Ehrenreich & English 1978: 55). 

This did. of course, set the stage for a profound political polarization between Thompson 

and the regular physicians, which played out most dramatically early on before his system 

even became popularized. As Estes recounts. "His most notorious persecution" by the 

regular medical profession took the form of his trial for murder in 1809" where he was 

accused of manslaughter for administering lobelia inflata. but was ultimately acquitted 

(Estes 1992: 128). Thompson was not overtly critical of all physicians, however, and he 

lauded doctors who also eschewed heroic measures, even if those gentler physicians at the 

same time rejected Thompson's system (Rothstein 1972). These very same dynamics of 

licensing and legitimation remain prominent today as biomedicine holds alternative 

modalities up to great scrutiny, and debates erupt within modalities such as naturopathy 

about licensed and non-licensed members of their own profession. 

Thompson set his healing system apart through distancing health care from the 

domain of licensed physicians by "arguing that anybody could be his or her own physician" 

(Bermosk & Porter 1979), although "almost any do-it-yourself medicine was unacceptable 

to physicians" (Estes 1992: 127). The Thompsonian credo of self-care and do-it-yourself 

medicine, as a means to maintain control over one's body and health, is a theme that is 
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woven throughout the centuries. "And now. as then (at least since the nineteenth century), 

aversion to the fragmented gaze of the medical specialists has encouraged a popular desire 

to somehow regain control over medical processes and over (as one popular title has it) 

Our Bodies. Ourselves"' (Cooter 1988: xi). Thompson tried to empower individuals to 

create and own. and perhaps even systematize, knowledge about the body and health, in 

ways that challenged the experts and professionalized medicine (Burbick 1994). 

Theoretically, this resonates with the observations of Foucauit (1977) and the body as a 

site where societal contestations of power and control are enacted. As the experts 

increasingly claimed their own authority over the body. Thompsonianism provided - at 

least for awhile - a forum for resistance and re-legitimation of self-knowledge. 

Over 150 years after Thompson, the renewed possibilities for self-care have been 

taken up by another reformer of medicine, namely Andrew Weil, MD, whose recent best-

selling book Spontaneous Healing promotes using "the body's natural ability to maintain 

and heal itself (Weil 1995: cover). Weil writes about "Ihe failings of my profession," the 

negative consequences of modem biomedicine, and the many "refugees from conventional 

medicine" (ibid: 59). Much of Weil's advice (using tonics, eating healthy, and getting 

activity and rest) resonates with the common sense doled out in Thompson's best selling 

treatise. New Guide to Health, which included the admonition that pregnant women be 

kept strong so at birth they could activate their natural capabilities (Rothstein 1972). As 

Burbick notes, in a Foucauldian manner, "Thompson consistently argued for the powers of 

the body to heal and for the role of the healer to assist... This refigxiring of the body 
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implied a somatized system of values that fought against the organization of knowledge 

into institutions that denied access to the common people. If common people had common 

sense, then they should be allowed to use it" (1994: 30). The echoes of the immensely 

popular Thompsonian system of the 1800's can be heard today in contemporary 

alternative health trends and the focus on self-treatment, questioning authoritative 

"experts" and their ever-rising fees, and paying more attention to the social correlates of 

health care (for women, minorities, the elderly, etc.). 

Sociocultural Correlates of Thompsonianism: Gender. Class. Economics, and Power 

Although little has been written on the appeal and use of Thompsonianism among 

ethnic minorities, the links between women, the working classes and Thompson's health 

care philosophy have been concretely made (Burbick 1994; Cooter 1988; Ehrenreich & 

English 1978; Estes 1992). Thompson, inspired in part from his observations of Mrs. 

Benton, extolled the virtues of female healers, and railed against confining practices such 

as corseting and heroic obstetrics. Thompsonianism has been described by some as a 

"crusade for women's health. Working class radicals and feminists were the backbone of 

the movement" (Bermosk & Porter 1979: 24). The large support by women became a 

point of critique by regular doctors who accused Thompson of having to look to the more 

gullible female sex to bolster his movement. The involvement of women was such that the 

topics involved were about much more than health; Thompsonianism became a focal point 

to discuss societal relations and gendered injustices in mid-nineteenth century America. 

Most everyday medical care was the domain of women, whose botanical 
knowledge was often sustained and enriched by female healers and 



midwives (Kett 1968). In general, laywomen were responsive to popular 
health movements, and Thompson was particularly responsive to women. 
Open to women as a medical practice, Thompsonian botanic healing also 
promulgated its ideas in several journals which 'printed numerous articles 
extolling women and their expanded role in society' (ibid: 119). (Burbick 
1992: 16) 

Through linking health care with women's rights and roles in society, Thompson 

garnered the support of women who were forming a nascent feminist movement which 
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revolved around, but was not limited to, issues of health care and the body, a theme which 

resurfaces in the second wave of feminism in the 1960's and 70's. Thompson wrote at 

length about the commercialization of healing, and the intersections this had with gender 

and the disempowerment of women. 

[The midwife's] price was one dollar; when the doctors began to 
practice midwifery in the country [rural areas], their price was three 
dollars, but they soon after raised it to five; and now they charge from 
twelve to twenty. If they go on at this ratio, it will take all the people can 
earn, to pay for their children. 1 (Thompson 1832; cited in Rothstein 1972: 
138) 

It was, in part, this rallying for affordable and equitable health care that resonated 

with the working classes. Lay people denounced the rising medical fees which only 

seemed to increase class differences and oppress the poor (Rothstein 1972). It is 

interesting to highlight this discontent, given the situation today where capitalized 

medicine is still causing public outcries against exorbitant medical fees and insufficient 

access to medical care. Thompson rallied droves of people around this issue over 150 

1 In 1994, the bill for the cesarean birth of my daughter was $13,000, a figure Thompson surely would have 
found shocking. 
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years ago. It was also Thompson's validation of manual labor and his railing against 

capitalism, commercialism, and class inequities, which linked his healing system with the 

workingmen's movement, which began its ascent in the 1830's. 

Economic and social changes in the 1830's were increasing the disparity between 

the wealthy elite, the growing middle classes, the laboring classes, immigrants, and slaves. 

The disjuncture between lived reality and the "myth of a republic of prospering citizens" 

was exposed in the working men's movements of the 1830's. which, along with feminist 

supporters, formed the core of the Popular Health Movement of the time, the epitome of 

which was Thompsonianism (Ehrenreich & Englich 1978). The ascent of the regular 

doctors, who were becoming increasingly professionalized, represented to the working 

classes an elitism that was antithetical to the American cultural ideals of freedom 

independence, and equality. Viewed through these social lenses, it seems plausible that a 

great deal of the popularity of Thompson's "system" of healing can be attributed to the 

messages that came along with the healing practices, which placed Thompsonianism at the 

core of the Popular Health Movement. This leaves us to ponder what "messages" (and 

meta-messages) are drawing major public interest in contemporary non-biomedical healing 

options'? 

The Fate of Thompsonianism: Contradiction or Sociocultural Shaping? 

Thompson attempted to decentralize the authority of the medical profession and 

encourage people to be their own physicians. He also promoted the idea that healing 

should be removed from the marketplace. What ultimately happened to Thompsonianism 
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may be either viewed as an internal contradiction in Thompson himself, or the irrepressible 

sociocultural forces of professionalism, marketing, and the quest for legitimation and 

authority in American health care. This prominent themes also punctuate the recent 

integrative medicine trends, discourses, and practices. Thompson's healing philosophies, 

many of which were based on common sense and therefore imminently accessible to the 

masses, were difficult to systematize in a distinct healing school. Yet Thompson wanted to 

popularize his ideas and methods. Even early on. he strategized ways to market and 

expand his "system" through recruiting sales agents, attempting to patent lobelia to gain 

ownership and legitimacy, and selling memberships in the Friendly Botanic Society, which 

cost $20. a significant investment for the day, but perhaps economical for families who 

could not afford repeated doctor's visits. (Estes 1992). "It was an innovative - and 

probably lucrative - marketing system. Although a complete accounting is not possible. 

I hompson may have grossed as much as $3,000,000 between 1813 and 1839" (ibid: 125). 

Alternative healing as big business is apparently not a new phenomenon. 

As the popular appeal of the movement grew, many practitioners became agents of 

the Thompsonian system, and some even became competitors, who Thompson accused of 

stealing the credit and profits that were his due (Rothstein 1972). While Thompson 

resisted forming his leagues of agents into schools to expand the movement, his system 

clearly became more institutionalized and professionalized through time. "Professional 

Thompsonian practitioners opened local "infirmaries" which provided facilities tor steam 

baths and other treatments [which at times bordered on heroic herbalism']. In at least one 
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stale. New York, a Thompsonian society established a formal distinction between 

professional and lay members" (ibid: 142). Ironically, these attempts to make the 

movement more successful through professionalization and legitimation functioned in the 

end to decrease its popularity. Creating such status differentials and marketing schemes 

went against why ordinary people were interested in Thompsonianism in the first place. By 

the 1840"s it had lost it appeal as a popular movement and the interests of women and 

working class supporters went elsewhere. In the end. "Thompson was unable to transform 

the site of knowledge. How can the accumulation of oral tradition, the years of 

observation and experience by individual healers, be transformed into a set of guidelines, a 

book, and a repeatable bedside or clinical demonstration?" (Burbick 1994: 25). These 

remain pertinent questions to ask today as lay and professionalized healing practices stand 

at the brink of attempts to integrate multiple healing traditions in America in a cultural 

framework forged by the forces of legitimation, licensing and marketing. 

Social and Cultural Politics: Beyond Thompsonianism 

Other modalities rising in the nineteenth century were also embedded in the social 

and cultural politics at the time, as they struggled to define themselves in the ever-growing 

shadow of the medical doctors. Instead of affirming an "alternative" identity, modalities 

such as hydropathy (water-based therapies) and homeopathy sought to stake their ground 

through mainstream American cultural idioms, especially science and professionalism. As 

Cooter (1988b) notes, not all hydropaths wished to present their modality as "alternative." 

As among many exponents of homeopathy, mesmerism, and botanic 
medicine, it was increasingly the case as the century advanced that medical 
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and social respectability was sought by proving that these forms of therapy 
had in fact a sound 'scientific' basis. By mid-century, many, if not most, of 
the advocates of these practices were anxious to appear more scientifically 
conventional than their competitors in orthodox medicine, (ibid; 69) 

Even spiritual healers at the time, especially those practicing in the Spiritualist 

tradition, who used hands on healing and communication with the spirit world, relied on 

an idiom of science to back up their modality. "Considering its own method to be 

scientific, the movement (Spiritualism) participated in the optimistic equation of science 

and progress" that characterized many other nineteenth century social movements as well 

(Braude 1989: 4). Spiritualists, many of whom were women, adopted similar platforms as 

Thompsonianism in the latter half of the 1800's by focusing on the emancipation of 

women in the realms of marriage, economics, sexuality, and health (see Hansen 1993 for a 

more complete discussion). 

Attempting to emancipate women in the realm of health and healing in nineteenth 

centurv' America is embedded in gendered cultural conflicts which are rooted "in the 

darkest ages of European history" (Ehrenreich & English 1978: 34). During the fifteenth 

and sixteenth centuries in Europe, attempts were made to eradicate female healers, 

especially midwives. through the witch hunts, a historical period invoked by modem day 

Wiccans as a framing for their revival of healing activities and rituals by women. Since the 

"burning times" female lay healers, including midwives. have consistently been targets in 

the rise of professionalized medicine. In America, where the social structure was not as 

rigid as in Europe, there was initially more flexibility. Up until the late eighteenth centiuy. 
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"medical practice was open to anyone who could demonstrate healing skills, regardless of 

formal training, face, or sex" and in many areas the majority ofhealing was done by lay 

female healers who practiced midwifery and bonesetting and used roots, herbs, and Indian 

remedies (ibid: 40). 

By the middle ofthe nineteenth century, "Most of the women entering the field of 

medicine in the time of Elizabeth Blackwell were unable to find openings in the regular 

medical institutions. The majority received their training in the schools of the eclectic and 

homeopathic sects which were generally more liberal towards accepting women students" 

(Lopate 1968: 6). 2 The eclectic health movement, with its challenging of rigid social 

roles, was linked with much more than just health; ''they supported anti-slavery, 

temperance, health education, and women's rights" (ibid: 6). While the involvement with 

social issues continued into the twentieth century in eclectic, or alternative, healing 

traditions, it also remained an important theme for a subset of women in biomedicine, 

particularly with the members of the American Medical Women's Association who lobbied 

for various medical-social causes such as birth control, health insurance, and abortion 

reform (ibid). Women's involvement in all types of non-domestic healing has remained 

laden with the cultural politics of gender and power to the present day (Bermosk & Porter 

2 "In 1849, Elizabeth Blackwell became the first woman in modern times to receive a medical degree. She 
was admitted to the 'regular' medical school at Hobart College in Geneva, New York, after having 
unsuccessfully applied to 29 other institutions. Although she graduated at the top of her class, Dr. Blackwell's 
medical education was replete with humiliating experiences, and she found her practice of medicine blocked as 
a result of the closed-door policy against the admission of women to hospital medical staffs" (Bermosk & 
Porter 1979: 26). 
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1979; Corea 1977; Friedman 1994). 

As can be seen from this discussion, the cultural politics of healing were deeply 

entwined with issues of gender, authority, and professionalism. As the women were, over 

the course of the century, pushed to the margins of public healing practice in both the 

eclectic and allopathic realms, the "irregular" modalities such as homeopathy, osteopathy, 

and others, were attempting to gain varying degrees of cultural legitimation and 

acceptance. 

Homeopathy, brought to America by Samuel Hahnemann in the 1820"s. also 

grappled with the idioms of culture and politics of the period in its attempts to find a 

legitimized milieu in American healing. Towards this end, a number of professional 

homeopathic societies were formed about mid-century to promote the modality and keep 

it viable, especially in the face of licensing laws against irregular practice, which became 

re-instituted as a major force in the 1870's (Rankin 1988). In the antebellum period. 

American homeopaths received their training in regular medical schools, after which they 

would fully incorporate Hahnemann's homeopathic system (Gevitz 1988). A similar 

practice is seen today, where people obtain one form of credentialing. such as a degree in 

physical therapy, and then use this as a primary credential to practice a less accepted 

modality, such as cranio-sacral therapy. By the latter part of the century, however, the 

allopaths had "cleansed their ranks" and the homeopaths opened their own colleges and 

clinics. 

The training offered by their schools was as complete as that found 
in the 'allopathic' institutions, differing essentially only in materia medica 
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and in the approach to patient care. The rapid growth of this movement can 
be easily appreciated [and applied to the situation today]. Its foUowers did 
not administer toxic levels of drugs, nor did they employ bloodletting [or 
other heroic, expensive, and iatrogenic treatments]...In addition, given the 
patient-attentive nature of homeopathic diagnosis, homeopaths were able 
to establish rapport with their clients that undoubtedly served to facilitate 
the healing process. (Gevitz 1988: 158) 

Gevitz also traces the similar themes that apply to the rise and search for 

legitimation of osteopathy, a therapy founded by Dr. Andrew Taylor Still, a proponent of 

Spiritualism, in the last quarter of the nineteenth century. Still gained much of his 

inspiration from bone-setters, who *%vere an ancient, if not entirely respectable, group of 

healers [some with purported metaphysical healing gifts] who enjoyed a relatively 

unfettered practice among the common people" (ibid: 163). Still's goals of integrating the 

bone-setters practices into his own medical training had a clear economic rationale in 

putting lay healers out of business through his efforts to incorporate these practices into 

the medical mainstream, a sentiment echoed by other physicians at the time as well. Still 

founded the first school of osteopathy in 1892. Contemporary osteopathy is a blending of 

allopathic practices, including surgery and obstetrics, with osteopathic manipulative 

treatments such as joint rotation, muscular relaxation techniques, and cranial manipulation 

(similar to chiropractic). What is unique about osteopathy is that it succeeded in remaining 

within the biomedical domain, and DOs today (doctors of osteopathy) carry the same 

license and have the same scope of practice as MDs. In comparison, chiropractic, 

homeopathy, botanical medicine, hydropathy, and all of the spiritual forms of healing. 

were relegated to the margins of mainstream medical practice in America. 
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Chiropractic ultimately emerged as the next most professionalized system of 

medicine in America, and it provided a social outlet and status category for working class 

and upwardly mobile practitioners (mostly men), who were denied access to the 

biomedical ranks (Baer 1987; 1996). Other less professionalized forms of healing, and 

certainly domestic healing, remained an arena for women. Those women who did pursue a 

career in allopathic medicine were met with new waves of resistance in the early years of 

the twentieth century, especially through the inlluence of the Fle.xner report and the 

reformation of American medicine. 

The Turn of the Century and Bevond: The Impact of the Flexner Report on Medical 
Pluralism in America 

At the turn of the century, doctors continued with their agenda of solidifying the 

dominance of the profession. The discourses became increasingly linked with the rise of 

science and the need for "efficiency" in medicine. By the 1890"s, 

Many believed that medicine had to become more scientific. A good 
number of physicians were outraged at the inadequate facilities for 
instruction at many medical colleges. But. in addition, many doctors and 
medical spokesmen forthrightly argued that organization and reform were 
necessary to assure the physicians' own financial security and greater status 
and power in the community at large. These goals were not seen as 
contradictory. In fact, medical spokesmen argued that only as the 
profession achieved high social standing, became more restrictive and 
provided its members with a good livelihood could it provide scientific, 
efficient medical care to the nation. (Markowitz & Rosner 1973: 83-107) 

This process was perhaps epitomized in the widely discussed Flexner report of 

1910. The report was a manifesto to reform and consolidate the medical profession, insure 

the elite status of doctors, and solidify the developing relations between the medical 
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profession, powerfiil philanthropic organizations (led by men such as Carnegie and 

Rockefeller), and government interests. Under the authority of the American Medical 

Association's Council on Medical Education and the Carnegie Foundation. Abraham 

Flexner was chosen to study the state of medicine and assess the e.xtant medical schools. 

numbering over 160 at the time. While Flexner was a layman, and purportedly unbiased. 

his brother was Simon Flexner. MD. a graduate of Johns Hopkins and director of the 

Rockefeller Institute. Clearly. Abraham Flexner's study and report were tinged with the 

aura of science and big money (Ehrenreich & English 1978). Indeed. Flexner touted 

science, in a way that Foucault would have used as a point of critique, "as a privileged 

body of knowledge before which all other modes of knowing and interpretation must 

bow" (Brown 1998: 34). And clearly. Flexner indicated that this privileged knowledge 

would also be androcentric. Flexner asserted that women were not necessary in the 

reformed vision of medicine, except as patients. "Flexner seemed to believe, with most of 

his peers, that women are seldom equipped for the mental rigors of medicine and, if upper 

or middle class, women make better patients than doctors" (Brown 1979: 149). What 

were some of the repercussions of the report on women and minorities? 

The irregular schools descended from the Popular Health Movement 
(which had been a haven for women students) closed in droves; and seven 
out of ten exclusively female medical colleges shut down... Blacks fared 
even worse, losing all but two (Meharry and Howard) of the original seven 
black medical schools. (Ehrenreich & English 1978: 88). 

The Flexner report was clearly written with a class-based agenda, which was to 

firmly establish medicine as a profession of upper class white males. In his report he 
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openly asserted that there were too many lower class doctors in America who needed to 

be purged from the ranks of professional medical men to secure the status and economic 

position of medicine. Brown surmises that "'the Flexner report's most profound and lasting 

effect was not its economic impact but the way the new science-based technocentric 

medicine would alter the relationship of patient and physician, turning a suffering subject 

into a diseased object" (Brown 1998), a condition that became a point of mobilization 

later in the call for more holistic medical practice. 

Flexner believed that the new credo for scientific medicine that he was 

championing would eradicate unnecessary treatments and medications. Yet. in the late 

twentieth century, medical materialism and iatrogenesis are huge problems ~ particularly 

the over-prescription of pharmaceutical drugs - leaving many discontented with the 

biomedical system. The "side-effects of prescription drugs are the nation's sixth leading 

cause of death and one of the main complaints in the case against modem medicine. The 

medical mainstream's over-reliance on drugs [expensive treatments, impersonal care, and 

lack of emphasis on prevention] has reinvigorated the unorthodox medical theories 

Flexner helped to scotch" (Brown 1998: 36). 

Brov»Ti asserts that is in large part due to the precepts affirmed through Flexner (of 

objectivism, positivism, capitalism, and medical materialism) that has produced the current 

situation of many people re-evaluating choices in health care. Some are seeking refuge in 

holistic healing, while others are calling for more rational evidence-based approaches to 

treatment which look beyond clinical impressions to clinical epidemiology for guidance. 
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Flexner's call for an evidence-based medicine driven by science has fallen short. A 

1983 report by the U.S. Office of Technology on allopathic medical therapies concluded 

that only one in five was actually backed by scientific evidence (Brown 1998). Even with 

these disparities between cultural ideology {i.e., science) and actual practice, the credo to 

scientifically evaluate the therapies which are once again rising into the mainstream is 

routinely heard. Despite the fact that the yardstick of science seems to be a cultural 

criterion against which much of biomedicine does not measure up, it is one of the primary 

standards against which alternative therapies are assessed before being integrated into 

mainstream health care arenas such as hospitals, clinics, and even community-based 

wellness centers (see Spencer & Jacobs 1999 for a discussion of evidence based 

approaches to complementary medicine). 

Although the scientific medicine Flexner called for fell short, the sociopolitical 

process of establishing scientific medicine as hegemonic was certainly tlirthered with 

Flexner's report, which had built upon social dynamics and tensions that had been playing 

themselves out during the nineteenth century, and even before. Certainly by the mid-

twentieth century, decades after Flexner. biomedicine's hegemony over the body and in 

the marketplace and was encompassing, but not total. Both Foucault {1977) and Gramsci 

(1971) critique the notion of power as totalizing. Gramsci discussed society in terms of the 

tensions between hegemonic, or dominant, powers and counter-hegemonic forces that 

challenge this power. There is no simplistic either/or stance in this scheme, for there are 

many positions on a continuum between hegemony and counter-hegemony (holistic 
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physicians, from the past two centuries, exemplify this concept because they, in part, 

adhered to the dominant system, but also espoused more "natural" modes of healing). 

Thus. Gramsci's theory provides a rather pluralistic view of contestations of power in a 

society where "there is never any one, single, unified and coherent "dominant ideology" 

which pervades everything" (Hall 1986: 22). 

This discussion of partial hegemonies and pockets of resistance and alternatives 

has mostly pertained to the dynamics of healing power and legitimacy in popular 

movements and the public sphere. Important to add to this focus is the continued use of 

self-care, family-care, and local modes of healing, which certainly continued into the late 

nineteenth century and throughout the twentieth century, despite the Flexnerian 

reformation of medicine. Such home-care has. however, been modified throughout the 

twentieth century by the increasing influences of commercialism and information 

technologies, such as the internet, where people can now turn for treatment advice by 

"experts" or pseudo-experts. In these domestic sites, the power that dominant ideologies 

wields is also not totalizing, but is complex and variable. 

One of the reasons that biomedical experts did not exert full hegemony over health 

care emanated out of a need, lasting well into the twentieth century, for community based 

lay healers, particularly midwives, in rural areas where doctors were scarce, expensive, or 

both. Beck, writing of traditional folk medicine in Vermont, an area heavily influenced by 

Native American botanical medicine, recounts the story told by Mildred Perkins in the 

1970-s: 
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I never went to a doctor as far as I know until I was seventeen years old ... 
My great-grandmother was one of these midwives and my father used to 
help her quite a lot. She'd go up to the attic and she'd take a little bit of 
this and a little bit of that and a little bit of something else - because you 
didn't go to doctors. And that was the way he did it with his children. If we 
were sick we very seldom had a doctor. (Beck 1992: 34) 

Wallace Cobum told the following story, in 1980, about the healing traditions he 

learned from his mother, who was half-Indian: 

In the spring of the year my mother would ask me to take a shave and go 
to the woods and shave off black cherry bark, some poplar bark, and some 
silver birch bark ... and then too, there's other herbs you get in medicines, 
especially vitamins. Spearmint grows along the streams and ditches, sort of 
a stimulant. I know my mother used to have me collect wormwood for ... 
stomach complaint ... ginseng is a tranquilizer. (Beck 1992: 39) 

Such lay healing traditions, in rural and various ethnic communities, endured 

outside of the transformation of mainstream American medicine into a professionalized 

and authoritative discipline. I believe that such traditions carry symbolic weight in the 

current dramatic resurgence of herbal and other alternative remedies. People harken back 

to stories of family and community members who healed with herbs (such as those 

collected by Beck 1992) that have now been re-popularized (yet also mass marketed) such 

as ginseng, willow bark, and garlic. These folk traditions, while not the primary focus of 

this dissertation, are important to acknowledge as an historic foundation, while also 

recognizing the significance of macro-level analyses which illuminate the more public 

contestations over power and authority in the healing realms outside the home. 

While biomedicine rose in its authority and scope of practice in the first half of the 

twentieth century, it is during the second half that the power base of the elitist, white, male 
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domain of "conventional medicine" became seriously challenged by social critics, lay 

people, and practitioners alike. These critiques begin to surface in a significant way in the 

1960"s and 1970's.' and - as with the challenges to the •"regulars" in the nineteenth 

century - they lay along the fault lines of gender, ethnicity, and class. Of particular interest 

to this analysis are the ways in which the women's movement of the 1960"s provided 

spaces for power to be created and exercised in the resurrection of female-centered and 

female-respectfijl forms of healing that intersected significantly with popular holistic 

healing movements. 

Alternative Healing as Resistance in the Second Wave of Feminism 

The connections in the last half of the twentieth century between promoting choice 

and alternatives in health care, and resisting dominant health care paradigms, is certainly 

not a new phenomenon. The first wave of feminism in the nineteenth century had strong 

links with popular health movements and alUances with "irregular" modalities. This was 

particularly evident in the Thompsonian health care movement. By the end of the 

nineteenth century, feminist praxis in health care was effectively silenced or had gone 

underground as female healers, especially midwives, were pushed aside, but not 

eradicated, in the professionalization of allopathy (foreshadowing similar events which I 

will discuss later in this dissertation). By the century's turn and into the first decades of the 

3 A bcwst to this reclamation of the domain of healing from the experts came in 1975 when Ivan lllich 
published Medical Nemesis. "Ihe most formidable piece of medical dissent this century ... an impassioned and 
ruthlessly well documented attack" (Brown 1998: 44). 
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1900"s many feminists turned their energies to other issues (such as suffrage) and spheres 

of society in which they were not marginalized, such as nursing (Bermosk & Porter 1979: 

Corea 1977). 

By the 1960"s and 70''s. the cultural milieu of civil rights, and protests against 

discrimination of all kinds, set the stage for many women to become prominently involved 

in re-legitimating healing choices and careers for women. In the biomedical realm. "By 

1974. after the feminist movement had reemerged and the expectations of many women 

had risen, the percentage of female doctors in the United States had jumped to 8.7 and 

that of female medical students, to 15.4" although they continued to face many of the 

hurdles of their predecessors one hundred years ago (Corea 1977: 36). Other women in 

this era refocused on non-biomedical and holistic healing modes that afforded women 

health care options which would not subjugate their bodies, one of the prominent themes 

in the 1800's as women attempted to escape corsets and heroic obstetrical practices. 

One of the hallmarks of the second wave of feminism in the 1960"s and 70"s was 

the promotion of respecttlil. equitable, and holistic health care, themes that were 

embedded in American culture in the 1960"s. Mattson traces the origin and growth of the 

holistic health movement to "the varying interests that became popular or at least visible in 

the 1960s" which she then lists in bulleted t^hion (Mattson 1982: 57): 

• Dissatisfaction with the biomedical model of disease 
• New paradigms evolving in science 
• Evolving social values 
• Interest in Eastern religions 
• Interest in Chinese medicine 
• Interest in altered states of consciousness 
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• Interest in psychic phenomena and paranormal events 
• Scientific experimentation with voluntary control of internal states 
• Interest in natural foods, organic gardening, and ecology 
• Interest in physical fitness 
• Consumerism 

Although not the focus of her book. Holistic Health in Perspective (1982). 

Mattson mentions that it was feminism and the women's movement that must be singled 

out as being extremely relevant to the development of the holistic health movement: 

Beginning as a consciousness raising movement that sought to 
establish new identities for women, it soon began to examine the role of 
health and health care in the formation of role-subjugation. Women began 
to look at and examine their bodies in new ways. They began to challenge 
obstetric practices, contraceptive control, the role of female health workers 
in a male-dominated health field, and the role of laws and government in 
perpetuating these controls over women, (ibid: 67) 

In examining the holistic health movement fi-om a feminist perspective. Bermosk 

and Porter (1979: 119) outlined seven essential components of a new "healthing" program 

for women (italics added): 

1) primary health care (health assessment and diagnosis): 
2) health education (self-help groups, therapy); 
3) consultations and referral; 
4) health advocacy (consumer rights, lobbying); 
5) promotive health disciplines (yoga, aikido, tai chi): 
6) mind-body healing (rolfing, biofeedback, massage, acupuncture): 

and esoteric healing (mental healing, spiritual/faith healing). 

Berliner and Salmon (1980) state that "the resurgence of the holistic health 

movement in the 1970's can be in part attributed to increasing consumer dissatisfaction 

with the present system of medical care delivery" (p. 133), and that, flithermore. 

advocates of the movement were claiming that a "'new medicine" was on the horizon. 
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Many of these advocates were women who demanded a new medicine that would liberate 

their bodies. Many women in the 1960's became increasingly concerned with medical 

domination, marginalizatioru and the controls exerted over women's bodies by biomedical 

institutions and practices. Eherenreich and English state that reports of 'ihe hazards of 

the pill, intrauterine devices, and hormone treatments for menopausal women raised 

serious questions about the doctor's integrity, if not their basic competence. Doctors were 

found to be cutting into the female body with something of the same abandon which had 

characterized nineteenth-century gynecology" (1978: 315). Part of this feminist health 

agenda that emanated from this gendered dis-ease was to revalidate alternatives to 

biomedicine. such as the use of herbs, meditation, midwifer>'. biofeedback, visualization, 

spiritualism, psychic healing, and cross-cultural healing modes such as Chinese medicine. 

Ayurveda, and Native American healing. 

The feminist health care movement of the 1960's. with its holistic health emphasis, 

drew much needed attention to the sociocultural inequities of sexism, racism, classism, and 

homophobia in American health "care," as well as bringing greater recognition to the role 

of women making health care decisions in the household (Whatley & Worcester 1989: 

199). "As one woman states The root of disease is traceable to a diseased culture, a 

political system which denies myself (as a woman, feminist, lesbian) and others access to 

the tools which would allow its members' development of their total human potential'" 

(Terry 1976: 33. cited in Bermosk & Porter 1979: 64). In this statement can be heard the 

common threads linking the feminists of the nineteenth centxiry with their twentieth 
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century counterparts and the concerns over health, equitable social roles, and issues of 

power. 

The politicized agendas of the feminist holistic health movement resulted in 

female-controlled health care centers, self-help groups for women, organizations such as 

the National Women's Health Network, and (although less visible) crusades against forced 

sterilization of non-white ethnic women."* The women's movement was united with 

discourses on holistic and humanistic healing as a challenge to the cultural ideals of 

competition, dominance, Cartesian dualism, and mechanistic and isolating views of health 

and the body. There was an emphasis on reincorporating female cultural themes of 

nurturance. interdependence, intuition, emotion and experience (explored at length by 

Bermosk and Porter 1979). These remain prominent themes in such areas as spiritual 

healing, eclectic herbalism, and intuitive therapies, which continue to be practiced by 

women, as will be seen in chapters three and four on health care seekers and practitioners. 

Although the interconnections between these two social movements, feminism and 

holistic healing, has been influential and mutually supportive, there are certainly problems 

of reductionism and essentialism that pervade second wave feminist praxis. Some of the 

emphases on self-empowerment and b*beration in the healing realm followed the contours 

of middle-class white interests, especially concerning issues of how to break beyond the 

glass ceiling in biomedical careers, the focus on health issues of most importance to white 

^ Jaimes and Halsey (1992) report that a 1974 study by WARN (Women of All Red Nations) 
concluded that as many as 42% of American Indian women of childbearing age may have been sterilized 
without their consent. 
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middle class women (Rosser 1994). and the assumptions of sufficient leisure time and 

resources to pursue therapies such as meditation, yoga, biofeedback, and Chinese 

medicine. While some issues are pertinent to women of all colors and classes (e.g.. access 

to equitable and respectful care), many of these other differentials are still being addressed 

in women's health arenas. 

Despite these lingering issues within feminist politics, many grassroots initiatives 

were bom out of this cultural milieu of feminist resistance and reclamation, including 

birthing centers, holistic health centers, and women's health collectives. "By 1977. there 

were 1.200 women's health groups, of varying sizes, with varying agendas, operating in 

the United States" (Friedman 1994: 16). Of note is the lasting impact made by the Boston 

Women's Health Course Collective, who published Women and Their Bodies in 1971. 

The book covered many topics related to expanding healing choices, and addressing 

sexuality, abortion, childbirth, and "dealing with medical professionals and institutions" 

(Friedman 1994: 16). The book, later renamed Our Bodies. Ourselves, is still in print and 

remains a manifesto for women's health empowerment. It also exemplifies the continued 

sociocultural and gendered dynamics and struggles over health care and healing in 

.Ajnerica. While the Boston Women's Health Book Collective demonstrates that the 

renewed seeds of 1960's and 70's social protest have continued untU today, it must also 

be noted that in many ways the heightened awareness of the interconnections between 

feminism and the holistic health movement seemed to fade throughout the 1980's. 
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What Happened to the Feminist Second Wave Holistic Health Movement? 

One of the salient questions which emerges from this historical analysis of the 

junctures between feminism and alternative and holistic healing movements pertains to 

what happened to feminist initiatives for holistic perspectives in health care? Discussions 

of the overt connections between holistic healing and feminism seem scant in the 1980"s 

and early 90's. perhaps coinciding with the cultural silencing and backlash against feminist 

praxis (Faludi 1991). Even quite recently, there has been much ado made about post-

feminism and the death of feminism. Despite this, it is clear that contemporary teminists 

are still very much concerned about women's health and the impact of medicalization 

(Morgan 1998), biotechnologies (Lippman 1998; Ratcliff 1989), feminist health care ethics 

(Sherwin 1998), lesbian health care (Robertson 1992), and cross-cultural health issues 

facing women (Whelehan 1988). However, few are making the connections that earlier 

feminists did between empowerment and medical choice in the form of alternative and 

complementary medicine, although the patterns of use and practice of these therapies is 

indeed gendered and political, as discussed in the subsequent chapters of this thesis. 

One hypothesis for such a sUencing of feminist alternative health measures comes 

from Whatley and Worcester (1989), who suggest that the medical establishment has 

neutralized and co-opted feminist alternative health discourses and agendas: in one 

example, they discuss how hospitals defused the call for women-promoted childbirth and 

midwifery by promising to offer a combination of the latest technology with a warm, 

nurturing, home-like environment within the hospital setting. Such birthing centers, they 
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suggest, co-opted the movement against medicalized childbirth by providing surface 

changes that did little to alter who actually controlled birthing options. Whatley and 

Worcester then focus on how the medical establishment plays upon and usurps feminist 

discourses to market allopathic health services to women. I have observed similar 

marketing strategies operating in the alternative medicine arena, with many services and 

products targeted at women, who then spend their out-of-pocket money to seek such 

complements to their health care, perhaps jeopardizing resources for other health 

expenditures, such as expenses for biomedical services, food, and leisure. Magazines such 

as New Age Journal. Natural Living. Countrv Living's Healthv Living, and Natural Living 

Today. are clearly geared towards women and their interest in holistic modes of healing, 

yet few of these public discourses examine how using and/or practicing alternative 

medicine may relate to women's socioeconomic status or possibilities for empowerment 

through health care choices. 

Morgen examines a similar process whereby "challenges to the health care system, 

especially those posed by advocates of radical change, are absorbed by or serve to change 

that system" (1986: 201). She specifically focuses on how a grassroots, alternative 

feminist health center got co-opted through their participation with State funding, in a 

Weberian fashion of increasing bureaucratization and routinization of services. She 

situates the Women's Health Center (WHC) as emergent from the women's health 

movement of the 1970's and representative of the many other women's health centers. 

"These organizations sought to empower women by organizing health care services that 
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would foster women's control over their bodies and reproductive lives. A primary goal of 

the women's health movement was to challenge and induce change in the organization and 

nature of conventional health services" (ibid: 201). After the group turned to the State to 

secure more funds for services, the WHC grew from a small collective of women 

operating by consensus to a growing organization doing outreach in the community. A 

more bureaucratic structure emerged, along with more selective funding for the services 

otTered and increased surveillance by the State into the management of the center. Morgen 

uses the work of Gramsci (1971) to explore how the pressure by powerful institutions 

(emanating from the State) ultimately produced a situation of co-optation that was the 

product of accommodation and resistance. 

The manner in which these social relations of gender and power forge the shape 

and content of alternative healing and resistance movements provides a backdrop with 

which to analyze the current proliferation of wellness centers and integrative clinics. The 

politics of gender certainly remain present in the current pluralistic health landscape too. 

These gendered differences often contour themselves along a continuum of more 

prestigious to less prestigious alternative modalities. For example, chiropractic, the most 

professionalized and accepted of the altenmtive modalities is dominated by men. As of 

1999. the incoming class of a large chiropractic college in upstate New York was over 

three-quarters male. The less prestigious therapies such as reiki, reflexology, and 

aromatherapy are dominated by female practitioners. Women are consistently found within 

the ranks of lay or semi-professionalized modalities such as herbalism, naturopathy (which 
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has both lay and professionalized groups), and a variety of bodywork therapies (such as 

Alexander Technique and Feldenkxais). 

Gender differentials are a significant theme within the current scope and practice of 

alternative, complementary, and integrative medicine. It also is the case, however, that 

this second wellness movement of the twentieth century has been much larger and 

encompassing than the holistic healing movement of the 1960's and 70's. This enormous 

popular interest in integrative medicine must be examined from many dimensions, gender 

just being one. to tlilly understand how this movement, itself pluralistic, is being shaped, 

instituted, and practiced. This dissertation readopts the lens of gender to explicate non-

biomedical healing movements, but the examination also extends into many other realms in 

order to understand the many different faces, voices, practices, power politics, and 

possibilities of the current re-emergence of alternative healing in America. 

Conclusion 

This chapter has explored nineteenth and twentieth century medical pluralism in 

America in order to provide a deeper understanding of the sociocultural, economic, and 

political correlates which have aflfected the shape and scope of health trends, movements, 

and paradigms from the past to today. Health movements, such as Thompsonianism and 

the contemporary integrative health movement, are forged in sociocultural contexts. 

Reflected in such movements are cultural ideals (e.g., self-empowerment and self-care) 

and resistance to hegemonic ideologies and practices (e.g., the backlash against 

bureaucratized, capitalistic medicine, and the authority of the "experts"). 
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Following the viewpoints of critical medical anthropologists such as Baer, Singer, 

and Susser (1997), I too prescribe to the idea that power is rarely totalizing, and 

hegemonies are almost never complete, as the history of medical pluralism in America 

demonstrates. What is of interest are the ways in which power is exerted and the fault lines 

along which it is evaded or challenged. Since the time of widespread medical pluralism in 

the early nineteenth century, to the rise of allopathy after Flexner's report, until today, 

multiple healing traditions and practices survived. Sometimes this occurred in rural areas 

and multiethnic neighborhoods where folk traditions were never abandoned (e.g.. Beck 

1992; Snow 1993; Trotter & Chavira 1997). At other times, resistance occurred in more 

organized ways through movements such as the alternative healing and women's health 

movements of the 1960's to today. 

Also emanating from the critical medical anthropology approach is a focus on how 

political economy forges and impacts health care. From Thompson eventually trying to 

market his system, to Flexner staking the health care landscape for middle and upper 

middle class white doctors to usurp the medical marketplace, the role of economics in 

health movements has been profound in America. Assuring a piece of the health care 

market, and achieving socioeconomic success, has been pursued by allopaths through 

culturally sanctioned channels such as licensing, professionalization. institutional 

regulations, and governmental controls. This is one of the major transitions that many 

complementar>' and alternative practitioners are now facing. Some CAM practitioners are 

being swept along by these cultural forces, while others are intentionally staking their 
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ground (as Thompson ultimately did) through the mainstream cultural idioms of science, 

professionalism, and licensing. 

The shifting dynamics of power and status in medically pluralistic contexts is often 

accompanied by related class and social struggles (Baer et al.l997). Increased legitimation 

is often typified by the replication of inequitable social relations of class, gender, and 

ethnicity. Alternative health movements may arise in protest of such processes, yet these 

movements, in the end. may succumb to the very forces that are being resisted or 

protested. The meta-messages of the Thompsonian movement engaged working classes 

and women who saw in the movement an opportunity to pursue somatic and social 

emancipation. In the end. Thompsonianism lost its popular appeal. What meta-messages 

are drawing millions of people today to CAM and integrative health movements? To what 

e.xtent will these movements act as a nexus of resistance and/or co-optation? 

This chapter has demonstrated the ways that popular interest, accommodation 

and resistance, professionalization. and institutional and authoritative interests came 

together in complex ways to shape and reshape medical practices and social relations in 

the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. The social, cultural, political, and economic 

analyses adopted in this dissertation provide a diachronic perspective that many other 

studies of alternative healing lack. By examining alternative medicines and therapies from 

the 1830's popular health movement and Thompsonianism. to the health and wellness 

initiatives facilitated by the women's movement of the 1960"s and 70's. to the current 

attempts to integrate healing practices, I have provided a deeper contextualization of ways 



in which cultural underpinnings and social dynamics shape healing ideas and practices. It 

through these same lenses that we can gain a greater understanding and explanation of 

contemporary medical pluralism and the forging of integrative health care models, the 

focus of the subsequent chapters of this dissertation. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

POSITIONING IN THE PLURALITIC 
HEALTH AND HEALING LANDSCAPE: 

GRASSROOTS GEOGRAPHIES 
AND PARTICIPANT OBSERVATION 

IN ITHACA 

Health and healing ideologies and activities are grounded in places, whether they 

are geographical regions, communities, or sites where healing occurs (Cartwright 1998). 

The anthropological frameworks guiding this dissertation need to be grounded in the place 

I chose to do my ethnographic work, a place which reveals that healing and health care are 

not just about sickness and health, but index a myriad of social relations, politics, and 

themes of pluralism, activism, and empowerment. I focused my ethnographic research on 

Ithaca, a unique community with its own distinctive histories and cultures that have 

profoundly shaped healing experiences, models, and initiatives, like Ithaca's Integrative 

Community Wellness Center (IICWC) and the Ithaca Health Fund (IHF). a locally 

controlled and operated alternative and supplement to mainstream health insurance. While 

much of greater central New York, including the largest city. Syracuse, is described by its 

residents as fairly conservative. Ithaca seems to be an oasis of liberalism and cultural 

critique. Many Ithacans pride themselves on social activism, grassroots community efforts, 

and celebrations of diversity. 

While alternative healing and integrative medicine are found all over the 

U.S.. how they are positioned in Ithaca is often focused on providing greater 

interactions between practitioners of many modalities, and on issues of social 

equity, healthy communities, and accessibility of health care of all kinds. As in the 
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examination of nineteenth and twentieth centiuy healing movements, this localized 

investigation of the health care landscape in Ithaca reveals the permeation of 

sociocultural. political, and economic factors in healing movements. The wellness 

movements and organizations in Ithaca span the gamut from being quite alternative 

in their philosophy and practice, to partially articulating with more mainstream and 

hegemonic forces. They also vary in the degree to which they seek legitimacy from 

established institutions; the Ithaca Health Fund seeks popular support from the 

bottom up. or from the people in the community who need such health assurance 

protection. Later in chapter five, when I discuss IICWC in more detail, a pattern 

emerges of seeking legitimacy from both above and below, from the people in the 

community, but also from biomedical arenas. IICWC is also more concerned with 

adhering to the state and national/legal matrix of health care, making sure that 

practitioners are licensed, credentialed, and credible. The Ithaca Health Fund is 

more typified by a grass-roots legitimacy that emanates from the community's own 

tradition of counter-cultural initiatives (cf. Weber 1947; Last 1996). 

After discussing the geographical foundation for the dissertation, I then discuss the 

research I carried out in these landscapes of healing. Between 1996 to 2000.1 conducted 

research on alternative, complementary, and integrative healing discourses and practices. 1 

attended non-conventional healing workshops and training sessions, investigated health-

oriented community groups, and observed complementary healing performed in 

practitioners" offices and other places of healing. 

As a participant observer, I studied how integrative models and practices were 
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being discussed by CAM (complementary and alternative medicine) practitioners - and 

some biomedical practitioners too - during the many workshops I attended over a three-

year period at local health food stores, metaphysical centers, and wellness clinics. Active 

participation with IICWC drove much of the research. I studied the ways in which group 

members were developing their model of integrative medicine and how they thought it 

should manifest in the context of the Ithaca community. I was privy to advisory board and 

other group meetings of the Center which enabled me to understand the social processes 

and dynamics whereby integrative healing ideas were being debated and created. I 

documented the unfolding plan of creating a wellness center and was asked to offer my 

anthropological knowledge on community-oriented, multicultural, and socioeconomically 

sensitive health care. The following two chapters, on health care seekers and practitioners, 

offers insights for groups, such as IICWC. who are trying to understand how to coalesce 

diverse practitioners around the theme of integration and how to best respond to what 

people need and want in the realm of integrative healing. 

IICWC. and the Ithaca Health Fund, provide examples of contemporary health 

activism and localized health movements that develop out of broader health care 

transitions and issues. This is similar to the work other medical anthropologists have 

undertaken (see Morgen 1986). These examples tlirther demonstrate the political and 

ideational challenges, discussed at length in the last chapter, taced by groups and 

movements when implementing social and economic change in health care arenas. 

The anthropological frameworks guiding this dissertation first need to be grounded 

in the place that I chose to do my ethnographic work, a place which reveals that healing 
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and health care are not just about sickness and health, but index a myriad of social 

relations, politics, and themes of pluralism, activism, and empowerment. 

Pathways Leading to Ithaca: Beginning Fieldwork in Central New York 

Central New York is one of the ''upstate" regions ofNew York State that extends 

from Rochester in the west, to Utica in the east, with Oswego on the shores ofLake 

Ontario in the north, and Ithaca in the south at the southern tip of Cayuga Lake. The 

largest city in the region, Syracuse (population 170,000), is geographically in the center. 

Many people in the outlying areas travel to Syracuse, and to the other larger towns and 

cities such as Ithaca, for shopping and access to services ranging from car care to dentistry 

and medicine. Syracuse also has a significant student population, being the home of 

Syracuse University, LeMoyne College, Upstate Medical Center (a teaching hospital), and 

branches of the state system (SUNY). 

As a whole, Syracuse has the feel of a large northeastern city that has seen its 

industrial heyday and is now in a state of economic struggle, with the closing in recent 

years oflarge plants such as Miller Brewing, just north of the city. Working class 

neighborhoods abound in the central and western portions of the city; the upscale suburbs 

lie to the east. The affluent bedroom communities, such as Skaneateles1 (summer vacation 

destination of the Clintons), lie within a half-hour drive from the city. The large area that 

comprises South Syracuse is where many of the African American communities are found. 

1 Skaneateles in some ways is an area icon of class divisions; ''the community can be tough on kids and adults 
who don't fit the upper-middle-class, white, heterosexual mold, or who live in traditionally working class parts 
oftown, like Skaneateles Falls ... there's no tolerance for gays" (D'Onofrio 1999: A14). This stands in great 
contrast to Ithaca, which has been designated by Girlfriends magazines as one of the most lesbian-friendly 
places in America. 
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This area is adjacent to the Onondaga Nation Territory, home to the Onondaga Indians, 

one of the six nations of the Iroquois Confederacy. Central New York also has steadily 

growing Amish and Mennonite populations. 

I first started investigating Syracuse, as the largest city in the region, to discern 

what kinds of modalities and practices may be represented there. Many people had 

mentioned to me that it would be difficult to study alternative healing or culture in the 

Syracuse area, because they did not think there was much around. One of my 

interviewees. Helen, emphatically stated. "Syracuse is very conservative - I'm so sick of 

it!" Despite this perception. I did locate some central places where people were exploring 

and practicing alternative therapies, philosophies and lifestyles, such as Seven Rays 

Bookstore (a metaphysical center), the Spiritualist Church of Syracuse, and several health 

food stores that offered information on local practitioners and workshops in the alternative 

arena. In terms of modalities, chiropractic is the most visible, with practitioners in many 

areas of the city, often in professional offices buildings or offices built on to their homes, 

with their signs prominently displayed in front. Less noticeable, but visible, are the 

massage therapists, who advertise in some of the smaller area newspapers. The Onondaga 

School of Therapeutic Massage, which opened in the mid 1990's. is also located in 

Syracuse, and has recently been named one of the top ten schools in the country tor 

massage training (according to their ads in the papers). To find other types of 

practitioners, such as herbalists, reiki specialists, and aromatherapists, more in-depth 

searching is required through known "hang-outs" of alternative healing, such as Seven 

Rays. 
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While I spent some time in the Syracuse area in the early portions of my study, and 

interviewed several people there, I was told many times that Ithaca was the place I should 

really go to investigate alternative, complementary, and integrative healing. In fact, some 

of the people who worked at the major health food store in Syracuse lived in Ithaca and 

commuted the hour each way to work. This led to a number of forays early on to Ithaca to 

see what people were talking about. Realizing that there was something unique about 

Ithaca and the local culture and healing resources, I soon relocated to a small village just 

north oflthaca to conduct the remainder of my research. 

Ithaca: "Where the Grassroots are Green"2 

Geographically and culturally, Ithaca is a unique place, tucked in the rolling hills at 

the foot of 40 mile long, 500 feet deep Cayuga Lake, which is rumored to harbor a "lake 

monster" named Cayuga Katie. On days where the sun is shining just right, the lake 

reflects a striking luminescent turquoise. Ithaca reminds some people of a city in the 

western U.S., with houses stacked vertically along the steep slopes of the glacially formed 

lake and the precipitous roads that lead up to the hills. Cornell University is ''the Ivy 

League behemoth whose vast campus sits astride steep East Hill like a feudal castle 

compound" (Spayde 1997: 45). Ithaca College (IC) is located atop South Hill, one of the 

highest hills around (and a source of amusement for IC students, faculty and staff, who get 

to "look down" on Cornell, at least altitudinally). The student population, added to by a 

local community college, is significant (30,000) and is equal to the actual number of city 

2 From Spayde's 1997 article "Ithaca, NY: A Gritty Upstate City Where the Grassroots are Green." 
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residents (29.000). making for dynamic, and sometimes conflictual, relationships. The 

colleges, and the significant presence of professors and researchers, contribute to a 

prominent social divide people describe as "town vs. gown" frictions, although socially 

there are many different types of people in Ithaca.^ Racially, Tompkins County is 

estimated to be 87% white, 7% Asian, 3% Afiican-American, and 3% Hisparu'c (1990 

Census), although in the city of Ithaca, racially and ethnically diverse students comprise 

over 47% of Cornell's student population of over 20,000. Ithaca College is the less 

diverse campus, with over 90% of the campus population classified as white. 

Whether strolling on the main square in town, replete with coffee shops, 

bookstores, and outlets for local hand-crafted items, or visiting the renowned Farmer's 

Market, one is likely to see an assortment of residents that gives Ithaca its alternative 

reputation. Typical apparel and appearance in Ithaca may range fi-om Birkenstocks (i.e., 

"hippie foot wear"), dreadlocks, tie-dye, and floor length patchwork skirts, to tweed, ties, 

and everything in-between. On any given day, passerby may also see the local guy who 

transports people in a home-crafted rickshaw. One is also likely to cross paths with 

Stephen, the transgendered man who is one of Ithaca's most colorflil people. An ex-

minister. he volunteers at the Red Cross Friendship Center and sometimes teaches cross-

dressing seminars to both men and women. 

In 1997, an alternative publication called the Utne Reader named Ithaca the most 

3 Some have noted that "class divisions in Ithaca are extreme but rarely noticed. Just a few miles away from 
the manicured homes of Cornell University's top administrators are 14-year-old single mothers living in 
trailers that have no running water" (Edmondson 1997:48). 
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enlightened city in America (followed by Portland, OR, Durham, NC, Burlington, VT, and 

Madison. WI). It is iitformative to review the reasons Ithaca was chosen in order to 

contextualize for the reader the alternative and integrative health and wellness endeavors 

emanating from this unusual place. According to the article (Walljasper 1997). an 

"enlightened" town is one that makes "a special effort to foster connectedness and 

contentment" and "deal creatively with the challenges they face" in the realm of 

environmental degradation, social fragmentation, urban sprawl, and inadequate public 

services (p. 43). A sense of "local culture" was also deemed important, and Ithaca is a 

place that celebrates locally made products from hard cider, bread, totli, and organic 

produce, to pottery, handicrafts, herbal medicines, candles, and soaps. 

Socio-politically. Ithaca ranks high on "social capital": 

The cities on our list are all rich in what Harvard political scientists Robert 
Putnam calls "social capital" - a strong civic involvement that a town 
constantly draws on to ensure its vitality. In his oft-quoted 1995 essay 
"Bowling Alone,'' Putnam points to the alarming decline in social capital -
especially traditional institutions like PTAs, church groups, unions, ... 
without the presence of a lively mix of citizen organizations, government 
and private sector efforts to maintain a healthy community will go 
nowhere. (Walljasper 1997: 43) 

Ithaca was chosen by the magazine for its "breathtaking array" of groups 

that build the social capital of the city, from historic preservation groups, land 

trusts that aim to preserve the environment, alternative banking services, and gay 

and lesbian coalitions, to places like Ecovillage, a housing community that is 

organized with a communal ethos for sustainable living. It's a town where "the 

Tibetan Medicine and Astrological Institute puts on an exhibition of Tibetan 
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paintings in an Elks club" (Spayde 1997: 45). The diversity also becomes evident 

at the local grocery store, Wegman's, where you can hear at least five different 

languages being spoken by clientele on any given day. 

Ithaca is also a place where green party and socialist candidates win 

elections into local political offices. The history of radical politics in Ithaca goes 

back to the I960's when the dominance of republican control was challenged. 

During the late 60"s and 70's the area became a counter-cultural mecca. with over 

fifty communes operating, with names like The Family, The Pad. and Lavender Hill 

(Spayde 1997). Many of these people later came back into town and set up "hippie 

businesses" such as organic bakeries, craft stores, book shops, and food co-ops. 

such as Greenstar. "By 1981, the radicals had enough political clout to elect a city 

council member, Dan Hof^^lan. Radical influence and representation grew, and the 

towTi chose an openly socialist mayor. Ben Nichols, for three terms, fi-om 1989 to 

1995" (ibid: 46). In the city government, issues of the environment, economic 

equity, health, race and class have been regularly discussed. 

Linda Daybill. current president of the Tompkins County Chamber of 

Commerce (which accepts the local currency, Ithaca Hours, to pay for 

membership), stated "politics is serious here, but it's part of our fun. Other towns 

have major league sports; we have activism" (ibid: 46). Paul Glover, founder of 

Ithaca Hours and the Ithaca Health Fund (and locally renowned economic genius), 

describes how social capital is built in Ithaca through grassroots activism: "If you 

believe in something, write a pamphlet with your phone number on it and post it in 
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the laundromats and bookstores. If three people call you, have lunch with them 

and call yourselves an organization. Post another notice. If five more people call, 

meet with them and issue a press release" (ibid: 50). 

This is more or less the process Glover adopted in 1991 to create Ithaca 

I lours.^ the "homegrown currency" adorned with local heroes and indigenous 

animals. Ithaca Mours is now a nationally and internationally recognized 

phenomenon, recently featured in a PBS special, which is accepted at dozens of 

places all over town, including the only hospital, Cayuga Medical Center.^ Many 

cities have emulated Ithaca Hours through kits and guidance from the Ithaca 

I lours group (e.g.. Bay Area Bucks in San Francisco, Maritime Hours in Nova 

Scotia. Brooklyn Hours, with other versions in Austria, Mexico, and England). 

It is important at this juncture to describe the philosophy and workings of 

Ithaca Hours, because they also provided inspiration for Paul Glover to launch the 

Ithaca Health Fund, discussed in the next section. Alternative economic initiatives 

like these have reinforced the development of other groups, such as Ithaca's 

Integrative Community Wellness Center, which is informally affiliated, and 

supportive, of the efforts of the IHF. 

Local Alternative Currencv: Ithaca Hours 

Ithaca Hours is set up so that people can be paid for their labor in Ithaca Hours, or 

4 Information about Ithaca Hours can be obtained at; http://www.lightiink.coni/ithacahours. 
5 At last count, Paul told me that over 300 articles, nationally and internationally, had been wrinen on Ithaca 
Hours. In the month of January, 2000, PBS was in Ithaca filming a documentary on Ithaca Hours and the 
Ithaca Health Fund which aired in the summer. 

http://www.lightiink.coni/ithacahours
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receive change in Hours, and then they can spend them at over 400 local businesses, 

including complementary and alternative health care providers. One Ithaca Hour is worth 

SIO. an amount set because it approximated an equitable wage for an hour of work. Ithaca 

Hours are valid within a twenty mile radius of central Ithaca. 

In September of 1998, the former first lady of France. Danielle Mitterand. visited 

Ithaca to learn more about how this innovative barter/local currency system worked. 

Part of the appeal, cited by Mitterand and others, is that the Ithaca 
Hours system is designed to do more than just facilitate trade. Its 
promoters say it keeps money in the community, nurtures entrepreneurs 
and adds an ethical component to commerce... 

Speaking through a translator, Mitterand said she is concerned 
about the growing gap between the rich and the poor and is looking at 
Ithaca Hours and similar systems as a possible solution to the economic 
devastation in so many countries. 

A monetary system like Ithaca Hours "brings with it a different type 
of philosophy, ethic, ways of seeing the world - and also a great hope," 
Mitterand said. (James 1998: Al) 

Ithaca Hours publishes and distributes a newsletter. Hour Town: Making a 

Community While Making a Living, which can be easily found at numerous locations in 

Ithaca. In Hour Town, readers will find articles about local economics and community 

issues, and lists of businesses that accept Ithaca Hours, including dozens of 

complementary practitioners, broken down into categories, such as acupuncture, 

bodywork, homeopathy, healing arts, and herbal instruction (discussed at greater length in 

chapter four). This serves asa.de facto information directory about available therapies in 

Ithaca, although it is not comprehensive (i.e., not all practitioners accept Ithaca Hours). 

Because Ithaca Hours and the Ithaca Health Fund are connected (with Paul Glover as the 

originator of both). Hour Town also includes practitioners who give discounts because 
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they are Ithaca Health Fund providers. 

The linking of Ithaca Hours with alternative health care practitioners is a 

connection that was noticed by the Utne Reader article as well. Access to alternative 

health care and spirituality ranked high on Utne Reader's criteria for the most enlightened 

town, and Ithaca provided an exemplary candidate with its plethora of massage therapists, 

chiropractors, reiki practitioners. Chinese medicine practitioners, and spiritual leaders. 

such at the Tibetan monks of Namgyal Monastery. Some of the alternative practitioners 

and healers in the area are the product of both the alternative cultural milieu and local 

underemployment, which results from having a non-year round student population and 

insufficiently employed spouses and partners of faculty and staff"at Cornell and Ithaca 

College (Spayde 1997). At least one practitioner I interviewed mentioned being swayed by 

the Utne Reader article when relocating to Ithaca several years ago. Les Moore, a 

naturopathic doctor, stated "^ve came here because my wife. Kim, she's from around here, 

and because the Utne Reader said that one of the criteria for the most enlightened town 

was that you could visit your naturopath, and there wasn't one here, so I came!" Dr. 

Moore continues to be the only practicing naturopath in Ithaca. 

Another important development in the local alternative and integrative medicine 

arena is the Ithaca Health Fund (IHF), started by Paul Glover, which offers discounts and 

coverage of mainstream, alternative, and complementary health care. An examination of 

IHF and how it works is illustrative of building social capital in Ithaca, and it has also 

served as an inspiration for other health-oriented community groups, such as IICWC. in 

pursuing health care reform through the exploration of alternative and integrative models. 
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The discussion of IHF also provides a context to consider how the national political 

economy of health care, and its inadequacies, are felt and responded to at the community 

level. 

Alternative Possibilities in Health Care Coverage: The Ithaca Health Fund 

Set against the backdrop of the highly politicized national dynamics of managed 

care is an initiative to create a different model of health care coverage and delivery: The 

Ithaca Health Fund (IHF). a grassroots, community-oriented organization with a different 

vision of health care. 1 learned of the IHF in the summer of 1997, as I began an intensive 

study of alternative and integrative medicine through the Wellness Center in Ithaca. The 

Health Fund, started in 1997, was still in its formative stages at that point, under the 

direction of its inventor. Paul Glover. 

One of the unifying philosophies behind both Ithaca Hours and the Ithaca Health 

Fund is that they are geared towards keeping money and resources in the community. I 

began attending IHF meetings in 1998 to fiirther understand the role that it plays in the 

community. As Paul once described it to me in justifying the Health Fund, a significant 

amount of money leaves Tompkins Comity every year to pay for medical insurance. If a 

percentage of that money could stay within the county, health care services could be 

covered more effectively and rapidly, and such a system would also contribute to the local 

economy, one of the central precepts behind Ithaca Hours too. The bottom line for Paul is 

to create a non-profit, community controlled health coverage plan. 

Information about the Health Fund can be found at the local health food stores. 

Oasis and Greenstar (in fact, Paul often "camps out" at Greenstar on Saturdays with 
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brochures and lots of enthusiasm to gamer more support and members for the Fund). 

During community festivals, such as the Ithaca Festival in June, the IHF has an 

information table staffed by both members and providers available to answer questions. 

The web site for the Fund also provides information and keeps members updated about 

upcoming meetings, elections, and potential expansion of services covered --

http://www.ithacahealth.org. 

Paul feels strongly that for the Fund to continue to gain momentum as a 

community effort, it should spread through word of mouth and personal contacts in true 

grassroots fashion. In fact, Paul remains staunchly committed to the grassroots, no 

bureaucracy ideology of the Fund. No money is spent on overhead, for rental of an office 

space, or for staff to administer Fund business. Paul's bedroom functions as the 

administrative center, where Fund files are kept and informational materials prepared. 

Monthly meetings, open to all members, but mostly attended by Board members, are 

usually held at Mark Sammo's house, a holistic clinical nurse specialist on the Board of the 

Health Fund. This effort by Paul, and the rest of the IHF board, represents resisting a 

Weberian bureaucratization and routinization of their organization which would further 

remove it firom the goals of being for and by local people and their direct needs. 

If one misses the opportunity to hear PauL or one of the other Fund members, 

explain the benefits of the Ithaca Health Fund in person, the brochure for the Health Fund 

outlines the guiding ideology and areas of coverage for people that join (yearly cost, $100 

per person. $ 175 per couple, $50 per child): 

Health is a state of complete physical, mental, and social well-being. 

http://www.ithacahealth.org
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and not merely the absence of symptoms. 

The Ithaca Health Fund is a pioneering effort to increase access to 
products and services that promote health and wellness. Such services 
include massage, acupuncture, herbs, chiropractic, psychotherapy, hospital 
services, and other healthcare practices. 

There are other ways that people contribute to the health of a community. 
Organic food growers, fitness clubs, and bicycle shops are also important 
to the wellness of the people who they serve.^ The Ithaca Health Fund 
helps the people of Tompkins County make the most of these products and 
services. 

If you provide a service or product that you believe promotes wellness and 
health you may qualify to be a Member Provider. Contact us for more 
information on the benefits of being a participating provider. 

The Benefits 

Members of the Ithaca Health Fund receive discounts (usually 10%) 
from Ithaca area businesses and healthcare practitioners who are 
members of the Fund. They have publicly committed to supporting the 
health and wellness of the people of Tompkins County. They have also 
agreed to accept Ithaca HOURS and to consider barter payments from 
Health Fund members... 

This discount system is one way for us to help each other meet our 
long-term healthcare needs. 
Members also are eligible for payments for un-insured parts of claims for 
ambulance rides and broken bones, to a maximum 5% of the value of the 
Fund. As the Fund grows, payments get larger and more services are paid 
for. 

Our Future 
As more and more people joiru we'll be able to rent, staff, equip, and insure 
a nonprofit dental clinic, providing check-ups and cleanings to Health 
Fund members and a wellness center providing preventative attention, 
holistic therapies, advocacy, referrals, and education. (Ithaca Health Fund 
brochure) 

6 Paul Glover is a notorious proponent of bicycle riding (versus motorized vehicular transportation) and can 
be seen around town riding his bike, even in the most inclement weather, with his helmet and side baskets. 
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In the past several years, the Fund has grown steadily (I joined in 1998) 

and augmented their coverage. As of November 2000. the Fund was valued at 

over $64,000. Due to the growth of the Fund, the coverage now includes: broken 

bones (up to SI.500), emergency stitches (up to $400), ambulance rides (up to 

S400). root canals (up to $200). and a dental check-up rebate from participating 

dentists ($20 when participating dentist donates $5 or more). Members also 

receive discounts at over 130 area health providers, including a 5% discount at 

Cayuga Medical Center, the only hospital in Ithaca. The maximum amount paid to 

any member during one year is $2,000. The idea is to start out with a small 

assortment of services and discounts, and as the Fund grows, more and more areas 

of coverage will be added, which will be identified by Fund members themselves. 

and not a higher hierarchical structure within the organization. 

Ultimately, members envision the Fund growing, like Ithaca Hours, to possibly 

create a national network of health funds, locally controlled ~ with a minimum of 

bureaucracy - that could meet health care needs in the midst of the American health care 

crisis. One Fund member stated. "'We want to create ~ from the ground up - a new health 

system based on different values" (Annual Meeting 11/15/98). Karen Hanson, a 

psychotherapist and Fund member/supporter, summed up the importance of the Fund as 

follows, in her GreenLeaf article (the newsletter for the Greenstar co-operative): 

The national heahh care industry (including insurance companies) 
has shown itself less and less able to respond adequately to our shared 
needs, both here and nationwide. As costs rise, coverage and freedom of 
choice often decline, and access to traditional or alternative care declines 
for most people regardless of income. Many local folks have no health 
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insurance at all. and others find themselves restricted to providers on 
managed care lists. These companies are not local; we have no control over 
the selection criteria. The personal stories that rise out of this situation are 
numerous. If we haven't felt the pinch ourselves, we know someone close 
who has. 

We're all here together, sick and well, healers and farmers. 
shopkeepers and teachers, house cleaners and artists. There's no reason not 
to band together to create something marvelous and useful for our health 
needs, that doesn't depend on outside systems. The Ithaca Health Care 
Fund already includes discounts, as well as the possibility of a Clinic and 
Wellness Center that could offer low-cost services, have volunteer hours 
donated by member providers, and have staff and equipment based on 
volunteer and bartered membership efforts. Join us! (Hanson 1998: 17) 

Karen Hanson mentions the uninsured being vulnerable, and the Health 

Fund acting as a safety net for people with no, or little, health insurance coverage. 

This certainly was one of the primary motivations for starting the Fund. According 

to Paul Glover. "I interviewed over 120 people at random and found that 37% 

have no health coverage at all. So. the story of the Fund is not only what we are 

doing but why we are doing it'' (Katz 1997: 7). He continues that the Fund is 

responding to the failure of government institutions and private corporations to 

adequately provide security for health care needs, •'without exhausting us to pay 

for it, without making us sick, by working overtime to afford it in the first place" 

(ibid: 7). To highlight the bureaucratic backlogs that create time-delays in both 

service and payment, and how the IHF is challenging this system, the October 

2000 issue of the Ithaca Health Fimd News reported on "worlds fastest claim 

payment!!!": 

It took only 40 seconds from claim submission to a payment, when 
Board Member and claims delegate for the IHF, Paul Glover, met a 
member on the Commons in downtown Ithaca. The member presented Paul 
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with a bill for a service covered by the Health Fund. Paul validated the 
claim and membership, reached into his pocket and presented the member 
with the correct amount of money. The whole transaction from presenting 
the bill to payment took less than 40 seconds! This is only one small 
example of your local Health Fund in action! (p. 1) 

In a recent e-mail sent by Paul to Fund members, he included some "testimonials" 

by members about the importance of the Fund to not just the uninsured, but the under-

insured too. One read. 

The Pataki plan will almost certainly leave the underinsured, like my 
partner and 1, out in the cold. We are always forgotten because, 
statistically, we have insurance. I'm glad to have it, because I'm actually 
getting money back from the company this year; but what this means is that 
I have met my deductible of $2,250 (plus a bit for when "allowed charges" 
for a service were less than what the service actually cost). I've been glad 
of the Health Fund in that I've now received over $60 in discounts from 
Cayuga Med (Cayuga Medical Center, the local hospital), plus payment of 
about 10 Hours toward my bills. My partner receives discounts on an 
ongoing basis, some for physical therapy which our insurance will not 
cover because it is within a year of surgery or the accident that started it. 
(2/2/2000) 

Significantly, the first outgoing payment made by the Fund, occurring in June of 

1998. went to Ruth Lance, who at the time was unemployed and uninsured. After a fall 

down a staircase, she was in serious pain but feared going to the hospital because of her 

lack of insurance. She said, "I was in such pain but wouldn't dare go to the hospital 

because I couldn't afford to. I cried and prayed - and then I remembered I had joined the 

health fiand" (Crawford 1998: 5). So she went to the convenient care center of the hospital 

and was treated for a broken wrist, which the Health Fund covered payment for in the 

amount of $556.57. While the goal of the Fimd is to be a major support system for people 

with no health coverage, and for many it is, in the initial stages of its development. Paul 
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calculated that the majority of subscribers would be the underinsured. who would be able 

to help build the Fund, but not rely on it completely; once the Fund account grows large 

enough. Paul plans on focusing more on recruitment of those with no insurance. 

In addition to the Health Fund as "another pioneering alternative to standard 

financing" (Crawford 1998: 7), it also is committed to preventative health care and 

coverage of holistic and complementary medical practices, which happen to be quite 

abundant in Ithaca. The database that 1 have been compiling for complementary 

practitioners in Ithaca, with the help of the Ithaca Health Fund and Ithaca's Integrative 

Community Wellness Center, now stands at over 300 practitioners in several dozen 

modalities, from acupuncture, chiropractic, and hypnotherapy, to expressive dance 

therapy, aromatherapy, and Feldenkrais. It is the ultimate goal of the Health Fund to be an 

innovator in providing community based coverage for these modalities. Based on a 

random survey by Paul, chiropractic, massage, herbal treatment and mental health services 

were mentioned as priority complementary modalities people would like covered by 

insurance. 

One of the most recent steps towards such a goal of coverage is the Ithaca Health 

Fund's 5/10 Plan, which provides a 28% discount for the first ten visits to a participating 

provider, with the provider donating the 5"* visit free and the Fund covering the lO"* visit, 

the latter estimated to be a $50 benefit. WhUe the majority of providers are alternative and 

complementary practitioners, the Fund's vision for the future is one of integration of 

multiple modalities, including biomedicine. This is affirmed in their brochure which 

stresses the inclusion of "services that promote health and wellness. Such ser\'ices include 
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massage, acupuncture, herbs, chiropractic, psychotherapy, hospital services and other 

healthcare practices." Towards this integrative end, in Oct. 1999, the Fund welcomed their 

"first Pioneer MD" as a member/provider. Dr. William Tylor offers a 10% discount to 

Health Fund members, and he also accepts Ithaca Hours from Fund Members (Ithaca 

Health Fund News 1999). 

Although the addition of the 5/10 Plan was another step on the road to more 

directly covering alternative services, it also brought with it some of the potential legal 

constraints that pervade the mainstream medical culture too. With the Fund donating the 

tenth treatment they de facto become "health care providers" and may be liable in lawsuits 

involving treatment. In order to address this issue, but still move forward with the plaru 

the Fund Board members voted to adopt a disclaimer form, with the guidance of a local 

attorney: 

In an ongoing attempt to provide non-traditional health care member 
benefits, the Board has adopted the 5/10 Plan ... Due to the prevalence of 
malpractice and related medical lawsuits, the Ithaca Health Fund has 
decided that the following release is necessary to protect its members" 
money while encouraging freedom to choose preferred healing modalities 
and practitioners: 

I (member s name), by accepting this payment of (amount paid), from the 
Ithaca Health Fund for the tenth treatment by (provider's name), do 
hereby agree/affirm that the Ithaca Health Fund is not responsible nor in 
any way liable for the benefits, lack of benefits or harm resulting from this 
treatment. 
Signed 
Date 
(Ithaca Health Fund News Vol. No.l Issue No. 2 Oct 1999. page 3) 

The liability issue and the subsequent disclaimer that was developed seem to be 

part of the legal politics that are encountered in most health care initiatives in America, a 
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point which I will return to again in chapter five regarding the development of Ithaca's 

Integrative Community Wellness Center. It seems to be one of the many pitfalls in 

negotiating the political economic terrain of American health care, especially when 

attempts are made to include modalities fi-om mainstream biomedical care and the 

therapies that have been on the fiinge. Issues of licensure, legal protection against 

malpractice, professionalism, bureaucracy, and science are models that pervade American 

mainstream (i.e.. biomedical) health care culture and inevitably make their way into the 

arena of complementary and alternative therapies as they are increasingly mainstreamed. 

The grounding of my research in Ithaca highlighted many of the issues relating to 

local culture, dynamic social processes, and the building of social capital. 1 was also able 

to use participant observation as a method to assess how grassroots health-oriented 

groups in Ithaca are reacting to the hegemonic and bureaucratic political economy of 

health care which characterizes American medicine. This is the backdrop against which — 

both historically and today ~ alternative groups and movements have arisen. This 

orientation to the region of my work has been a lengthy, though necessary, foray into the 

dynamics of the local culture. In the next section. 1 introduce one of the primary sources 

of data for the dissertation. Ithaca's Integrative Community Wellness Center. Following 

this. 1 discuss other venues where I conducted the research to support my understanding 

of what was taking place at the Wellness Center. 

Participant Observation with IICWC: Communitv Members Explore the Possibilities and 
Politics of Developing an Integrative Wellness Center 

In 1996. a group of community members in Ithaca came together to assess the 
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availability of holistic/alternative practitioners in the Ithaca area and develop a model for 

complementary and integrative healing, with the ultimate goal of opening a wellness center 

in downtown Ithaca. After many months of dialogue, a name was chosen for the project: 

Ithaca's Integrative Community Wellness Center. The group consisted of about 10 

individuals in 1996. including alternative and allopathic practitioners. By the fall of 2000, 

the group working on the development of the Center numbered over 30. Participants have 

either served on the board of directors, the advisory board, the expert support panel, or 

committees (described in detail in chapter 5). Board members attend monthly meetings, 

and also come together for special events (surveying suitable future locations for the 

Center, doing outreach work at local venues like community festivals, and occasionally, 

socializing). 

The following key areas of concern and focus were identified by Wellness Center 

group members over the three years of my participant observation: 

• How to define integrative healing, and more generally health and wellness 
• How to create a holistic healing center that was integrative in terms of what 

the community had to offer, including the biomedical community 
• How to develop a center that would be sensitive to local cultural, ethnic, and 

social diversity 
• How to provide wellness care to low income and indigent populations while 

also fostering self-responsibility in health care 
• How to provide more holistic care to sufferers who may significantly benefit, 

especially in the context of a national "health care crisis" in which rising costs 
and increasing barriers deter many fi"om mainstream health care, not to mention 
out-of-pocket alternative or complementary care 

• How to negotiate inter- and intra-modality politics regarding which modalities 
and practitioners to include (with the politics between biomedical and non-
biomedical therapies being particularly salient) 

• How to reconcile the vision of "integrative health for all" with the economic 
realities and costs of running a health care facility 
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My research has involved participating in the group in several capacities, as a 

medical anthropologist studying integrative medicine and otfering guidance to the group, 

and as a participant observer at almost all of the group meetings and Wellness Center 

events since 1997. This has aflforded me a unique perspective to document the history of 

IICWC. discussed in chapter five, and assess the process of group dialogue and 

negotiation concerning how to conceptualize, and eventually implement, a grassroots, 

community oriented, not-for-profit, integrative wellness center. Although I was studying 

the scope and development of IICWC. the participatorv* and activist nature of Ithaca led 

IICWC group members to expect that I too would become involved in the process of 

developing the wellness center, which to some extent I did. Being a participant in Wellness 

Center activities and planning, and not just fianctioning as an observer, fits squarely within 

the anthropological tradition of research. For example. Singer states that "putting 

knowledge to use for the purpose of social change, is the explicit aim of the 

anthropological endeavor" (1990: 548); he terms this approach to anthropology the 

"community action approach,'' and it is applicable to my work with IICWC. and especially 

apropos within the social milieu of Ithaca (see also Fritz 2000; Kozaitis 2000). 

Despite a commitment to diversity and inclusion of multiculturalism, people who 

have been involved with IICWC are predominantly white, middle class health care 

practitioners fi-om conventional and complementary modalities. Most are already 

established in their fields, as practitioners of traditional Chinese medicine, physical therapy, 

chiropractic, massage, and dietary therapies, among other specialties. Some are seeking to 

enhance their practices by networking with others in the community and increasing their 
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scope of knowledge aix)Ut other modalities. Others affirm their commitment to having a 

centralized location in Ithaca where people can learn about and experience diverse 

wellness modalities and philosophies. 

The IICWC initiative, which I typify as a non-conventional health movement, has 

certainly grown out of the grassroots history and character of Ithaca, with its local 

manifestations of everything "alternative." from the Alternatives Library to the 

Alternatives Federal Credit Union. IICWC's focus on accessibility, affbrdability. 

grassroots anchoring, and social responsibility, resonates with a number of other local 

groups as well, such as the Ithaca Health Fund. Parities are even found with organizations 

such as the Alternatives Federal Credit Union (AFCU). which is a non-profit, cooperative, 

community development group that uses the model of socially and environmentally 

responsible investing in the local community as a central tenet. AFCU also focuses on 

serving low income and disenfranchised segments of the local community. In this sense, 

IICWC exhibits good cultural fit in the sociopolitically activist landscape it inhabits. 

Over the course of my research with the IICWC group, themes emerged which 

resonate with many of the same issues that characterized nineteenth century health 

movements, particularly the emphasis on making health care accessible, affordable, 

empowering, and responsive to people's needs. A major difference today is that the 

cultural milieu is currently one encouraging the exploration and incorporation of 

alternative and complementary medicine, even in biomedical realms. This is in contrast to 

the late nineteenth century and early twentieth century trends to relegate such healing 

choices to the fringes and even legislate them out of existence. 
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Similar to some other unconventional health movements in American cultural 

history, such as the development of chiropractic, IICWC is not just espousing alternative 

ideologies, it is concerned with issues of legitimacy and culturally important mainstream 

idioms of professionalism, efficiency, and credibility. In their attempts to appeal to both 

mainstream and alternative health care seekers and practitioners, IICWC is in a dynamic 

process of seeking to articulate with political legalities emanating from the macro-societal 

level, while also trying to respond to issues of being inclusive of the many modalities 

practiced in the Ithaca community. For example, many community healers are not licensed 

and do not carry professional liability insurance. Some practitioners overtly resist such 

attempts at professionalization and bureaucratization, while others see these cultural 

sanctions as a way to improve the scope and reputations of their modalities (similar to the 

issues many traditional healers around the world deal with when faced with issues of 

organizing and professionalizing; see Last 1996). The challenge for IICWC is to 

successfiilly negotiate these politics of health care and community building while trying to 

create new possibilities for individual and community wellness. 

Part of the search for {xjssibilities involves experimenting with alternative 

organizational models and ways to build social networks in communities without 

becoming a bureaucratic entity that loses sight of its original goals, an issue that the Ithaca 

Health Fund is also very cognizant of To address this. IICWC board members have 

focused on the wellness center as a place for healing and education, and a space for 

building social networks that emanate out into the community. This has been achieved 

through IICWC events which have created contexts for discussion, and even building 
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informal referral networks between diverse practitioners from various allopathic and 

alternative backgrounds. 

Bridges have also been built with other community organizations such as the 

Ithaca Health Fund, linked by people who volunteer their time to assist both groups in 

their development. IICWC is also striving to act as a resource tor collaboration by 

identitying existing practitioner alliances and strengthening them. For example, currently in 

Ithaca, there is an acupuncture association, a flower essence study group, a mental health 

association, a massage school, and a reiki school. All of these sites function as loci of 

networking. IICWC hopes to build upon these already existing associations by providing a 

forum for other modality groups to coalesce. Supporting the communities of practitioners 

and their identified needs is a common topic of discussion at wellness center meetings. 

Another way IICWC has attempted to build bridges into the community is through 

stressing the importance of social, community, and environmental health. This moves the 

focus beyond individual health to an intentional intersection with locally important values. 

Striving for these goals means that IICWC needs to do more than simply base themselves 

in the community; they need to address issues of healing the community too, in all of its 

diverse manifestations. Indeed, fostering social capital (i.e., involvement) and healing 

within the community by addressing issues of importance may indeed be salubrious to 

individual and collective well being (Bruhn & Wolf 1979; Dressier 1996). 

These are just some of the major issues, themes, and models discussed frequently 

by IICWC board and committee members; a ftiller accounting of the inception, 

development, and current status of IICWC is provided in chapter five. The next section 
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reviews how the dissertation research expanded beyond the context otllCWC in order to 

understand issues related to modality epistemology, practitioner dynamics, and wellness 

seekers" lived worlds. All of these dimensions are essential foundations for understanding 

the overall project and unfolding process of IICWC and the issues they will need to 

address to tlilfill their identified goals. 

Other Spaces of Healing and Research Methods 

During the course of my research, I employed the typical array of anthropological 

methods that are used to understand sociocultural phenomena from multiple angles, 

including semi-structured interviewing, surveys, participant observation in numerous 

contexts, apprenticeship and training in some healing modalities (herbalism, hypnotherapy, 

past life regression), and historical research. 1 also analyzed local and national discourses 

and arenas of alternative and integrative health care. All of these provided invaluable 

foundations to assess medical pluralism in Ithaca and the development of community-

oriented health projects. 

In order to understand how the growing popular interest in alternative and 

integrative healing was situated in Central New York. I began, in 1996, to research the 

locales where people learned about and experienced medically pluralistic options. First I 

forayed into the greater Syracuse area, before focusing on Ithaca as a more illuminating 

site of research. This was a productive way to discern the locations and proximity of 

holistic healing resources. It also provided contexts to solicit people to interview. 

Ultimately, it was the people I interviewed who referred to Ithaca as the place to go for 

pluralistic health care. 
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As with many other towns and cities in America, a center tor alternative healing 

education, information, and products is often a locally owned and operated health food 

store or co-op (national "health stores" such as GNC. found in many malls in America, are 

not likely to have much information on local health resources and practitioners). 1 found 

several of these major venues in Syracuse, with smaller stores in neighboring towns, and 

two in Ithaca. In Ithaca, when 1 asked about alternative healing, people responded "Have 

you been to Greenstar?' The Greenstar health food co-op in Ithaca serves as one central 

nexus for practitioner and modality information through the dozens of brochures and cards 

they display and the "meet the practitioner" series they offer. At the various health food 

stores throughout the Central New York region. I collected fliers for upcoming wellness 

events in the area (almost all provided community bulletin boards for the display of such 

information), and cards and pamphlets for alternative practitioners from massage 

therapists and reiki practitioners to holistic nurses and spiritual counselors. 

Other major distribution points of information are metaphysical bookstores and 

centers, with Seven Rays of Syracuse being the most prominent (approximately an hour 

from Ithaca, but many people from Ithaca journey there). Seven Rays houses an enormous 

collection of books on alternative culture, healing of many forms, religion, women's 

studies. Native American studies, and metaphysics. It also sells crystals, tarot cards, 

incense, beads, herbs, drums, capes and wands, religious items, and many other ritual 

items and products. Seven Rays also functions as a hub of information and activity for area 

Wiccans. who sometimes gather in the seminar and activity room at the back of the store 
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to hold workshops on Wicca and perform healing ceremonies/Seven Rays continues to be 

a site for weekly workshops on alternative medicine. On Saturdays, Seven Rays holds a 

free "reiki clinic" for people to learn about and experience this healing technique. 

From this initial information gathering and introduction to different modalities. 1 

developed a tlier which 1 placed at the health food stores and book shops. The flier stated 

that 1 was a Ph.D. student researching how people learn about and use alternative, 

complementary, and integrative therapies. While I received some responses to this 

(approximately 10), the remainder of the people that 1 interviewed and spoke with more 

informally about complementary therapies (to be discussed more fully below) came from 

attending workshops and training sessions, and from attendance at a Spiritualist Church 

that was situated several blocks down the street from Seven Rays. 

1 initially became interested in the Spiritualist Church as an outgrowth of my 

master's thesis research on women and healing in the Spiritualist tradition (see Hansen 

1993). After relocating to central New York in 1993,1 located the closest church (one of 

three Spiritualist churches in the region) and attended, knowing from my prior research 

that Spiritualist churches (and other metaphysial groups) often fionctioned as sites of 

narrative and information exchange about alternative healing (cf McGuire 1988). The 

church did prove to be more than a source of information about Spiritualism; it was also a 

context where members came together once a week and shared healing stories, effective 

therapeutic techniques, and their progress in getting trained in modalities such as reiki 

7 See Orion (1995) for a recent ethnography on Wicca and healing; as she notes regarding her research with 
neo-pagans. "the new witches say they are healers" (p. 6). 
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(many church members practiced reiki on others, often in conjunction with aura healing, 

which was performed on a weekly basis in the church). What I found at the Spiritualist 

Church was an emphasis on "healing" as a symbolic focus of church members" search for 

balance and health in their emotional, physical, and spiritual lives. When I informed church 

members about my research, Mona, Helen, and Ginny (whose stories are discussed in the 

next chapter) were eager to tell me about their search for wellness through multiple 

healing modalities and philosophies. Clearly, for projects like IICWC. it is important to 

understand the ways in which health care seekers social worlds provide contexts for them 

to coalesce and exchange information about alternative and complementary therapies. In 

addition to illuminating information that can be collected through people's life and illness 

narratives, understanding the sites where people come together and share health-related 

information is important for outreach and education initiatives by groups such as IICWC. 

From these contextual groundings, I continued in 1997 and 1998 to attend area 

workshops in Syracuse and Ithaca on healing. As a participant observer. I interviewed 

seekers and practitioners, and monitored local and national media for reports on non-

biomedical health care and wellness seeking. The majority of workshops I attended were 

about herbalism and they were taught by local female practitioners. Because herbalism is 

one of the most widely used alternative therapies, I thought it would be useful to focus on 

this modality. Another rationale came from a desire to understand how these women were 

teaching the use of herbs to others. While much of the learning context was structured in 

one to two day workshops (or in some cases three week classes), Patty, Tina, and Marie 

also offered long term apprenticeship programs of six months to a year, or more. I also 
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met and interviewed a male herbalist, 7Song, who also mentored herbal apprenticeships, 

although he did so through the school he developed, the Northeast School of Botanical 

Medicine in Ithaca. 

Other workshops 1 attended, and took detailed notes on, included a two-day 

holistic healing seminar taught by Ginger Bowler (who works with the Colorado-based 

Hanna Kroeger. a nationally recognized figure in herbal and other alternative therapies'*), 

and workshops at Seven Rays on holistic chiropractic, energy healing (from a graduate of 

the Barbara Brennan school of energy healing), Wicca for healing, reiki. Santeria, health 

kinesiology (muscle testing for health assessment and appropriate therapeutics), 

aromatherapy, shamanic healing, and a session on symbols in healing. The majority of 

attendees were white, lower middle to middle class, and temale; many of them had chronic 

health conditions which they would ask questions about during the workshop sessions. 

In many ways, the places of healing information and activities that 1 traversed to 

collect dissertation data from 1996 to 2000 were the spaces that wellness seekers were 

also moving through to learn about and try new therapies and find practitioners. 1 saw 

familiar faces at Ithaca Health Fund meetings and Greenstar; I solidified acquaintances by 

talking with the same people at the Spiritualist Church. Seven Rays, and the health food 

stores in Syracuse. I noticed other people doing the same and came to an understanding of 

how people not only learn about available non-biomedical healing strategies, but how they 

build non-kin based support networks and therapy management groups (Janzen 1987) 

8 See Kroeger (1996; 1991; 1971). 
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around wellness related spaces and activities. The research for this dissertation focused 

much more on these contexts, and IICWC. than on activities in clinicians" offices, another 

valid and under-studied area in alternative healing in America (see Hadjipavlou 1996 for 

an ethnography of alternative clinical practice). 

Interviewinu 

Beginning in 1997.1 solicited interviews from alternative health care seekers and 

practitioners from placement of fliers at health food markets, metaphysical book stores, 

and through personal solicitation at workshops. Snowball sampling was also used as 

people I contacted suggested others; this method can be useflil in the study of social 

networks and how people may share information and practices, because people 

recommend others with whom they have relationships regarding the subject of study, in 

this case, healing (Bernard 1988). While the fliers received some response (10 

interviewees were found this way), informal conversations with people about my research 

and interests at workshops yielded another 10 interviewees through direct interest or 

referral of another person. Many more informal discussions about holistic healing took 

place in these venues, particularly talking with people about their experiences with 

biomedical and non-mainstream therapies, philosophies and lifestyles. 

The twenty interviewees are difficult to categorize in terms of health care seeker 

versus health care practitioner; many of these people could fall into a category of lay 

healers because they are non-professionalized, but they may perform reiki on others 

outside of their immediate tamilies (as happened frequently at the Spiritualist Church), 

practice hypnotherapy on friends, and lead workshops on healing (as well as attend other 
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workshops). For many, it was their own experiences with alternative and integrative health 

care seeking which led them to want to practice a modality in some fashion. Barbara and 

Nancy started a study group on flower essence therapies (and they also do workshops and 

individual consultations with people), but their main source of employment comes from 

outside of the healing arena. Shawn and Heather, recognized by many Ithacans I spoke 

with as "community herbalists," are found in the modality and practitioner chapter of this 

dissertation (chapter four), yet they derive their primary income from other sources (part 

time waitressing. assistant work at a veterinary clinic, teaching parenting skills workshops 

for cooperative extension). Several people did go down the pathway of becoming 

professional, full-time, practitioners, such as Matt (chiropractor), Patty (massage 

therapist), and 7Song (who does earn his income from his practice of herbalism and 

apprenticeship programs through his school, although he is outside of any 

"professionalized" health care activity per se). 

The interviews, which were conducted in a variety of places (coffeehouses. Seven 

Rays workshop room, homes, and offices), give insights into health care seeking attitudes 

and behaviors, so 1 would categorize all twenty as contributing to this area of 

investigation. One-third of the interviews also provide insights into the philosophies and 

experiences of people as practitioners of non-biomedical therapies, mostly in the non-

professionalized realm. The questions that guided the interviews, which were all taped, are 

found in Appendbc A. The issues explored pertained to people's perceptions, uses, and 

experiences with alternative, complementary, and integrative therapies. I also focused on 

how they found out about various therapies and located information and practitioners. It 
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became clear that a place like the Wellness Center would be serving an important function 

if it acted as a centralized information source for health care seekers. I also asked how 

family and friends reacted to the use of alternative therapies. People who also practiced in 

some fashion on others were asked about their experiences. 

Beyond these twenty, 1 conducted a dozen interviews (with many intbrmal 

discussions occurring) with people just about their practitioner activities, and these were 

solicited through prominent places of alternative health care (Ithaca Health Fund meetings. 

Greenstar. and Ithaca's Integrative Community Wellness Center) and from advertising in 

the papers. I collected information from practitioners of chiropractic, herbalism, 

acupuncture and TCM (traditional Chinese medicine), naturopathy, hypnotherapy, reiki, 

massage therapy, and flower essence therapy. Practitioners were asked to describe their 

modality and its attendant philosophies, what led them to their healing practice, the types 

of clientele they serve, and issues of mutual referral and community dynamics and politics. 

In chapter four of this dissertation on modalities and practitioners. I focus on chiropractic 

and herbalism because of the informative contrast they provide in examining the axes of 

gender, class, professionalism, community, and commercialism. The other practitioners are 

heard at other junctures in the dissertation as they illuminate particular themes and issues. 

All of the interviews were semi-structured, because I had my list of questions at 

hand, but 1 let participants lead the discourses to places they thought were pertinent in 

their searches for wellness and roles as practitioners. While several interviewees were 

formally tape-recorded on two or more occasions, the majority were seen more informally 

over a period of time, which was largely due to the fact that I was frequenting, as a 
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panicipant observer, the same spaces and places of wellness seeking as they were. This 

allowed for repeated conversations and updates on their health care activities and life 

circumstances that impacted people as health seekers and wellness practitioners. 1 took 

notes after such encounters. 

Participant Observation: Experience and Apprenticeship 

The participant observation I engaged in for the dissertation encompassed multiple 

contexts, from the communities in which 1 lived and observed alternative healing 

discourses and activities, to the educational and experiential workshops I attended. As part 

of understanding alternative and integrative healing practices more comprehensively, I also 

thought it important to experience a range of modalities myself, in part inspired by the 

work of anthropologists such as Desjarlais (1992) who combined participant observation 

with "embodied awareness" and apprenticeship in his work among the Yolma Sherpa of 

Nepal: this method enabled him a deeper understanding of healing ceremonies.'' "Csordas 

(1993) takes a similar phenomenological stance when he argues that embodiment' should 

be considered a methodological field" (Cartwright 1998: 43). 

In my own work, I sought embodied experiences in a number of different 

modalities as a way of exploring emic perspectives on complementary therapies. This was 

an important foundation for having common fi-ames of reference with health care seekers, 

practitioners, and participants at IICWC. In fact, I was expected to have some experiential 

9 He describes his methodology, paved by anthropologists such as Deren (1970). Peters (1981). Hamer 
(1980). and Taussig (1987), as "a mix of shamanic practice, embodied knowledge, and persistent note-taking" 
(ibid: 19) which led him to an understanding of the "aesthetics of healing" that the Yolmo themselves 
experience. 
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background as a participant observer at IICWC. I acquired experiences in the following 

modalities: 

* Spiritualist healing 
* chiropractic ~ both "network" and "regular" 
* Chinese medicine (acupuncture, herbs, moxabustion, cupping) 

I felt, as Desjarlais did in his trance visions and shamanic practices, different 

"grammars of experience" with the various modalities, some felt profoundly, and others 

barely perceived, if at all. While this dissertation does not focus on my reflexive journey 

into the alternative healing realin, it is worth noting the crucial foundations such 

experiences gave me when communicating with others, especially in light of one of the 

frequently asked questions in the healing places 1 went to. which was "Have you tried 

[therapy xJ7' and "Do you know a good practitioner of [therapy x]?' I was able to 

participate in responses to some of these questions which enabled me to open up dialogues 

with people due to my embodied experiences. 1 could discuss perceiving little or no health 

improvements after trying some supplements and herbs for lengthy periods, although with 

other remedies I did find relief for some of my health problems. I was able to talk about 

the heat 1 felt from reiki practitioners' hands, the sensation of feeling the stimulation in 

other parts of my body with the insertion of one acupuncture needle, and some of the 

visions and images that came to me through meditation, hypnotherapy, and past life 

regression (a form of therapy which aims to create a mental dramatization of lives from 

* herbalism 
* homeopathy 
* iridology 
* past life regression 
* kinesiology 
* reiki 

* vitamin/supplement therapy 
* massage therapy 
* meditation/visualization 
* flower essence therapy 
* aura healing 
* hypnotherapy 
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the past).'" I could also discuss how the acupuncture treatments 1 experienced at the hands 

of one practitioner were painful and unpleasant, leading me to search for another, and how 

some "miracle" supplements did not make me feel any differently - or better (despite 

promises of "boosts"' of energy and "Renewed vitality"). 

.Another facet to the grounding of my research in the experiential realm is found in 

the apprenticeships and training programs 1 undertook in aura healing, hypnotherapy, past 

life regression therapy, and herbalism. For the dissertation, what is important to note about 

these learning experiences is that they provided more contexts to explore how others were 

learning about non-mainstream therapies in intimate and first hand ways, that is. through 

apprenticeship, as Cartwright (1998) did in her apprentice-oriented ethnographic work 

among healers in Mexico. She states, "The concept of apprenticeship provided me with a 

way in which to understand how I was learning through participant observation ... a social 

and political act that ever more deeply involves the researcher in the events and decisions 

that matter most to people" (1998; 43). Cartwright also reviews Wikan's (1991) 

discussion of this type of experience-near ethnography which creates resonance between 

yourself and those you wish to understand. Resonance demands "a willingness to engage 

with another world, life, or idea; an ability to use one's experience ... to try to grasp, or 

convey, meanings that reside neither in words, "facts," nor text..." (Wikan 1991: 463. 

10 This is in a similar vein to Desjarlais. who was not always sure how to read the visions and images he saw 
as part of his shamanic training, but he did state that such self-awareness in trance states did offer "uncertain 
commentary on the psychosocial dynamics of illness and healing" (1992:20). What he learned through these 
"intuitive" means later made sense in the total context of his field research and his observations in more 
"rational" realms, as I believe my own experiences have done in the context of other information gathered 
through interviews and observations. 
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cited in Cartwright, p. 39). 

In 1996, to achieve this tjjje of resonance in my own ethnographic work I 

participated in a hypnotherapy training and certification program in Ithaca, recommended 

and also taken by Helen from the Spiritualist Church in Syracuse. Five women gathered in 

a living room on weekends for several months and learned from Shelly, a hypnotherapist 

for ten years, the history of hypnotherapy, how to practice it, and its applications for a 

variety of issues in the physical, mental, and spiritual realms. Shelly demonstrated on us as 

we watched and we practiced on each other to learn. 

It became a social group as well even a therapy management group (Janzen 1987), 

where the women would discuss their own searches for wellness and their goals in wanting 

to learn how to practice hypnotherapy (for midwifery work, as an adjunctive tool for a 

high school counselor, to start a more fulfilling career, to use with a massage practice, to 

provide a deeper foundation for dissertation research, and for self and family care). The 

women, including myself, joined together outside of the training for lunches and talk. It 

was contexts such as these where I witnessed the exchange of information about who the 

most adept chiropractor was in Ithaca, or who a good herbalist was to go see. or what 

supplement was really working for one of the women. 

When the training was over, we were given a written test and a performance test 

where Shelly watched us, after which we applied for our certifications from the American 

Board of Hypnotherapy. Some months later Shelly brought us together again to show us 

how to do past life regression, a sub-specialty within hypnotherapy that has been more 

publicized in the past decade through the work of Brian Weiss, MD, a psychiatrist and 
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former Chairman of Psychiatry at the Mount Sinai Medical Center in Miami (Weiss 1988; 

1992). I did practice on people after my certification, with finends and acquaintances who 

were recommended to me. although I never charged any money." After learning that 

bartering for services was an arrangement known by many practitioners in the area, I did 

on one occasion trade a hypnotherapy session for a massage. While many of my 

experiences may be beyond the purview of what should be in a dissertation (perhaps the 

subject of ftiture works), it is worth stating that I at least had a glimpse of what it felt like 

to be a practitioner and have someone's desire to be well placed in one's hands - it is a 

responsibility. 

One of the most significant connections that came out of my relationship with 

Shelly (which continued beyond the training program because she provides continued 

support and advice for her trainees), was her recommendation of me to the group in Ithaca 

exploring the possibility of starting an integrative wellness center. Shelly thought I would 

be interested because of my dissertation work, and she also indicated that I could provide 

some guidance for the group because of the research I had already done on alternative and 

integrative medicine and wellness centers. I pursued the contact in the spring of 1997 and 

my participant observation with IICWC began. 

My research throughout all of these venues impacted the ways I thought about 

medical pluralism and unfolding integrative health movements and how such phenomena 

11 The anthropologist as alternative practitioner is not an unknown phenomenon, with Hamer (1980) being 
one of the most widely cited cases; an example of a medical anthropologist becoming a credentialed and 
licensed practitioner is Robert Anderson, who completed a full course of chiropractic training and 
subsequently treated patients on a part-time basis (Anderson 1996). 
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are localized in places like Ithaca, where locally held values such as community health, 

social equity, and alternative philosophies pervade many of these health-related initiatives. 

Conclusion 

In this chapter. 1 examined the ways in which alternative and integrative models 

and practices of health care are situated in the sites of my research. Following the 

historical foundations laid in chapter one, Ithaca provided a fertile ground to explore the 

social, cultural, economic, and political dimensions of health movements. Local cultural 

values of grassroots activism, social equity, environmental justice, alternative philosophies, 

and community participation have provided a foundation for initiatives such as Ithaca 

Hours, the Ithaca Health Fund, and Ithaca's Integrative Community Wellness Center. 

A common theme weaving itself throughout many local discourses is the emphasis 

on developing community-level sites of political economy critique. The not-for-profit and 

non-profit orientation of Ithaca groups, fi-om the Alternatives Federal Credit Union to the 

Ithaca Health Fund and IICWC, exemplify local strategies to address the structural 

inequalities of a capitalist economy, a topic of great interest to critical medical 

anthropologists. For example. Singer (1998) states that community-based organizations, 

such as alternative health programs and practices, provide important openings for medical 

anthropologists to make useful contributions to both application and praxis in critical 

medical anthropology. Such alternative and complementary health care venues, comprising 

the basis for the dissertation research, also demonstrate local forms of resistance, and 

sometimes articulation, with macrosocial and political forces, a prominent area of study 

for critical medical anthropologists. IICWC rejects a model of a bureaucratic, capitalist 
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medicine in favor of a locally controlled, non-profit, service oriented center which can 

meets the needs of those marginalized by mainstream health care and social relations. 

Concomitantly. IICWC also strives to be credible in the eyes of the biomedical 

community, and other health related professionals, leading to much discussion by IICWC 

planners about licensing, malpractice insurance, liability, and credibility. Power is resisted 

and courted in complex ways at the local and individual levels. 

Following the discussion of local culture and dynamics. I gave a detailed 

description of how I moved through various spaces and places in the region to investigate 

the issues that IICWC should consider in order to achieve their stated goals. To deliver 

wellness care that reflects the needs of health care seekers, many features in the health and 

healing landscape need to be mapped, including issues as they relate to health care seekers, 

explored in the next chapter, and wellness practitioners. 

As part of this mapping. I explored how people were accessing information about 

alternative healing and wellness strategies at health food stores, metaphysical centers, and 

workshops. From these places. I solicited people to interview to better understand how-

alternative therapies were being integrated into their lives. From some of these contacts 

came opportunities to gain a broader understanding of non-biomedical healing through 

experience and apprenticeship, enhancing the natiu"e of the research towards a more 

experience-near ethnography (Wikan 1991). Moving through these spaces opened up 

dialogues with many health care seekers, practitioners, and community members, which 

enhanced my understanding of local attempts to create health and wellness alternatives. 

These investigations are the subjects of the next three chapters on health care seekers. 
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alternative and integrative modalities and practitioners, and how this research informs the 

historv' and unfolding of Ithaca's Integrative Community Wellness Center. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

SEEKERS OF INTEGRATIVE MEDICINE: CONTEXTUALIZING THE 
SEARCH FOR WELLNESS 

Understanding the full scope of alternative and integrative health movements 

requires looking beyond issues of health to encompass overarching cultural frameworks, 

social relations, and political economy. In the last chapter. I discussed health-related 

initiatives in Ithaca and the intersections with both macro-level and community themes. 

Ithaca's Integrative Community Wellness Center (IICWC) has been shaped by these 

forces, and also formed in the unique context of cultural values in Ithaca. The goal of the 

Wellness Center is to create a non-protlt community based center for education and 

integrative wellness. This initiative has arisen out of the popular interest in 

complementary and alternative medicine (CAM) and a desire by community members to 

create a place for such modalities to be integrated tor best of all possible healing choices. 

In order to understand the interests of people seeking CAM and integrative healing, it is 

necessary to explore seekers' lives and issues to assess how a community based center 

can serve their needs. To explore this dimension, this chapter contextualizes the search 

for wellness from seeker's perspectives and lived worlds. 

.Assessing the scope of CAM use by people is an important first step in this 

analysis. How many people are using non-biomedical therapies and why? How do they 

tlnd alternative therapies? .Are they already integrating medical pluralism in their 

treatment strategies? Why are people seeking CAM - is it just about health or are they 

searching for more? What are the social relations of healing at the level of health care 

seekers - is it important to account for family, friends, and co-workers? How does gender 
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influence sickness experiences and wellness choices? How are macro-level issues of 

political economy, institutional controls, bureaucratized medicine, and managed care 

impacting people's lives? Understanding these issues provides important information for 

health-oriented groups who hope to create new possibilities in health care and address the 

issues and struggles people tace in their daily lives and in mainstream health care. 

Understanding the lived worlds of sufferers and the issues they face has been a 

prominent focus in medical anthropology (Good et al. 1992; Mahn 1995; fCleinman 1980; 

Klcinman et al. 1997). Through the collection and analysis of illness narratives, 

anthropologists can attain greater experiential specificity of the therapeutic process 

(Csordas 1994). Illness narratives can reveal explanatory models of illness and how the 

therapeutic process unfolds (Price 1987). They also provide a window to examine social 

relations, therapy networks, and the ways in which people make sense of life and its 

misfortunes. The exploration of illness narratives is especially relevant to the heretotbre 

under-studied area of alternative and complementary healing in America. As Price (1991) 

has noted there is little testimony of the experiences of seekers of alternative medicine. 

In this chapter, the analysis of such testimonies reveals a number of important 

themes including a focus on self-education (a prominent middle class value), pervasive 

economic struggle and sacrifice (among working class and lower middle class illness 

sufferers), multiple and simultaneous modality use. the development of social networks 

around both healing and spirituality, and a failure of both biomedical and non-biomedical 

treatments to deal with people's interconnected and complex issues that involve much 

more than health or illness. 
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In this chapter. I employ the stories and discourses of people seeking 

complementary' and integrative healing as a way to highlight these themes and topics. 

I first set the stage by reviewing what we know about seekers' patterns from demographic 

and survey data. I then move to an exploration of people's motivations for seeking 

complementary and integrative health care before turning attention to illness narratives. 

and the light they shed on the sociocultural dimensions of healing. Toward the end of the 

chapter. I examine the social relations of sickness and how social networks are involved. 

both positively and negatively, with the use of alternative and integrative therapies. 

Demographics and Scope of CAM Use by Health Care Seekers 

To set the stage for the discussion of complementary healing and its 

contextualization in people's lives, it is useftil to briefly review the survey 

literature on use patterns and demographics. As Sharma notes, stereotypes abound 

regarding who uses non-biomedical forms of healing 

Stereotypes abound as regards the "typical" user of non-orthodox 
medicine. The wide-spread use of the term 'alternative' medicine suggests 
an affinity with alternative culture, itself a loose term but generally 
carrying associations of minority or unconventional taste and life style. 
Terms like 'fringe' medicine or 'marginal' medicine (see Wallis and 
Morley 1976) also suggest cultural marginality. Complementary medicine 
is variously seen as an indulgence of the well-to-do middle classes or 
(chiefly in America) as the irrational resort of the undereducated. rustics or 
ethnics who are not 'completely socialized into the middle-class models of 
phvsician utilization' (Kronenfeld & Wasner 1982: 119). (Sharma 1992: 
18) 

One of the major challenges to such stereotypes came in 1993. when - from the 

halls of biomedicine - Eisenberg and his colleagues published the results of their 1990 

survey on unconventional medicine in America in The New England Journal of 
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Medicine. What they reported sent shock waves through the medical world and made 

news in many different media arenas, including a multi-part series on the Today Show 

which featured Dr. Eisenberg. The article stated the following results: 

One in three respondents (N=l,539) reported using at least one 
unconventional therapy in the past year and a third of these saw providers 
for unconventional therapy. The latter group had made an average of 19 
visits to such providers during the preceding year, with an average charge 
per visit of $27.60...Extrapolation to the U.S. population suggests that in 
1990 Americans made an estimated 425 millions visits to providers of 
unconventional therapy. This number exceeds the number of visits to all 
U.S. primary care physicians (388 million). (Eisenberg et al. 1993: 246) 

While the numbers were surprising to some, others felt they were an actual gross 

underestimate of how many people were really seeking and using non-biomedical health 

care. In keeping with one theme of the stereotypical alternative health care user, the study 

found that the highest reported use was among "nonblack persons" from the ages of 25 to 

49 living in the West, who had some college education, and annual incomes above 

S35.000. As the authors admit, the representativeness of their sample was skewed against 

exploring multiethnic diversity; they excluded those without phones and non-English 

speakers. The majority of respondents were using unconventional therapies such as 

massage, chiropractic, massage, herbs, and imagery for chronic health conditions such as 

back problems, allergies, arthritis, and depressioru although one-third of respondents did 

not use alternative therapies for any specific medical condition (presumably for wellness 

and prevention). While consulting with alternative practitioners was found to be 

significant, in numbers of visits and in economic expenditures, self-treatment using a 

complementary therapy was reported as the most common form of administration. 
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Suspected by some researchers, and confirmed in this study, was the finding 

that 72% of people using CAMs did not inform their doctor they were employing 

unconventional therapies, especially folk remedies, religious or spiritual healing by 

others, and imagery techniques. They were more likely to discuss homeopathy, 

mcgavitamin therapy, and self-help groups. 

The economics of unconventional medicine use were also staggering. Eisenberg 

and colleagues found that Americans spent almost $12 billion in 1990 on visits to 

alternative practitioners. When vitamins and supplements were added to the equation 

another $2 billion needed to be figured in. Another important observation was that the 

majority of these expenses were not covered by health insurance and were paid out-of-

pocket. What this alluded to - and this was not lost on the business sector of American 

health care - was that people wanted alternative medicines and therapies, and they were 

willing to pay for them. What has ensued in the years following this extremely influential 

report is what could be called a quickened pace in the exploration of unconventional 

therapies by lay people, health professionals of all kinds, health insurance companies, 

medical schools, hospitals, and authoritative governmental entities. 

This process of transitioning to integrative health care, through the incorporation 

of alternatives might be called a transformation in American health care, and even a 

paradigm shift. The phenomena was given an added boost by the tbilow-up 1997 study, 

released in 1998. in the Jotimal of the American Medical Association (Eisenberg et al. 

1998). This study confirmed the earlier findings and demonstrated a substantial increase 

in use and payments for alternative medicine. They estimated total out-ot-pocket 
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expenditures in 1997 in excess of $27 billion. People continued to refrain disclosing 

alternative medicine use to their physicians, a practice of increasing concern because 

of potential interaction effects of herbs, supplements, and biomedical drugs and 

procedures (particularly surgery). Certain modalities were shown to be leading the 

trends, with visits to chiropractors and massage therapists accounting for nearly half of all 

visits to practitioners. 

As with the first study, the phone respondents were primarily white, leaving little 

or no information on "estimates of the patterns of alternative therapy use among African 

Americans. Hispanic Americans. Asian Americans, or other minority groups" (Eisenberg 

et al. 1998: 1575). While limits such as these exist with this survey data, including a 

inability to contextualize use of alternative therapies in people's lives, these surveys 

accomplished one of the major goals identified by Eisenberg in his interview with Matt 

Lauer on the Today Show (Dec. 1997). which was to start a country-wide dialogue on 

alternative medicine. In this regard, the studies were imminently successful. 

It is also helpftil at this juncture to review some of the other studies on seekers of 

alternative medicine before turning to the exploration of motivations for seeking 

alternative therapies, and the illness narrative data collected for this dissertation, which 

w ill help place the survey literatvu-e in the context of the lived (and gendered) realities of 

health issues. According to one study, the group most likely to use alternative and 

complementary therapies includes middle-aged, upper-middle class women with an 

income of greater than $40,000 (Landmark Healthcare. Inc. 1998). The gendered 

dimension of this use-pattern is provocative, especially in light of the literature on the 
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subjugation of the female body in the biomedical realm (e.g, Davis-Floyd 1990; 

Laurence & Weinhouse 1997; Martin 1987; Morgan 1998). which may lead some 

women to pursue non-biomedical therapies that are more sensitive to female health and 

healing concerns. National surveys from Europe indicate a slightly higher use rate of 

complementary therapies by women (Sharma 1992). 

Three-fourths of adults in the survey used alternative health care use it along with 

biomedical care (Landmark Healthcare. Inc. 1998). Although Eisenberg and colleagues 

found that the majority of people do not inform their physicians (Eisenberg et al. 1998) of 

alternative medicine use. the Landmark Healthcare. Inc. (1998) report on public 

perceptions indicated that 61% of respondents (n= 1.500) informed their medical doctor 

about their use of an alternative or complementary therapy. Of those people. 45% said 

that there doctors were "very supportive" of the use of alternative care, and 39% 

indicated that their physicians were "somewhat supportive." 

Principle health conditions for which people most likely pursued alternatives 

included chronic health issues such as back and neck problems, arthritis, allergies, and 

digestive disorders, as affirmed in the Eisenberg studies. People with whom 1 have 

interviewed and surveyed in the last several years have sought complementary healing for 

cancer, asthma, allergies, multiple chemical sensitivity, EI (environmental illness), back 

and neck pain, menopause, PMS, muscle soreness, and other mostly chronic illnesses, 

with the exception of more acute cold and flu episodes (but even with these, people were 

experiencing repeated episodes). In a study by Kelner and Wellman (1997) people 

consulted with complementary practitioners for mostly chronic health problems entailing 
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musculoskeletal, emotional, gynecological, and digestive issues, and headaches. 

These problems were differentially associated with treatments in ways that would be 

expected, with people consulting chiropractors with musculoskeletal impairments and 

practitioners of modalities such as reiki (a form of energy healing descended from 

Tibetan healing) for emotional health and improvement of well-being. 

Clearly, there are many health seekers who employ alternatives for specific health 

problems; in Kelner and Wellman's (1997) research, three-fourths of the respondents 

sought alternative healing for a serious health problem. Other seekers of complementary 

therapies may do so primarily for health maintenance and prevention of illness, an 

observation supported by Eisenberg et al.: 

...we inferred that a substantial amount of alternative therapy was used for 
health promotion or disease prevention. In 1997, 42% of all alternative 
therapies used were exclusively attributed to treatment of existing illness. 
whereas 58% were used, as least in part, to prevent ftiture illness from 
occurring or to maintain health and vitality. (1998: 1575) 

To add a more local dimension to these national surveys. I will discuss at this 

juncture some of the results of an informal survey conducted in Ithaca. In 1998, advisory 

board members of IICWC developed a survey geared for both lay community members 

and health care practitioners. The goals of the survey were twofold, to raise public 

awareness about the impending development of an integrative center in Ithaca, and to 

encourage community participation about what the center should look like and the types 

of services it should offer. This was mostly an evocative tool and was not intended to 

collect statistically significant or representative data. The survey was administered over a 

several month period at IICWC's information tables at two prominent local community 
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festivals, the Ithaca Festival (held in downtown Ithaca with attendance of people from 

a wide range of social and cultural backgrounds) and the Healing Arts Bam at the 

annual Grassroots Festival (more of a younger, counter-cultural crowd). People had the 

option of filling out the survey on site or mailing it to the Wellness Center. Sixty surveys 

were tilled out. mostly from lay people (N=39). They were subsequently reviewed by 

IICWC members to aid in the development and planning of the Wellness Center. I will 

address some of the practitioner responses in chapter four, but here I would like to briefly 

review the remaining surveys by listing several of the pertinent questions (see Appendix 

B). followed by a sampling of informative answers. 

HCWC Lav Public Survev (N=39); 

1) In your opinion, what should a wellness center offer? 
• "educate the public on various healing modalities - massage, shiatsu. and 

chiropractic for sure!" 
• "free advice as well as care" 
• "atTordable service that can better the people" 
• "non-profit dental and a wide range of complementary" 
• "information, support, and community" 
• "regular health check-ups, information, classes on staying healthy, 

reasonably priced, wide variety of treatments" 
• "holistic practices to deal with the whole person" 
• "physicians that will take the time to listen and heal your body" 
• "support, healing arts, counseling, and group activities" 
• "cheap universal treatments that integrate the best of what has been known 

to work" 
• "referrals, information, and internet access" 

2) Are you satisfied with your current access to health care services in the 
community? If not, why? 
• 38% replied "yes"; 38% replied "no"; 24% did not respond (because they 

were either not from the area or felt they were too new to Ithaca to 
comment) 

For the "no" responses, some of the following comments were made: 
• "Medicaid and Medicare only pay for very limited services - very 
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mainstream" 
• "because it is very costly" 
• "pills and surgery are at high prices" 
• "my insurance doesn't cover my alternative" maintenance" 
• "I don't like many of the doctors" 
• "don't like the idea of a central hospital - health care should be 

available at a neighborhood level" 
• "don't like the corporate access gate to health care services" 
• "nothing focuses on preventative, it only tries to solve the problems 

after the fact" 
• "Planned Parenthood is the only affordable health care for uninsured 

women'' 
• "because of the money needed to provide enough profit in health care 

is more important than health care to professionals of medicine" 

3) Do you currently pursue any "alternative." "complementary," or "non-
western" health modalities? If so. which ones? 
• 74% said yes; 21% said no; 5% did not respond 
• modalities listed: chiropractic, herbalism, yoga, meditation, shiatsu. 

acupuncture, polarity, chakra realignment, aromatherapy, tlower essences, 
kinesiology, homeopathy, aqua therapy, dream therapy, reiki. Bodytalk. 
reflexology, qi gong, and breathing 

4) How is your communication with your primary care physician? 
• "okay, not great." "non-existent." "rare." "limited" : 30% 
• "excellent." "good," "tine": 35% 
• "my primary practitioner is an alternative practitioner" 

(naturo path, herbal ist, chiropractor): 12% 
• "don't have a primary practitioner": 23% 

If you use alternative therapies as well, can you be open about this with your 
physician? 
• Of those that had good communication, the majority said they could be 

open, some said they hadn't tried, one person reported "excellent" 
communication with her physician but said she could not be open about 
alternative medicine use. and one man commented that he could talk to his 
doctor "mainly about supplements. He seems open-minded but skeptical 
unless supported by double-blind studies" 

• Those who reported negative communication with physicians did not feel 
they could be open about alternative therapies 

A local result in the survey, that probably also reflects popular concerns 
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nationally, is the desire to access integrative approaches to health care in more 

centralized locations, hence the local efforts to create such a center through IICWC. 

discussed at length in chapter 5. The other results of the survey reinforce what is being 

found in some of the national surveys discussed earlier. People want better 

communication with their health care practitioners, they want affordable and accessible 

health care, they want preventative health care, and they want choices beyond what is 

found in the biomedical mainstream. These reflect many of the same concerns that led to 

the popular health movement of the 1830's and 40"s reviewed in chapter one. 

While survey data, both national and local, is clearly important and informative 

about some of the usage patterns of unconventional treatments, it does not indicate the 

manner in which these health care strategies are employed, and how this impacts identity, 

self-concept, lifestyle, social networks, and expectations of what illness, healing and 

healthiness are about. As a medical anthropologist. 1 believe it is essential to understand 

how the experience of illness and the search for wellness are not only shaped by 

sociocultural forces, but also contextualized within the frameworks of people's lives. 

Before turning to this topic, I will briefly explore some of the rationales and motivations 

for pursuing alternative therapies, in order to provide a broader framework with which to 

evaluate the illness narrative data. 

Makinu Sense of Seeking Complementary and Integrative Health Care: Motivations 

The motivations for pursuing health care strategies outside of the biomedical 

norm are complex and varied. Only recently has the social science and medical literature 

turned its attention to this heretofore under-investigated phenomenon. According to a 
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study by Landmark Healthcare Inc. (1998). the reasons listed for potential use of 

complementary therapies included: if there was a lack of success with biomedical 

care (44%). purported effectiveness of the complementary therapy (38%). doctor's 

recommendation (31%). and inclusive coverage by insurance (14%). Twelve percent said 

they would never use alternative care. 

According to Kelner and Wellman. 

Vtany believe that people who use alternative care do so because medicine 
has failed to help them resolve their health problems. Others, however. 
argue that at least some alternative patients seek non-medical health care 
because they are convinced that it is a better form of treatment for them. 
(1997: 203)' 

People are using complementary methods for both chronic and acute conditions 

(particularly colds), and for health maintenance and prevention, and indicated by the 

survey literature reviewed in the last section. Underlying these motivations are 

dissatisfactions with biomedical health care, especially its manner of delivery and its 

inability to treat many conditions. According to Dr. Pamela Peeke. a former research 

fellow at the NIH Office of Complementary and Alternative Medicine, it is the 

inadequacies of biomedicine that are prompting the growing trends towards alternatives: 

I think we are experiencing a backlash against many of the ways that 
conventional medicine has been practiced. People are looking for 
alternatives to drugs they believe to be fraught with side effects. And there 
is a growing awareness of the mind-body connection. Americans are 
studying meditation, and they are realizing that touch therapies like 
massage can help alleviate stress, depression, and chronic pain. 
(Cardillicchio 1999: 92) 

The "biomedical backlash" theory does seem to valid, especially when considered 

in light of the recent and widespread media reports of over-prescription of drugs 
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(especially antibiotics), carelessness, and medical mistakes in the biomedical arena. 

Headlines such as "Fatal Mistakes: New Studies Diagnose Hospitals' Ills"' have 

caught people's attention and prompted much public discourse (Smith 2000). This public 

sector discontent is mirrored in a phenomenon that social critics and anthropologists have 

discussed for quite some time, namely medicalization. where "physicians define in 

medical terms what may have been considered a personal or social problem and propose 

medical treatment as an appropriate solution" (Loustaunau & Sobo 1997:131). Of course 

this intersects with the capitalist systematization of medicine (itself a topic of current 

critique); "Capitalism allows for the creation of new and highly profitable markets, and 

medicalization has the potential tor creating new markets through expanded definitions of 

social and personal problems" (ibid: 131). These critiques also resonate with the 

dissatisfactions of allopathic (and heroic) medicine of the nineteenth century (Ehrenreich 

& English 1978). and mid-twentieth century (Illich 1976). 

Medicalization and the critiques of unnecessary (and expensive) drugs and 

procedures have been motivating factors for people pursuing therapies that promote 

ideologies of being gentler, safer, more "natural," and cheaper than biomedical treatments 

(cf Morgan 1998). This can be coupled with the backlash against bureaucratized health 

"care" at the hands of impersonal HMOs, and what it leads to is poising the public to look 

tor something different. Ironically, fi-om an economic and marketing standpoint, 

alternative therapies are in many ways ~ especially in the supplement market — actually 

conforming to the cultural model of medicalization (discussed at greater length in chapter 

6: see also Nichter 1998). 
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Many Americans are engaging in activities that are time honored and classic 

in American culture - they are buying products to create a sense of identity and a 

feeling that they are being proactive in the quest to achieve balance and wellness, 

themselves cultural ideals. These products, and practices such as exercise and meditation, 

are part of the daily lives of many Americans in their pursuit of health. To put this in a 

comparative light, there are other cultures where these health ideals and practices are 

foreign. For example, in the Kingdom of Tonga (South Pacific). "The notion of managing 

one's daily activities in order to improve and maintain maximal physical health is 

regarded as western. In Tonga, a healthy life is the maintenance of harmony in 

relationships among family and community members, both living and deceased" {Parsons 

1985: 90). 

In America, although "being healthy" is not actively sought by all culture 

members, the ideal of engaging in practices to be healthy and purchasing products to 

facilitate this process is familiar. The ideal is not just to remedy one's health, but to do it 

efficiently and quickly. This is exemplified in the "magic-bullet" mentality where the 

idea of a quick fix is sought, whether it is a pharmaceutical drug or a nutritional 

supplement. Tricia Pagliarulo. a physical therapist/craniosacral practitioner, and Advisory 

Board member of Ithaca's Integrative Community Wellness Center, concurred by stating 

that "people are still very committed to seeking "the quick fix deal" when it comes to 

health care." The model of the "quick fix" or "magic bullet" has certainly been 

incorporated into the alternative marketplace where miracle cures are touted for many 

conditions from cancer to depression. 
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In a manner almost antithetical to many of the philosophies of holistic 

modalities, many people that I have met over the course of the past three years of 

research on this subject have looked towards herbs such as St. Johnswort to "solve their 

problems." They have certainly been influenced by media reports and widespread 

advertising which sells people dreams, in addition to herbal supplements. One ad for St. 

Johnswon states that "Life is a balancing act" and if you buy the product your life will be 

balanced. While some people do attempt to address the broad contextual factors of their 

lives leading to feelings of desperation, anxiety, and depression, many more would 

simply rather tlnd the "miracle" drug. herb, nutritional supplement, amino acid. etc.. that 

can remedy problems without necessitating the investment of a major personal 

transformation. 

Nonetheless, despite these complexities, it does seem to be. to a large extent, 

dissatisfaction with the biomedicaL capitalized health care system which is a motivational 

factor for many people pursuing integrative and alternative therapies, even though these 

therapies themselves may befall the same fate by being incorporated into a health care 

culture which is profoundly guided by marketplace concerns rather than the needs of 

people seeking health and wellness. Ithaca-based groups such as the Wellness Center are 

highly cognizant of the impact of the marketplace and seem committed to create wellness 

models which are not driven by such political economy forces. 

Another motivation theory for pursuing alternative therapies and practitioners 

comes from the commonly held assumption, seen also in the medical anthropology 

literature, that community healers, and other types of non-bio medical practitioners, are 
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sought because of the personal repertoire with clients and holistic scope of practice. 

Finkler (1986). in her research on biomedical and Spiritualist practitioners in Mexico, 

found that in many cases Spiritualist healers spent less time with clients, and often did not 

foster a personal therapy relationship. There were, however, other aspects of Spiritualism 

and healing that adherents did find attractive, and that deviated from biomedical 

treatments, particularly the ability of Spiritualism to not just provide health care, but an 

entire belief system that encompassed health, spirituality, community, and household 

relations. In addition. Spiritualists would often recommend therapies to people that would 

encourage more active involvement with a health care recovery plan (e.g.. suggesting 

herbs, massages, baths, etc. that the patient and perhaps family members would need to 

be involved with). 

In America, it may also be assumed that complementary therapies involve more 

personal, lengthier, and safer modes of care than found in biomedicine. This may or may 

not be the case, depending on the modality, the particular practitioner, and the health 

issues being addressed. For therapies such as massage, hypnotherapy, yoga, meditation, 

biofeedback, naturopathy, homeopathy, and others, healing consultations and sessions do 

last at least an hour if not more. According to hypnotherapists in the Ithaca and Syracuse 

areas, it is common tor a hypnotherapy or past life regression session to last for over two 

hours. On the other hand, modalities such as chiropractic certainly offer some deviations 

from the biomedical experience and philosophy, but the overall setting and time frame 

may not be all that different than a biomedical consultation. When visiting a chiropractor, 

people typically wait for their appointment in a room with a number of other clients (a 
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familiar biomedical scenario). According to chiropractors in Ithaca, the average 

appointment length is twenty minutes, but it can vary considerably, usually in the 

direction of longer consultations, even if that compromises the daily schedule. When 

contrasted with an average physician's visit of eight to ten minutes, this perhaps is not 

such a significant time difference, although it is twice as long. 

Another motivation to pursue complementary and alternative therapies may be 

attributed to adherence to counter-cultural ideologies; "it has been argued that people 

who use alternative health care services do so because they subscribe to a distinctive set 

of beliefs about health, illness and healing, sometimes called an alternative treatment 

ideology" (Kelner & Wellman 1997: 209). 1 would also amend this statement to suggest 

that the ideology includes not only healing, but also encompasses philosophies of life and 

spirituality as well. This motivational rationale pertains to life history/illness narratives 

discussed in the next sections, where illness can be viewed as a catalyst and a focal point 

for personal and spiritual development, as seen in Mona's story. Her narrative also 

exemplifies that it is not so easy to isolate one or two motivational factors to explain why 

people seek alternative treatments and philosophies 

Illness Narratives: Complementary Healing Contextualized 

Illness narratives are an important and revealing anthropological tool to 

investigate the phenomenological and sociocultural aspects of illness experiences from 

sufferer's perspectives (Kleinman 1988; Price 1987). Csordas stresses this point and calls 

for anthropologists to have "greater experiential specificity in our accounts of the 

therapeutic process" (1994: xiii). In their book. The Illness Experience: Dimensions of 
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Suffering. Morse and Johnson (1991) comment, following Conrad (1990). that 

despite an increase in scholarly interest in understanding illness experiences and 

behaviors, the emerging body of literature is still largely fragmented and in its infancy. 

Anderson notes that "Unlike the physician or epidemiologist.... it is the job of the 

anthropologist to explore thoroughly the experience of illness, helping the ill person 

articulate feelings perhaps never identified before; and to recount a personal narrative no 

physician would want to elicit" (1996: 11). In this chapter. 1 combine life history 

approaches with a perspective that Csordas terms "cultural phenomenology." which 

"represents a concern for synthesizing the immediacy of embodied experience with the 

multiplicity of cultural meaning in which we are always and inevitably immersed" (1994: 

vii). 

The illness narrative approach employed in this chapter, which entails 

understanding the life world of illness sufferers, is a necessary addition to the growing 

literature on complementary healing, most of which is based on quantitative survey data. 

This is perspective that I have adopted for this research by looking at questions such as: 

To what extent are people embracing holistic health cultures and ideologies as a means to 

change their identities as well as their health status? Are they incorporating herbs, 

chiropractic, and meditation into their health care without a significant shift in lifestyle 

and health beliefs? Are they pursuing unconventional therapies as a result of an acute or 

chronic illness problem, or are they seeking health as a value in itself? How can this 

information be utilized to improve health care delivery and facilitate meeting the goals of 

groups such as Ithaca's Integrative Community Wellness Center? 
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The relevance of targeting these areas for study is affirmed by a number of 

scholars interested in the realm of illness and healing. Good states that "any truly 

anthropological account of illness cannot afford to attend only to objective disease and to 

cultural representation, with subjective experience bracketed as a kind of black box" 

(1994: 117). Price, in her review of Gevitz's (1988) book on unorthodox healing in 

America, critiques the phenomenological oversight of the edited volume and states that 

"we hear little testimony about the experience of alternative healers and their clients" 

(1991: 188). 

My research addresses this phenomenological void by examining people's 

embodied journeys into distress, discomfort, and illness, and the search for healing in 

unconventional therapeutics and strategies that integrate multiple modalities, including 

biomedical and pharmaceutical treatments. Integration takes on several connotations in 

this regard, referring to both the integration of varied therapies to achieve wellness, and 

the ways that people integrate healing into the contexts of their lives. 

In addition to talking with many people over a three-year period about integrative 

medicine (in alternative healing workshops, through my work at IICWC. and in other 

venues of non-conventional healing such as heakh tbod stores). I also conducted 20 semi-

structured tape-recorded interviews, mostly with women. These were very informative 

about health care and wellness seeking activities and ideas. Part of this gender skewing 

was intentional; I wanted to know how women were using alternative therapies in their 

lives and if this would resonate with any of the themes of nineteenth century women and 

feminists of the second wave. Does the idiom of health and healing function today, as in 
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the past, as a foci to think about social relations, gender inequities, and 

empowerment? I also solicited interviewees through fliers and through networking in 

alternative healing locales, which tended to be dominated by women (two health food 

stores in Ithaca, a metaphysical bookstore, and through participation in other workshops 

and seminars on alternative healing).' 

Of the twenty, six interviews were exemplary and evolved into life histories as the 

women interviewed relayed the chronological and thematic tlow of events and 

experiences which led to profound periods of crisis and the experience of ill health and 

disease. Set within the conte.xt of difficult lives punctuated with divorces, career and 

employment challenges, and other personal difficulties, there were intrusions of intense 

health crises which eventually led to disease labels (not all equally accepted by 

bio medicine), and a search to cope with and remedy these conditions through integrative 

health care, which combined both biomedical and alternative therapeutics. 

In Sara's narrative", the diagnosis and recurrence of cancer in the form of 

Hodgkin's lymphoma was a major factor in the search for healing adjuncts and 

alternatives to biomedical treatments. In the stories by Helen and Ginny. it is EI 

(environmental illness, also called MCS or multiple chemical sensitivity) which weaves 

itself into chronic struggles to feel well (and to have their suffering validated by 

mainstream health care professionals). Maggie and Rita both talked about how they had 

' Female interviewees were white, lower-middle class between the ages of 32-58; recruitment took place 
through fliers placed at area health food stores and metaphysical bookshops, and through snowballing; this 
did not produce an ethnically diverse sample, despite having placed some fliers in an ethnically diverse 
neighborhood. Future recruitment techniques for integrative medicine narratives will have to specifically 
target multiethnic neighborhood centers, diurches, and other more specific venues. 
" All of the people discussed in this chapter have been given pseudonyms, unless otherwise noted. 
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been ""written off' by physicians (undoubtedly compounded by unequal gender 

relations). Maggie with severe asthma who was not expected to live beyond her teens, 

but is now a mother and nurse in her thirties, and Rita, a middle-aged woman who was 

diagnosed with multiple sclerosis and told to prepare for a body-brace and wheel chair. 

While also suffering from EI, Rita has been involved with running two small businesses, 

distributing herbs for Nature's Sunshine, and leading a busy, active, life - without a body 

brace and with minimal symptoms of MS. The sixth lengthy story I collected was from 

Mona. a woman with a myriad of emotional and physical challenges, some of which led 

to numerous surgeries from a severe car accident which disabled her back and left her 

addicted to pain killers, but also served as a catalyst for a lifelong journey of spirituality 

and healing. The majority of these women have also had to struggle financially to cope 

with their ailments, three were divorced and were the main providers for their children, in 

order to pursue treatment in both biomedical and complementary arenas. Through 

understanding these life worlds, places like the Wellness Center will be more capable in 

creating wellness strategies that relate to people's actual needs and challenges, such as 

paying heed to economic challenges and issues of spirituality that emerge as salient in 

personal narratives. 

I this section, I bring many of the concepts and issues discussed in this chapter to 

life by weaving together the illness narratives and life histories that I collected. I begin 

with a more extended recounting of Mona's story as a way of contextualizing the many 

interconnecting themes and issues that emerge when examining in closer detail the 
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experiential world of sufferers and their pursuit of healing through alternative. 

complementary, and integrative healing: 

At thirty-four. I had a terrible auto accident and that was the beginning of 
me saying "okay, you [God] saved my life and I appreciate that. However. 
1 am now addicted to valium and other drugs and can't function." The pain 
was unreal. By this time I'd had three out-of-body experiences so I knew 
there was something else besides what I knew. So I decided at that point I 
was going to radically change my life. I did. [Mona| 

Mona underwent a series of surgeries while she pursued some other life changes. 

such as obtaining a degree at Cornell at the age of41. during which time she worked as a 

nurse to support herself and her kids (she was a single mother): 

1 became more and more disenchanted with what I was seeing [at work]. 
The toll of everything got to me... 

I was a scrub nurse for many years, so I saw healing with medication and 
surgery. At that time in my life the surgical piece fit in with my Type A 
personality quite well... I was addicted to excitement at that point in my 
life. Of course. I paid a price for that: the inhalation of gasses in the 
operating room, because at that time the code system was just coming into 
being. We still used open-drop ether for some procedures ... I avoided it 
as much as could, but it's there, in the air, and you don't think about it. 

In addition to the trauma caused by her car accident. Mona felt that this exposure 

to chemicals during her work as a nurse contributed to her allergies and chemical 

sensitivities, for which she eventually sought alternative treatments. 

So. I started with when I was living in Ithaca -1 had done supplements 
and vitamins and herbs tor a long time, ever since I had been in my 
twenties. But now I was looking at nutrition and massage, both regular and 
dry brush. I didn't get into trigger points until later on. But I started with 
chiropractic because I was having so much pain and went to a - as he 
called himself - a 'brown bag' chiropractor down in Whitney Point. He 
took one look at my x-rays and said "no. you are hopeless." And I said "no. 
nothing is hopeless and let's make a deal." And so we did. 

•After a year of seeing the chiropractor for 2-3 times a week. Mona had 
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some relief; she went from only being able to lay down in a fetal position because of 

her pain, to being able to lay straight out and do some other activities she was not 

previously able to do. 

But again, that wasn't enough. The trauma had been, you know. 
mind. soul, and body, and 1 was just addressing the body and not the other 
things. So. um. I had always been a music and book person, and now I 
started exploring color and sound and continued with the meditation and 
prayer and affirmations.... In the early 80's I discovered Louise Hay and 
Bemie Siegel, but during these past years, I've done lymphatic cleansing. 
Ayurvedic color and sound, intestinal cleansing, hydrotherapy, sauna, 
exercise, air and sunlight, sleep and rest, creative visualization, meditation, 
prayer, affirmation, aromatherapy, hypnotherapy, hypnosis, and chelation. 

Much of what Mona learned was self-taught, as she read books and talked to 

others seeking wellness in alternative healing venues such as health food stores. Some 

critique this method of learning which often relegates "the experts" to the margins of 

knowledge-seeking: "people are wandering into vitamin shops and listening to clerks 

who have absolutely no medical background" (Cardillicchio 1999: 92). However, the 

theme of self-education is a prominent one in all of the interviews 1 conducted, and in 

some ways it represents a de-centering of authority away from the "experts" (Ehrenreich 

& English 1978) as people educate themselves (but. of course, they are reading books by 

purported experts in their self-education process). 

In a recent national survey, people felt that there was a desperate need for more 

public education about complementary health care options (Landmark Healthcare. Inc. 

1998). It is becoming apparent that consumers are being told to educate themselves, not 

only about herbs, supplements, and alternative procedures and modalities, but also about 

pharmaceuticals and biomedical treatments, a situation that some allopathic practitioners 
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find burdensome (Blair 1985). The numerous media reports about "medical 

mistakes." only further alerts consumers to pay attention, ask questions, and 

understand more about their medications and treatments - information which they may 

now be accessing through the internet, which contains a plethora of health-related sites. 

The role of the internet in facilitating access to information also brings with it social 

inequities regarding access to computers, available leisure time to pursue internet 

information, and other cultural barriers (such as for the elderly who feel that the internet 

is too complicated for them to learn and use). This issue was touched upon in IICWC's 

survey where some people mentioned that a community oriented wellness center should 

really promote and facilitate this kind of internet accessibility. 

Self-education was an important influence on Mona's health care choices. Her 

attitudes about and experiences with physicians are also salient in her story of searching 

for the valuation of her own authoritative knowledge (Jordan 1989) and complementary 

ways to achieve wellness. 

1 haven't run into a lot of physicians that I consider holistically 
oriented. I have found a woman in Manlius. Mary Johnson, and Mary may 
not agree with what I do. but she is supportive. She may think I should be 
locked up. but she doesn't say that. In fact. I had bronchitis a few months 
ago and she said 'you know, you ought to be sucking on those zinc and 
echinacea lozenges." 

For Mona. it was not necessarily a rejection of biomedicine which led her 

to seek alternatives, after all. she was in the medical arena for many years as a 

nurse, itself a position of structural marginalization. However, her search for other 

healing options does seem motivated by a recognition of the limitations and 

rigidity of the biomedical paradigm, wfiich according to her. needs to be 
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integrated with more personalized and holistic health care strategies (a credo voiced 

by nurses tor quite some time; see Bermosk & Porter 1979). 

In addition. Mona felt that the authoritarian nature of the physician's role. 

which she experienced fu-st hand as both a nurse and a patient, requires re-

evaluation in all areas of American health care, mainstream and alternative. She 

told me "My days of thinking that physicians are God are long gone." This 

became evident in her account of being diagnosed with diabetes, and her 

subsequent struggles to manage the disease in relation to her own knowledge of 

her body, which she sees as more valid than the interpretation of medical 

personnel. This revaluation of women's own knowledge of their bodies was a 

common theme of the feminist health initiatives of both the nineteenth and mid-

twentieth centuries, as discussed in chapter one. It continues to be an important 

focus today in not only women's health (Morgan 1998), but its intersections with 

the integrative healing movement which emphasizes discourses of self-healing 

and revaluing intuitive knowledge of one's own body. 

There was a physician that I heard wonderful things about. He was 
a nutritionist and, of course, part of trying to handle your diabetes is 
nutrition. So he said, 'you know you are allergic to carbohydrates.' and I 
said no. what are you talking about.' Well, when I don't eat them, my 
blood sugar levels are almost normal. So. I tried that for three months and 
my - what they call my eight-one C coimt - was almost normal. 
Everybody was happy, and then I developed a bad kidney infection, and 
after that ended up going back to carbs again. 

Then I went to the Joslin Clinic, and thought 'well, you guys are 
supposed to be knowledgeable' and well, we ended up having a difference 
of opinion. It's down now. But Tm not eating carbs either. I think I need 
to do a lot more in the nutrition area to find a diet I can live with for the 
rest of my life. 
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When I saw the nutritionist at Joslin. and told her I don't eat 
carbohydrates, she said, oh. you can't do that, your diet has to be 93% 
carbohydrates." and I said 'no, that doesn't work for me." and so she does 
this elaborate diet, and says 'well. I'm only giving you 53%.' and 1 said. 
no." She said 'just try it." So I said, 'explain this to me." And she said, 

"well, you're not eating enough. You have to eat more because you are 
now taking medication." So I said, "I have to eat to take the medication, 
the medication puts weight on me, weight is a problem anyway for anyone 
who is insulin resistant." so I said, Tm like one of those gerbils on a 
wheel." ... So 1 haven't seen her since. And the physician and 1 - well, 1 
may slap her soon. 

Mona does take some medications to control her diabetes, but she must do it in 

small doses, because it upsets her stomach and digestive system. To compensate for these 

side-etTects. she takes several nutritional supplements, including psyllium husks and 

acidophilus. "Here i am again, taking something, and then taking something else to 

counter-act it." Many of the people I spoke with noted this as a prevalent phenomenon 

with pharmaceutical treatments - one medication led to another, and another, and 

another, mostly in an attempt to counter negative side effects, which some health care 

seekers address with complementary remedies such as herbs and homeopathics, as the 

people in my study had done. 

It was evident from Mona's story that she had tried numerous therapies. As part 

of my research into how people seek out such treatments, I asked Mona how she went 

about discovering modalities and practitioners. 

Well, my first chiropractor, I found talking to a woman at a bar 
and, um, how did that come about... I guess I got up and my back was 
really hurting and she asked me what my problem was and I told her and 
she said 'well, you ought to see a chiropractor." and I laughed. I said no. 
you don't understand, I come from a medical orientation.' So, she said, 
what have you tried?' so I went down the list and she said. "well, it seems 

to me that you haven't got much left." And I said, 'no, you are absolutely 
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right." So that was how I found him. 

I've had many different chiropractors since then at different points in 
time. I went to one guy who was also a nutritionist, um, but at some point 
in the therapy with him I told him that somehow jerking my body like that 
isn't helping me. He got very angry and wouldn't speak to me and 1 
thought no. I can't deal with this. Then. I went to another guy who was 
actually a sports person, and told him the story and I said, "you can treat 
me or not. whatever you want to do.' Through him, I met someone who 
did aromatherapy, and I guess that's where I would get names, by telling 
people the problems I was having. 

Word of mouth seems to be the primary way that many people learn of a modality 

and then contact a practitioner. 1 have heard many intbrmal discussions between people 

after wellness workshops, including discourses such as "Do you know any good 

chiropractors'.'" and "are there any herbalists in the area?' Both strangers and triends 

exchange this type of information. Mona was a friend of Ginny. a woman with El 

(environmental illness), whom I also interviewed. Mona found her to be a wealth of 

information, "because she has done so much." Mona's social network for therapy 

information and support intersected with Ginny's at a Spiritualist church in Syracuse that 

held weekly church meetings and periodic health and spirituality fairs where church 

members would perform aura healing, hands on healing, reiki, and other therapies. 

I had. in fact, met Mona at the Spiritualist Church in Syracuse, which she attended 

on a semi-regular basis, after which time, she primarily participated in a non-

denominational metaphysical group, consisting mostly of women, at a well-known 

metaphysical bookstore. Her search for healing and spirituality were intertwined and 

almost inseparable in the total context of her life. She continued her stor\' of how events 

and therapies and the search for wellness flowed together: 
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Now the way I got into reiki is I went up to Lily Dale\ my daughter 
and I. Of course, this was after the chelation and I was really very sensitive 
and just driving the car, I thought I was going to die. So I went to the healing 
temple and the minute 1 walked in there was just this wonderful peace and 
what came into my mind was "you should have been for a long time doing 
something like this - why are you resisting?' And 1 thought, "well, you 
know me, I have to be hit with a brick.* 

So. I came home, laid down, had this dream about - of course. 1 
told you I used to do medical stuff ~ and in the dream there was this 
patient in a bed and he had AIDS and I retlised to touch him. and I thought 
that isn't like me. what is my problem?' When 1 woke up I realized that I 

have never embraced the fact that I have diabetes, that 1 have resisted it 
and fought it and that I needed to embrace it ... 

So I thought on the way back, "I need to be doing some type of 
healing.' So. a couple of weeks after that 1 woke up in the morning which 
is when I get a lot of information and it just kept saying "reiki, reiki, 
reiki..." I've known about reiki tor years, so I called Rita and said "l know 
you're a reiki master, I need to know who you trained with?' ... She said 
that Don Brennan does it and he's been wonderful. 

***** 

What emerges from this partial excerpt of Mona's illness and healing journey are 

the many salient interconnected themes which also wove their way into the other 

narratives 1 collected as well. For these wellness seekers, holistic healing options are 

beneficial in one sense because they provide a wider context to explore the connections 

between physicaL emotional and spiritual health, and to ponder how mainstream 

American culture and medicine influence their healing journeys. As Maggie commented. 

"Americans tend to be "it's our way. it's the right way' and they forget that there are a lot 

of other ways to approach things ... When you look at Europe, there are physicians 

• Lily Dale is a well-taiown Spiritualist retreat, conference, and workshop center located in upstate New 
York, south of Buffalo. 
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working hand in hand with herbalists and midwives. Unfortunately here in the States, 

it tends to be much more about the greed factor." 

The themes evoked by Mona's narrative are important to consider in the 

development and delivery of integrative health care and information at places such as 

Ithaca's Integrative Community Wellness Center. Mona is already seeking pluralistic 

therapies for her complex and overlapping illnesses. To be able to access multiple 

modalities in one place, and even to have diverse practitioners collaborate on her 

problems, would be more convenient for people like Mona. Because self-education also 

emerges as a prominent theme in all of the narratives I collected, the Wellness Center 

should continue its emphasis on the center as an educational facility where people can 

enhance their knowledge and information on CAM and related spiritual and metaphysical 

philosophies. Educational workshops should address people's concerns and practices: for 

example, if many people are using CAMs to counter-act or minimize allopathic and 

pharmaceutical treatments, as Mona is doing, then this should be a focus in educational 

planning. 

Issues over money and paying for CAM services, which are minimally covered by 

conventional health insurance, also emerge as significant themes in people's search for 

wellness. As the Eisenberg et al. (1998) study noted, much of CAM is paid for out-of-

pocket. which may not present problems for middle and upper middle class health care 

seekers, but those in the lower middle and working classes may have to struggle and 

make sacrifices to pursue medical pluralism. In the next section, I explore this 

socioeconomic and gendered dimension of the challenges of accessing and paying for 
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CAM options. 

The Boundaries of Choice: Is Integrative Medicine a Model ot'Privilege? 

For many of the narratives I collected, encounters with ill health were embedded 

in life struggles, especially regarding employment and interpersonal relationships, which 

had a tendency to exacerbate illness. For Mona, and other women in my study, the impact 

of difficult divorces that left them as the providers and caretakers of their children, was a 

gendered differential in their ability to stay well in the face of multiple pressures, 

especially economic ones. It is certainly the case that aflbrdability or lack thereof creates 

social barriers in who can and cannot consider nonconventional therapies, which are not 

usually covered by health insurance companies, with the exception of chiropractic 

(although this situation is rapidly changing, as discussed in chapter 6). 

The political economy of health and healing in America is most certainly class-

based. with the ability to spend out-of-pocket money for health care diminishing as one 

moves down the socioeconomic ladder. The New England Journal of Medicine study 

(Eisenberg et al. 1993) found that the average consumer of alternative care is fairly well-

educated. middle class, predominantly white, and has a chronic condition or is interested 

in preventative health (see also Hughes 1997). The critique has certainly been voiced that 

holistic therapies and the ideologies which they spring trom are not cognizant of the 

impact of unequal relations of power and access to medical resources in society (Coward 

1989; Lupton 1994). One would certainly think this to be true when noting the plethora of 

elegant Mind-Body clinics and Spas popping up all over the country who serve clients 

that fill the parking lots with Cadillacs. Mercedes, and BMWs. This begs the question as 
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to whether or not access to experiencing "holism" in health is limited to certain 

echelons of the social structure in America. This type of criticism also emerged after 

white, middle class feminism dominated the 1960"s; although they did rally for 

alternative care, which in some senses included affordable care, there was not sufficient 

attention paid to class (and ethnicity) differentials in sickness and health in the second 

wave feminist and holistic health movements. 

Participants in my study thus far are a mix of middle class and working class 

people, perhaps occupying that area of gradation in-between. Some of the women had the 

extra money to pursue holistic therapies, and others took on additional employment to 

pay for their health care. But these were not options for everyone — sacrifices were often 

made. Sara, with a 17 year history of cancer, had to open a daycare in her home to pay for 

her supplements -- mostly vitamins -- which added up to over $400 a month. 

Other people I interviewed were working class people who made great sacrifices 

to pursue their own healing choices. Rita, in her 50"s at the time of our interviews in 

1997. had been dealing with multiple sclerosis for a number of years. At one point, 

following a divorce, she sold her car and some other rather indispensable possessions to 

pay for vitamin and herbal supplements, air and water purifiers, and for Gersen Therapy, 

for which she made a trip to their clinic in Mexico to learn about their system of 

"nutritional therapy, energetic cleansing, and gentle non-toxic medication" (fi-om the 

Gersen brochure). While this was an enormous financial sacrifice for Rita, she believes 

that it has been her pursuit of alternative treatments which have kept her out of the body 

brace predicted by one of her physicians. 
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In Mona's case, she did not have health insurance for a period of ten years, 

and had to pay out-of-pocket for almost all of her alternative care, which she deemed 

as an essential sacrifice to assure her daily functioning. In one instance, she negotiated 

with a chiropractor for reduced fee for multiple visits. 

In fact. Dr. Walters will do things like that also if you are coming 
over a period of time, and 1 think that anyone that is into healing as 
opposed to money will do those kinds of things. 

And then there was a ten year period where 1 had no health 
insurance so 1 got very much into homeopathy because 1 was still having 
all these things going wrong, so I did that, self-study and things like that. I 
continue with the chiropractic and the massage. 1 did try some 
acupressure, but never tried acupuncture. 

Additional difficulties were faced by Mona in seeking care at an integrative center 

which was largely guided by a business/investor model. At this center, located in 

Syracuse. Mona received chelation therapy (removing toxins from the body through the 

ingestion or injection of chelating or "binding" agents)."* which she paid for out-of-

pocket. In addition to receiving treatments which she felt were improperly administered, 

she had power struggles with the staff, particularly the doctors (one was a psychiatrist) 

who worked at the center. As a consumer, she felt "taken" by her charges for the 

treatments. 

The first day I was there he [the doctor] said. 'oh. I don't think you 
want to get well.' So, that's how we start, and as 1 said to him at the end, I 
said 'what 1 should have done that day is use two words, the first started 
with an "f," and tell you that and walk out. If I wanted to have chelation. I 
should have gone somewhere else. I said 'you set the tone' obviously 
because we did nothing but butt heads after that. And I watched them -
and I have a medical background - so I watched them mix my solutions 
for the chelation [which is administered intravenously] and it was green. 

^ See Halstead (1979), Trobridge et al. 1992, and Walker (1990) for more information on chelation. 
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and I said 'it shouldn't be green." So the nurse said 'oh. yeah, it is.' So I told 
her you're not putting that into my body, get another one.' 

So there were things like that happening, and it's not like I didn't 
make people aware of what was going on and what my concerns were. I 
said your concern was only how I'm going to pay for it.' 

And then, I was having some eye problems, and I said 'oh. I 
probably need to go and have a dilated eye exam.' "Oh, no," he says, you 
probably have a little macular degeneration and the chelation will take 
care of that." Well. no. 1 didn't have macular degeneration, I had diabetic 
retinopathy, and I don't "now if chelation would even take care of that, but 
I'm not about to try. 

So. between the attitude in the clinic and the pace - I would watch 
these people work, and I told them "don't you ever get concerned that you 
are going to make a mistake, you know you are trying to administer 
chelation to 15 people at a time." And the whole attitude about finances. 1 
finally told myself that this was not a healing place so 1 need to leave. 

Mona did leave, but not before having 6 chelation treatments, which cost $85 per 

session, during which time she felt quite ill. In one session, she had a reaction while 

sitting in the chair, but they still urged her to continue treatments. When she stopped, the 

secretary called her to find out why. Mona told them that she was having adverse 

reactions to the treatments and no one was listening to her about this. The secretary said 

that Mona should speak with the physician about this, which Mona did shortly after, 

explaining the problems she was having with the treatments, and how they were 

administered. They reached an impasse. Mona received a bill several days later for the 

"phone consultation."' She was livid, "i got a bill for $80 to talk on the fucking telephone 

— with a physician who was already treating me." and who was not addressing her 
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adverse reactions to the therapy he had supervised. 5 The Syracuse integrative 

holistic center closed down not long after Mona's experiences. They reorganized and 

later opened under new management. 

Mona had also consulted another doctor several years prior to this experience who 

was also trying to build a reputation of being a holistic practitioner, especially through his 

practice of homeopathy. Mona recounted how Dr. Krouse (a pseudonym) charged $200 

for the first visit, and then was unreachable after that. I had met at least a half-dozen 

people who gave me Dr. Krouse's name when I inquired about the existence of any 

homeopaths in the region. He apparently was the only one, with the exception of a 

naturopath who primarily relied on homeopathy in her practice. Dr. Krouse left the area 

about a year after Mona had a consultation with him, as she describes it, ''to pursue a 

more lucrative practice in New York City with some real far out stuff." 

Marketing is a significant factor in the burgeoning alternative medicine arena, and 

one in which people, as consumers, must educate themselves and carefully negotiate 

between, at one end, efficacious modalities and competent healers, and at the other end, 

dubious therapies and unscrupulous practitioners -- in both the biomedical and non-

biomedical realms. This is one ofthe reasons given by Wellness Center planners for 

developing a base of practitioners to work out of the center who are credentialed, 

credible, and competent. Affordability through sliding scales and practitioner 

volunteerism are also stressed at the Wellness Center, providing some redress for the 

5 I had attended the holistic center several times myself for chiropractic treatments; I was billed for 
additional consultations that I had never received. 
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economic struggles people like Mona face. 

Mona's stories, and the others 1 was told, reaffirms that health care seeking in 

the alternative and complementary arenas does not happen in a vacuum, but is 

contextualized within a health care economy which takes people's health care needs, 

motivations, and goals, and filters them through a market-based machine geared towards 

selling products, services, and dreams of optimal health. 

Chronicitv. Spirituality, and Resistance to Biomedical Hegemony in the Quest for 
Wellness 

In addition to the economic pressures, the chronicity -- and seriousness — of the 

health problems faced by the women I interviewed and spent time with is also notable. It 

is indeed a contributing factor in their search for alternatives which gave them hope when 

biomedical therapies failed, harmed, or were simply insufficient. Or. in the case of Mona, 

illness sufferers kept searching because of the failures and inadequacies of alternative 

therapies and practitioners. These themes punctuate Sara's stories as well. 

Sara was diagnosed with Hodgkin's disease at the age of twenty in 1970. She had 

malignant tumors (stage four) around her esophagus, heart, and lungs, and underwent 

traditional biomedical treatments (chemotherapy for a year, and radiation). She went into 

remission for a short while and soon found out she was pregnant. Another tumor 

appeared shortly thereafter and Sara's oncologist gave her two choices: 1) abort the baby 

and begin chemotherapy immediately (another burden and decision that ill women may 

have to face); or 2) try an experimental drug that may suppress the cancer long enough to 

gestate the baby for 7 months and be delivered through cesarean ~ all this with the 

shadow of a 50%-50% chance of fetal deformities hovering over the pregnancy because 
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of the drugs. This was the iDeginning of a long journey of searching for non-

biomedical healing through self-education, family support, and trying to minimize 

biomedical side-effects: 

My husband and I went home and prayed that night and decided to 
take the third option, which was nothing. Well not so much nothing, but 
my uncle had sent me a bunch of vitamins during my chemotherapy 
treatments, and I started noticing that I would pick up faster after the 
treatments and was feeling better, and I was taking like 30 pills a day 
[vitamin C, zinc, vitamin E, selenium, multiples, and B"s, all in mega
doses], so we decided to continue with that route and did a lot more 
research about nutrition, and we took away all the red meat at that time 
and went to the whole wheats and grains, and fresh fruits and vegetables, 
no canned or boxed stuff. 

...So I did mostly prayer at that time, prayer and visualization and 
just had my quiet time... I was visualizing that by the time I had this baby 1 
would be very healthy. 

At the end of the nine months, Sara delivered a healthy baby boy, after 

which the oncologist did x-rays and other tests prohibited because of the 

pregnancy. Sara's tumor was gone. [ asked her if she had told her oncologist what 

she was doing, in terms of visualization, vitamins, and prayer. 

Sara: I told him. yeah. 

Brooke: Was he receptive to that? 

Sara: You know what, when we had asked him way in the beginning about 
vitamins he said, 'you know what, you can do them if you want, but I 
don't really see that there is any significance in that." And then my father 
said "how much nutrition do you know? Can you answer this and this and 
this?" and the doctor said 'No, not really, when we go to school, we don't 
learn that much about it.' 

But then when I went to the radiologist - now that was my 
oncologist - but I went to the radiologist and he had all these pamphlets 
out about nutrition and vitamins and stuff on his table, you know, so we 
said, what's the deal here! You guys are supposed to be working together 
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and this doctor says these things don't matter and you've got all this 
information for people.' He says, "well, in the seven years of medical training 
there are only about 4 hours devoted to this.' ... within the medical 
profession, it seems to run the gamut. 

It is not just the inefficacy of some biomedical therapies which is problematic, it 

is the reductionism of biomedical "care" that left my interviewees frustrated, as Sara's 

experience with her oncologist illustrates. In addition, the lack of being heard by 

biomedical practitioners is an impetus to search beyond the biomedical realm. Much of 

the information on alternatives that patients may tell their doctors "goes in one ear and 

out the other" (Sara); that is, if they decide to divulge non-biomedical therapy use to their 

physicians in the first place (which many do not, as covered in the survey reviews earlier 

in this chapter). 

In the attempt to feel well, the health seekers I interviewed tried not just one 

complementary therapy, but many, as Mona's story recounted earlier demonstrates (on 

concurrent utilization, see also Northcott & Bachynsky 1993). This pattern was enabled 

by health seekers' connections with alternative and metaphysical social networks that 

provided sources of information, referrals, and support. Some of these networks were 

encountered through exploring spirituality, as a means of healing and personal 

development. Three of the women I interviewed attended, at least intermittently, the 

Spiritualist church mentioned earlier; at the church, attendees frequently received 

information on personal development and healing (see Hansen 1993 for a fuller 

discussion of such sites as a nexus for healing activities, networking, and information). 

The theme of spirituality was salient insofar as many of the people I interviewed 

eventually came to a realization that the project of trying to feel well was part of a larger 
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journey that may have more to do with healing and spirittiality than curing (i.e.. 

symptomatic relief). As Csordas (1992) has noted in his analysis of unconventional 

healing (charismatic Catholicism), some insightful anthropological understandings of the 

therapeutic process focus on the dimensions of experiential and intrapsychic 

transformations; for the people I interviewed, personal transformations of the self and of 

self-understanding were positioned at this intersection between healing and spirituality. 

•According to Sara, prayer was the biggest part of her healing; "I really started my 

spiritual journey right before the onset of the cancer. I was at college and really miserable 

... 1 remember saying "God. if you are real, come into my life." And of course, the ne.xt 

thing I know. I have cancer, but at the same time, all these wonderftil people were sent 

into my life." Prayer and faith in God (Sara was raised a Baptist) have continued to be 

the cornerstone of her healing process. 

Maggie's narrative, like Mona's and Sara's, also resonates with these notable 

themes of chronicity, spirituality, and biomedical critique. In her case, she struggled with 

chronic health problems, being a sufferer of both severe asthma and allergies. Her 

illnesses have been so serious that she was not expected to live beyond her teens due to 

her reduced lung capacity. In the 1970's. when she was a child, pharmaceuticals for 

asthma were not very effective, which provided the major impetus for her family to seek 

holistic options of health care. As she states. 

When I was a kid. they pretty much gave me a death sentence. 
There really wasn't anything they could do... I had the best medical care 
and a lot of the doctors said there was really no hope. They didn't figure I 
would live beyond my teens, I was so ill... That's why my mom was 
thinking holistically. She tried everything really [including vitamins. 
minerals, herbs, supplements]...! also used music therapy when I was 
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growing up, color therapy, light therapy - anything my mom could get her 
hands on to make me better. 

The use of alternative medicines for Maggie has always been used in 

combination with pharmaceutical treatments for severe asthma, and 

"complementing that with my holistic approach seems to have kept me alive this 

far." Because of the severity of her allergies (she jokingly told me that she once 

tested positive on an allergic skin test for humans!), her choices of medications 

are limited, and even those "meds" are not entirely efficacious. At some points in 

her life. Maggie's ability to complement her drug treatments with alternatives was 

hindered by lack of access to holistic resources, as when she lived in Virginia, 

where "there was no holistic place to go, there were no health food stores, there 

was nothing, so my husband was really glad to get us out of Virginia." 

In fact, the search for wellness was a major impetus behind many of the 

family's moves so that Maggie could receive better treatment. After her second 

pregnancy she became quite ill and was on "mega doses of drugs" and a ventilator 

to help her breathe; the family made the decision to move back to central New 

York because this was a place where she wanted to die. Here she found many 

social and health care resources to assist her in seeking wellness, including health 

food stores, metaphysical book shops, and social networks open to alternative 

healing, as in the pagan communities she later joined. 

The narrative of her ilhtess experiences was punctuated with 

commentaries on the inadequacies of biomedicine to effectively deal with her 

interconnected health issues. Maggie has experienced many tensions with doctors 
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through the years, over her treatments, and also in her line of employment as a nurse. 

When she was young, her parents tried to create a normal life for her despite her 

inability to do many things. Her doctors told her she could not have animals or 

plants because of her severe allergies, and even books were problematic because 

of molds and chemicals used to make the bindings and covers. Maggie's parents 

did let her have some items that were prohibited on the doctor's list, in addition to 

encouraging her to partake in sports, and "one doctor actually threatened my 

parents that he would report this as a form of child abuse, and my Mom said no. 

his way of treating me was a form of child abuse." 

When she was older, she decided to go into nursing in an attempt to 

change medicine: 

I hated hospitals -1 grew up in hospitals - why would I want to be 
in a hospital? Nurses - eew! -1 didn't want to be a nurse, and 1 hated 
doctors, so I don't know what 1 was thinking I would become a nurse for! 
Actually. 1 went in to change health care. 1 was going to become a 
manager and run the hospital and do it the right way. you know, and get 
massage therapists in, and things like that, which I thought was a much 
better idea....So when I went into nursing I went with the idea that I 
would change hospitals, that I would get rid of ail this doctor stuff. I 
would get light therapy, color therapy - all these things I think are so 
important - aromatherapy. 

From her idealistic begimiings of overhauling medicine, Maggie settled into a 

career as a holistic nurse where she stresses education and integration of multiple healing 

systems and perspectives. She sees holistic nurses as playing a key role as educators and 

intemediaries in clinical settings to help break down institutional conservatism and the 

resistance of doctors. 

[Hospitals] are worried about giving the wrong impression to 
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people, but nutritionists just twenty years ago were considered taboo - you 
didn't do that kind of thing in a hospital - but now it's mainstream. Now it's 
mainstream that you have nurses talking about alternative care. And when you 
get hired, you talk about those credentials. I'm a certified holistic nurse. It 
makes me very user friendly in the hospital ...People are using their nurse 
practitioners, and that is exactly what we are trained to do - nurses are 
holistic healers. Because when you talk about holistic you look at 
everything, not just medical things, because doctors only look at 'what's 
wrong, let's fix it. Cut it out or give it a pill.' Let me look at the whole 
thing - why did you get sick? 

As in the other narratives I collected, seeking wellness was intertwined with many 

facets of people's lives, including their work, family relations, and perspectives on 

spirituality. For Maggie and her immediate family, searches to feel well led them down 

spiritual pathways that eventuated in the study and practice of Wicca. 

My husband's been studying shamanic medicine - anything to 
make me better - that's the biggest thing that seems to be the tbcus of our 
lives. And that's how we also became involved with Wicca too. We came 
through a back door. Most people find it other ways, but we ended up 
finding Wicca because we were already involved with all this 
environmentalist stuff, and natural remedies and folklore - anything that 
we could get our hands on, we knew about, and somebody said to me 
once. 'well, aren't you Wiccan?' and 1 said 'what's Wiccan?' Finally. I 
realized that I had been Wiccan all these years because what Wicca was I 
had been doing all these years, and it was really nice after all these years 
finding 'oh, that's where I belong.' 

So when you put it altogether it kind of makes a life ... 

Although Maggie was raised as a Catholic, her interests in searching for healing 

encompassed alternative therapeutics, philosophies, and spiritualities that interrelate and 

mutually reinforce one another, as I discovered in the other narratives too. This leads me 

to the conclusion that for some people, particularly those who are ardent adherents of 

complementary medicines, the exploration of other counter-cultural ideologies and 

practices is likely. This is also why it is difficult to explicate linear or unidimensional 
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rationales for why people seek alternative and complementary therapeutics, because 

the reasons are varied and interconnected in complex ways and are situated in life 

contexts. It is more accurate to discuss multiple motivations and pathways that lead 

people to explore non-mainstream healing practices and ideologies, precisely the kind of 

information that can be revealed through illness narrative collection and analysis. 

This type of qualitative and narrative data can be used to contextualize the 

burgeoning survey data emerging on the topic of complementary medicines and use 

patterns. Expanding such survey data with experiential perspectives is an enormous 

project, and this thesis only scratches the surface, because many of the circumstances of 

health care seeking and therapy utilization will vary according to 1) age; 2) gender; 3) 

ethnicity; 4) socioeconomic status; 5) the scope and seriousness of the illness; and 6) the 

extent to which people are ardent adherents of alternative medicines and ideologies, or 

merely dabblers in alternatives who come from a vantage point more connected to 

mainstream (i.e.. conservative) American ideologies and practices. For example, 

"dabblers" may be more influenced by the wave of marketing tor vitamins and 

supplements and may try them out. but practices such as visualization, hypnotherapy, and 

prayer for healing may seem too extreme and strange. One such dabbler I met told me 

that, as far as alternative health care goes, she experiments with vitamins and nutritional 

supplements for health promotion and illness prevention only after they have been proven 

by scientific evidence (she is a biology professor). 

In the next section, I continue the contexttialization project by specifically 

addressing how both illness and the search for non-mainstream healing options impact 
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the social worlds of sufferers, a necessary investigation that moves us beyond a focus 

merely on individuals to one that addresses the role of friends, family, co-workers, 

and other social networks in health promotion and illness management. Paying heed to 

this dimension of the illness experience is important in integrative health care delivery 

that strives to be more responsive to health care seekers. TTiis can be achieved by 

including the larger therapy management group, with it attendant conflicts, in health and 

wellness initiatives (see Galanti 1991 for a discussion on the negative impact of failing to 

include the therapy management group in western clinical contexts). 

The Social Relations of Healing: Support and Conflict in the Social Worlds of Sufferers 

A recent increase in supportive attitudes towards complementary therapies was 

attributed, in part, to positive word of mouth in one's social network -- 23% of 

respondents to the national Landmark survey reported being influenced by a friend or 

relative and their positive experiences with alternative care (Landmark Healthcare. Inc. 

1998). Kelner and Wellman state that "knowledge about alternatives that is gained 

through the lay referral network is more powerftil as a legitimizing influence than 

knowledge acquired through impersonal sources such as advertising and the media" 

(1997: 208). This brings up the importance of recognizing the power of the social 

context, in terms of both CAM referral networks and how illness and its remedies are 

embedded in the social world of sufferers (Good et al. 1992). Indeed, in one study, almost 

90% of alternative health care users reported that their health problem affects almost 

every aspect of their daily life, including social relations. "They talked about pain and 

discomfort, they spoke of moodiness and depression, they mentioned physical 
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limitations, weakness, social isolation, difficulties at work and financial losses" 

(Kelner & Wellman 1997: 209). 

The literature is extremely scant on the subject of how feedback of family. 

friends, and co-workers affects people's experiences with holistic therapies. Social 

support in these networks may constitute a resistance resource for people seeking to 

improve their health status (Dressier 1990). Likewise, negative responses and conflicts 

may not only add to deleterious health, it may alter health care decision making. It is 

important to investigate support and conflict in social networks (Jacobson 1987) and how 

this impacts health care. Toward this end. the influence of the therapy management group 

(Janzen 1987) needs to be taken into consideration in terms of the extent of their 

involvement in encouraging or discouraging unconventional therapies and their 

involvement in referrals to the person seeking nonbiomedical health care. As mentioned 

earlier in Mona's narrative, her involvement at a Spiritualist church and a metaphysical 

group provided a context to learn about, and even get trained in. alternative modalities 

(cf. McGuire 1988). 

Helen, also an attendee of the Spiritualist Church, is a petite woman in her late 

40's. divorced, with one grown daughter, who describes herself as persistently struggling 

with El (environmental illness). She indicated in our many discussions that EI has 

profoundly impacted her social world, from close family members to co-workers. Over 

the course of two years, I spoke with Helen more than a dozen times, and was therefore 

able to assess the on-going struggles she had with her daughter and her co-workers about 

her illness, its remedies, and her own pathway of becoming certified in several 



modalities, which occurred as an outgrowth of her search for alleviation of the many 

allergic and fatiguing symptoms ofher illness. Specifically, it was Helen's 

exploration of reiki and hypnotherapy which her co-workers ridiculed her about: 

My God, how is it any skin off their teeth ifl do what I'm interested in. 
When I did the hypnotherapy thing- which isn't that far out- I got the 
snickers and the laughs. Syracuse is so conservative, I'm so sick of it. 
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Helen's goal is to move to Ithaca, which she frequently visits (and it is where she 

took a hypnotherapy training and certification course), which she perceives as much more 

open and enlightened (as the Utne Reader indicated). She laments the fact that Syracuse 

doesn't have anything like the Ithaca Health Fund, where you can join and get discounts 

and free visits from alternative practitioners. She also follows the progress oflthaca's 

Integrative Community Wellness Center and has volunteered to assist in the planning and 

implementation of the center. 

Helen describes herself as suffering from EI (environmental illness), or multiple 

chemical sensitivity, which means she is allergic to a number of different substances, 

particularly chemicals used in paints, carpets, cleaning, and ubiquitous elements like dust. 

She also has an allergy to wheat and sugar products, but is tempted by sweets. We met in 

a bakery in Ithaca during several of our meetings (because it was conveniently located) 

and Helen had a hard time resisting the goodies. On one occasion, she pointed to the 

delectable treat she had chosen and said, "I have an allergy to it - with the candida 

[candidiasis] 6- but I have to lead a life!" Her EI causes her to have headaches, fatigue, 

6 "Everyone has candida, a form of yeast (Candida a/bicans) normally confined to the larger bowels, the 
vagina, and the skin. In healthy individuals with strong, functioning immune systems, it is harmless ... But if 
the balance of the intestinal system is altered by a compromised immune system or other factors, then 
opportunistic candida proliferates, infecting other body tissues ... The condition is known as candidiasis" 
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dizziness, among other symptoms. As she told me. '"you didn't know me when I was 

really sick ... it's really hard. People that don't have this problem just don't 

understand, they all think I'm a hypochondriac." To control her symptoms and try to teel 

well, Helen takes astragalus (for immune "boosting"), slippery elm. acidophilus (for the 

candidiasis), multiple vitamins, valerian (for rela.xation), and nettles (for allergies. 

especially hay fever, which Helen also suffers from). She also takes papaya pills which 

she said aid digestion, and she would frequently offer me one if were talking over a meal. 

Helen reported that her '"ups and downs" with her health were often brought on by 

conditions at work, a health insurance company which handles third party 

reimbursements. Because the office was located in a hundred-year-old building, there 

were periodic maintenance and remodeling jobs done. In one e.xample she discussed, they 

had been knocking out some walls, painting, and repairing some sewage problems 

because of raw sewage leakage from the pipes. Because of the exposure to a number of 

different kinds of toxins. 

people who don't have health problems develop them there, and people 
who have minor problems get major ones. It got so bad. I really 
considered leaving and going on disability, but their disability is terrible ~ 
$ 170 a week! I went to talk to personnel and they weren't very 
understanding - they told me 'you have to be flexible and make 
concessions' but this is my health! I can't afford not to work or to lose my 
health either. They don't treat me seriously. 

She talked about trying to find another job over the course of the three years that I 

spoke with her on a regular basis, but it took her two years to begin seriously looking. 

(Burton Goldberg Group 1994: 587). The symptoms include allergies, digestive problems, fatigue, and 
many others. Antibiotics "'may be the single greatest cause of candidiasis," which is also exacerbated by 
diet (sugar, yeast breads, baked goods, etc.), and alcohol consumption (ibid: 589). 
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because, as she said, "rm just not well enough to make any major changes right 

now." 

Helen's conflicts in her social worlds over her health were compounded by her 

daughter's reactions to Helen's health issues and treatment choices. Helen described how 

her daughter thinks she's "weird" because of her involvement with Spiritualist healing. 

Reiki, hypnotherapy, herbalism and homeopathy to treat her EI (environmental illness). 

Her daughter objects to ritual healing items placed in the home and is reluctant to bring 

friends there. This continued source of conflict was a significant factor in the daughter 

moving out of the house at age 17. 

As Helen's experiences indicate, contextuaiization illness in people's lifeworlds 

reveals the extent to which such contexts either exacerbate ill health or promote wellness. 

For Mona. imbalances that contributed to her ill health began in her childhood when she 

was ten and her parents separated. She married early and had three children while trying 

to cope with both an alcoholic husband and an alcoholic mother. During this time she had 

a "very technical, stress-producing job" as a scrub nurse in the operating room. This 

produced ongoing challenges in her ability to feel well. 

In Maggie's story, her social world has provided her with an integral support 

system, through her irrmiediate family, that has seen her through particularly difficult 

times (cf Dressier 1990). In particular, when she was younger, and experiencing many 

acute episodes of asthma and allergies, her mother formed the cornerstone of her therapy 

management group (Janzen 1987), supported by her father and her grandfather. Her 

mother's active participation in Maggie's health care shaped the therapies she was given 
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as a child and the alternative and holistic modalities she seeks now. 

I started natural remedies and stuff when I was little because I was so 
sick when 1 was growing up - and there were medications - but I needed 
more and my Mom did that for me...my Mom had always been into health 
foods, it was constantly part of our diet, you know, vitamins, minerals, 
supplements ... I couldn't take over the counter medication because of my 
allergies so she would investigate how to come up with things to treat my 
runny nose - I couldn't take Sudafed. I used to sniff horseradish - fresh 
ground horseradish will clean the heck out of your sinuses. And it worked, 
so that's what I would use. 

Mona would like to pass on similar knowledge to her own children: 

One of my little missions in life is to teach my children [about 
healing options]. I have two daughters and a son and my son's a little 
resistant. However, he just had a baby and I find him less resistant now to 
a lot of the things I say.... He thinks that I'm crazy and he's said that! I 
tell him. 'well, sweetheart, when you were little' - he was very sick as an 
infant - and they wanted to pump you ftill of all this crap and I retlised to 
let them do that. And what I didn't know what I was doing was some type 
of hands-on healing with you. Let me try to explain it.' And then when he 
was twenty, he was down in New Jersey on a motorcycle, got hit head on, 
and nearly lost both of his legs. 

And I said, 'even after those two things, you are still resistant to 
even listening to what I'm saying.' But with the advent of the baby, that's 
beginning to make a difference.... It took both of my daughters severe 
illnesses to come around to asking me what I had to offer. My daughters 
are much more into this...my son, well, you know how males are. 

The social relations of the search for wellness and healing were also revealed in 

the influence that friends had over decisions to use certain therapies, and even become 

trained in them. Three of the women I interviewed became certified reiki practitioners 

during the course of their struggles to feel well. One was also a certified hypnotherapist, 

another became a wholesale/retail herb distributor, and three learned hands on healing. 

These women, all categorized in the lay healing realm (none had offices or businesses per 

se organized around their healing activities), would practice their healing on friends, and 
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even barter services with acquaintances. 

My experience has always been that, when I needed something, it would 
come. Now, through talking with this friend, she said 'oh, so and so has 
just finished training in craniosacral," and I said 'really. I wonder if she 
would like to barter?' Because my income is a bit limited right now. I tlnd 
if I open myself up to whatever it I need, then it will be revealed to me. 
(Mona) 

Clearly the social worlds of people seeking wellness are profound and influential, 

in both positive and negative ways, to their experiences. More research will need to be 

conducted in this area to flirther penetrate the lived realities behind the survey data and 

incorporate this information in health care delivery sites and wellness centers. 

Conclusion 

This chapter has provided a look into alternative, complementary and integrative 

healing from health care seeker's vantage points. This kind of exploration reveals the 

complex embeddedness of sickness and the search for healing in the lived experiences 

and social worlds of sufferers, primarily from women's perspectives. The search for 

healing also represented a search for meaning, about why illness came, how to remedy it. 

and how it may provide a context to explore spirituality as well. Self-education and 

seeking alternative information in books, workshops, and listening to the illness 

narratives of others were prominent themes. 

The approach to healing adopted by people in this chapter was integrative, in the 

ways that they combined, or sequentially used, various therapies, either at home or in 

venues that offered integrative care. The success they experienced with the therapies was 

variable, and issues of practitioner competence, economic struggles, and the impact of 
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family and friends were all present, in both the utilization of biomedical and non-

biomedical therapies. 

For the women experiencing illness and searching for healing, gender struggles 

and issues were certainly present -- in doctors not listening to them (cf. Lorber 1987: 

West 1984). and in the exacerbation of their illnesses from their social roles and 

economic situations. Single, divorced, mothers caring for children telt the burdens on 

their time and budgets when seeking CAM options. The double and triple work loads 

women often face also constrained health and the ability to search for wellness. Given 

these permeating gendered issues, investigators need to continue to ask probing 

questions: To what extent is medical choice empowering for women? Now that 

alternative/complementary options are being increasingly used and legitimated, does this 

offer more choice for women to decide for themselves what healing modality is best for 

them? Many women I talked with are excited about the expansion of non-biomedical 

options, but they lament that they cannot afford them ~ so how liberating is choice if one 

cannot pursue options, except at great expense to household budgets? Without structural 

support (e.g.. health insurance companies, referrals from physicians, flexible payment 

options) how far will this movement go in improving women's health and empowerment? 

The women activists of the nineteenth century, who had hoped to liberate women from 

confining social roles and health practices, would undoubtedly identify with the women 

of the new millennium who continue to face many of the same struggles. Of course, most 

of the questions raised here apply to many health care seekers, not just women. Clearly, 

more research needs to be conducted on how people of varied orientations, backgrounds. 
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classes, and ethnicities are maintaining and exploring alternative, complementary and 

integrative modalities in their lives and communities. 

The discussions in this chapter on the lived worlds of illness sufferers and 

integrative medicine seekers is directly relevant to developing initiatives such as IICWC. 

which seeks to educate, empower, and facilitate socioeconomic access to integrative 

health care. IICWC can ftinction as an information nexus in the region by having a 

centralized directory of what modalities are available and where to fmd practitioners. As 

seen in this chapter, much of this process occurs through informal social networks and 

can be enhanced by efforts to increase access to information and reterrals. In addition to 

emphasizing the educational role such a center could play, it is important to understand 

that many people are seeking much more than the remedy of illness. They are searching 

for meaning too. which means that IICWC should certainly stress integrative modalities -

- such as the many types of spiritual healing -- that address the deeper foundations of 

wellness seeking motivations. 

A number of people interviewed also discussed the tailure of health care 

modalities and practitioners to deal with their interconnected health issues, a legacy of the 

particularism and reductionism in western health care (Scheper-Hughes & Lock 1998). 

IICWC wishes to address this through having a team management approach, where 

practitioners from varied modalities could collaborate together to address the physical 

emotional, and spiritual issues of prospective clients such as Helen and Mona. 

Another important service IICWC can render is to continue holding educational 

and training workshops in diverse modalities, as they have done over the past two years. 
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Alternative, complementary, and integrative healing workshops act as sites to build 

social and therapy-oriented networks, in addition to enhancing information about 

health care options. These workshops can also provide a basis for people to explore 

economic and career alternatives by becoming practitioners, either lay or professional. 

For the women I interviewed, they saw training workshops in modalities such as reiki and 

hypnotherapy as possible economic adjuncts if they chose to practice on a tee-for-service 

basis, and not only on their friends and families. This is a transition that some make, from 

health care seeker to practitioner. The next chapter moves the reader into the practitioner 

and modality realms to explore the perspectives, issues, possibilities, and politics that are 

relevant to the development of both national and local integrative health initiatives. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

PRACTITIONERS AND THEIR MODALITIES: 
INTEGRATIVE POSSIBILITIES AND POLITICS 

The last chapter examined the integrative health and wellness movements through 

the lenses of health care seekers. It investigated, through both phenomenological and 

critical perspectives, the scope of contemporary use of complementar>' and alternative 

medicines (CAMs). This chapter explores another integral layer of the integrative health 

care landscape by focusing on the modalities and practitioners people are seeking. What 

are the philosophies and practices found in these modalities? How are some modalities 

already integrative by virtue of their adoption of holistic and pluralistic wellness 

approaches? Woven throughout the chapter are the threads of integrative medicine's 

possibilities and politics, specifically the ways in which the increasing interest in medical 

pluralism is being shaped by broader power dynamics in America and how healers are 

negotiating the cultural, social, and economic politics of health care. 

In reflecting on the socioeconomic relations of power in medical pluralism. Baer 

(1989) notes that the U. S. dominative medical system consists of several levels that tend 

to reflect class, racial/ethnic, and gender relations in the larger society. In rank order of 

prestige, these include (1) biomedicine; (2) osteopathic medicine as a parallel medical 

system focusing on primary care; (3) professionalized heterodox medical systems (namely 

chiropractic, naturopathy, and acupuncture); (4) partially professionalized or lay 

heterodox medical systems (e.g., homeopathy, rolfing, and reflexology); (5) Anglo-

American religious healing systems (e.g.. Spiritualism. Seventh Day Adventism, and 
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evangelical faith healing); and (6) ethnomedical systems (e.g.. Southern Appalachian 

herbal medicine: Afincan-American ethnomedicines. Hispanic ethnomedicines such as 

curanderismo....ai\d Native American healing systems) (Baer et al. 1997: 214). What 

challenges might be faced by organizations such as Ithaca's Integrative Community 

Wellness Center (IICWC) in trying to bring together modalities and practitioners from 

different levels of this prestige hierarchy? To what degree are practitioners and modalities 

vying for mainstream legitimization through licensing, professionalizatioru and seeking 

relationships with HMOs, as chiropractors have done? How, and why. are other 

practitioners, such as the community herbalists in Ithaca, resisting such processes and 

forces? 

The exploration of modality and practitioner dynamics in this chapter informs the 

ongoing development of IICWC. Advisory board and committee members at the Wellness 

Center strove to be inclusive of many therapies in the early planning stages, but they 

realized that the Center would start out with limited space and facilities, and then 

progressively expand; all modalities would not be able to be represented and included right 

away. Which ones should be focused on? What CAMs are people most interested in? The 

modalities that Wellness Center planners chose to emphasize initially include chiropractic, 

herbalism, acupunture/TCM (traditional Chinese medicine), massage therapy /body work, 

naturopathy, homeopathy, yoga, craniosacral therapy, energy healing/reiki, hypnotherapy. 

Ayoirveda . Tibetan medicine, and holistic allopathic medicine. These choices were 

informed by the planner's own experiences and clinical activities, what was available in 

Ithaca, and national surveys enumerating the most widely used modalities. In this chapter. 
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I review some of the survey data that influenced decision-making to prioritize certain 

modalities at IICWC. To date, however, only education about these modalities has 

occurred; the logistics of actually having clinical activities are still being negotiated as 

IICWC waits to complete its incorporation process. 

As case examples to highlight modality and practitioner issues. I then examine in-

depth two of these therapies and explore their epistemological foundations and roles in 

alternative, complementary, and integrative healing. Using the modalities of chiropractic 

and herbalism as a nexus for exploring pertinent issues. I investigate community politics, 

discourses of political economy critique, hierarchies of medical pluralism, and the 

challenges that will be faced by IICWC in their unfolding project of developing an 

integrative, non-profit, community wellness center. 

Popular Use and Recognition of Complementary and Alternative Modalities 

In order to make an assessment of the most widely used and recognized therapies, 

information of great import to developing groups such as IICWC. it is helpful to review -

and critique ~ some of the major national studies conducted in the last three years. While 

some of this survey literature was discussed in chapter 3. it is usefiil to return to it here in 

order to specificaUy address CAM modalities. The most widely cited of these studies, and 

therefore the most influential on perception of the phenomenoa is the Eisenberg et al. 

(1998) national survey on trends in alternative medicine use. Based on their 1997 phone 

survey of over 2.000 respondents, which built on the 1990 survey (Eisenberg et al. 1993). 

they reported the following as the most frequently used therapies (percentage indicates use 

in the past 12 months): 
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» Relaxation techniques (16.3%) 
» Herbal medicine (12.1%) 
» Massage (11.1 %) 
» Chiropractic (11.0%) 
» Spiritual healing by others (7.0%) 
» Megavitamins (5.5%) 
» Self-help group (4.8%) 
» Imagery (4.5%) 
» Commercial diet (4.4%) 
» Folk remedies (4.2%) 
» Lifestyle diet (4.0%) 
» Energy healing (3.8%) 
» Homeopathy (3.4%) 
» Hypnosis (1.2%) 
» Biofeedback (1.0%) 
» Acupuncture (1.0%) 

Since the 1990 survey, these researchers found an increased use in 15 ofthe 16 

therapies with the largest gains found in herbal medicine, massage, megavitamins, self-help 

groups, folk remedies, energy healing, and homeopathy. While this begins to present a 

picture on what therapies people are using and how often, these are rough estimates. 

Additionally, several of the categories seem problematic and too generalized, such as 

''relaxation techniques," which could encompass just about anything, and "folk remedies," 

which are not explicitly defined in the article. Are they referring to African-American root 

doctors, lay midwifery, curanderos, etc.? The inclusion of commercial diets, though 

interesting, seems to index a quite different, mainstream phenomenon that I would not 

place under the categorization of"alternative healing" (unless they are specifically 

referring to macrobiotic and other distinct therapeutic diets). 

While Eisenberg and colleagues were collecting data for the 1997 study, Landmark 

Healthcare. Inc., a California-based alternative managed healthcare organization, was 
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conducting their own research, a phone survey of 1,500 people', "to examine current 

attitudes, perceptions, and behavior with regard to alternative care" (Landmark 

Healthcare. Inc. 1998). Although their results are biased because they only interviewed 

people who already had mainstream health insurance, it is worth exploring because of the 

widely cited nature of this report as well. For the purposes of this, there are several 

germane sections of the report which need to be e.xamined, especially the data on people's 

awareness, name-recognition, and patterns of alternative modality use. 

The two most highly recognized therapies are acupuncture and chiropractic, with 

yoga and herbal therapies also ranking as familiar. Moreover, "few adults are able to 

mention other types of alternative care without being prompted." with naturopathy and 

homeopathy being the least recognized modalities (Landmark Healthcare. Inc. 1998: 6). 

For chiropractic, more than one-third of middle aged adults (40-64) were highly aware of 

it, meaning that they mentioned it as an alternative modality without any further 

prompting, with both Caucasians and African-Americans exhibiting equal awareness. The 

apparent prominence of both chiropractic and acupuncture is interesting because, in my 

research with biomedical incorporation of complementary medicines, acupuncture and 

chiropractic are among the first modalities to be practiced in biomedical fecilities. as is the 

case with Cayuga Medical Center (CMC), the only hospital in Ithaca. The latest issue of 

Health Visions (the newsmagazine for CMC), distributed in one of the local papers, 

1 The phone survey was limited to participants over 18. with some type of health care coverage, and fluency 
in English. Sixty-six percent of the respondents were female; the majority of respondents were between the 
ages of 24-54, Caucasian (85%, followed by African American [7%] and Hispanic [3%]), had at least a high 
school education, and an income of 20-30K or more (Landmark Healthcare, Inc. 1998). 
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featured a picture on the cover of a male doctor in a white coat holding an acupuncture 

needle and a syringe in the formation of a cross, apparently symbolizing the integrative 

crossroads of"east meets west" (the actual caption on the cover). The article inside 

introduces the public to the newly formed Integrative Medicine Program (focused on 

chiropractic, acupuncture, and hypnosis) currently being implemented at CMC. Clearly, 

public awareness is heightening by such widespread dissemination of acupuncture, and 

chiropractic, information. 

Contrasting somewhat with the Eisenberg et al. (1998) study, Landmark found the 

following frequency of modality use (listed on the left), which included use by survey 

respondents -- the first percentage-- and other househdld members --the second 

percentage (the Eisenberg et al. statistics are listed on the right for comparison): 

Landmark (1998): Eisenberg et al. (1998) 

~ Herbal therapy (17%; 10%) 
~ Chiropractic (16%; 15%) ~ Relaxation techniques (16.3%) 

~ Massage (14%; 1%) ~ Herbal medicine (12.1%) 

~ Vitamin therapy (13%;10%) 
)> Massage (11.1 %) 

~ Homeopathy (5%; 3%) ~ Chiropractic (11.0%) 

~ Yoga (5%; 3%) 
)> Spiritual healing by others (7.0%) 

~ Acupressure (5%; 3%) 
)> Megavitamins (5.5%) 

~ Biofeedback (2%; 1%) ~ Self-help group (4.8%) 

~ Acupuncture (2%; 2%) ~ Imagery (4.5%) 

~ Hypnotherapy (1 %; 1%) 
)> Commercial diet (4.4%) 

~ Naturopathy (1%; 0%) 
)> Folk remedies (4.2%) 
~ Lifestyle diet (4.0%) 
~ Energy healing (3.8%) 
~ Homeopathy (3.4%) 
~ Hypnosis (1.2%) 
~ Biofeedback (1.0%) 

> Acupuncture (1.0%) 

The finding that acupuncture is one of the most widely recognized moda:liti,es, yet 

it seems to be one of the least frequently used (supported as well by Eisenberg et al. 
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1998). is an interesting and apparently contradictory phenomenon requiring more in-depth. 

ethnographic, and qualitative investigation. My interpretation of this, based on the dozens 

of people I have interviewed, both formally and informally, is that many Americans have a 

cultural aversion to needles. The perception seems to be that the needling is a painful and 

unpleasant procedure; actual experiences with acupuncture (my own and others) indicate 

that there can be some mild discomfort with the insertion of the needles, but for the most 

part acupuncture is painless and quite relaxing. 

Clearly, when these studies of modality use are analyzed, there are some important 

factors that need to be separated out from the statistics, such as whether or not 

complementary modalities are pursued through self-care or seeking a practitioner. How 

complementary care is administered is going to become a pressing research issue 

pertaining to the viability of both modalities and practitioners as the forces of marketing 

(mostly for self-care products) and professionalism (increasing the status, licensing, and 

use of alternative practitioners) continue to grow in the medically pluralistic American 

health care landscape. In the Landmark study, this differential between self and 

professional care was assessed (see Table 1): 

For those adults who use alternative care, the more "hands on" therapies 
such as chiropractic, acupuncture and massage are performed by 
professionals trained in their respective fields. Interestingly, more of the 
therapies that involve ingesting substances such as herbs, vitamins, and 
other remedies (i.e., herbal therapy, vitamin therapy and homeopathy) are 
done by adults on their own. (Landmark Healthcare. Inc. 1998: 11) 



Table 1: Administration of Alternative Care: The Landmark Report 

Chiropractic 

Acupuncture 

Massage 
Therapy 

Hypnotherapy 

Biofeedback 

Yoga 

Naturopathy 

Acupressure 

Homeopathy 

Vitamin 
Therapy 

Herbal 
Therapy 

Professional vs. Self Care 
for Alternative Care 

(n=626) 

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 1 00% 

Source: Landmark Healthcare, Inc. (1998: 12). 
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What this indicates is that the well-established trend of self-help and self-education 

in health seeking, outgrowths of American individualism, are still firmly rooted in 

American health care movements, harkening back to the Thompsonian era and the credo 

to democratize healing and "be your own physician." This theme is found in almost every 

new book geared for CAM seekers, such as James Gordon's 1996 book, Manifesto for a 

New Medicine, which devotes four chapters to "self-care as primary care." The 
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individualistic cultural idiom of self-help is reinforced by consumerism, although some 

practices may be geared to escape such market forces, as will be discussed later regarding 

community herbalists in Ithaca. 

Loustaunau and Sobo note: 

There has also been a resultant explosion of consumer knowledge with the 
wide availability of books, newsletters, television programs, and public 
classes, all for the purpose of educating the population with regard to 
prevention and care; many of these efforts have been sponsored by. written 
by. or feature physicians [such as Andrew Weil. MD]. (1997: 122) 

The theme of self-help and self-care as it relates to practitioners and modalities is 

complex; there is no rigid boundary between those who seek therapy from a bonafide 

practitioner and those who self-treat. There is also great variability regarding modality 

suitability for self- or non-professional treatment. In the CAM realm, there are many 

instances where people seek the services and advice of a practitioner so they may learn 

how to better promote their own self-care. In this regard, IICWC is trying to provide 

educational contexts for people "to take greater responsibility for their wellness through 

active participation in their health process."' including holistic self-care (IICWC pamphlet). 

On the theme of self-care facilitated by practitioners, many of the community 

herbalists in Ithaca maintain that if someone keeps coming back to them, then they are not 

doing their job of teaching people how to grow, prepare, and use herbs for health. Reiki 

practitioners often advocate that people should learn the energy healing technique 

themselves, so they will not have to rely on a practitioner. In contrast, homeopathy, which 

is often self-taught and administered, may not require the guidance of a practitioner. 

However, one of the homeopathic practitioners in Ithaca maintains that people should 
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never self-treat with homeopathic remedies, but instead they need to consult with a classic 

homeopath in order to receive effective results. Modalities such as chiropractic leave little 

room for people to self-treat by performing their own adjustments - they must rely on the 

DC (Doctor of Chiropractic). Survey studies such as those done by Landmark, provide us 

with dichotomous contrasts such as "professional vs. self-care" that need to be further 

qualified with research that shows these complex configurations of health care. 

Phone survey studies, such as those discussed in this section, do provide some 

index, despite the flaws, of the rapidly expanding CAM and integrative health movements 

in .America. While they spawn national dialogues on the current transformations in health 

care, they also stimulate local initiatives such as IICWC in their decision-making process 

of how to combine "the best of all possible healing traditions." Future directions in 

research on modalities should include continual updates on general statistics of use. with a 

specific explication of socioeconomic and ethnic patterns, accompanied by studies of 

modality efficacy, philosophy, and integrative possibilities. Modality use patterns by health 

care seekers also need to be clarified with more information on how people choose, use. 

combine, and negotiate medically pluralistic options for wellness, as discussed in the last 

chapter. For this chapter on modalities and their practitioners, it is important to assess not 

only how CAMs dot the landscape, but also practitioner dynamics, in order to understand 

how local contexts and relationships are shaped by overarching cultural social and 

economic forces. 

Focus on Complementary Modalities: Healing Philosophies and Practitioner Perspectives 

To explore in a more detailed manner the cultural socioeconomic, and political 
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correlates of medical pluralism, the following sections focus in greater depth on two 

complementary modalities through an examination of philosophies and practices, 

practitioner perspectives, social and cultural politics, and in situ perspectives from Ithaca 

and surrounding areas. The modalities chosen for closer examination represent frequently 

used modalities - chiropractic and herbalism — that have received a lot of recent attention 

for their purported efficacy and potential importance in an integrative medicine paradigm. 

Both chiropractic and herbalism have been highlighted at IICWC as central modalities in 

the Welhiess Center's scope of offerings. Before turning to that analysis, 1 will discuss the 

range of modalities that currently exist in Ithaca. 

Table 2 represents a sampling of available modalities in the Ithaca region. \V'hile 

there is no one comprehensive directory listing practitioners of complementary and 

integrative modalities (a project to which a number of local community groups are now 

undertaking, including Ithaca's Integrative Community Wellness Center), many people 

consult the Ithaca Hours' newspaper, called Hour Town, the publication of the innovative 

local currency system started by Paul Glover, discussed in chapter two. The directory is a 

compilation of the businesses and people who accept Ithaca Hours as partial or full 

payment for services rendered. Complementary practitioners are listed because many of 

them accept the currency for payments. Types of practitioners are divided up into 

categories in the publication, as indicated in Table 2. 
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Table 2. Categories of Practitioners in Ithaca Listed in Hour Town (Dec. 1999) 
Category (Number of Practitioner Listings) 
Acupressure (2) 
Acupuncture (12) 
Bodywork(14) 

(includes Alexander Technique, Feldenkrais, Shiatsu, Trager) 
Breastfeeding (4) 
Childbirth Services (15) 

(includes hypnosis, doula care, and midwifery) 
Chiropractors (13) 

(includes practitioners who also do applied kinesiology, and Network chiropractic) 
Counseling and Personal Development (52) 

(includes eco-psychology counseling, hypnotherapy, psychodrama, creative arts therapy, 
I women's therapy groups,...) 
I Counselors, *'see also Breastfeeding, Childbirth, Spiritual Services" (28) 
I (includes psychotherapy, mind/body therapy, sacred psychology, and social workers) 

Cranio-Sacral Therapy, "see also Bodywork" (6) 
Healing Arts, "see also Acupressure; Herbal; Reiki; Yoga" (9) 

(includes healing touch, macrobiotic shiatsu, meditation, chi gong, and Bodytalk) 
Health Counseling (II) 

(includes diet, herbalism, fitness training, tobacco seminars, weight redution...) 
Herbal Instruction (3) 
Herbs, Herbal Products (12) 
Homeopathy (3) 
Hospital (1) 
Magnets "see health products" 
Massage Therapists: NYS Licensed (40) 
Meditation (2) 
Midwives "see Childbirth Services" 
Naturopathy (I) 
Nursing (4) 

(includes holistic nurses) 
Nutritional Couseling (4) 
Physical Therapy (4) 
Physicians (7) 
Podiatrists (2) 

I Reiki (10) 
i Spiritual Healing (22) 
I (includes shamanic pathwork, flower essences, intuitive healing, healing with color, hypnosis, 
I soul integration activation,...) 
j Spiritual Services (20) 
I (includes tarot readings, dreamwork, earthbonding, energy cleaning, feng shui, meditation, 
I psychic- spiritual counseling,...) 
j Women's Services (4) 
I (includes women's therapy groups) 
i Yoga Lessons (10) 

It must be stressed that this is one of many ways to find out about modalities and 
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practitioners in Ithaca; people also rely on lay and professional referral networks (as 

Mona's story indicated in the last chapter) and recognized alternative sites such as 

Greenstar and Oasis (the health food co-operative markets), the Foundation of Light 

(metaphysical center), and local health fairs. 

Among the most prevalent modalities are counseling (a broad, encompassing 

category), massage (Ithaca is home to the Finger Lakes School of Massage), spiritual 

healing (spiritual eclecticism is one of the characteristics of local culture), herbalism, 

childbinh services (doula care, midwifery, hypnosis for childbirth), chiropractic, 

acupuncture, bodywork, yoga, and reiki (there is also a reiki training school in Ithaca). 

Ithaca is a place to find many alternative and complementary modalities; it is also a locale 

where one can be trained and become a practitioner in massage, reiki, hypnotherapy, 

flower essences, spiritual healing, chiropractic (the chiropractic college is just down the 

road in Seneca Falls), along with many other unconventional modalities. Training can also 

be found in biomedical and allied health professions through Cornell and Ithaca College. 

One of the visions of the Wellness Center is to be a site for people to get primary or 

adjunctive training in a range of modalities. 

Of particular interest is how this discussion informs practitioner and modality-

related issues at the Wellness Center. Cross-modality communication problems may arise 

from modality-specific language and unique epistemologies of sickness and health care. 

This requires examining the underlying philosophies of modalities. The Wellness Center 

wishes to address communicative challenges so it can be a place to coalesce practitioners 

so they can support one another and work in teams for a more integrative approach to 
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care. What challenges may arise in this regard? Through survey responses and 

participation in Wellness Center events, practitioners have indicated potential impediments 

which may relate to issues of practitioner egos, professional jealousies, time pressures, and 

bureaucratic burdens of fulfilling Wellness Center credibility guidelines. What benefits 

could practitioners receive from IICWC? Practitioners have identified the following 

potential benefits: an increased knowledge base, better care for their clients, increased 

participation in the community, being part of a network of practitioners, practitioners 

taking care of one another, case-management team approaches, and reduced overhead by 

sharing a central facility. 

Practitioners have also discussed concerns about relationships with allopathic 

medicine and fears that the "'medical establishment will take over the idea of holistic health 

and complementary and alternative medicine" (Ithaca-based herbalist). Others felt that the 

Wellness Center should focus on physicians by offering seminars on CAM so they could 

become more open minded. One practitioner who attended a community coalescence 

event sponsored by IICWC placed in a suggestion box the following statement: "My 

vision for a wellness center includes integration with the traditional medical establishment, 

at the very least in an educational capacity." From histories of power struggles with 

biomedicine. as in the case of chiropractic, to worries about co-optation, the project of 

integration in a community like Ithaca is certainly punctuated with rough terrain. 

While I have spent much time with a diverse range of practitioners representing 

modalities such as reiki, hypnotherapy, naturopathy, spiritual healing, and acupuncture, for 

the remainder of this chapter, I focus on two modalities which illuminate some of the key 
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areas in the alternative and integrative health care movements. An analysis of chiropractic 

and herbalism highlights a number of issues and sociocultural themes about modality 

epistemology and practice, and the degree of articulation/resistance with the capitalist, 

professionalized health care economy. Dimensions of gender and class are also paramount. 

Chiropractic: A Professionalized Modality Occupying a High Rank in the Hierarchy of 
Medical Pluralism 

Chiropractic is a western-based modality developed by Daniel David Palmer at the 

end of the 19''' century (Palmer 1992)." It is typically classified as a "physical therapy" 

because it centrally involves the manipulation of the spine to correct misalignments (called 

sublu.xations) in order to facilitate maximum functioning of the body, especially the 

nervous and immune systems. According to the explanatory model of chiropractic, if the 

neural pathways and the structural alignments of the body are unimpeded, then the body is 

more capable of selt-healing and wellness. Subluxations in the vertebrae of the spine can 

cause pain, and "have a direct effect on an organ's function when it impedes the proper 

nerve flow to that organ" (Burton Goldberg Group 1994: 135). Pain and bodily 

dystlinction result fi-om undue pressure on the nervous system "by mechanical chemical or 

psychological factors" (Shealy 1996: 40). Even though chiropractic does center on a 

biomechanical treatment philosophy of the body — making it more amenable to 

biomedicine ~ clearly emotional states, lifestyle choices, and nutrition are an integral part 

of the practice of chiropractic. In fact, according to some chiropractic philosophies, the 

2 Adjustment of the spine has been practiced in many cultures around the world, from early Egyptian healing 
practices to Chinese therapies (Burton Goldberg Group 1994). 
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adjustments vvill not "take" if overall imbalances, on any level, persist. Many chiropractors 

distribute nutritional supplements, vitamins and other health care and wellness products 

from their offices. 

Chiropractic has evolved over the last century to include different types of both 

practices and practitioners. While all chiropractors use adjustments of the spine in some 

form, the techniques may vary. Regular chiropractors adjust the spine through movements 

that produce a clicking sound, which "is explained by the release of gases from the joint 

fluid" (Burton Goldberg Group 1994: 139). Network chiropractic, in contrast, follows a 

ditferent sequence of adjustments. Other chiropractors use "nonfbrce" techniques that 

involve a gentler touch and no clicking sounds. DCs. or doctors of chiropractic, are also 

further categorized: 

Though they are usually split into two groups, those who combine 
chiropractic with other modalities (mixers) and those who deal only with 
locating and removing subluxations (straight chiropractors), there are as 
many variations within the two groups as can be found within any medical 
profession. 

According to Dr. Blaich, a mLxer chiropractor uses a variety of 
adjunctive natural health care therapies (most commonly heat, cold. 
ultrasound, electrical stimulation, massage, exercise, and nutrition) in 
support of their adjustment therapy, (ibid: 140) 

In central New York, there are hundreds of chiropractors, found in large 

cities, such as Syracuse (with 100+ practitioners in a city of 170,000). medium 

sized cities such as Ithaca, and small towns and villages, such as Cazenovia and 

Union Springs. Ithaca supports more than 30 chiropractors in a city of 40.000 

people (with an additional student population of almost 30.000).The abundance of 

chiropractors may stem in part from the proximity of the New York Chiropractic 
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College, located in Seneca Falls. Unlike some complementary practitioners, such 

as energy healers and hypnotherapists, most chiropractors make their presence well 

known in their communities by prominently locating themselves and placing a sign 

in front of their practices. This makes sense in light of the fact that chiropractic is 

one of the most professionalized, and prestigious, of the CAM approaches (Baer et 

al. 1997). For e.xample, the Swick & Swick practice is located across the street 

from the hardware store and adjacent to the Chinese food restaurant. 

The Swicks are a husband and wife team of chiropractic doctors, who treat 

a range of clientele in their ofiRce. comprised mostly of middle-class white patients, 

but including a significant number of working class people seeking relief from back 

pain and work-related injiuies (Tom Swick, personal communication). I became a 

client, and observer, of the Swicks after I sustained neck injuries in a car accident 

in 1996.1 thought it would be a good opportimity to e.xperience the modality. The 

Swicks were "mLxers," and while in their care, I received manipulations, electrical 

stimulation, nutritional and supplement advice, and a treatment with a tool (an 

"activator") that applied rapid pressure to the sinuses through the cheeks and 

aimed to alleviate sinusitis. The techniques they used on me were certainly 

efficacious; I went from having chronic daily fatiguing headaches, that emanated 

from the back of my neck, to having days and weeks, and finally months, free of 

pain (however, several years later the headaches resurfaced, and 1 decided to try 

acupuncture, which has also provided long term relief). 

One of the most interesting observations that came out of my 2 years of 
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intermittent care (intensive therapy several times a month for six months followed 

by monthly and bi-monthly visits), were the large numbers of Mennonites and 

.\mish clients of the Swicks. When I asked Tom about this he said that chiropractic 

fits in with their model of non-invasive and natural health care. Both Mennonites 

and .'Kmish populations are nimierous in central New York, with Seneca County 

having the fastest growth rates. My interest in how populations such as these 

utilize complementary therapies was certainly piqued by my observations, but a 

more in-depth study of Amish and Mennonite health care seeking patterns will 

have to wait until a future date in my research itinerary. 

To further investigate the scope of chiropractic, its integrative practices (through 

mixers), and chiropractic's popularity as an alternative modality. I observed the structure 

and flow of client consultations at a network chiropractic office in Syracuse on a half-

dozen different occasions. Dr. Walters^ spent no longer than 15-20 minutes actively with a 

client, perhaps not so different from the time spent in a biomedical encounter. The manner 

in which he structured his office was with an assortment of massage tables lined up in the 

central room where he would administer treatments to six people at once, going from one 

to the next, performing small adjustments (one of the hallmarks of the more gentle 

"network" method), then coming back several minutes later to perform another 

adjustment. In network chiropractic philosophy, this allows the client several minutes to 

rest in-between adjustments so the manipulations have a better chance of'taking" in the 

body (Dr. Walters, personal communication). 
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The structure of the treatments produces a context where Dr. Walters is neither 

delivering highly personalized care, nor is he spending a great deal of time with patients, 

challenging two assumptions about the appeal of CAM. The setting, while providing a 

more "communal" atmosphere for health care, is one where the American cultural value of 

privacy in medical consultations (Galanti 1997) is compromised. Several of the clients I 

spoke with valued the multi-person context of treatment delivery because it gave them an 

opportunity to chat with other clients and see treatments being delivered. Other clients, on 

the contrary, felt constricted in speaking freely about personal health issues with the 

presence of strangers laying next to them, only several feet away. 

Dr. Wahers is. however, a very popular and sought after chiropractor. Part of the 

explanation for this is the fact that he is charismatic, friendly, and a source of information 

and support regarding other complementary medicines. In other words, he is a mixer. Dr. 

Walters frequently gives seminars and workshops in the Syracuse area on topics such as 

Av-urveda. aromatherapy, and Eastern forms of healing (e.g.. Tibetan healing). The 

information and experiences provided by Dr. Walters certainly stray from the typical 

biomedical therapeutic encounter in many respects, which may significantly account for 

not only the popularity of his practice, but other complementary practices as well. 

Dr. Walters" incorporation of other complementary medicines, and the educational 

role he takes regarding them, indexes a relatively understudied phenomenon. "Although 

chiropractic is the most commonly used complementary healthcare practice, chiropractors 

have not been surveyed in depth about their attitudes toward and practice of 

3 A pseudonym. 
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complementary and alternative therapies apart from spinal manipulation" (Hawk et al. 

1999: 56). In a study conducted by the Palmer College of Chiropractic, researchers 

surveyed 563 chiropractors from around the country to address this issue. They found 

The therapies most commonly used by respondents in their practice were 
acupressure (72%). massage (72%). mineral supplements (63%). and herbs 
(56%). The therapies less frequently reported, though used by more than 
10% of respondents, were megadose vitamins (44%), cartilage products 
(42%). homeopathy (43%). amino acid supplements (26%). 
electroacupuncture (22%). yoga (15%). acupuncture (17%). biofeedback 
(14%). naturopathy (14%), medication (14%). and traditional Chinese 
medicine (TCM) (11%). (ibid: 56) 

Hawk and colleagues note that they had a low response rate to the survey they 

mailed out (30%): in pondering some of the reasons for this they mention that the term 

"complementary" used in the survey may have been problematic for chiropractors who did 

not feel this term applies to their profession because they are already part of mainstream 

medicine in America. Studies such as these warrant continued research, especially of a 

qualitative nature, to further explore such identity politics and experiences of 

chiropractors, which leads me to story of another central New York chiropractor. 

Dr. Matt Diduro. a chiropractor in Geneva, NY (just down the road from Seneca 

Falls and the chiropractic college), is another practitioner who I decided to further explore 

chiropractic with, through interviewing and having him give guest presentations in the 

medical anthropology classes I taught at Hobart and William Smith Colleges in Geneva. 

Dr. Diduro's own injury led him down the pathway of becoming a practitioner (a common 

story in the field of complementary healing): "I always like to tell people how I got 

involved with chiropractic because it changed the course of my life." At Nazareth 
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College, he was a lacrosse player, and in one game, he was hit from behind, "sort of a 

whip-lash injury." 

So. I woke up the next day and had a terrible stiff neck ... as the 
day went on I started losing total function of my arm ... the coach sent me 
to an orthopedic surgeon who looked at me and gave me some anti
inflammatories and some pain killers that I threw up on, and then they sent 
me for an MRI, and then to a neurosurgeon. The next thing I know. I'm 19 
years old, and they scheduled to do surgery - a laminectomy — on C-5 and 
C-6 (vertebrae), right at the base of my neck. They said I wouldn't be able 
to play contact sports anymore, and life as I knew it was going to change 
drastically. So, I was bummed to say the least. 

Dr. Diduros' brother had set up a practice as a chiropractor several years prior to 

the injury, and when he heard of the surgery he said that chiropractic should be tried first. 

Although skeptical. Dr. Diduro gave it a try and ... 

After the first visit I remember backing out of the driveway and 1 
could turn my neck, sometfiing I hadn't been able to do for two to three 
weeks. Over the course of treatment with him, over three weeks. I was able 
to lift my arm and even go back in the weight room to strengthen my arm 
and shoulder... So I went back to the neurosurgeon, I walked in there, he 
takes off my shirt and does some orthopedic and neurological tests and he 
says "what have your been doing?! You're getting better." I said. "I've 
been going to the chiropractor." 

That inspired Dr. Diduro to obtain the appropriate pre-requisites and attend a 4-

year chiropractic college, after which he went into practice with his brother (who 

subsequently left and now has two practices in Italy). According to Dr. Diduro. the 

relationship with biomedical practitioners is an ongoing and dynamic struggle for respect, 

but he sees some vast improvements in recent years. 

... So to give you a rough history of how chiropractors and the 
medical profession fit in - it's kind of like Coke versus Pepsi, right. Those 
two are big competitors in the soft drink world. You don't see Coke 
saying, '\vhy don't you go try Pepsis." It doesn't happen much. For 10 of 
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the 11 years that my brother and I practiced up here together, we had 
maybe one referral from a medical doctor, and she was out of Rochester 
and very open to alternative therapies. We used the same acupuncturist and 
that's how she found out about us. 

But. this past summer (of 1997) there was a new law passed in 
New York state called the Insurance Equality Bill and it means that anyone 
with insurance has the right to go to whatever doctor they want, no matter 
what an HMO says...Now people can walk right into my office, because 
I'm what can be called a primary care physician...Since this law went into 
effect (Jan. 1998) I've had referrals from one of the leading orthopedic 
surgeons in this town - probably three different people he sent me. Two 
different neurologists sent me people, and general practitioners too! It's 
been unbelievable how many medical doctors now see chiropractic as not 
alternative anymore, but part of mainstream health care. 

Chiropractic and biomedicine make for interesting comparisons. Chiropractic is 

"one in a series of heterodox medical systems that served as popular protest to what were 

perceived as the excesses of allopathic medicine in the 19"' century" (Baer 1996: 32). 

Despite these contentious beginnings, both modalities are oriented toward the physical 

body and they are both highly professionalized. Also, chiropractic is the most widely 

covered modality by health insurance companies entering the complementary arena. The 

proximity to biomedicine in prestige and practice is also witnessed in the related, yet 

altogether biomedical, practice of osteopathy which also focuses on body manipulations 

(Wagner 1996). Osteopaths are, however, medical doctors who receive their training in 

biomedical schools. 

Chiropractors have also used prominent channels of power and authority in 

•American culture to legitimate the profession in the face of challenges from the biomedical 

establishment. In many ways, chiropractic has functioned to pave the way in terms of 

active lobbying to legitimate non-biomedical therapies in the eyes of the public and 
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biomedical practitioners, harkening back to the Thomsonians of the 1830's who lobbied to 

repeal licensing laws that protected orthodox practice. For chiropractors of the mid to late 

twentieth century. I am specifically referring to those instances in which the legal system 

has been employed. For example: 

In 1976. four chiropractors filed an antitrust lawsuit against the 
AMA, 5 of its officers, and ten other medical organizations including the 
American Hospital Association, charging them with criminal conspiracy to 
destroy chiropractic. Plaintiflfs alleged a conspiracy that included (1) 
preventing medical doctors and doctors of osteopathy from associating 
professionally with chiropractors. (2) defining it as unethical for MD's to 
accept referrals from chiropractors, and (3) prohibiting chiropractors from 
using hospital diagnostic laboratory and radiological facilities, among other 
things. 

In 1987. the AMA was found guUty of illegal conspiracy: the 
AMA's anti-quackery activity was in violation of U.S. antitrust laws, yet 
restrictions on chiropractic scope of practice kid reimbursement remain in 
place. (B levins 1995: 19) 

After a long period of struggling to be validated by the mainstream medical and lay 

cultures, chiropractic has been accepted by many physicians and health care seekers as a 

valuable and efficacious health care modality. Several benchmarks suggest this to be the 

case, including the Eisenberg and colleagues study (1998) which indicated that more visits 

to chiropractors occurred than any other alternative treatment modality. Additionally, a 

recent nationwide study indicated that of the 67 % of HMOs providing some coverage of 

alternative modalities, chiropractic is the most frequently offered modality (Landmark 

Healthcare. Inc. 1999). Most HMOs who were polled indicated that they had been 

covering chiropractic care for five to six years. A persuasive indication that chiropractic 

has been integrated into the mainstream is the response by 5 % of the HMOs that 

chiropractic is not considered to be an "alternative" modality (ibid). This sentiment has 
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been echoed by a number of people I have interviewed. This especially seems to be the 

case with people in the younger age ranges, late teens and twenties, who have been more 

exposed to the presence of chiropractors and chiropractic care than older generations. As 

Kristin, a twenty year-old, white college student, stated. "I never thought of chiropractic 

as alternative. 1 grew up with it." 

It is useful to note that attempts by practitioners to validate chiropractic have 

employed many elements of the biomedical model itself, in terms of professionalism, the 

use of science to bolster legitimacy, and the expectation of upward socioeconomic 

mobility (Baer 1996). Other modalities, such as naturopathy and acupuncture, may also 

follow this pathway as they become more mainstreamed. Historically, in chiropractic. Baer 

discusses how the lower classes looked toward chiropractic as a career. Chiropractic, as a 

professionalized heterodox medical system, was able to hold out the promise of the 

•Ajnerican dream, specifically "improved social mobility for thousands of lower-middle 

class and working-class individuals, particularly white males who. due to structural 

barriers, were denied access to careers in biomedicine" (ibid: 31). Baer discusses some of 

the parallels between chiropractic and biomedicine by pointing out that chiropractic has 

adopted many of the appearances and symbols of biomedicine in the legitimization and 

professionalization process (Baer 1996). This observation has been also been made by 

Anderson, a medical anthropologist and trained chiropractor: 

From the start, a certain amount of acculturation to biomedicine took 
place. By law. chiropractors could not adopt important aspects of medicine 
such as prescribing drugs and performing surgeries. However, where the 
law permitted, many did leam to use such medical techniques as x-ray 
imaging and the practice of physical therapy. The most obvious 
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borrowings, however, were of purely symbolic importance. Imitation of 
medical doctors was apparent as they adopted: 

• The title of doctor 
• The architecture of a doctor's office 
• Appointment books and receptionists 
• The physician's white clinic coat 
• The stethoscope. (Anderson 1996: 289) 

This pattern has placed chiropractic in a position of both alignment with and 

ditferentiation from biomedicine (Anderson 1996). While the similarities in philosophy and 

practice (physical orientation, use of biomedical technology, etc.) make chiropractic quite 

amenable to integration with biomedicine, there are some profound ideological differences 

that constitute a major challenge for integration. One is the chiropractic philosophy that 

surgery and pharmaceutical drugs should be avoided (but not altogether discounted, 

leaving a narrow area for compromise). The other significant area of contestation involves 

vaccinations. Many, but not all, chiropractors prescribe to the ideology that vaccinations 

are unnecessary and even harmllil. Anderson describes what he terms the "chiropractic 

EM" (e.xplanatory model): 

Not only is an adjustment to the spine believed to cure backache. 
but it is also believed by some to strengthen the immune system. Many 
chiropractors argue that it provides a stronger, more reliable immunization 
against infections than does a vaccine. The EM in this way is used to justify 
hostility to vaccines, since chiropractic spinal adjustment is thought to be 
both completely effective and completely safe as an alternative form of 
prevention ... there is no evidence either for or against this chiropractic 
explanatory model. (Anderson 1996: 290) 

Anderson views this as a dilemma from his standpoint as a chiropractor and 

anthropologist by rhetorically asking: "What is the responsibility of an applied 

anthropologist who believes that vaccinations are highly important for children's health?" 
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(ibid: 292). Anti-vaccination stances extend beyond the arena of chiropractic as well. ^ 

Despite these impediments and areas of conflict regarding integration, to a 

significant e.xtent. the techniques adopted by chiropractors in professionalizing their 

modality have contributed to the relatively greater status of chiropractic, in comparison to 

other less-professionalized modalities (such as homeopathy, herbalism, etc.). In my 

investigation, the reproduction of wider social relations in medical pluralism is evident. 

especially as it relates to chiropractic, which is dominated by white, male, middle-class 

practitioners (Baer et al. 1997). For example. Dr. BCaplan Kaplan. DC.' who practices in 

Ithaca, graduated from the New York Chiropractic College, which she describes as a 

"male dominated institution." The ratio of males to females is almost 4:1. It is by 

observation that, in general, with the exception of massage therapy (which is more 

culturally marked as female), the more professionalized the complementary modality is. 

the more male-dominated it is. Dr. Kaplan shares her office with several other female 

chiropractors; she sees herself as trying to make inroads in a male profession: 

It's physically demanding - that's where part of the male aspect comes in. 
Certainly women can handle it - after all most massage therapists are 
women, but because it has a doctor's status, I think a lot of men are drawn 
to it. 

Another reason she felt that men were more represented had to do with the 

gendered dynamics of professional traming, "because it's easier for men to uproot and go 

4 Shortly after beginning the dissertation research., I discovered an "underground" network of a dozen mothers 
who were trying to avoid vaccinations for their children, for ideological and religious purposes (one woman 
was a Druid). Some of them forged documents to get their kids into school, and three made the five-hour drive 
to Connecticut to see a doctor who would administer vaccinations "homeopathically" and sign the school's 
forms. Many opposed thimerosal (a mercury compound) in the DPT shot. 
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to a chiropractic college and their spouses will follow, rather than vice versa."" I also met a 

female student. JiU, who was attending the chiropractic college and she reiterated Dr. 

Kaplan's sentiments and told me that the college "doesn't do anything extra to get women 

in. although there are a lot of people from different nationalities here." When 1 talked with 

admissions personnel at the chiropractic college, they almost apologetically told me that 

their gender ratios were actually better than many other chiropractic colleges and the 

ratios found in professional practice. This harkens back to the professionalization of 

medicine that took place in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries where women 

were overtly and obliquely pushed out of prestigious medical practice. 

Dr. Kaplan's perspectives on chiropractic as a modality reveal her attitude that 

although chiropractic may entail its own relations of domination regarding gender, it is 

more liberated from some of the institutional and ideological constraints of biomedicine. 

She describes chiropractic as a more holistic system well suited to addressing stress, both 

emotional and physical, and keeping the person in a state where they can use their own 

healing potential without the blockages of subluxations and muscle strain. She feels that 

biomedicine is appropriate in many circumstances: "biomedicine deals better when the 

stress has already reached a critical point - high blood pressure and those kinds of things, 

they have great drugs for those.'' She sympathizes with medical doctors who face the 

constraints of bureaucratized health care. 

Dr. K; I feel for the medical doctors, with the managed care syndrome. 
because they have been forced into shorter and shorter times with patients. 

5 A pseudonym. 
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Brooke: Do chiropractors have impingements like that, with health 
insurance companies wanting you to see more and more clients? 

Dr. K: No. what they do is that they undercut our fee so drastically that 
they try to encourage that. That's how they force that. I think a lot of 
people's perceptions of. say, a family practitioner, are that they make a lot 
of money, but they don't. They have a huge malpractice to cover. So we 
do get some constraints, but for the most part we ignore them and there are 
certain insurance companies we won't handle because they undercut our 
fees so desperately.^ But, I can survive on that... quality of life is more 
important and 1 have a good one. So I think chiropractors are choosing 
that way of life. Members of my family are both chiropractors and medical 
doctors. 1 gotta tell you, the chiropractors are looking a lot less stressed. 

Dr. Kaplan mentions the time pressures and differentials that affect both her 

practice and biomedical practice. Complementary therapies differ widely in the degree to 

which they are affected by time pressures, scheduling, and marketing. Some therapies. 

such as chiropractic, are more closely aligned with the time frameworks and pressures of 

biomedicine. With closely scheduled appointments and more clinical-looking surroundings. 

chiropractic may appear to adhere more closely to biomedical and mainstream cultural 

understandings and uses of time, although 1 maintain there are fundamental differences. 

As noted by Dr. Kaplan: 

I see people in twenty minute slots, and I'm generally running 5 to 10 
minutes behind, so I'm with them for about 20-25 minutes and then they 
are in some other part of their therapy (heat. ice. etc.). but it depends 
what's going on .... I wouldn't want to see any more people than 1 do. 

1 asked Dr. Kaplan. "If this was a perfect world and you could choose how much 

time you ideally could spend with clients, how much would that be?' She responded: 

-5 The fee for an office visit is S30. a price that is typical among a wide range of chiropractors in the region. 



Ideally, I would probably like it to be a little more spacious, a half-hour to 
forty-five minutes, but a lot of people really don't need that much time. 
And other people really need an hour, and there are times when I'll just be 
with someone for an hour. 
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To my question, "In chiropractic, is there any philosophy about the amount of time 

required for healing?" Dr. Kaplan replied: 

It really varies according to kind of damage or injury, but they go under 
different headings according to the type of cervical strain or injury it is 
... and it seriously depends on age, general health, whether it's acute or 
chronic, all of those things. For most injuries I see here, I form an opinion 
the first day, and by the time I see them the next time, I have a good idea of 
what's going on-- I have a diagnosis in mind, sometimes three or four of 
them. And if one doesn't pan out, then I go to the next likely thing. 
Generally, for most conditions I see, I'll treat them for two weeks and then 
reevaluate in my own mind where they are ... and then I have folks like you, 
who are generally in good shape, but are fast movers, doing a lot of things, 
driving a lot -- it kinds of wreaks havoc with the structures in your back. I 
see a lot of folks who are in academia or are grad students, they are real 
maintenance kinds of people, writing their dissertations and stuff, they 
probably need to get adjusted once a month.7 

With an average of20 minutes allotted for appointments, Dr. Kaplan does 

feel the pressures of close scheduling, although that does not inhibit her from 

developing relationships with her clients. She typically schedules clients in time 

clusters, often arranging to treat them 2 or 3 times in the first several weeks, then 

giving her a window to further diagnose what the best course of therapy might be. 

This is a different scenario from the typical biomedical encounter, often a one-time 

occurrence, which is usually less than half of the 20 minute chiropractic time slot. 

7 In my discussions with Dr. Kaplan over a six month period she told me that in the 10 years she's been 
practicing, about 20% of her clients have been stressed-out and structurally impaired dissertation students (like 
myselfl). 

-------------------------
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In reflecting on her experiences of time in various complementary therapies, one 

health seeker, a student from my cultural anthropology class who is a client of Dr. 

Kaplan, had this to say; 

When I get treatments like chiropractic and acupuncture it's a different 
sense of time I feel, especially when my chiropractor puts the hot and cold 
packs on me and lets me lay with them for 15 minutes and I can just drift 
otT... it's relaxing to go there [to the chiropractor] - I feel good when I 
leave (Kim). 

Dr. Kaplan integrates into her treatments a space for "down time." where clients 

lay in a darkened room, often surrounded by music, while supported by soothing ice or 

heat packs for about 15 minutes. Dr. Kaplan reflected on the importance of this part of her 

treatments: 

I think that when people don't actually have the time, that's one thing, but 
when they have the time for a little heat or ice. depending on what they 
need — or electrical "stim" if they are in a bad way - and they just get that 
kind of airy time and space to let their bodies touch base with the fact that 
they actually have a need for care. I love that. I think a lot of people feel 
like they are taking care of themselves more than if you go to a doctor, to a 
medical doctor, where they just might feel like they are dealing with a 
problem. 

The concept of time and its investigation is important in assessing integrative 

health paradigms from both seekers and practitioners' perspectives. Not only do many 

stress-related illnesses emanate from people's time pressures, time is also an important 

element in practitioners' practices. Many agree that there are severe time constraints in 

biomedicine. v^ith powerful institutions such as HMOs creating more demands. Relating 

this back to the local context of Ithaca, how will allopathic doctors work within the 

framework of the Wellness Center and not be impinged by time-money constraints? Will 
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services at IICWC not be covered by mainstream insurances? How will people pay for 

their visits'? If IICWC provides compensation for low income clients, then use may be 

ti-equent - how will that constrain practitioners' time with their clients? Modalities like 

chiropractic are already feeling this "crunch" on time and the tension it creates between 

modality philosophy and the realities of health care delivery. 

From this discussion it is evident that chiropractic is in many ways at the forefront 

of integration with biomedicine in its scope and manner of practice, despite having a quite 

different epistemology of illness (particularly subluxations and their implications for 

health). Chiropractic is similar to biomedicine in its professionalized status, which is 

accompanied by the politics of social relations, especially gender and ethnicity. This 

modality still provides an example for other practitioners to think about the process of 

professionalizing an alternative modality and negotiating the many politics of American 

health care, while trying to envision and create possibilities for integrative medicine. 

From this example, we move to a quite different modality and examine how 

herbalism is conceptualized, described, and practiced in the Ithaca area. Here too. the 

salient politics of authority, epistemological differences, status, marketing, and social 

relations manifest. Whereas chiropractors are already in a professionalized field (and 

therefore automaticaUy have licensure and professional liability insurance), herbalists in 

Ithaca are not. putting them in a more marginalized position in many ways when it comes 

to inclusion at the Wellness Center. IICWC's advisory board wants practitioners at the 

Center to have liability insurance. Other sociocultural dynamics revealed by an analysis of 

local, grassroots, commimity oriented herbalists are that they are mostly female, they are 
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not professionalized, and some of tiiem are actively resisting the commodification of health 

care pervading the CAM realms by giving away their services for free, or only selling their 

herbal products in the local cooperative markets. 

Herbalism: Unprofessionalized Practitioners in the Grassroots of Ithaca 

Clearly, the category "herbalism" indexes a plethora of non-western and western 

cultural models, practices, and practitioners. In this section. I first describe some of the 

eclectic epistemo logical foundations of American herbal practice and then move to a 

discussion of the manner in which Ithaca herbalists are rooted in the alternative ideologies 

of the local culture. All healing systems around the globe incorporate the use of plant 

materials to deal with sickness and enhance health, well-being and spirituality. 

Funhermore. "the use of herbs by the peoples of the Americas, Europe, Africa, the Middle 

and Far East, the Pacific Islands, and other regions is specific to each society and 

paradigm. For e.xample, contemporary Western scientists have been restricted until 

recently by the Western mechanistic premises of biology and physics" (Meserole 1996: 

ill). Despite the cross-cultural variations. Meserole concludes that all herbal traditions 

share some fundamental themes, such as optimizing health, treating the whole person, 

individualized treatments depending on constitutional characteristics, treating the root 

cause of the problem, and inclusion of wider concepts such as community and cosmos. 

These themes have important reverberations in both the integrative health movement and 

in Ithaca. 

While I have encountered many kinds of herbalists in central New York, with 

several women self-identifying as ''Celtic spiritual herbalists" working in a "wise-woman" 
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tradition, most practitioners follow what I would term an eclectic tradition. Eclectic 

herbalism incorporates a number of cross-cultural botanical remedies and approaches, 

from Chinese medicine, Ayurveda, and Native American herbal traditions, to western-

based schools ofthought (e.g., Hippocratic) and paradigms (e.g., evidence-based efficacy 

studies). Shawn Tubridy and Heather Bretz, owners ofBee Well Herbal Consultancy in 

Ithaca, epitomize the eclectic nature of American herbalism. Heather told me that ''when 

someone says they are an herbalist, it can mean a lot of things. Some feel that one 

approach is the way to go, but we like to combine different approaches." They describe 

their practice ofherbalism as ''the 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8" approach. The numbers stand for: 

1: Western medicine with its particularistic approach 
2: The dualistic (and synergistic) yin and yang of Chinese taoist philosophy 
3: The Indian tripartite body type model of Ayuiveda (called doshas - vata, pitta, 

kapha) 
4: Native American conceptions of 4 seasons and directions 
5: Five element theory of the Tibetan and Chinese medicines (wood, fire, earth, 

metal, water) 
8: Chinese 8 element theory ofhot/cold, damp/dry .... 8 

While these all index extensive bodies ofknowledge from various cultural 

traditions, Shawn and Heather note that there is significant overlap and mutual 

reinforcement. For example, the Native American four-direction philosophy and the 

Chinese five element theory have many correspondences. ''Native American and Chinese 

medicine associate similar organs with the seasons and emotions -- with the liver being 

associated with anger. For both, spring is the time to cleanse the liver" (Shawn). Shawn 

8 Some scholars have described 8 principle theory as "a structure that organizes disease into eight essentials: 
cold, hot, interior, exterior, vacuity, repletion, evil qi, right qi (Bensky & Barolet.J 990)" (Ergil 1996: 203). 
This model was developed "to create a formal diagnostic structure for herbs that co~Id' be conceptually 
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feels that healing is as much about lifestyle and nutritional changes as it is about using 

herbs to promote health, and all of these aspects should be synchronized with specific 

health supports (e.g., herbal tonics) throughout different seasons. If fact, a number of 

other herbalists and Chinese medicine practitioners have also stressed to me the idea that 

healing needs to be synchronized with the "natural rhythms of the earth" and the seasons. 

In the summer. Shawn recommends that people should focus on strengthening and 

tonilying the heart and stomach, fall the lungs, and winter the kidneys. 

The model of tonification indexes the emphasis on preventative wellness care by 

local herbalists. The preventative paradigm is one that distinguishes many complementary 

modalities from biomedical treatments, which are often geared towards triage. 

symptomatic relief, and curing the outer manifestation of ill health, versus the underlying 

cause. Heather feels that preventative health care is difficult to inculcate in American 

health care. She offered the analogy of an oil light in a car to highlight how many 

•Ajnericans deal with health care problems - "people unscrew the light when it comes on. 

to get rid of the symptom, rather than deal with the underlying cause, the car needing 

more oil." With this example. Heather is not only noting that our heahh care system 

focuses on treatment rather than prevention, she is also making the astute observation that 

we often treat our machines better than our bodies. 

Shawn describes striving for wellness as "a constant process, where there are times 

that you're more on top of it and other times, you slip a little." Instead of being a linear 

integrated with ideas already in use for acupuncture. Today this formal structure is applied both to acupuncture 
and to herbal medicine" (ibid: 203). 
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route, healing and wellness are processual and may entail many twists and turns on the 

winding pathways to wellness. In their herbal consultations which form the core of their 

practice, they stress that "we aren't here to judge, and the advice we might offer could be 

about damage control - for smoking, stressful situations - and other things that people do 

that they might not be able to give up, but they want to manage and reduce the harmfiil 

effects." 

In contrast with chiropractic, herbal practitioners in America can span the gamut 

of being professional herbalists to lay practitioners, with varying gradations in-between, 

although there is no licensing or standardization per se in the field of herbal medicine 

(there are. however, nationally recognized organizations one can join, such as the 

.•\merican Herbalists Guild). In Ithaca, none of the herbalists I encountered would describe 

themselves as "professionals" because of the institutional ideologies and bureaucratization 

that word conveys to them. The majority of herbalists in Ithaca are women, with the 

exception of the equal representation by men in traditional Chinese medicine, which 

incorporates many herbal remedies. There are only a few local herbalists who make their 

primary living through herbalism, and they usually combine herbal consultations with 

teaching herbal classes and making and selling herbal preparations (such as Becca Harber 

and 7Song in Ithaca). Most herbalists have other sources of income; they practice and 

teach herbalism as a side-line, such as Shawn and Heather. 

Shawn and Heather promote their business as a "^voman owned and operated 

business" and they could be grouped with the "wise woman" herbal traditions of 

Rosemary Gladstar and Susun Weed, who espouse feminine cultural norms as a basis to 
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explore and practice herbalism (Weed 1989). They, like many other practitioners in Ithaca, 

having a sliding scale for their fee. with a minimum of zero and a maximum of $60 for 

their consultations, which are done in people's homes and usually last several hours. They 

prefer to be in people's homes for consultations so they can gain an understanding about 

how people live, what they eat. their personality, what's in their medicine cabinets, and 

who their social support system is (for this information, they ask in consultations, ""who do 

you depend on?'). 

They also are wary of "marketing" their consultations, and have decided not to do 

products, thus consciously limiting their potential to practice full time (they need "day 

jobs" to secure their primary income). 

Heather: I don't really know how much money we would make off of 
products anyway. 

Shawn; One of the things that we decided early on is that Bee Well is not 
money based, it's not what supports us - I mean, it's partly we didn't give 
up our day jobs because of that - but also we don't want to have to rely on 
it. to be tainted, but this way it's more like icing on the cake, or maybe 
some sugar to put in the cake. And I don't ever want to turn anyone away 
because they can't afford it. 

Heather: It's so not what we are about. 

Shawn: And that's our philosophy, we'll treat people for free, or barter. 
maybe for a massage, some reflexology, or whatever the person might have 
to offer. 

Heather: And it may turn out that we can quit our other jobs and just do 
Bee Well. It's funny, someone asked me the other day, 'isn't there a lot of 
competition in Ithaca, for herbalism?' I was like - huh? - there are a lot of 
great herbalists in town, and there's a lot of collaboration as herbalists, but 
we're not competing with them. It never even crossed my mind before he 
said that to me. Plus herbalists in Ithaca do practice pretty differently, and 
people like 7Song and Becca Harber both do tinctures, so we wouldn't 
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want to compete with them, and they figured it out a long time ago who 
was going to sell which tincture and they worked it out. 

Shawn: And we could do dried herbs, but it's so much work just keeping 
ourselves supplied in dried herbs. 

Heather: Yeah, we'd rather teach people how to get their own herbs. 

In their in-home consukations. they teach people to learn about and use the herbs 

that grow in their own yards - the "free medicine" at the doorstep. Heather teels that what 

people need is right there in their own environments. Shawn and Heather consider that to 

be an important part of self-empowerment - to value what's around people and stress the 

power of intuition — in a marketplace that pushes or pulls people in various directions. 

A typical consultation for Shawn and Heather might last more than two hours; 

they take a complete health history of the person, including asking questions about when 

problems started, what people's emotional states and childhood experiences were, and 

their food preferences and cravings. They also try to understand something about the daily 

routines and personalities of their clients by talking about a typical day and favorite books 

and movies. They certainly are engaging in constitutional typing, which they have learned 

through the study of Ayurveda. Chinese medicine, homeopathy, and their own e.xperiences 

doing consultations and teaching others about herbalism. 

With regard to teaching herbalism to others, the apprenticeship model is adopted 

by both the part-time and full-time herbalists. The more abbreviated form of this is the 

weekend workshop, which Shawn and Heather, and many of the other herbalists in the 

area, conduct for a nominal fee (free to $30+ ). There are two major sources for long-term 

herbal apprenticeships in central New York, Tina Finnej^frock (a Cekic spiritual and 
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''wise-woman" herbalist) and 7Song (he is a clinical "eclectic" herbalist and director of the 

Northeast School ofBotanical Medicinet They offer 6 month to one year (and more) 

intensive full-time apprenticeships, and shorter day-long and week-end workshops and 

classes. In 1996, I began a course of study with Patty Hirsch, who had apprenticed with 

Tina and then began teaching her own herbal classes (on a part-time basis, as she had 

other full-time employment). Granted, taking a series of weekend workshops is not quite 

the same as a long term, personalized apprenticeship, but I noted that in Patty's classes 

(which spanned one day to three weeks), over the course of a year, many of the same 

people attended, giving the impression of a group of inductees, together learning the 

practice and lore of contemporary American herbalism, which of course is centuries old 

and went through a period of definition and standardization in the nineteenth century with 

Samuel Thompson's eclectic herbalism and botanical societies (discussed in chapter one). 

Patty's genre ofherbalism is eclectic and draws on a number of cultural traditions, 

including elements from Hippocratic humoral theories of balance, natural healing 

movements of the 191h century (i.e., Thompsonian herbalism), Chinese medicine and its 

"polypharmaceutical approach," Ayurvedic medicine, Tibetan medicine ("which uses a lot 

of rare and unique plants in a humoral and spiritual approach"), and Native American 

herbalism, which "forms the basis of my tradition." Patty not only apprenticed with Tina, 

she also studied with several Native American herbalists (Iroquois) from the local 

reservations (Oneida and Onondaga). 

In Patty's classes, the body ofknowledge and practice she teaches requires 

9 More information on 7Song and his herbalism programs can be found at <www.7song.com/>. 

http://www.7song.com/
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participants to adopt new vocabularies and some new models of health care. Students 

need to learn not only different kinds of herbs and how to identify them in ''wildcrafting"10 

(harvesting non-cultivated herbs), but glossaries of therapeutic action as well (see Table 

3), representing more of a Western perspective on efficacy. 

Table 3: Sample Glossary of Therapeutic Action 

Adaptogenic: decreases harmful effects and promotes bodily regulation 
Anodyne: reduces pain 
Cholagogue: stimulates bile flow 
Demulcent: soothes and reduces irritation 
Diaphoretic: increases perspiration 
Emetic: causes vomiting 
N ervine: calms the nerves and restores the nervous system 
Vulnerary: stimulates healing of wounds to minimize scarring 

Specific models for combining herbs are explained by Patty as well, especially as 

they relate to tinctures, or herbal preparations made from soaking herbs in alcohol (or 

glycerin) for six weeks to extract and preserve the salubrious properties. In addition to 

advice such as "the new moon is good for tincturing roots," Patty employs triangle 

diagrams to convey the importance of having a "balanced" formula. The three points of 

the triangle represent: 

10 Shawn and Heather, while noting that herbalists in Ithaca often work cooperatively, also mentioned the 
"rules" ofwildcrafting which some herbalists might violate, those rules being, only take what you need, never 
more than one-third of what's there, and be aware of stresses to the environment (chemicals, development, 
etc.) that may indicate not harvesting in that area. Heather said some herbalists-- if they find a good "cache"-
may be tempted to take more, not leaving enough for the next person who comes along. For some of these 
reasons, she said that herbalists sometimes guard the places they wildcraft in to assure continued use. Plus, she 
said there is the issue of the herbalists not being centrally organized to better plan use strategies of the wild 
areas so all the herbalists can get what they need. I suggested a local herbalists guild could facilitate this kind of 
activity if that's what people wanted to participate in. 
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1. Specifics: which should comprise at least 50% of the formula, and ideally about 70-
80%; these are the specific herbs that target a particular condition or bodily 
dysfunction (for example, mullein and coltsfoot for respiratory problems would be 
included here); 

2. Demulcents: comprising 15-20% of the preparation, are to soothe the body, such as 
mallow root; this category may also contain ""nutritives" or herbs like nettles that 
contain many nutrients; 

3. Catalysts: contributing 10-15% of the whole, aim to activate the preparation, 
perhaps through the action of a "hot" herb, such as garlic, ginger, or cayenne. 

The combination of these constituents produces a balanced formula, which may be 

made by following the tripartite model just explained, or it can be prepared by 

superimposing triangles for formulas with many herbs, in order to assure the proper 

balances of the final tincture. Patty also explained, "Another way to think about the 

importance of balance in the herbal preparations is to picture a triangle - the three 

processes that are being balanced include eliminating' at one point, "neutralizing" at the 

second, and "building" at the third." 

The notion of balance in herbal formulas, which promotes balance in the body, is 

also reflected in relationships to the natural world. Herbal preventative medicine focuses 

on tonification by seasonality, as mentioned before regarding Shawn and Heather's 

practice. For example, "the liver should be tonified in the spring to focus on the blood and 

building."" It seems that many of these ideas are an amalgam of both Eastern (i.e., Chinese) 

and Western (Hippocrates, etc.) philosophies. As Patty explained it. "ihe liver is the seat 

of life and the house of our soul. It's the largest organ in the body in charge of 

detoxification - it performs over 500 different functions in the body. The word for the 

organ comes from the Anglo-Saxon word 'to live.'" 
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Patty's herbal tradition is not simply about matching herbs with health conditions 

(which would represent more of a particularistic biomedical ideology), but it indexes a 

host of epistemological foundations which emphasize spirituality, connection, and 

empowerment. In a flier for one of her summer classes, taught in part at SUNY. 

Morrisville. and the rest at her house and in the woods and fields, it stated: "The approach 

to herbalism in this class will be based on relationships - the relationship between you and 

plants, between plants and our planet, and the relationship between you and our planet." 

This tvpe of approach - relational - fits in with recent feminist scholarship that discusses 

the .^erican cultural norms of'"women's culture" as being relationship oriented (Ward 

1999). 

For Patty, empowerment comes fi-om the idea that people do not need to be 

beholden to the mainstream "experts'" and for-profit medical system when it comes to 

health and wellness - "people can learn to make and use their own herbal medicines that 

are tailored to their specific pathway of wellness." This theme is also found in the work of 

Shawn and Heather. Heather stated, "We really believe in personal empowerment... in 

our culture everyone looks at the doctor as the expert but you are the expert of your body 

... we need to empower ourselves, our culture has really taken that away fi-om us," a 

statement with definite gendered implications for the female body (Ehrenreich & English 

1978; Sherwin 1998). 

Part of the appeal of herbalism for Shawn and Heather is that they can teach 

people to harvest herbs themselves with common plants nearby, such as St. Johnswort. 

nettles, coltsfoot, and mullein. "That's why the drug companies don't like us. because we 
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can teach people inexpensive self-care" (Shawn), an ideology that certainly harkens back 

to the goals of Samuel Thomspon to democratize healing and teach people how to use 

common herbs for healing. For Shawn and Heather, this type of empowerment is based in 

a commitment to community as well. Shawn serves on the board of the Ithaca Health 

Fund, the innovative health assurance plan started by Paul Glover (and reviewed in chapter 

two), and she sees her involvement in these health care arenas as empowering the entire 

community. 

Many other practitioners have also supported the Health Fund with great 

enthusiasm, evidenced by the fact that over 130 of them have offered to be part of the 

Health Fund system by providing discounts and free visits for Health Fund Members. 

Todd Stein, a chiropractor in Ithaca, stated "I'm excited by the whole prospect. It's one of 

the only things I've seen like it in the world. I'm excited to be involved in the forefront" 

(Katz 1997: 7). Larry Wallace, a holistically oriented optometrist who has practiced in 

Ithaca for 20 years, commented 

If you look at what's happening in health care today, it's all being 
driven by corporations. Health insurance companies are dictating the whole 
health-care system. They're deciding who pays, how much you should get 
paid, what services you have access to. Freedom of choice is being taken 
away by managed care. The Ithaca Health Fund is offering an alternative to 
that and I think health providers should take a look at this because they're 
all being squeezed by the system, (ibid: 8) 

Shawn and Heather exemplify the alternative ethos of Ithaca, in politics. 

economics, and healing, through their work as herbalists and participation in community 

groups such as the Ithaca Health Fund. Another Ithaca-based herbalist, quite well known 

throughout the region, also resonates with the unique culture of Ithaca in the practice of 
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what he calls "guerrilla medicine." His name is 7Song, and when you ask how he got that 

name, he will provide you with any number of mythical and real reasons he acquired it. He 

likes to mystify people that way. On the Ithaca Health Fund. 7Song commented, "while I 

haven't attended meetings lately. I am a believer in the Ithaca Health Fund system, 

although I feel we may not be able to acquire the capital that would make it a viable 

option to a wary public ... 1 hope the Ithaca Health Fund can bring some coherence to the 

disparate state of "alternative" health practitioning here in Ithaca. A practitioner's alliance. 

Communication - and affordable health care." 

7Song and his students (Shawn and Heather among them) seem to be a locus of 

herbal information, products, and instruction. From TSong's perspective, "herbalism is the 

oldest medicine on earth, except for hands-on healing." 7Song is an energetic and 

charismatic person, with long flowing brown hair. Many people assume him to be Native 

/American, but he is a self-proclaimed "Russian Jew." He calls himself a "clinical herbalist 

focusing on men's health, long-term constitutional health care, trauma care, and first aid" 

who aims to "train community-minded herbalists and bring herbal medicine back into 

everyday health care" (Northeast School of Botanical Medicine flier). He does do some 

clinical consultations, about a dozen a month (which come to him work of mouth, as he 

does not advertise), and he charges according to a sliding fee based on "what people can 

pay - I'm going to ask a college professor to pay $40 or $50 dollars, and other people. I 

won't ask anything if they can't afford it." 

7Song's focus is his school which is based on apprenticeship. One of the 

apprenticeship programs he runs out of his school is titled "Advanced Western Clinical 
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Herbalism Program: Continuing Education for Practicing Herbalists" and is described as 

follows: 

This program presents an opportunity for practicing herbalists to broaden 
and hone their skills in clinical herbalism. Clinical herbalism as defined here 
pertains to understanding a client's physiological and energetic 
constitution/body type as seen through the lens of various diagnostic 
disciplines including Western herbalism, Ayurveda, Traditional Chinese 
medicine. Eclectic medicine, and allopathy. (Northeast School of Botanical 
Medicine flier) 

7Song"s understanding of herbalism is eclectic, like Patty's, although 7Song places 

more emphasis on having a solid knowledge base in allopathy and biomedicine to create a 

truly integrative and beneficial practice, with a twist, however. He stated. "I work with all 

different kinds of people in my life. I definitely work with the medical profession, as they 

call themselves. I call them the "alternative health care movement,' and 1 call myself the 

traditional health care movement." Mainstream he is not. An Ithacan he certainly is. His 

ethics revolve around promoting community and individual empowerment, and criticizing 

the hierarchical American social structure and the disempowering nature of the political 

economy of health care in America. In keeping with the other local herbalists, such as 

Shawn and Heather. 7Song emphasizes the potential of herbalism to help people take back 

control of their own health and make and use their own medicines. Overall. 7Song could 

be described as an activist for social and ecological change to improve personal, social, 

and planetary health. It is no coincidence that he is a finend of Patch Adams. 

When he's not apprenticing with students through his school, he goes on the road, 

"spreading the wyrd of hyrbs. Traveling around and teaching herbal medicine both excites 

and worries me about the way it is currently used, really the same as conventional drugs 
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often without a holistic outlook - without a consideration of what the deeper problem is." 

On the mass popular interest in herbalism. 7Song commented, 

because herbal medicine is extremely "hot' right now means that herbal 
medicine is extremely misused and maligned and overused by the medical 
and mainstream establishments ... people are pushing products so they can 
make a lot of money ... when something becomes popular, people are 
looking to make their million bucks. 

7Song does make and distribute herbal products, mostly tinctures, which he sells at 

Greenstar. one of the local health food cooperatives, and at craft fairs. "I am not a retaUer 

of nature .. but a large part of it [selling his products] is advertising [for the school] and 

it's llin. and it's encouragement, and it's local. If I could be there. I would sell it 

evervAvhere ..." He stresses the importance of the personal connection with people to 

more effectively raise their awareness about herbs and to educate people to not just take 

echinacea or St. Johnswort because they read or heard something about it in the media. He 

likes to challenge people to learn more so that the best remedies can be tailored to their 

particular bodies and health conditions.7Song also e.xpressed the sentiment that that the 

school is more of his "spiritual mission" than the herbal products, and as long as he 

follows that, the universe will support him. 

TSong and I have had a number of conversations about the marketing of herbs in 

America. 1 find his perspectives on "standardization" illuminating of the ftindamental 

underlying differences between herbalists' perspectives and those found in mainstream 

American culture (driven by science, marketing, and particularistic ideologies that do not 

acknowledge concepts of synergy and holism). "Standardized" is now a catchword on 

labels for herbs, indicating that the "active compoimd/s" have been isolated, measured, and 
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added back into the herb in pre-set dosages, leading to a "standardized product" with 

presumably the same efficacy potential in each dose. It sure sounds like the "American 

way" and the McDonaldization of the herb industry, which is regulated by the FDA. 

According to 7Song. 

The problem is that you have an overwhelming market of poor quality 
herbs [e.g.. old. improperly harvested and dried, tainted with pesticides, 
etc.]. When you have everybody selling St. Johnswort... they try to take 
as much [of the herbs] as possible to make money, versus folks like myself 
[who grow and harvest more careftilly]. The economy is not about having 
optimum herbs. 

He likens the process to standardization of nicotine in tobacco to "take out what 

you think is the active component, smash the tobacco altogether, and add the nicotine all 

back - that makes standardization." Hence, a poor quality herb that has been standardized 

with a chemical compound is more like an herbal-pharmaceutical hybrid. 7Song 

recommends if people are going to do this, they might as well just buy a pharmaceutical, 

because at least they have perfected the process of isolating and concentrating 

compounds, so one can be relatively confident they are getting a quality product. 

7Song also does not agree with the underlying rationale of standardization -

specifically the idea that there are only one or two "active components" in the herbs that 

cause them to work. "Philosophically. I don't like it because you can't pick a standardized 

plant." In his interpretation, not only does standardization throw off the balance of the 

herb, "more often than not it just plain doesn't work." 7Song said this discounts the 

importance of the "synergy" of the total herb. He also critiques the use of chemicals such 

as ethanol and formaldehyde standardization processes. However, he noted that 



sometimes there are exceptions that may require some type of standardization: 

The one time I tend to use standardized, and it's common among 
herbalists, is sometimes with milk thistle. Some of the people that I see 
have kind of advanced liver problems- hepatitis C-it's always advanced. 
One guy is 45 years old, he's been clean for years from using needles, but 
he had a lot of time to lose a lot ofliver cells. The milk thistle seed will 
work, but I'm just trying to figure out the best way to extract it ... But I 
don't really like standardization and often it's just incorrect. 
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Regarding the trends towards an integrative medicine in America, where and how 

does herbalism fit it? From the herbalists' perspectives, they are already practicing in 

integrative ways through their eclecticism and willingness to work with other community 

based-healers and even biomedical professionals, as 7Song does. Are the politics of 

community herbalists too radical for the Wellness Center, where allopathic practitioners 

are being courted too? ?Song's brand ofherbalism is integrative in its combination of 

many different philosophies and traditions, including that of western science, so there are 

junctures for inclusion. Someone like 7Song, however, would probably never go down of 

the road of increased routinization and bureaucratization by trying to become more 

legitimized through purchasing malpractice and professional liability insurance. In 

pondering the potential for community-based herbalism to be a significant factor in 

contemporary mainstream integrative medicine, it is clear that there are a number of 

ideologies and models, which I learned about from Patty, 7Song, and other local 

herbalists, that become diluted or left out altogether when pulled into the context of the 

American mainstream. 11 

11 Of course, I suppose one could argue that the eclectic herbalists engage in a "dilution" process of their 
own through the combination of various cross-cultural philosophies ofherbalism. 
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For example, herbal books available in bookstores and supermarkets for the most 

part list herbs, their Latin names, known properties, and what they may be used to treat. 

At Wegman's. the local grocery store. I often peruse the check-out area ~ that 

illuminating barometer of pop-culture - to monitor the publications on health. The latest 

title ~ positioned next to the lighters, pore-strips, and other last minute items - is How to 

Be a Herbal Healer (Dewey 1998). The pocket-sized book covers some superficial tips on 

buying, storing, and growing herbs. In the section titled. "Using Your Medicinal Bounty." 

the author explains tincture making in a very "how-to" fashion - mix herbs with alcohol 

and let it sit. then use. There is no underpinning ideology of how to combine herbs using 

the charts and models I learned from Patty. 

Additionally, these sources usually employ a one-to-one matching exercise of 

sickness to remedy, without any consideration of constitutional or seasonal variations 

(stressed by all local herbalists in my research). The pop-culture herbal books do not 

include the extensive epistemological frameworks presented by the herbalists I have 

interviewed and studied with. For the majority of the American public, however, they are 

learning "herbalism" from these pocket-sized grocery store books and through media 

snippets and sound bites on the evening news, such as "echinacea enhances immune 

function!" 

The effects of herbs on the body can be scientifically proven, and it seems that this 

is a major scientific criterion which is being employed to validate herbs, and then market 

them to consumers (one only needs to notice the ubiquitous "scientifically proven" credo 

on many herbal product labels to confirm this, which is also juxtaposed with statements of 
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the product being "ail natural"). From this vantage point, talcing an herb for a specific 

health problem because of its proven efiScacy does fit in well with the pharmaceutical 

cultural model. After all. many prescription drugs do trace their lineages to whole herbs 

and their "active compounds." Herbs also represent a significant potential to generate new-

products, markets, and profits. For all of these reasons, herbalism has been one of the 

modalities at the forefi"ont of integrative trends in America. However, the kind of 

herbalism I learned about fi-om local herbal practitioners, with its emphasis on eco-

spirituality and empowerment (with explicit female-centered overtones), is not what 1 have 

witnessed in mainstream American culture, where herbal products have been 

commercialized, regulated, and advertised as "magic bullets" for the many ills of .American 

health care seekers. Herbs will continue to be incorporated into the mass popular and 

professional trends in complementary and integrative medicine. The models and 

motivations of legitimization non-biomedical therapies to be used by biomedicine and the 

mainstream public continue to be driven by hegemonic institutions and forces in America, 

namely science, capitalism and the search tor a quick fix in a culture that seems short on 

time and long on embodied imbalances. 

Conclusion 

This chapter has explored the arena of alternative, complementary, and integrative 

medicine from the vantage points of modalities and practitioners, with a focus on 

chiropractic and herbalism and what they reveal about the social relations and political 

economy of integrative health care in America, and in Ithaca. With so many modalities 

rising again to prominence in the popular culture, and being integrated in mainstream 
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medical practice, it will continue to be a usefiil and informative endeavor to study 

modalities, their philosophies and practices, and the similarities and differences between 

them. This will assist groups like Ithaca's Integrative Community Wellness Center identify 

areas of convergence and divergence between modalities; it also provides a basis to 

address cross-modality communication issues. 

The review of chiropractic in this chapter points out that it is not only the most 

widely used non-biomedical health system, it is also the modality with the most prestige 

and professionalism, and the highest degree of male dominance. Chiropractic's 

relationship with biomedicine is a complex one. where there are significant epistemological 

differences, but also similarities in the scope of practice (focusing on the physical body). 

There are problematic articulations with institutional forces such as HMOs and the 

restriction of time, and subsequently money, placed on both doctors of chiropractic and 

allopathic medicine. 

Chiropractors are in a licensed, mainstreamed modality. This places them in more 

of a position of inclusion by integrative centers, like IICWC. in contrast with other 

community healers who may not be licensed, credentialed. or covered by malpractice 

insurance, like the Ithaca herbalists. An examination of local, grassroots herbalism reveals 

many of these dynamics and shows how herbalism as an alternative/complementary 

therapy is not as bounded as chiropractic. Many herbalists practicing in Ithaca adopt 

integrative and eclectic epistemologies and practices which are constructed from Native 

-American, Chinese. Ayttrvedic, European, and American herbalism. The scope of 

philosophy and practice of herbalists such as Shawn and Heather is influenced by their 
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alternative local culture of Ithaca. This is reflected in some of their critiques of the social 

and economic relations of mainstream health care; in their case, they do not market herbal 

products to avoid being "tainted" (as Shawn described) by the dictates of economics. 

What they say they wish to do is empower people to achieve damage control of 

insalubrious practices, and to promote balance and wellness. They want to teach people to 

empower themselves by using "free medicines" at their doorstep and learning positive 

strategies for self-care. They also represent a long tradition of female herbalists and 

healers sharing their knowledge with community members. 

Comparing diverse modalities such as chiropractic and herbalism reveals many 

important issues that the Wellness Center is now grappling with. For example, how can 

diverse practitioners be integrated into a team approach to integrative medicine, when 

some are in professionalized and licensed modalities, including biomedicine. and others are 

not? If something went wrong, who would be held liable? The ne.xt chapter moves the 

analysis to examine these issues from the perspectives of those involved with the Wellness 

Center. It is more than just a story of negotiating the politics of integrative medicine, it is 

also a story that uniquely grows from the grassroots of Ithaca and the search for the 

possibilities of creating an equitable, holistic, and integrative wellness paradigm that pays 

heed to building the health of commimities in a revised economy of health care. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

BIRTH OF THE CENTER: 
ITHACA'S INTEGRATIVE COMMUNITY WELLNESS CENTER 

Our mission is to inspire and facilitate the physical, emotional, mental, and spiritual 
well being of ourselves, our community, and beyond. IICWC is committed to 
integrating healing options and offering training and education in a vast array of 
health modalities that empower the individual towards personal wellness and balance. 
— IICWC Mission Statement 

From 1996 to 2000.1 engaged In participant observation with a community group 

in Ithaca. NY. who formed to develop and implement an integrative Wellness Center that 

could otfer a range of wellness services, from "the technological to the tribal, from the 

botanical to the biosurgical" (Stephen Panebianco. MD. Board Member). This context 

provided a case study to examine how alternative and integrative health care ideas and 

models were being discussed and debated on a local level in Ithaca by practitioners and 

community members in the context of Wellness Center meetings. Anthropological 

perspectives are extremely relevant to this analysis for the contributions that can be made 

in understanding the broader contexts of medical pluralism, including integrative health 

care initiatives in other non-western settings. Also, the anthropological literature can assist 

in illustrating the manner in which local cukure and community impact and influence 

heahh initiatives by identifying the difBculties of defining "community." and highlighting 

the need for socioeconomicaily and culturally sensitive health care. 

Many group discussions at IICWC over the last three years have revolved around 

the possibilities of creating innovative, afifordable. accessible, and integrative health care, 

which would combine many philosophies and orientations to healing and wellness. In 
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addition to the possibilities of integrative health care explored by the Wellness Center 

group, the politics of healing in the social, economic, and legal realms also emerged as 

forces to be reckoned with. Some of the major stumbling blocks in the implementation of 

the Wellness Center have revolved around the American health care milieu which is 

perv aded by bureaucratization, state licensing mandates, legal malpractice issues, and 

hierarchical relations between health care modalities and practitioners (Baer et al. 1997). 

These issues are deeply rooted in American health care, as chapter one demonstrated. 

Baer. Singer, and Susser (1997), in their analysis of the political economy of health 

care, advocate the idea of critical praxis, associated with CMA (critical medical 

anthropology), which critiques globalized political economies of health care that 

disempower people. At the local level they advocate health activism in feminist health 

centers (Fritz 2000; Morgen 1986). mental health centers, gay and lesbian health 

initiatives, and in alternative healing centers (Singer 1998). Addressing the inadequacies of 

the current dominant health care system in America is a primary focus in CMA. One theme 

within the purview of CMA is to democratize health care with a socialist perspective, an 

idea not unfamiliar in a place like Ithaca with its grassroots alternative politics and 

practitioners of "guerrilla medicine" such as 7Song. My work with the Wellness Center 

resonates with the CMA approach because of the goal to develop more pluralistic and 

socioeconomically sensitive options for community based health care, in the context of 

critiquing the political and economic constraints on health care and wellness seeking in 

America. 

For most of the research period, Stephen (Steve) Panebianco. MD. acted as a 



group facilitator at Wellness Center meetings, after Cili Shannon, one of the early 

organizers, stepped down from that position to finish her degree at Cornell. Steve's role as 

facilitator also provided an opportunity for me to understand the desire by some physicians 

to explore medical pluralism, integration, and holism in health care (Davis-Floyd & St. 

John 1998). My role for the majority of the time was as a co-participant, oflfering 

suggestions, taking notes, and documenting the process. The documentation of how 

IICWC was planned and implemented as a model and the accompanying human stories 

and group processes, can facilitate other community-based wellness initiatives and, 

hopeflilly. influence future health care policy to be more sensitive to the major issues of 

concern to the Wellness Center group. 

Part of telling the Wellness Center story, both in this dissertation and beyond, 

involves discussing the group process, which has been punctuated with svinbols and rituals 

that reflect integration and holism in health care. Many of the symbols that were adopted 

to characterize the Wellness Center are naturalistic and organic, such as the use of 

waterfalls, versus the more scientific, technological and hierarchical symbols which 

pervade the culture of biomedical organizations (Katz 1999; Loustaunau & Sobo 1997: 

Lupton 1994). 

For the remainder of this chapter, 1 discuss how 1 met the group discussing a 

Wellness Center in Ithaca and what goals they were trying to accomplish and how these 

were situated in the local culture. I review the main areas of discussion at the earlier 

meetings and then follow a chronological trajectory which documents elements of group 

process and how the model of integrative wellness developed and changed over time. In 
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particular, the chapter highlights the challenges of creating alternative visions and models 

of health care and wellness within the context of American political economy and culture. 

Introductions 

The opportunity to become a participant observer with the Wellness Center group 

presented itself to me in the spring of 1997. A hypnotherapist, who had taught the 

hypnotherapy certification class 1 attended, mentioned that there was a group forming in 

the Ithaca area to discuss the possibility of starting an integrative healing center which 

would combine "the best of all possible healing choices." She knew of my research with 

complementary medicine and I was invited to come along with her to a July meeting and 

find out more about the "Holistic/Wellness Clinic Task Force." as it was called then. The 

inspiration for the "Task Force" came fi-om Margaret Lorenzen, a retired holistic nurse 

who ran a bed and breakfast not far from Ithaca. Margaret was surprised that there was no 

such holistic or integrated center already in the Ithaca area and she thought the timing was 

right to start one. 

One of the early group meetings held in January of 1997 was attended by several 

complementary practitioners and two physicians. I was intrigued by the participation of 

physicians in this group, and was eager to see how the dialogue and process would unfold 

with such an assorted cast of characters. I was given a copy of the meeting notes from that 

formative gathering in January. What follows are some excerpts from the notes, prepared 

by Cili: 

• Lowell Gamer [MD] said that medicine only holds a small piece of the 
pie in terms of wellness. He talked about the pain clinic that he nms. He 
feels that it is an interface between traditional medicine and alternative 
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methods. He is trying to get a chiropractor on staff. The unspoken is 
what happens when patients come to the Pain Clinic, they clearly know 
what the clinic will do for them will be different. So. he feels that we 
are dealing with various issues. One issue is where power is in the 
medical establishment, another is whether to place the clinic in the 
hospital or outside of the hospital. He has been at the hospital for 13 
years and knows the political climate, which is an important advantage. 
He said that Steve Panebianco would like to see the program integrated 
into the medical system. The hospital wants to survive. Steve sees that 
it is important and effective to have the program associated with MDs. 
He also sees that patients need real continuity of care. 

• There is a dUemma in how to get MDs to accept alternative healing 
ideas. Some ways that were suggested to get them to be more receptive 
were to have the MDs become patients and also to have patients report 
result of akemative healing experience to their MDs. 

• A collaborative process would be best for an integrative program that 
would serve the most people. 

• Important to formulate a mission statement for our group. Also, find 
out what the mission statement are for the hospital and the Cornell 
Wellness Program. 

• A suggestion was made to apply for ftmds fi-om NIH. 
• .A. suggestion was made to have an open forum at the Women's 

Community Building to discuss and assess community interest. 
• A humor workshop is being held at Cornell in March 
• Actions to implement a program: 

* A community survey 
* Task force formed to work on a model to see how to proceed 
* Policy development and implementation (January 25. 1997) 

1 was intrigued by the review of these meeting notes for the issues of community, 

collaboration between practitioners of varied modalities, and the concerns raised about the 

power relations in the medical establishment. 

Cili set an agenda for the June 21 gathering in a memo mailed out several weeks 

before the meeting; 

• Short summary of individual interviews: the areas of greatest agreement 
and etc. 
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• Brief overview of what's already been done around Central New York 
- a report by Margaret of a recent field trip to the Syracuse holistic 
health center. 

• Needs assessment and market analysis: what, how, and how much... 
• Town meeting in July to raise public awareness? 
• What's our mission? This is the first step in identifying the shape and 

scope of the center and it is a vitally important link to the fimding 
question. 

I was greatly anticipating the upcoming meeting for two major reasons - what 1 

could offer to this group and what I could learn fi"om them. As a medical anthropologist. I 

could act as a culture broker between multiple models and philosophies of healing, and 

between the various practitioners working out of these different modalities. I could help 

them understand the dynamics of health care fi-om multiple social and cultural 

perspectives. I had just spent the prior several years working on the development of 

culturally sensitive health care initiatives in Native American populations and 1 saw the 

usefulness of such an approach for this group discussing integrative medicine in a diverse 

city like Ithaca. 1 was also struck by their plan to survey holistic centers already operating 

in Central New York, a project that I was in the process of undertaking. Additionally. 1 

had also recently interviewed some of the clients of a Syracuse holistic center, including 

Mona (discussed in chapter three) and discovered that there was significant dissatisfaction 

w ith the cost and delivery of services fi'om that facility. This information would prove 

useful to the Ithaca group. So, in the spirit of participatory anthropological research. 1 set 

off to attend my first meeting at Margaret Lorenzen's home, a log cabin bed and breakfest 

set within a cove of pine trees. 

Nine people gathered that Saturday morning in June of 1997 to continue the 
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process of creating a model of integrative, community-based health care. They included 1: 

• a hypnotherapist 
• a psychiatric social worker 
• an MD/ acupuncturist 
• a graduate student in health ecology 
• a hydrotherapist 
• a holistic nurse who does craniosacral therapy and reiki 
• a retired nurse who does therapeutic touch and reflexology and her Cornell 

professor emeritus husband 
• and myself, the medical anthropologist. 

The meeting began with the fundamentals- with defining basic terms to help solidifY the 

common vision. A round table discussion began about the meanings of the concepts of 

holistic health, alternative medicine, complementary medicine, and other terms currently 

being used. Cili later synopsized the responses in her memo about the meeting, 

Holistic health (or other term) means a synthesis of mind, body, and spirit. 
It is coordinated care. It also includes education both for the patient and 
the practitioner. What is the underlying problem? What kinds of 
treatments can we use that we don't know about already? What are the 
needs of the patient? Holistic care includes self-motivation and self
awareness and a willingness to grow. A holistic practitioner is a guide. 
Holistic health includes the need to include the environment and to start 
with the basics like nutrition, sleep, and to assess the quality of life of the 
patient. 

The next item on the agenda was an exercise which functioned to strengthen a 

sense of group communitas as a collective vision was articulated of what the holistic 

center hoped to be: 

• A place of service for the whole family, including children 
• MDs and licensed practitioners working collaboratively 
• Connection with the local hospital 
• Clean and aesthetically pleasing: plants, lights, music, comfortable 

1 All the participants were middle class, white, between the ages of30-75. 
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surroundings, in a wing of hospital or own building 
• Able to accommodate part time scheduling or revolving scheduling 
• Diagnostic equipment from technological to alternative forms 
• Quality control to ensure high standards and a strong ethical base 
• The center as a hub of information and education and referral for the 

entire Ithaca Community 
(recounted in memo of July 1. 1997. written by Cili) 

It was evident that the HolisticAVellness Clinic Task Force participants were 

sketching out the parameters of an integrative model that would include the participation 

of alternative practitioners, allopathic physicians, a connection or relationship with the 

local hospital with diagnostics for both biomedical and holistic assessments, all in the 

same facility. What leapt into my mind were all of the political impediments to such an 

endeavor as I imagined the hospital publicly opening its doors to therapies they may never 

even have heard of (such as Feldenkrais. Alexander technique, craniosacral therapy ...). 

How would the hierarchy of prestige in medical pluralism be addressed from the 

perspective of the dominative medical system (Baer et al. 1997) and from the partially 

professionalized or lay heterodox healers who use reiki, reflexology, and herbalism? 

People at the task force group discussed the importance of having both 

biomedical/allied health professions included, as well as alternative healers. How would 

the inter-modality power relations be negotiated? There were examples from the cross-

cuhural literature where biomedicine partially integrated with indigenous healing forms in 

therapeutic alliances (e.g., Bastien 1992 in Bolivia, and Sharon 1978 in Peru). In other 

cases, efforts at a therapeutic alliance have been pervaded by unequal relations, as in the 

example discussed by Jordan (1989) of an attempted integrative effort with traditional 

midwives where, in the end, 'the indigenous approach is rendered invisible and marked as 
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without status, while cosmopolitan obstetrics emerges as the only system of legitimate 

authoritative knowledge" (p. 935). P. Singer (1977) also takes a critical stance to 

integrating multiple modalities in "therapeutic alliances" because of the inherent power 

inequalities between modalities, which in part emanate from the political economy of 

health care. 

The Task Force members ideally envisioned therapeutic alliances that could be 

characterized by egalitarian relations between practitioners of all modalities. They also 

recognized the impediments and challenges of such a goal. They did discuss the realities of 

health care politics, using experiences from their own modalities and practices to seriously 

retlect on the many roadblocks that would be encountered on the pathway to integrative 

medicine. The discussion which followed that morning addressed these issues and 

revolved around the themes of community, socioeconomics, and politics. 

Communitv Issues 

Although the group knew of other holistic and complementary care centers, there 

was a feeling that it could be done differently in Ithaca, wath a more encompassing and 

inclusive principle that would reflect the varied segments of the commimity. Ithaca is a 

unique place in many ways, due to the particular mix of geographical, social, and cultural 

ingredients. The geographical setting is one dominated by rolling hills, ravines and gorges 

(prompting the bumper stickerIthaca is Gorges'^). The sociocultural components make it 

diflFerent from many other parts of central New York because of the significant numbers of 

multi-ethnic and international residents, many drawn by the local educational institutions. 

There is also a certain mystique about Ithaca - it is in many ways a city trying to retain the 
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feel of a community - not always an easy task. As discussed in chapter two, the Utne 

Reader in 1997 labeled Ithaca the most enlightened city in the U.S. Ithaca is also the place 

that the "visionary economist." Paul Glover, started both a local currency system called 

Ithaca Hours (which has inspired many similar currencies across the world) and a local 

health care plan, the Ithaca Health Fund (similar to medical insurance), that provides 

greater access to complementary care. For all of these reasons, and more, one of the 

group members that morning stated that the comprehensive and community based vision 

of the Holistic/Wellness Clinic Task Force was very much akin to 'nhe aesthetic of Ithaca 

-it's where new things start." 

There was much conversation at this meeting about the importance of community 

in the vision for the holistic center. Community would be from where this center would 

grow, and community would be whom it is for. Such an emphasis fits in the local culture 

of Ithaca, a city noted for its abundance of "social capital," an index of civic involvement 

and community consciousness (Walljasper 1997). Parallels of theme could be made here 

with the international health literature on CD - community development, which has mostly 

been geared towards rural initiatives in developing countries. Schwartz defines CD as a 

movement that "traditionally has been, and still is. largely based on ideology of 

democratic, grassroots self-help" although in general CD approaches have failed to take 

into consideration the dynamic and complex nature of communities (1981:67). 

A central concern in health initiatives cross-culturally is defining or trying to bound 

who or what is "the community"? Cili brought up the issue by stating "we need to look at 

how to represent the community...The demographics of Ithaca are such that we have 
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people from all over the country, and all over the world, plus a very transient population." 

largely constituted by students and temporary faculty and staff from Cornell. Ithaca 

College, and the local community college. From my anthropological training and 

experience. 1 also knew of the many pitfalls of working in community health (Schwartz 

1981; Stone 1992). not the least of which is trying to operationalize what "the 

community" is in the first place, especially when multiple interests, factionalization. and 

diversity exist (Cham et ai. 1987; Paul & Demarest 1984). Ithaca is not only comprised 

of socially and ethnically diverse populations, it has an enormous transient population of at 

least 30.000. as Cili mentioned. It is also a regional center for many outlying rural areas. 

Are they part of the community too? Paul Glover made Ithaca Hours valid within a twenty 

mile radius of downtown Ithaca - does this comprise the commuruty? The problem of 

trying to bind pluralistic and fluid groups of people into the entity called community would 

certainly be a challenge for the Wellness Clinic Task Force. 

One of the ways suggested to cope with such variability was to plan outreach and 

assessment of the multiple facets of the community in ways that would include diversity in 

process of creating this integrative Wellness Center and delineating who it would serve, in 

other words, targeted outreach and inclusion. Cili suggested that part of this could take 

the form of a "market analysis to find out what do people in Ithaca wantT Such a project 

could be assisted by other community groups, such as the Ithaca Health Fund. In the 

proposed community survey, the surrounding towns and villages would also be included, 

within an hour radius (thought to be the average limit of commute time for employment 

and seeking services in the city). 
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It was fairly certain that there would be enough widespread interest in an 

integrative care center, just based on national statistics, and people in the surrounding 

communities could be drawn in. Eisenberg's (1993) widely cited article from the New 

England Journal of Medicine was discussed, and it was agreed that even his impressive 

statistics were probably a "gross underestimate" of the use of complementary therapies 

(Cili also mentioned that there were rumors about Eisenberg giving a presentation at 

Cornell, and perhaps that could be a pivotal point to generate more discussion among 

Ithaca residents about alternative and integrative medicine). 

It was at this formative meeting that some group members also voiced concerns 

about balancing commitment to community within a capitalist medical economy. There 

were rumors of other organizations looking at Ithaca as a site to open a complementary 

care center, with the suggestion that some of these plans were being motivated by the 

potential to "cash in" on the tidal wave of interest in complementary treatments. These 

concerns focused mainly on several groups of business-minded investors looking to 

expand their operations. It was speculated that they may be linked to the integrative clinic 

started in Syracuse. Several people present had already checked out this facility, staffed by 

various complementary practitioners and several MDs (one was a psychiatrist). Margaret 

described it as "kind of sterile, white .... Everyone was licensed." She reported that they 

spent some money to have one of the doctors trained in chelation therapy. They also had 

two other clinics in larger cities in the Central New York region. Follow-up comments 

included the statement, "this Wellness Center must be community focused. The Syracuse 

center seems to be run as a business - they may not be sensitive to the Ithaca community." 
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Socioeconomic Considerations 

The dialogue about the motivations and operations of the Syracuse center led to 

the emphasis of another key part of the vision of the Task Force - how to make 

complementary care more accessible and affordable. I mentioned to the group that the 

price sheet from the Syracuse facility, which I had obtained at the grand opening, listed 

fees for the physicians as high as $225 a visit - a cost probably prohibitive to someone 

without health insurance. I also recounted the story of Mary, whom I had done an 

interview with several months prior. She had been a client at the Syracuse clinic and was 

perturbed about a bill she got for $80 for a phone consultation she had with one of the 

doctors several days after she received chelation therapy. Mary was experiencing some 

unanticipated side effects from the chelation and wanted to discuss this with the doctor. 

She was not informed that she would be charged for a phone "foUow-up." 

The primary challenge for the group in this realm of socioeconomic elitism 

centered on how to provide integrative and holistic health care to the economically 

underpriviledged while working out of a non-profit, grassroots model. The question of 

how to accomplish this goal was not necessarily answered that day (nor has it been fully 

answered since), but Cili facilitated some brainstorming about potential avenues. One was 

to encourage the coverage of complementary therapies by existing insurance companies. 

Although, as someone noted, "the major problem with insurance companies is going to be 

getting them to deal with issues of prevention and education." Cili added, "if we set up 

pricing not based on insurance, we may exclude too many people. Some creative financing 

is going to be necessary. Maybe having people buy shares, setting it up like a cooperative 
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- seems like an excellent idea for Ithaca - where we could set an example for how to do 

this." 

Another possibility was to work more closely with Paul Glover, creator of the 

innovative Ithaca Health Fund, discussed more fully in chapter 2. which offers 10% 

discounts on complementary services, with provisions for S'*" and lO"* visits free, plus 

coverage of biomedical services for broken bones, ambulance rides, and several other 

services. One of the goals of the Ithaca Health Fund, in addition to wanting to be part of a 

holistic center in the area, is to eventually provide a more comprehensive holistic insurance 

plan (and a free dental clinic). 

I was ignorant of the details of the Ithaca Health Fund at the time of this meeting 

in 1997. In fact, the mere mention of "Paul Glover." "Health Fund." and "Complementary 

coverage" made my mind race with questions: ""who is this guy?!" and "'what is the 'Health 

Fund"?" The answers to these questions began to emerge in subsequent months as I 

became more familiar with the local scene. On that particular day. I was merely trying to 

keep up with the many names dropped and references to local places and politics. I had 

thus far in my research spent most of my time in Syracuse and was only beginning to 

understand some of the dynamics and potential "players" in the Ithaca health care arena. It 

was evident from this discussion that there would have to be much "thinking outside of the 

box." in terms of trying to develop irmovative and creative ways to help finance an 

integrative Wellness Center with so many for-profit forces in the American health care 

landscape. 
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Potential Politics and Quagmires 

Articulating visions and developing models for health care may sound neat and 

bounded, but when examining their creation and implementation, one must take account of 

the human dynamics of the process, including the contingencies of personality, ego. and 

power. In the Task Force group, where a range of diflFerent modalities from reiki to 

biomedicine were represented, I sensed no hierarchy. Everyone participated in the meeting 

on equal ground (with Cili taking the lead as facilitator),both hypnotherapist and MD 

alike, a situation that would not be replicated in other venues I attended where integrative 

models were being created and discussed (see chapter 6). I attentively listened to the 

volley of comments and discourses, but noticed no pattern of interruptions instigated by 

the physicians, nor any attempts to assert topic control or authoritative voice, features I 

had studied in the literature on linguistic analysis of medical discourse (e.g.. Ainsworth-

Vaughn 1998). 

Being guided by Cili's agenda, the group discussion turned to the feasibility of 

integration, of MDs and complementary practitioners working together, possibly in a 

facility with connections to the local hospital. It was duly noted that "collaboration with 

the hospital will be difBcuh - there are many legal issues to be considered." It was 

suggested that a first step may be to assess doctors' attitudes about working with non-

allopathic practitioners, which would be diflScult to undertake given doctors' busy 

schedules. How could the Task Force get them to take the time and fill out a survey or 

answer questions? The group decided to hold off on this and find out first what the public 

wants in a Wellness Center. 
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Barbara, one of the holistic nurses present, voiced her concerns about the decision 

making process in terms of types of practitioners that would be included/excluded, based 

on status and licensing. Working collaboratively with the hospital may reduce the potential 

variety of therapies offered to those that receive licensure from New York State. Barbara 

continued, ""where are non-licensed people going to practice things like aromatherapy? We 

need a place for them." These questions regarding the politics of integration would remain 

prominent in many of the future meetings, and in fact it seems to represent one of the 

major challenges in developing an integrative model of health care. My thoughts did 

immediately turn to the numerous examples of the failures and successes of integration of 

biomedical and non-biomedical therapies in the international health literature (e.g.. Jordan 

1989). 

No definitive answers were offered that day about how the politics of 

inclusion/exclusion would be resolved, instead the discussion turned to a more 

fundamental question, "Who are the complementary practitioners in the area?' Margaret 

stated "we need someone who's working on a list of holistic practitioners in Ithaca." 

Again, this was an area where I felt I could be of assistance, as I was already compiling a 

database of complementary practitioners in the greater Ithaca area, which I then 

mentioned to the Task Force. The necessity for a practitioner database was driven by the 

surprising fact that no one had yet created a directory of practitioners, which seemed 

unusual for an area with many nonbiomedical practitioners (one only had to notice the 

dozens of fliers and cards of such practitioners in any of the local health food stores to 

come to this conclusion). The only references available to the public were the Dancing on 
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the Path directory, which is limited in its scope by practitioners who pay to advertise in it. 

and the abbreviated listings in the yellow pages of the phone book (e.g.. chiropractic, 

massage therapy, hypnotherapy, and several others). 

Clearly, the politics of medicine would have to be addressed to embark on the 

project of integration. I felt it would be a definite advantage for this group to maintain the 

inclusion of physicians in order to include and address their perspectives on how 

integration could take place. 

Reflections 

.'\fter attending first meeting, my thoughts solidified about the importance of being 

able to document, fi-om in the inside, the creation and implementation of integrative health 

care. Fonuitously, before the meeting ended it was agreed that the group, which included 

me as of that day. would hereafter be represented as the Advisory Board. My interest in 

integrative medicine and my presence in the group were officially welcomed in Cili's July 

1. 1997 memo. "Brooke offers a wide array of reading material and e.xpertise on this 

subject." I was intrigued by the prospect of being able to observe the process of 

implementing community health models that built on themes of holism. afFordability. and 

integration, while at the same time maintaining a not-for-profit ideology in the midst of a 

health care milieu consumed by capitalist forces. 

1 also recognized the possibilities of how my anthropological perspective could 

contribute to an integrative health care approach by highlighting what other 

ethnomedicines may exist in the area and how they may fit into a community-based model. 

One of the concepts behind the groups' use of the term "integrative" was inclusivity. 
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Operationalizing this inclusive principle meant that people from diverse backgrounds in 

Ithaca should not only have a say in what an integrative community Wellness Center 

should include, they should also be a part of creating it. They should not just have a voice, 

they should have a place. 

Pathwavs: Development of Group Cohesion Through Unfolding Rituals and Symbols of 
Integration 

In October of 1997. Cili decided that she would no longer be able to act as a 

facilitator for Wellness Center meetings, due to family obligations and a desire to finish her 

graduate degree at Cornell. It was at this juncture that Steve Panebianco, MD, 

volunteered to take on that role. Cili had been in contact with Steve for some time about 

the vision for the Wellness Center, and not only did he know about the group, he had long 

indicated his commitment to practicing holistic and integrative healing. Steve has spent 

considerably time in India on repeated visits studying Ayurveda, and he is considered to be 

a local e.xpert on Aytirvedic healing. In his first correspondence to the advisory board 

members, he wTOte. "It is apparent that there is important cohesiveness of principle at this 

time and I believe some exciting manifestations are budding forth. I think clarity of 

intention and purpose as well as commitment to action are key to any potential and real 

manifestation" (10/28/97). When Steve stepped in as facilitator, he brought important 

organizational skills to the group and an ability to articulate the vision of the Wellness 

Center and what would be necessary to make it a reality. 

It was at one of those early meetings that the group discussed the need for a name. 

The brainstorming session about this led the group, encouraged by Steve, to choose a 
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name that would accurately reflect to the community what this center was about and why 

it was different. The final name chosen was "Ithaca's Integrative Community Wellness 

Center" or IICWC. It was felt that no terms were expendable. Integrative had with it the 

connotation of an evolving model of health care that would combine healing systems and 

modalities to provide an inclusive array of healing options. The term community was 

essential to indicate that this effort was a ground up initiative, developing fi-om the roots 

of the varied segments of the Ithaca community and growing in accord with community 

needs. Wellness was discussed as a key word thiat had within it the connotation of holism 

and being more inclusive than just thinking about physical "health" or absence of disease. 

Center was also thought to be a key word and a metaphor for achieving wellness through 

centering oneself. The term clinic was brought up. but the group. Steve in particular, 

pointed out the limitations and reduced scope of the word. IICWC. it was hoped, would 

be about much more than clinical activities, it would also be a center of education and 

healing resources for the community. 

The final name that was chosen for the Wellness Center has become a point of 

humor for some, who have mentioned that IICWC is quite a mouthful, so they 

affectionately call IICWC "ickwick" as their mnemonic device to remember the acronym. 

My response to this has been that in the spirit of Patch Adams and infusing humor into 

medicine, sure, call it "ickwick." In fact, the use of clowns as symbols of healing does 

surface in group discussions and activities. Steve has a clown collection in his home 

started by his father, a dentist for many years. Margaret, the inspiration for beginning the 

Wellness Center, is a clown. She and her husband Bob occasionally don their clown 
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costumes and promote healing, connection, and community through clowning. At the 

Ithaca Festival in June of 1998. Margaret and Bob acted as Wellness Center clowns at the 

widely attended community festival. They, in addition to other advisory board members 

handed out balloons that day which read "Ithaca's Integrative Community Wellness Center 

— Coming Soon!" Margaret and other group members have also been directly influenced 

by Patch Adams and his crusade to reform medicine. She met him when he came to Ithaca 

for a talk. Steve had met him in the early I990"s at a physician's conference. 1 met him in 

the fall of 1999. where I got a chance to tell him about the Ithaca Health Fund and 

IICWC. which he was very intrigued about. Patch Adam's vision of medicine is not just 

humanistic and humoristic. it is also integrative, socialistic, and revolutionary, especially 

when contrasted with the current capitalistic and profit-based medical system in America 

(Adams 1998). Patch and his supporters have been working for many years to open the 

Gesundheit Institute in West Virginia, a fi-ee hospital that will be open to anyone. They 

broke ground on the facility in the spring of 2000. 

To further facilitate the process of defining a group identity, the advisory board 

deemed it important to develop mission and vision statements. This project evolved over 

several meetings as the words and intent of the statements were carefully drafted. Steve 

guided the process with a book about mission statements that Cili had given him titled The 

Path, by Laurie Beth Jones. Steve's memo of Nov. 24. 1997. rearticulated the importance 

of developing the mission statement in his summary of the prior meeting: 

Clarity of intentionality, the ability to effectively channel energy for 
accomplishing tasks, as well as obviating confusion and clutter were seen 
as natural outgrowths of establishing mission and vision statements. 
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Knowing one's mission, per Laurie Beth Jones, "helps one decide how to 
act. what to do, and even what to say when challenging situations arise. A 
clearly articulated MS gives one a template of purpose to initiate, evaluate, 
and refine ones' activities." The vision statement on the other hand, is "a 
picture of how the landscape will look after you've been through it. the 
force that will sustain you. and it is generally visually detailed and in the 
present tense." The three pieces of a mission statement were also reviewed 
which include the following: 

1) The verb. 
2) What you stand for. your principle, cause, value, purpose, your 

core value. 
3) Who were you sent here to help? Who do you want to serve? 

The verbs that the group tended to gravitate towards included the 
following: educate, excite, facilitate, heal inspire, move, integrate, lead. 
love, resonate, touch, empower. 

.'Vfter much collaboration and crafting by all of the advisory board members. 

including myself, the following mission statement was created: 

Our mission is to inspire and facilitate the physical, emotional, mental, and 
spiritual well being of ourselves, our community, and beyond. IICWC is 
committed to integrating healing options and offering training and 
education in a vast array of health modalities that empower the individual 
towards personal wellness and balance. 

While the goal of this process was to develop the mission statement (the group has 

not yet completed the vision statement, although the integral elements of it were outlined), 

it also had the effect of coalescing the individuals of the advisory board and solidifying the 

common goals. This sense of communitas was also reaflBrmed through group rituals, such 

as the short meditations that are done before each meeting, where an inspirational poem or 

guided relaxation, and the mission statement, are spoken aloud. This collectivization of 

purpose reflects an ideology that pervades the group's process indicating that the efforts 

of many, both on the advisory board and in the community, need to come together to 
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manifest positive changes in community wellness. In calling upon metaphysical energies 

that go beyond the individual one advisory board member commented that to make the 

Wellness Center a reality, we need to "pray and send energy that this materializes" 

(3/3/98). 

In December of 1997. another ritual took, place that indicated some of the 

metaphysical themes that often weave their way into the group's activities and visions. On 

December 20"*. the day before solstice. 10 of the advisory board members commenced at a 

potential building site for IICWC, led by the efforts of Sharlyn who had been exploring 

possible locations in Ithaca for the Wellness Center. In the early evening dark of winter, 

we left ft-om Steve's house shortly after 5pm and arrived at a vacant building several 

minutes later. We walked around the property, which was located adjacent to one of the 

many beautiful gorges in Ithaca. People peeked into windows and talked about the kind of 

space that would allow the Wellness Center's vision to unfold. The building had a large 

common room, important for community meetings and activities. More importantly, there 

was a "nature resonance." as Steve referred to it. that would reflect the goal of IICWC to 

be connected to nature, perhaps also through having a retreat satellite facility in the rolling 

wooded hills outside of Ithaca. The ritual culmination of the visit was when Steve had us 

gather in a circle on the open grass to reflect on the site visit as strengthening our energies 

to manifest the perfect space for the Wellness Center. We stood in the cold, holding each 

other's hands under the stars, while Steve uttered his inspirational words, followed by a 

period of silence. Although this possibility for a physical location for the Wellness Center 

was not pursued, the evening had an important symbolic function in focusing people's 
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energies on creating a physical presence for IICWC. 

The group's energies became centered on healing in a personal way when Jaekah. 

one of the advisory board members, was in a serious car accident in the summer of 1998. 

which left her in a coma with significant head trauma. In his July memo to the group. 

Steve included an excerpt from The Too of Healing "in the spirit of IICWC and Jaekah," 

The universe conforms 
To no one's design 
Nor can you heal someone 
Against their will. 

Their purposes are sacred. 
Inviolate, encompass realms 
Even illuminated masters 
Dare not tread. 
Some are here to celebrate 
Others to mourn; 
Some are here to be sick. 
Others to be healed; 
Some are here to live. 
Others to die; 
Some are here to love. 
Others to be loved. 

One who understands makes no attempt 
To solve the puzzle of another. 
To stop their world from turning 
To keep a soul from learning. 

We performed group meditations for Jaekah to be healed, whatever that 

meant for her. Sentiments were expressed that our thoughts should focus on 

supporting Jaekah in the highest and best place she needed to be. After several 

weeks in a coma. Jaekah did wake up. having clearly gone through a transition that 

would impact her for a long time to come. Steve summed up our thoughts about 
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Jaekah from the August 11"' advisory board meeting: 

The meeting commenced with an update on Jaekah's remarkable recovery 
from the July auto accident. Clearly all of the prayers and love have had 
a significant impact and Sharlyn has heard this directly from Jaekah's lips. 
It is also clear that Jaekah has been in a very special place and continues to 
significantly impact on many people including the hospital staff, (memo. 
8/20/98) 

It took Jaekah many months of recovery to regain her motor and mental skills 

again. When she was feeling up to it, she rejoined the Wellness Center group and attended 

meetings again. She also now dedicates part of her energies to a support organization for 

people recovering from head trauma. Jaekah's own healing process not only brought the 

group closer together, it also reafl5rmed the overall purpose of IICWC to create a space in 

the community for more integrative and supportive wellness services. 

The rituals that unify the group under the common mission of IICWC are 

reinforced by core symbols used by group members to remind one another about how this 

Wellness Center is different from other health initiatives. Symbols also keep people 

focused on the pathway to what the Wellness Center ultimately hopes to do - create and 

sustain integrative and innovative models of health, healing, and wellness. Many of the 

symbols used to characterize the Wellness Center are naturalistic, versus the scientific, 

technological, and hierarchical symbols which pervade the culture of biomedical 

organizations. Loustaunau and Sobo comment that "The system of biologically based 

medical care involves a technical language, a central belief and value system, rituals, and 

symbols different from those of the general society" (1997: 130), and I would argue, 

different from the culture, rituals, and symbols of holistic and integrative centers such as 
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lie WC. although there are areas of overlap. 

•An examination of the logo for IICWC is illustrative in this regard. Like the 

mission statement, the elements and symbols of the logo were carefully crafted by advisory 

board members to reflect different ways of thinking about health and wellness. Two 

suggestions were made at the December 20'" meeting (1997): using two eyes (as in the 

"H" of IICWC) that could symbolize a unified vision, and/or waterfalls which, as Steve 

noted in his memo of the meeting, "abound in our community, and they could symbolize 

purification, cleansing, letting go and trusting that which is 'upstream'" (12/30/97). 

Through community networking, one of the advisory board members had 

contacted a student of graphic arts who agreed to assist IICWC in creating a logo. While 

that effort began giving form to the logo, a conflict surfaced when this individual wanted 

to copyright the logo for their use. perhaps a harbinger of the legal culture that IICWC 

would engage with later on in reference to liability, malpractice, and credentialing issues. 

It was decided that through the group's input, the logo could be finished without further 

help fi-om that individual, therefore it would be a creation of IICWC that could be freely 

used. The final form is an adaptation of the caduceus. the staff with two entwined snakes 

with wings on top. the symbol of physicians. The group agreed that incorporating the 

caduceus would indicate a paradigm of integration with biomedicine. as Steve noted. "We 

don't want to supplant tne appropriateness of biomedicine because it has its value." The 

other symbols contained in the logo, as described by group members in a free association 

exercise, allude to natural elements, such as light, sun. water, waterfalls, and 

characteristics such as the support of human touch, circular motion, angelic energy. 
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openness, vision, structure and flow (Appendix C). One advisory board member stated. " 

It inspires the imagination." Steve's reflections on the logo were that, "it's unique and 

there's a story that can be told - it draws from the past and refers to the future. It does 

seem to indicate a new paradigm" (5/27/98). 

In addition to the group's rituals and symbols, an prominent metaphor that has 

been invoked by advisory board members to describe the evolution of IICWC. with all of 

the twists and bends of the journey, is the organic process ~ with a metaphysical leaning. 

According to Webster's dictionary organic refers to "having systemic coordination of 

parts; developing in the manner of a living plant or animal": and. "of. relating to. or 

constituting the law by which a government or organization exists." Similarly, organicism 

is described as "vitalism - the explanation of life and living processes in terms of the levels 

of organization of living systems rather than in terms of the properties of their smallest 

components." 

While these definitions seem a bit rigid and functionalist for how advisory board 

members use the term "organic," they do indicate the important notions of viewing the 

process of unfolding the vision of IICWC as one that has a life of its own. It is thought 

that the Wellness Center, necessarily comprised of many different components to make it a 

reality, will grow like a living organism, in developmental sequences on its own schedule, 

ultimately giving form to a mature incarnation, that will continue to be a dynamic and 

ongoing process. The organism of IICWC is not bounded, however, like your average 

living organism, but is connected and interwoven with many other elements and forces 

beyond it, rather like the indigenous notion of the web - no one part of the world stands 
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alone, but is interconnected in a great web of synergism. 

The metaphysical overtones of organicism as it applies to IICWC are indicated by 

the philosophy that events and developments are occurrences that should unfold as they 

may. and that the right people and energies will appear at the appropriate time to help 

move the Wellness Center forward to the next level. While this may sound fairly 

functionalist, advisory board members also recognize that chaos, conflict, and challenges 

are also part of the "organic process." This mirrors the development and critique of 

functionalist and structural-functionalist theories in anthropology too - the movement 

from an emphasis on harmony and integration to a position that allows for conflict and 

dynamism as sustaining vitalism in organisms and societies. Anthropologists and 

sociologists have of course been thinking in terms of organisms as metaphors for society 

or fields within a society for some time (e.g., Herbert Spencer. Emile Durkheim. and A.R. 

Radcliff-Brown). but certainly since the 1960's functionalist organicism has been 

supplanted with the recognition that organisms also embody internal conflict, distress, and 

death. Applied to organizations, all of these possible metaphors and connotations of 

organicism should be drawn upon. 

Interestingly, these concepts of forming a vision, trying to be boundaryless and 

using metaphors of organicism at IICWC represent the latest theories in organizational 

studies. Margaret Wheatley. in her provocative book about transforming organizational 

theory and practice, states that in more recent studies of organizations, "the impact of 
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vision, values, and culture" occupies a great deal of attention (1992: 12).'This reflects 

much of what I have discussed in this chapter concerning the organization, culture, and 

process of IICWC. While a great deal of Wheatley's book refers to the organization-

centered study of corporations and businesses. I find her discussion of evolving forms of 

organizations very pertinent to my analysis of IICWC. especially her incorporation of 

organicism. 

Our concept of organizations is moving away Irom the mechanistic 
creations that flourished in the age of bureaucracy. We have begun to 
speak in earnest of more fluid, organic structures, even of boundaryless 
organizations. We are beginning to recognize organizations as systems. 
construing them as "learning organizations" and crediting them with some 
tvpe of self-renewing capacity. These are our first tentative forays into a 
new appreciation of organizations. My own experience suggests that we 
can forgo the despair created by such common organizational events as 
change, chaos, information overload, and cyclical behaviors if we recognize 
that organizations are conscious entities, possessing many of the properties 
of living systems. (Wheatley 1992: 13) 

1 he Evolution of Group Structure and Anti-Structure: Committees. Consensus, and 
Challenges Between Ideology and Practice 

Although in this chapter I have devoted some space to discussing the structure and 

dvTiamics of the advisory board and its members, an ideology of not being bounded as a 

group is also a pervasive ideology of IICWC. as the previous discussion of organicism and 

organizational theory indicate. The essence of this notion is that the advisory board is a 

group of people acting as facilitators for a wider base of community members, working 

together and volunteering their time, to create an integrative Wellness Center firom the 

2 Margaret Wheatley has a doctorate from the Harvard Program for Administration, Planning, and Social 
Policy. She is a former professor of management at Brigham Young, and spends much of her time consulting 
with corporations and other organizations. 
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ground up. and from the center outward. This principle has fostered the development of a 

horizontal structure (like roots spreading out into the community) through the 

development of committees, versus a strictly vertical organization which would tend to 

reproduce the hierarchical lines of authority that already pervade dominant health cultures 

in the U.S. 

To support the idea of a grass-roots community-oriented effort, which contributes 

to the social capital of Ithaca, the concept of not being a highly bounded organization has 

taken several different forms in terms of the Wellness Center itsell". and in regards to 

community involvement. One of the ideas discussed early on. when Cili was the group 

facilitator, was creating a ""virtual clinic" or a Wellness Center that would operate, in part, 

as a site for clinical activities, but it could also be a referral resource leading people to 

other practitioners in the community, possibly through the creation of a website. Later on 

in the development of IICWC. a website was discussed as perhaps playing a key role, 

especially in light of the fact that no physical location had yet been established for the 

Wellness Center (this did not occur until Januarv' 2000). A "Virtual" Wellness Center for 

Ithaca could provide practitioner and modality information, referrals, and perhaps even 

appointment scheduling, all emanating from IICWC with the clinical work occurring in 

practitioners ofiBces (of course, this could be problematic for complementary practitioners 

who may not have an ofiBce. like many of the massage therapists in Ithaca). 

Other possibilities that were raised included the idea of having a ""center without 

walls." which could mean setting up the wellness center so there would be a revolving 

schedule of practitioners. Some practitioners could work out of the center facility for 
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perhaps 3-5 days a month, and then return to their own locations. Practitioners with no 

established spaces elsewhere could opt to occupy the Wellness Center for a greater 

portion of the time. This model would also foster inclusivity of many different 

practitioners, it would help to coalesce them and encourage greater inter-modality 

awareness, and it would help to ease the financial burdens for practitioners who would in 

essence be rent sharing at the center in ways that would minimize their overhead. Another 

dimension of the center-without-walls model would be to organize practitioners to do 

outreach in various community venues (senior's center, women's organizations, etc.), an 

idea from public health outreach which recognizes that effective health initiatives are ones 

that go to where the targeted populations are. 

.-Xnother aspect of deliberately trying to create a more fluid organization that 

e.xtends into the community horizontally, and resonates with the boundless theme, is 

represented by the development of community committees. Originally, sLx committees 

were designated to address the topics of 1) community needs/community outreach; 2) 

marketing outreach; 3) credentialing of prospective practitioners; 4) funding and grant 

writing; 5) tax status and organizational issues; and 6) the building committee. Later, 

additional committees were formed to explore the development of a web site and to 

facilitate interdisciplinary communication between practitioners of diverse healing 

modalities. All of the committees are open to anyone in the community who wishes to 

participate, and each has a chair to help facilitate meetings and keep the advisory board 

updated. This strategy assists in garnering broad-based support and input for the 

development of IICWC. Committee descriptions and contact people are made available at 
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the various public festivals that IICWC attends. 

In addition to reaching out into the community through the committees. IICWC 

has also specifically recruited local people who have particular skills that are necessary to 

help make IICWC a reality. These people comprise the ESP. or Expert Support Panel, and 

they include an accountant, a lawyer, a holistic builder, and several other people who have 

been willing to donate their time for the Wellness Center. At the advisory board meeting 

of March 3. 1998. there was a brainstorming session about how the ESP ideally should be 

comprised of an accountant, a lawyer, a tax specialist, a business specialist, grant writers, 

business consultants, an artist, an architect, an engineer, contractors, computer specialists, 

a public relations specialist, human resource people, and a nature specialist. Most of these 

ESP members remain on the "wish list" for IICWC and it is hoped that in the future more 

ESP people will come along and donate their skills at the right time. The notion of putting 

energy forth so that the vision for IICWC will manifest at the right time Is one that reflects 

the metaphysical orientation of a number of advisory board members. 

The ideology of trying to operate from non-hierarchical models is also mirrored by 

the way that advisory board members and community participants are all viewed on equal 

footing, whether they are physicians, massage therapists, mental health practitioners, or 

acupuncturists. There is no one person, emanating from any particular modality, that 

claims authoritative or privileged knowledge. It is thought that for integration to take 

place in a democratic way. there needs to be input from the many wellness perspectives 

and community members in Ithaca, including multicultural and multiethnic viewpoints (a 

topic that I repeatedly stress in Wellness Center contexts). 
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This egalitarian ideology has been somewhat challenged more recently in 

operational discussions of which practitioners to initially include in Wellness Center 

clinical activities. The Credentialing and Credibility Committee, along with several other 

board members, felt that only practitioners with professional liability insurance (i.e.. 

malpractice) should be able to operate out of the center, otherwise IICWC and its board 

members could be held liable in a lawsuit. Other issues arose when the advisory board 

discussed the inclusion of naturopathic doctors, who practice integratively but are not yet 

licensed in New York, despite the fact that many other states license NDs. 1 interpret this 

process as representing the challenges that groups face when moving from developing an 

ideology to operationalizing it in actual contexts. The larger legalistic and hierarchical 

cultures inevitably shape local processes. 

Other problems between ideotogy and practice have also arisen in how IICWC 

ideally wanted to construct the Board of Directors in the fall of 1999. as part of the 

process of procuring the non-profit status with the state. The advisory board had agreed 

that the Board should reflect the diversity in the community. Sharlyn pointed out that 

efforts needed to be made to reach out to diverse sectors of Ithaca, a recommendation 

supported by her statement. "1 look around and we are all white" (with the exception of 

Ann Wang, a traditional Chinese medicine practitioner who is on the advisory board). 

Developing diversity for various boards of directors has apparently been challenging for 

many organizations in Ithaca, including city hall and other community-based groups. This 

became clear to me after I scheduled a meeting at the United Way to learn more about 

community resources and let them know about IICWC. David Smith, the director, told me 
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that their organization has been continually challenged by trying to foster a diverse board. 

He stated that Ithaca is a relatively small city, but one with many different community 

groups and committees. This, coupled with a 15% minority of non-white residents, has 

produced a discrepancy between what community boards desire and what their ultimate 

ethnic make-up is comprised of It was decided that IICWC would choose only 5 advisory 

board members to constitute the board of directors, thus leaving openings for future 

positions to be filled by people representing various ethnic and cultural segments of the 

Ithaca population. 

Supporting the grassroots ideology and overall horizontal structure of IICWC is a 

dedication to a consensus model at Wellness Center meetings. These are notions that I 

helped to articulate and identify for the group, and after this occurred, these concepts 

were repeatedly discussed and reaflRrmed. It was thought that a truly democratic process 

would be best reflected through using a consensus model of decision making. Not only 

would this reduce the potential for factionalism (that could result from split votes in a 

majority vote process), it would also lead to more cohesive decisions that would 

strengthen the mission of IICWC. Steve has often commented that he •^'alues our process 

more than outcomes" because of the commitment to the consensus process, perceived as 

perhaps difficult but ultimately more rewarding. 

So far. the consensus model has not been problematic and it has worked quite well 

for IICWC. partly because of the limited scope of interpersonal politics and power 

struggles which have been minimal ever since I've been involved, especially in the early 

phases of IICWC. Physicians I encountered in the group, from the early participants to 
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Steve, were obviously of a different mind-set than the ones I had known throughout my 

lifetime - they seemed much more willing to break out of a biomedical hierarchy and 

create horizontal alliances to nonbiomedical practitioners, local community groups, and lay 

people, similar to some of the holistic physicians discussed in Davis-Floyd and St. John's 

book From Doctor to Healer: The Transformative Journey (1998). 

Although Steve is the facilitator for advisory board meetings, he does not use his 

role to privilege biomedicine as superior, but rather he views it as one of the many 

modalities that will comprise integrative medicine. Additionally, his skills and input into 

the directions of IICWC come much more from his personality as an organizer and a 

motivator than from his experience and role as a physician, although these attributes are 

clearly interrelated. Steve does seem particularly adept at getting people in the community 

excited about the prospect of IICWC. and certainly some of this may stem from the fact 

that he has the cultural legitimacy of being a doctor, especially when it comes to 

interacting with the mayor, city hall, and other venues of power. In fact, this is a situation 

that other advisory board members recognize as a valuable asset for the ultimate success 

of IICWC. Perhaps lay people Steve meets and imparts the IICWC vision to are also 

impressed by the notion that if a doctor is so enthralled about integrative medicine, then 

this could indicate fundamental shifts going on in the medical community that should be 

supported with a community-based initiative such as IICWC. 

In order for IICWC to move the vision and concepts of the Wellness 

Center eSectively beyond the locus of the advisory board, strategies needed to be 

developed to extend into both the lay and practitioner communities. In the 
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following two sections, I describe how committee work, public networking, 

surveying, and event planning came together to further the "organic process" of 

Wellness Center development. 

IICWC Interfaces with the Public: Community Based Venues for Information Exchange 

Much time and preparation had gone into developing the vision, the mission 

statement, and the logo for IICWC. After these elements were in place, the group focused 

on moving these ideas forward to gain greater community exposure and participation. As 

the Wellness Center had no physical location yet to draw in the lay community of wellness 

seekers, other strategies had been developed to obtain more public input, which was one 

of the motivations for developing the various committees mentioned earlier. Aside from 

these venues, interfacing with the public has been achieved largely through personal 

networking by advisory board members and through local festivals that IICWC sets up 

tables at. such as the Ithaca Festival the Grassroots Festival and the Cornell Health E.xpo. 

At the IICWC tables, materials regarding the mission, scope, and development of 

the Wellness Center have been presented, which include a four page "FAQS" brochure 

(frequently asked questions), a more brief summary of what the Wellness Center hopes to 

be. a list of the advisory board members, committee descriptions, and sign-up sheets, lay 

and practitioner surveys, and other brochures and local articles about IICWC. The lay 

surveys, asking what the public wants in a community Wellness Center, among other 

questions (see Appendbc B), have reinforced the mission of IICWC. People replied that 

they want information on the available therapies, and a central place where they can utilize 

a varied assortment of complementary modalities and wellness programs (such as yoga. 
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nutritional cooking classes, and stress reduction techniques). 

The Ithaca Festival is one of the most prominent venues for IICWC community 

networking. In 1998 IICWC laimched the "balloon project" by passing out 1.000 balloons, 

with the slogan "Ithaca's Integrative Community Wellness Center ... Coming Soon!" It 

was hoped that this would get people intrigued about IICWC and increase familiarity with 

the name. As mentioned earlier, we teamed up the balloon approach with some clown p.r.. 

with Margaret and Bob serving in their costumes as the IICWC clowns. In 1999. IICWC 

marched in the Ithaca Festival parade. 

The Ithaca Festival, an eclectic combination of vendors, artists, performers, and 

multi-ethnic food, occurs every year in June and it is considered to be an important 

reflection of the character of Ithaca, as exemplified in the following statement by Laurel 

Guy. the festival's director, in reference to the 1999 theme, "Odyssey": 

Before it has even occurred, this year's Ithaca Festival is already a 
legend...The Odyssey is the 2,700 year old story of Odysseus, one of the 
great Greek heroes at Troy, and the misadventures that occurred on his ten 
year journey home to Ithaca. It is also the story of the 1999 Ithaca Festival. 

I have a playwright's view of the Festival. I see it as a vast three 
day play with a cast of thousands...It's the kind of play where there is no 
separation between the audience and the performers. We're all in it 
together... Some of the most magical moments are what's happening 
around you, who you see, and the stories you share with each other. One 
of my favorite things about the Festival is that there is such a tangible spirit 
of openness, friendliness in the air. That spirit is the life force of the 
Festival. 

This year's Festival "play" is about a journey home, years long, that 
has brought each of us through thick and thin to this destination, this 
mythical place called Ithaca...Our intent is to bring Homer's Odyssey to 
life. (OflBcial Festival Program Guide, June 2, 1999) 

In 1999, IICWC included itself in the Odyssey through interacting with 
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community members and participating in the parade. We had tables with information that 

my daughter. Sierra, and I (along with other advisory board members) worked at. It is 

usually a conte.xt where I end up launching into my "Nvhat is medical anthropology...." 

lecture after people ask what I do in Ithaca, and I respond that I am a medical 

anthropologist who teaches at Ithaca College and serves on the advisory board and board 

of directors for IICWC. Of course, I then proceed with my •"what is integrative medicine 

" discussion and how it can be created in an accessible community context through 

IICWC. 

We participated in the festival parade that year, carrying the twelve foot purple and 

green banner, with our name and logo, that Francesca Crannell had made and donated to 

the Wellness Center. Allison and I carried the banner in the parade with our children in 

tow. Sierra was dressed as the "green goddess of healing" with long sprigs of fresh mint 

sprouting from her head. JoAnn and her husband. Tim, drove their van behind us. pulling a 

trailer where Jaekah was performing massages on her portable massage chair. One of 

JoAnn's children was dressed up as Patch Adams, a recurrent theme in Wellness Center 

discourses. It was truly a surreal scene as many costumed people, some on six toot high 

stilts, roamed the streets and music played from the various performing floats as the 

advisory board members, literally and figuratively, waved the banner of integrative, 

community-based, wellness. 

Another context in which IICWC interfaces with the community is through the 

Community Needs/Community Outreach (CNCO) Committee. According to the 

committee description. 
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The purpose of this committee is to respond to and include the 
community in the process of promoting and realizing wellness. One of the 
aims of the CNCO Committee is to understand the needs of the numerous 
populations that make up the Ithaca community, including the young, the 
elderly, our unique student populations and the many people of culturally 
diverse ancestries here in Ithaca. The CNCO Committee itself strives to be 
a reflection of the multiple facets of diversity in Ithaca. We encourage input 
and participation from community members. In addition to IICWC's goal 
of supporting individual wellness, the CNCO Committee recognizes that as 
we celebrate diversity we increase mutual understanding and foster a 
broader vision of community wellness. 

This committee promotes the task of networking through making contacts 

with other community organizations, such as the Southside Community Center 

(located in a predominantly African American neighborhood), the United Way, the 

Ithaca Health Fund, GIAC (Greater Ithaca Activities Center, a locus of 

multicultural outreach programs), and the Tompkins County Mental Health 

Association. Often. IICWC advisory board members serve as important links to 

these other health resources, such as Clare, a therapist and EMDR (Eye Movement 

Desensitization Reprocessing) practitioner who belongs to the Mental Health 

Association. 

Ai the CNCO meeting held on the Ithaca College campus on October 14. 

1999. a list of "meeting goals" was drafted in a roundtable fashion by community 

members attending that night, who included Tricia (a physical therapist). Mark (a 

holistic nurse and mind/body therapist), Les (the only naturopathic doctor in 

Ithaca), and me. 

MEETING GOALS: 

• Introduce new members to IICWC (mission statement, structure. 
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• Discuss diversity and how the Wellness Center can truly reflect the 

community 
• Specifically look at diversity as it relates to income, ethnic, and cultural 

background and how integrative health care can be more attentive to these 
issues 

• Explore mechanisms to encourage community input about wellness 
• Identify "ORs" (Outreach Representatives) to act as liaisons with 

particular groups (elderly, Afiican-American neighborhoods, etc.) 
• Discuss possibilities of co-sponsoring health related events that would 

correspond to "diversity months" (Afiican-American heritage month. 
Native American Awareness month ....) 

• Further the development of a community reference directory listing 
complementary and integrative practitioners 

• Reflect on the practitioner community and how IICWC can fiinction to 
provide supportive services to practitioners too 

The agenda for CNCO meetings is always flexible, allowing the discussion to flow 

the directions that the participants choose. At this particular meeting, the following iss 

were covered, as recounted in a memo of the meeting (which was distributed to 

participants and other interested individuals): 

MEETING OUTCOMES: 

• The need for accessibility regarding low-income health seekers may need 
to be carefiilly analyzed because many practitioners already work according 
to a sliding fee scale and may not be able to go much lower (many clients 
are already middle class, perhaps for this reason) 

• Requires more analysis by Funding Committee to try and offset any 
discounts through other means 

• One idea related to bringing in practitioners who are apprenticing 
(herbalists, massage therapists fi-om the school,...) to ofifer reduced fees on 
site 

• Les suggested that other innovative integrative programs are seeking 
creative funding through writing grants to do outreach and research both, 
especially effective when identifiable populations are involved (Native 
Americans, etc...) 

• Some problems were discussed regarding/ocas/ng on specific 
populations for integrative and complementary care: 
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• Tricia noted that even when messages are targeted for certain groups. 
it's hard to get the messages to them 

• Mark observed that a "come to us" orientation is not usually very 
effective, and that outreach in the community, where people are. tends 
to be much more successful (perhaps in the churches, community 
centers, etc.) 

• Mark also noted that outreach liaisons may be a positive model to 
pursue - having people familiar with the possibilities of integrative care 
present the available options to people, as he does in his work as a 
mind-body therapist 

• There was some discussion of how integrative and complementary care 
may be more "person-centered" and appealing for those who have had 
negative experiences and feelings ofpoweriessness with bureaucratic 
hospital experiences 

• A story was related about a Latina woman who was acting as an advocate 
for her son, but the medical staff in charge would not listen to her - she had 
to remain extremely firm in her insistence that she be part of the dialogue of 
what was best for her son's care (highlights the well documented ethnicity 
and gender marginalization foimd in many clinical arenas) 

• It was affirmed that integrative and complementary care centers should 
focus on "friendly care" that informs people about options and includes 
them in care and treatment strategies 

FUTURE GOALS OF COMMUNITY NEEDS & OUTREACH COMMITTEE 

• Continued discussion of topics and issues described above 
• Further study of what do people in the Ithaca "community" want in an 

integrative Wellness Center (building on the 60+ surveys already collected on 
this subject) - this will help us plan events and workshops in the next sL\ 
months that buUd on what is already offered in the area (e.g., Greenstar's 
Meet the Practitioner series) 

• Revise and complete the community resource directory of 
complementary/integrative modalities and services available in the Ithaca area 
(a draft of this is already completed, done in Microsoft OflBce Access) 

• Further brainstorming about how Ithaca's Integrative Community Wellness 
Center can support practitioners and facilitate networking 

Developing an agenda for further community networking, especially one that is 

guided by a diversity orientation, is an evolving part of the CNCO Committee; this means 

reaching out to people like Zelda Lockhart, the executive director of the Multicultural 
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Resource Council (MRC). The MRC focuses on community outreach to foster 

multicultural understanding and facilitate understanding on issues of oppression. IICWC is 

still in its formative stages in many ways, so the outreach and networking that have been 

done are mostly concerned with initiating relationships with organizations such as the 

MRC to let them know about IICWC and find out on what level they could like to 

contribute (e.g.. knowledge, ideas, information sharing, etc.) to the community effort of 

supporting wellness for all populations. 

"BC" and "AC": IICWC Coalesces the Practitioner Communitv and Confronts the Politics 
of Inclusion and Exclusion 

In order to be a truly integrative center, advisory board members agreed, in the fall 

of 1998. that it was time to begin bringing diverse practitioners together to discuss how 

their modality could fit into an integrative wellness paradigm. This led to the idea of 

hosting some kind of gala event to coalesce the practitioners in order to facilitate 

networking and integrative dialogue, and demonstrate IICWC's knowledge of the 

community. It was decided that on May H"". 1999. IICWC would host "Ithaca's First 

.\nnual Wellness Practitioner Coalescence." an event that would celebrate, through 

conversation, music, dance, and food, the possibilities of integrative wellness. To advertise 

the event, over 300 fliers were mailed to practitioners that had been compiled in a 

database of modalities and practitioners in Ithaca. Many more were handed out to people 

in the month prior to the gala event. 

It took months of planning and preparation to get ready for the event. A number of 

community members and groups, including Cornell University, were asked to help with the 
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logistics of the event, such as finding tables, flowers, sflverware, and recruiting a graphic artist 

and photographer to prepare the materials for the event and document it. Political public 

relations work occurred before the gala event as well Steve. Arthur and I had attended a city 

council meeting some months prior to the gala to introduce them to IICWC and lend a 

statement of support for Cynthia Yahn, who was planning on building a fecility for integrative 

health care (discussed at more length in the next section), which IICWC had the potential to 

be involved with. 

Before the coalescence event, I send a letter of invitation to Diann Samms, an 

Airican-American alderperson in the city council, because of her involvement with various 

diversity committees through the mayor's oflBce. In the letter. I recounted a brief history of 

IICWC and restated the sentiments of the advisory board that "What makes IICWC different 

from other Wellness Centers around the country is the resolution to create an integrative 

model of healing that includes the best of all possible healing traditions, with a specific focus 

on issues of community participation and inclusivity, financial accessibility, respect for 

diversity, and a celebration of multiculturalism." Unfortunately, we did not receive a reply 

from Ms. Samms. At this same time. Steve had been meeting with the mayor. Alan Cohen, 

to promote the idea of declaring May "Community Wellness Month." to recognize IICWC 

and the coalescence event, in addition to the Health Fund's Second Annual Meeting, and a 

Wellness Forum organized by Ithaca's acupuncturists. On May 5. 1999, Mayor Cohen issued 

a "City of Ithaca Proclamation" that May was Community Wellness Month in the city of 

Ithaca. 

I assisted advisory board member in presenting information about diversity at the 
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gala event that would promote dialogue between practitioners about how their wellness 

practices could take into further consideration diversity in the Ithaca population. One 

initiative that fulfilled this function was the "Faces of Ithaca" project that I coordinated 

through two of my students at Ithaca College. Elizabeth Press and Merrill Mason. They 

spent weeks in the community actively searching for visual representations of diversity. 

which they found downtown on the "Commons." at the Buddhist Monastery, at a home 

for the elderly, and many other venues suggested by other advisory board members. We 

ended up with an excellent collection of several dozen photos that covered diversity as it 

relates to age> ethnic background, socioeconomic status, gender, religion, and the 

alternative character of Ithaca. 

Also, diversity statistics and anecdotes as they relate to Ithaca were compiled fi-om 

a number of different sources, including the U.S. census website, local newspapers, and 

conversations with community members. One of the displays created by advisory board 

members for the event presented some of this information in poster form: 

Did you know that members of the Ithaca community are from, or trace 
their ancestry to: Burundi, India, China, Syria, Bosnia, Azerbaijan, 
Chile, Peru, Switzerland, Tibet, Vietnam, Cambodia, Hungary, Senegal, 
Ukraine, Pakistan, Philippines, Jamaica, Laos, and many more places! 

Did you know: 
• There are over 450 families in the Ithaca area that have come 

from other countries? 
• 8.5 percent of the 94,000 Tompkins County Residents were 

bom in countries other than the U.S. 
• There are over a dozen religious organizations in Ithaca that 

help immigrants and refugees resettle 
• Many of these Ithacans bring with them unique and 

interesting cultural beliefs about healing and wellness 
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How does your wellness practice take into consideration the immense 
cultural and social diversity within the greater Ithaca area? 

The diversity posters were spaced out along one of the long walls of the facility the 

event was held at. the Community School of Music and Art, adjacent to the Commons, the 

central shopping and eating area in downtown Ithaca Other displays developed for the event 

included the many modalities that exist in Ithaca represented as a modality wheel, with a 

central sun icon around which multicolored strips of paper were placed representing over 30 

complementary modalities. Another poster display summarized some of the responses from 

the surveys that were conducted on what people want in a Wellness Center and what some 

of their thoughts were on integrative and complementary healing (see chapter three for a 

discussion of survey findings). 

The evening was carefully planned in its structure and flow. The wall displays, 

including the Faces of Ithaca photos, were spaced out around the walls of the large main 

room for the event. It was thought that this would encourage attendees, who numbered well 

over 100. to circulate around the room, using the displays as a tbcal point for discussions 

about integrative wellness, diversity, and the possibilities of IICWC. The flow of the events 

for the entire evening was related to the attendees through the purple "Coalescence Itinerary." 

.Ailer the initial circulation and networking, Arthur Bimbaum. advisory board member and 

renowned Wellness Gourmet, served up a North Afincan feast. This was followed by a skit 

that Steve and JoAnn had prepared, where JoArm played a patient with complex mind-body-

spirit issues, and Steve played the part of a traditional conservative doctor. After '"the doctor" 

continually came to an impasse in trying to treat "the patient" with standard biomedical 
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methods (including interaction style), the two started a process of mutual negotiation about 

how her problems extended beyond the physical body, and how complementary techniques 

may be useful, if not essential, in promoting healing. After the skit, Neil and I acted as 

facilitators, asking the following questions of the entire audience: 

• What can your healing modality offer this woman? 
• How could diverse practitioners have worked together in this particular 

case? 
• What challenges does this bring up with respect to cross-modality 

communication and involvement? 
• Did the skit bring up any real life issues that you can relate to? 

Much discussion and dialogue followed about the importance of an integrative and 

multiple modality approach to wellness. The rest of the evening was filled with music. 

dancing, and other rituals of practitioner communitas. 

The coalescence event seemed to be a major laming point for the group, as it gave 

advisory board members and attendees a glimpse into the possibilities of what may be 

achieved by IICWC by fostering inter-modality communication and cooperation. 1 think 

we also sensed that IICWC did seem to have the ability to mobilize a broad base of 

community resources and practitioners. In Steve's memo of July 1999. he stated: 

1 think it is fair to say the in the history of IICWC, a definite time 
delineation of BC and AC can be made—that is 'before Coalescence" and 
after Coalescence." We continue to learn from that special event and its 

attendant process and many useful trails were no doubt forged for the 
future. We will continue to learn from that experience over the many 
months ahead and those learned lessons will be effectively applied over 
time. I think that over the next couple of AB meetings, we should open the 
floor for a few moments of Coalescence reflections. 

Although the coalescence represented the themes of inclusivity and reactiing out 

like the roots of a tree into the practitioner community, it was not long after this that 
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advisory iroard discussions turned in a focused way to some of the many practitioner and 

modality politics that exist in Ithaca. I had heard about conflicts between body-workers 

coming from different perspectives, such as Feldenkrais and Alexander Technique. In 

Ithaca, there are many biomedical and nonbiomedical practitioners - how was IICWC 

going to pick and choose which modalities and practitioners to include first, assuming that 

IICWC would start off in a small, affordable space and grow from there? There are 

obviously quite a range of holistic therapies and healers, and they are not all created equal 

in the eyes of both the scientific medical establishment and the community (Bear et al. 

1997). How would IICWC negotiate the politics of inclusivity and exclusivity? Although 

the Credentialing and Credibility Committee had begun the process of negotiating this 

terrain, this is a question that has remained problematic to the present. 

7/21/99: An Advisory Board Meeting 

I pulled up to Steve's house nestled in the pines on a humid and sultry summer 

evening. Steve. Tricia, and Tom were casually sitting around the oak tree Steve had 

planted and that we had sanctified as a group in a ritual Memorial Day weekend. That tree 

had taken on special meaning for the group, not only because through it people became a 

part of Steve's home, but because it is a symbol for many of the defining qualities of 

IICWC. including a special emphasis on natiu-e resonance and a recognition of the group's 

"organic process." as Steve often describes it. As we waited for the other advisory board 

members to arrive, we talked about what we had been doing so far this simimer and what 

important events were happening in our lives. This aspect of the group also reflects its 

organic character in that there are no neat divisions between personal and professional 
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lives, but overlap and interplay between discussions of how to create a Wellness Center 

and personal stories of healing, relationships, and recovery. 

-Ailer catching up wdth life events, the business of the evening ensued as we sat 

encircling the tree on towels that Steve provided for us. As is typically the case. Steve 

developed an informal agenda for the evening of topics to be covered. He first announced 

a change that was evolving in the structure of the meetings and activities of the group. 

"Our ne.xt advisory board meeting won't be until Sept. 10'*' at the Wells College boathouse 

... We'll be meeting less fi"equently as the focus turns more towards the committees." And 

indeed, in the months prior, the focus had been on broadening the base membership of the 

committees and developing the group horizontally into the commimity. Committee 

updates were up ne.xl, after a short report by Steve and me about our trip to Meadville. 

Pennsylvania for the Speaking from the Soul Second Annual Conference, sponsored by 

Meadville Medical Center's Mind-Body Wellness Center, discussed in more fiiUy in 

chapter 6. We concurred that there was much focus at the conference on "evidenced-

based" integrative approaches, and also on various gate-keeping strategies assuring that 

physicians and hospitals were the sentries at the gate. A major theme at the conference did 

pertain to how to best develop models of integrative medicine, but it was not the 

community-based vision of IICWC wdth its sensitivity to muhiculturalism and 

socioeconomic barriers. In reflecting on the experience to the group. Steve summed. "I 

came out of that situation really inspired, what we are doing isn't really happening 

anywhere else that I'm aware of." 

Although the meetings usually do address most of the topics on the agenda, their 
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flow is often characterized by a stream-ot-consciousness quality. The dialogue at the 

meeting next turned to some local politics and events that could impact IICWC. Steve 

read from a July 13'*' article in the Ithaca Journal (Harlin 1999:2a), 

With final decisions in Washington not due until next month. 
Congressman Maurice Hinchey. D-26"' Dist., all-but-announced Monday a 
$300,000 federal grant for an alternative health care facility in the West 
End .... 

"1 wouldn't be here talking about it if I didn't have a strong degree 
of optimism in our success for these projects,' he [Hinchey] said, standing 
in front of the Cayuga Auto Parts store, a tailing business in the heart of 
the West End, which a community group hopes to turn into an alternative 
medical clinic. 

'Instead of rehabbing cars, we'll be rehabbing people at this 
particular clinic,' Hinchey said of the proposed health care center, which is 
expected to offer treatments such as acupuncture and massage therapy, as 
well as traditional medical care. 

Organizers of Building Links Inc., the group proposing the center. 
were cautiously optimistic Monday morning, preferring not to talk about 
whether the funding was forthcoming. 

But Cynthia Yahn, a West end businesswoman and a Building Links 
board member, said they were grateful for the efforts of Hinchey - a 
longtime alternative medicine advocate. She also lauded city efiforts. and 
thanked Cayuga Medical Center for supporting the project, which she said 
will complement hospital efforts.^ 

A number of issues and concerns were raised by this article, as IICWC was thus far 

not a part of the Building Links plan for a complementary care center. Was this 

competition for IICWC or an opportimity? Who was the 'commimity group' mentioned in 

the article? Did the reporter somehow think it was IICWC? We had gone to city hall to 

make statements of support for Cynthia in front of the city council. 

"We could respond in fear, but we need to stay open-minded. What we are doing 

3 The grant to Building Links was officially awarded July 17,1999. As reported in the Ithaca Journal (Harlin 
i999b; 28): "Department of Housing and Urban Development Grants announced Tuesday by HUD Secretary 
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is very distinctive—there would be room for both of us." Steve said. Some advisory board 

members suggested that Cynthia Yahn be "courted" in order to explore the possibility of 

IICWC being the group to nm the complementary care facility once it was built. This is a 

topic the group had discussed before. Steve had even met with Cynthia to discuss the 

vision of IICWC. There has been some hesitancy, however, on the part of some people 

about "getting in over our heads" by joining up with Building Links. Concerns revolved 

around whether or not the West End is where IICWC should be located and what kind of 

overhead responsibilities would there be with such a large scale building in the works. The 

board members agreed that it could be a problematic situation to become financially 

beholden to an expensive building. If that occurred then the operations of IICWC would 

be more driven by money than the carefully crafted vision that board members had 

developed over the course of several years. The decision was made that Steve would send 

Cynthia a letter to offer congratulations for the impending money and to set up a luncheon 

meeting. 

Next came the Funding Committee report. Sharlyn had held the first independent 

meeting of her committee several weeks prior to discuss the immediate goals and spatial 

needs of a facility for IICWC. Sharlyn passed out a memo reiterating the points of the 

meeting and providing the names of some important contacts that had come her way. 

including a real estate lawyer and "a guy who knows philantfiropy." This highlights one of 

the most effective strategies of IICWC thus far - community networking, much of which 

Andrew Cuomo:... A S300.000 grant to help fund a proposed alternative health care facility in the lower West 
end, a project expected to create 20 new jobs and bring in $936,000 in private investments." 
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occurs through happenstance and serendipity. 

I reminded Sliarlyn. "'Don't forget about the gut I met at Simeon's [famous local 

hangout formerly owned by the mayor] - remember, he is the Director of Alumni 

Relations at Cornell and also on the City Council Planning Board for downtown space. He 

seemed very interested in what IICWC is about and sounded willing to lend us an ear." 

"Yes. I did remember to call him and invite him to the Building Committee 

Meeting, but he couldn't make it." Sharlyn reported. 

The point was then brought up that one branch of the fimding committee will need 

to focus on defraying costs for low-income care-seekers, a frequently mentioned theme 

which has the effect of reaffirming the identity of IICWC as distinct from other holistic 

centers. Steve stressed the concept of defraying the cost. but. he stated. "1 don't think 

anything should be free, because we need to foster a sense of responsibility for health 

care." It is a delicate balance between encouraging self-responsibility for individual health 

and enabling health care for the economically disadvantaged, and how successfully IICWC 

will accomplish this is as yet uncertain. After raising this issue, it was then stressed that 

fijnds will also be needed for education, community use of the internet to explore health 

and healing, and for infrastructure. 

The next item on the agenda involved discussing a proposal to create an additional 

committee, and add another person to the advisory board. At one point, several months 

ago, Steve had indicated that we should probably consider the advisory board to be 

closed, as our numbers were beginning to reach into the twenties. Since then, several more 

board members have been added at Steve's suggestion and with the approval of the group. 
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As a social scientist with both anthropology and psychology degrees. I have been 

interested in how the group dynamics often change with the addition of new members, 

because an increase in membership can often be followed by an increase in the potential 

for conflict and group fission. I certainly consider this part of IICWC's "organic process. 

The new committee was proposed by the prospective board member. David 

Mumm, who submitted a written statement for the review of the advisory board. Steve 

read the proposal to the group, as the sun dipped lower in the sky and the dew began to 

gather on the grass: 

INTIAL PROPOSAL FOR IICWC 
COMMITTEE TO FACILITATE 

INTERDISCIPLINARY COMMUNICATION 

Proposed here is a committee of the Ithaca Integrated 
Community Wellness Center Coalition to facilitate clearer, 
more effective communication between various holistic and 
complementary health care practitioners and providers with 
regard to treatment, referrals, research and theory. 

Each of the myriad modalities of complementary health 
practices tends to have its own assumptions about the 
nature of illness and healing as well as unique vocabulary for 
speaking about their work, understanding people, illness and 
potential. 

Undoubtedly many modalities, in actual practice, have 
similar effects to others although the techniques may be 
different. Additionally, each modality has strengths and 
weaknesses; situations where it is either more effective or 
less. 

In a clinical setting, if a doctor wished to refer an ill patient 
for complementary treatments, to whom would he refer, and 
on the basis of what rationale? If a massage therapist felt his 
client needed to see someone else for structural work. 
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would he refer to a chiropractor, osteopath, Rolfer or 
Feldenkrais Worker? 

This committee will develop important questions addressing 
areas of potential confusion or conflict that may arise in 
service to a patient. The committee will stimulate dialogue 
among the modalities. The committee can accrue resources 
to assist practitioners in clear communication. The 
committee can identify germane research literature. 

The committee may develop ways to organize thinking and 
information for interdisciplinary communication. The 
committee may also choose to encourage practitioners to 
use language thoughtfully and consciously and to articulate 
their intention, procedures, effects, limitations and 
philosophy. 

Steve informed us that David Mumm has a background in both psychology and 

marketing, and that David and his proposed committee would be valuable additions to 

IICWC, especially because the committee would "stress the importance of how to 

communicate between modalities" and address "what is a common language?' and more 

basically, "what is healing?' (Steve). Steve also thought that this committee could examine 

complementary health care marketing, and ask "how does the media use certain words to 

create a market and draw people into the system." a phenomenon that I had thought about 

many times during my research but had not discussed with Steve. 

Steve voiced his support of the new additions and looked around to the rest of the 

group for their responses, which amounted to unanimous afBrmative head shaking and 

"sounds like a good idea" statements. Tricia commented on how well this seemed to fit in 

with the educational focus of UCWC's vision, because "to educate people about multiple 

healing modalities there needs to be a consideration of a common language." Richard 
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added another supportive statement, "Part of this is about educating the public so they are 

their own gate keeper," and so that they become savvy consumers able to look through 

discourses aimed at manipulating them. He continued. "Responsibility really comes back 

to the individual - give them the knowledge and let them make the choices." Steve 

commented. "Philosophical shifts is really what we are getting at here," meaning that the 

focus really seems to be shifting in terms of how health care is produced and consumed in 

this country. 

The roundtable of comments that followed Steve's endorsement of David Mumm 

was quite typical of the workings of the advisory board meetings. I had mentioned to 

Steve some months back that, organizationally speaking, we were following a consensus 

model versus a majority vote. This enabled the group thus far to accomplish many tasks 

without group fission. As Steve looked around the group that evening, with the sun below 

the horizon. I sensed a slight shift towards a voting structure as he facilitated the "yea" or 

"nay" responses about the new committee -1 could imagine more controversial topics 

arising in the near fiiture that would not receive enthusiastic endorsements from all group 

members. With both darkness and dew descending upon us. and the collective agreement 

for David Mumm tallied, we rose from the grass and stretched our legs before going into 

Steve's house to finish the meeting. 

.Ailer refreshing our spritzers and herbal teas, we settled into Steve's living room, 

some of us on the couch and chairs, others sitting cross-legged on floor pillows in front of 

the large picture window looking out onto a grove of white pines gently swaying in the 

night breeze. The final business of our meeting was to review a proposal from the Web 
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Site Development Committee. The proposal was prepared by Richard, Allison, and Lee. 

the latter of whom was just invited onto the advisory board several months ago. This was 

the first meeting Lee attended. Allison, a long time Advisory Board member, was not in 

attendance that evening. First. Richard inspired us with some of the visions of the Web 

Site Development Committee as he read from a sheet passed around to the group: 

Can You Imagine 

...being an important part of the worldwide coalescence ofthe 
complementary health care movement? 
.... the benefits of a website shared by communities all over this country? 

Common language and common lines of communication. 

You could travel to another community and log onto a website that 
looks and works like the one at home 

On this website you will be able to find practitioners working in the 
same modalities you have been receiving. 

You will be able to connect with local organizations and vendors 
for the products and services you need. 

You will be able to focus in on research projects, educational 
programs, community service projects and ftmding opportunities. 

...growing our practices, and the utilization of complementary health care 
in general, through the education, empowerment and involvement of the 
people who are seeking our services? 

...an organization like this being largely self-supporting and perhaps even 
generating excess revenues that will allow us to nurture (foster) emerging 
synergistic programs in other communities? 

What we can accomplish is limited only by our imagination. 
Working together, we can do this and more! 

There were enthusiastic nods from group members as Richard read. He summed 
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up the excitement of the room. "What makes this tiling happen is a shared vision ... we're 

herd critters'" and coming together and seeing a common vision can turn a dream into a 

reality. Following this he and Lee passed out the more formal, 5 page proposal they wrote 

tilled "IICWC's Web Site Committee Development Plan." The proposal was well thought 

out. innovative, and comprehensive with a far reaching vision of the role that IICWC 

could play in facilitating models of integrative medicine country-wide and across the 

globe: 

Vision: To create an environment that will assist the public in becoming 
educated and empowered participants in their own health care. This 
collaborative effort between IICWC and the community (s) will facilitate 
continued exploration and growth of heahh care practitioners while 
encouraging and supporting the growth of other cooperatively based 
wellness communities throughout the world. 

The broad scope of the plan put before us was evident in the sections outlining 

how this web site would not just be applicable to the Ithaca community; "We need to be 

able to alford to create an exciting web site and make it beyond just this area so it is of 

interest to many, like a website magazine for people to visit and learn about 

complementary medicine"' (Lee). Part of this initiative included plans to reach out to other 

communities to aid them in starting a community based integrative Wellness Center 

("Scope of Proposed Plan" # 7): 

Once a working model has been established online, then an 
outreach program will solicit the inclusion of other cities onto our online 
wellness community. This outreach will include: formal presentations to 
interested commimity organizations, feasibility assessments for 
communities thinking of starting a Wellness Center, and consulting services 
that would provide steps to developing a grassroots Wellness Center (both 
with online and a physical presence). Revenues will be generated from 
these consulting activities through fee-based services and by charging for a 
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percentage of the activity/revenue generated from their particular web site. 

Lee pointed out that with the web site, we could have a 'Virtual center" before the 

actual one manilests, "we don't need a physical space, we could start doing referrals right 

away." As the "Scope of Proposed Plan" reads (#3): 

.-Vn online assessment tool will provide the user and opprartunity to 
determining what treatment modalities would best match their health 
profile. The ability to contact those practitioners representing these 
modalities will be provided online. 

Credentialing. she stressed, would have to be an important aspect of this to make 

sure that practitioners were professionals in their field. "I was an iridologist and an 

herbalist ~ a quack' - before 1 went to school to learn the pre-med. and now I'm a 

dietician" (Lee). In fact, IlCWC's Credentialing Committee had for many months been 

examining issues of credentialing and credibility by collecting information about what 

degrees and certifications people needed to practice the many modalities of healing. 

Discussion ensued about the importance of validating professional practitioners in their 

modalities, to give them greater standing in an arena where "MDs are really taking 

ownership" (Lee). 

From my initial meeting with Lee several months prior, at a picnic at Steve's 

house. 1 knew she was interested in multicultural health care, but I had not yet had the 

chance to discuss this with her at any length. Anthropologically speaking. I was excited to 

see #5 in the "Scope of Proposed Plan" a section which read. "At a future date, the multi

cultural aspect of the Ithaca community and their various philosophies on wellness will be 

represented in diverse web pages co-designed by members of the community themselves." 
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This sounded like a great plan, but I imagined all of the issues that would surface in 

implementing it, such as actually finding people to make the pages to ""represent their 

community," and the many issues of how to represent the very multi-faceted ethnic 

communities in Ithaca. The idea of co-designing the pages (i.e.. IICWC staff with the 

assistance of community volunteers) is a model of partnership, but there is always the 

issue of who is in ultimate control of the project (the IICWC staff person?). There would 

be many sensitive issues to be negotiated if this part of the vision is to be realized. 

The presentation and review of the proposal was an interesting cross-road for the 

group, because the document put before us was a very detailed plan of the implementation 

of the site, with a 3 page explication of revenue generating possibilities, which they 

estimated at potentially $88,000 per year. Revenues could come from donations, 

practitioner's listings (estimated at $87.50 a month for an "extensive listing"), the 

"marketplace" where products would be sold, and other sources. Included in the plan were 

two "part time" staffing positions for web site maintenance, with salaries of $25,000 a 

piece (plus a 10% pension plan). The proposal was dated July 21, 1999 and one of the last 

lines read: "Positions can begin once proposal is accepted with compensation being 

retroactive until funding is secured.'' Although it was not stated, the assumption was that 

Lee and Richard would be the two "staff" persons to maintain the site. 

There was a sUence hanging over the room as group members read through the 

many details of the business plan for the web site. The realities of finances, income 

generation, and marketing were a for way off"from the inspiring visions and hopes of 

creating community wellness. Lee had mentioned just as the proposal was being passed 
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out that she had been involved with other grassroots groups, and the moment that 

financial plans and realities presented themselves people would get apprehensive. Perhaps 

it was not so much apprehension, but a thoughtflilness by the other advisory board 

members that we were now at the brink of entering territory that would bring new 

challenges to IICWC and the commitment to "do it differently" by being community 

based, non-profit, and sensitive to socioeconomic and multicultural issues. Sensing that 

some people seemed a bit overwhelmed by all of the information. Steve suggested that we 

end the meeting as it was getting late. He recommended that we all carefully review the 

proposal and we could discuss it at our next meeting. 

Reaffirming the Mission and Unfolding Organically: Continued Challenges for IICWC 

The trajectory of the months following the coalescence gala focused mostly on 

e.xploring the web site possibilities, as presented in the meeting just recounted. By the time 

December (1999) arrived, an impasse was reached over the proposed web site as issues of 

scope and definition were discussed. Richard and Lee had a far-reaching vision with the 

web site plan they revealed, but several advisory board members saw some problems with 

the fees they wanted to charge practitioners to be on the web site. Tricia thought it would 

be too exclusionary. Richard and Lee were helpful in making some changes in a revised 

plan so that practitioners could be listed for fi'ee. with the option of having a more 

extensive listing for a nominal fee. Their idea for the web site went well beyond the scope 

of IICWC and Ithaca - they hoped to develop a template for many communities to use. 

and ultimately the communities could all be connected, so if a person visited another city, 

they could log onto the site and find a local acupuncttirist or reiki practitioner. 
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The ideas presented were innovative. They even mentioned the site as forming a 

"block" of complementary practitioners who could lobby through this umbrella web 

organization, in a similar fashion to groups like the AMA. People had some issues with the 

"marketplace" as it was proposed for the web site; they were concerned about how the 

marketplace would be constructed and monitored and who would be able to sell what. It 

seemed to be inconsistent with the non-profit and local ideology of IICWC to engage with 

or be connected to national companies that are highly capitalistic and profit driven (not to 

mention the fact that they represent formidable competition to local companies and 

practitioners in the wellness arena). 

Ultimately, the issue of controlling definitions, a powerful right, led Richard and 

Lee to leave the advisory board and pursue options outside of IICWC for web site 

development. They had proposed a segment of the web site that would define the various 

complementary modalities. Other advisory board members expressed a desire for 

community practitioners in Ithaca to define their modalities, therefore modality 

descriptions would be localized to Ithaca. The impasse could not be bridged, a letter was 

drafted to Richard and Lee expressing that IICWC wished them well, and the scope of 

their plan was a bit far-reaching for the immediate goals of IICWC, and the Wellness 

Center would insist on being able to oversee the development of modality definitions if our 

mutual relationship was pursued. Following this, the advisory board turned its attention to 

some other options for web site development, such as encouraging the participation of 

students fi"om Ithaca College to assist, as some classes require students to develop a web 

site for course completion (the web site was completed in December of2000 -
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http://communitywellness.clarityconnect.com). 

Following the changes in direction of web site development, the focus turned 

toward earnestly trying to get IICWC off the ground by finding a physical location to 

house the Wellness Center. The plan that developed was to initially locate a small and 

aifordable space that would allow IICWC to begin to implement the models of integrative 

medicine that had been discussed for many months. In progressive stages, IICWC could 

evolve into a large facility with many different practitioners, outreach services and 

wellness programs. 

The challenges already faced, including the departure of several other advisory 

board members/committee chairpersons, and the hurdle of moving IICWC into a physical 

community presence, inspired Steve to share the following poem with the advisory board 

as a way of reaflRrming our community commitment and the process of weaving together 

threads of the fabric of community to create IICWC; 

OF BEING WOVEN 
The way is foil of genuine sacrifice. 

The thickets blocking the path are anything 
that keeps you fi-om that, any fear 
that you may be broken to bits like a glass bottle. 
This road demands courage and stamina, 
yet it's fiill of footprints! Who are 
these companions? They are rungs 
in your ladder. Use them! 
With company you quicken you ascent. 

You may be happy enough going along. 
but with others you'll get farther, and faster. 

Someone who goes cheerfully by himself 
to the customs house to pay his traveler's tax 

http://communitywellness.clarityconnect.com
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will go ever more lightheartedly 
when friends are with him. 

Every prophet sought out companions. 
A wall standing alone is useless, 
but put three or four wails together. 
and they'll support a roof and keep 
the grain dry and safe. 

^\''hen ink joins a pen, then the blank paper 
can say something. Rushes and reeds must be woven 
to be usefiil as a mat. If they weren't interlaced, 
the wind would blow them away. 

Like that. God paired up creatures. 
and gave them friendship. 

New challenges continue to face IICWC in the enterprise of trying to create an 

innovative model of health care and wellness promotion. In addition to trying to find a 

place to rent, with basically no budget (grants cannot be applied for until IICWC has its 

501-C3 or non-profit status, which is pending), other politics and obstacles continue to 

surface, especially in relation to negotiating American legal culture. Like other powerful 

institutions in the United States, overarching legal forces are difficult to ignore, and pan of 

this, ironically, even emanates from IICWC trying to do it differently by being non-profit. 

Obtaining a non-profit status with the state requires incorporation as a legal entity, which 

subsequently dictates the development of a bureaucracy of sorts. To become incorporated, 

organizations must form an official Board of Directors (which IICWC had already done in 

anticipation of incorporation), articles of incorporation, and by-laws. 

The foray into the legal realm brought up other issues in group discussions as well, 

such as liability, in relation to the Wellness Center and practitioners that may be associated 
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with IICWC. One of the reasons to incorporate, in addition to getting the non-profit 

status, was to protect the individuals who are associated with the Wellness Center and 

serv e on the advisory board, the board of directors, and the expert support panel. Without 

incorporation, if anyone instigated a lawsuit against any clinical work or other activities 

that take place at the Wellness Center then individuals, including myself, could also be a 

target in any lawsuits. According to the lawyer on the expert support panel, with 

incorporation. IICWC can be sued, but not the individuals on the board of directors, etc. 

in terms of practitioner liability, the subject of complementary practitioners having 

malpractice coverage would like to be avoided by some advisory board members, but the 

reality of the litigious culture we live in makes it difficuk to neglect. Tricia relayed to us a 

story of a massage therapist who had been sued for having to change a client's 

appointment time. Neil had mentioned that the numbers show that lawsuits {and adverse 

reactions too) are statistically minimal when compared to biomedical services. However, 

the overall climate in American culture to sue for just about any reason continues to give 

the group pause. The lawyer donating advice to IICWC also indicated that it would not 

even be enough to have clients sign a disclaimer statement (i.e.. that IICWC is not liable 

tor any services, etc.), as the Ithaca Health Fund has done, because they do not hold up 

well in court. She insists that IICWC practitioners need to have their own professional 

liability insurance, and that IICWC needs to be added to it as well in an amendment on the 

practitioner's policy. 

It was decided that this would be one of the issues that the Credentialing and 

Credibility Committee would have to cover with prospective practitioners at IICWC. with 
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the caveat that only covered practitioners could work out of the Wellness Center. As 

mentioned in the last chapter, people like 7Song, Shawn, and Heather would probably 

never take this step, efifectively marginalizing them in the process of mainstreaming the 

Wellness Center. Some companies do now specialize in providing this type of insurance to 

complementary practitioners. NeiL an acupuncturist, pays about $600 a year for coverage. 

In addition to the people who would be ideologically opposed to malpractice insurance. I 

also thought of the many practitioners, such as the lay or partially professionalized healers, 

who may not be able to afford it. Was IICWC starting to create the medical culture of 

hierarchy and exclusion they wished to minimize? I suggested that if this was a necessity, 

perhaps a file could be started of companies offering practitioner liability, so those without 

could better be able to shop around for the cheapest price, and perhaps IICWC could 

come up with some creative financing to assist small-scale practitioners. 

This provides just another example of how the possibilities of creating alternative 

and integrative health initiatives can become quickly tempered with the politics of major 

cultural institutions when trying to instigate social change. This case reminded me of the 

laudable initiatives of the I980's of trying to incorporate traditional healers in international 

health programs, only to have the good intentions foiled by the realities of trying to 

negotiate issues of status, credibility, and legitimacy, as measured by the biomedical and 

Euro-American status quo (Last 1990). 

The New Millennium Begins: Establishing A Physical Presence for IICWC 

Through some fortuitous networking, IICWC was made aware of an available 

space that would suit the Wellness Center in its initial phases of development. This 
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inlbrmation was exchanged between Gail Birabaum. her husband Arthur (the Wellness 

Gourmet), and myself at the lunch before my keynote speaker address on integrative 

medicine for the Finger Lakes Regional Health Care System. Gail works for Snow Lion, a 

local publishing company that specializes in Tibet. They had recently expanded their 

operations into a two-story house next to their warehouse, centrally located and not far 

from Greenstar. one of the local health food co-ops. The Snow Lion editors occupied the 

upstairs of the building, but the downstairs was open. After viewing the first tloor. which 

had three rooms, with a bathroom and kitchen area, the advisory board agreed to rent the 

space, and Sharlyn (chairperson of the Building Committee) and Steve negotiated the 

agreement. It was felt that the mission of Snow Lion, promoting greater understanding of 

Buddhism and the plight of Tibet, resonated well with the philosophies of IICWC. 

Shortly after the new year. IICWC moved into the building, with meager 

belongings which included the IICWC banner, a desk, a box of fliers, and an assortment of 

chairs, tables, and plants. Shortly after. Steve procured a computer, which houses the 

practitioner and modality databases. Although advisory board members were eager to 

coalesce practitioners at the Wellness Center to begin the project of space sharing and 

rotation of at least several modalities, there were still logistics to be worked out. and these 

are still being negotiated. The issues of incorporation, liability, and getting the process 

streamlined of going through the Credentialing and Credibility Committee (they are 

requiring references, an interview for practitioners, and the signing of a code of ethics) are 

not quite resolved suflBciently to commence healing activities. Plus, there is the issue of 

limited space with only one of the rooms suitable for clinical and healing consultations. 
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there would initially have to be a selective process. How should this be undertaken? 

The advisory board decided that for the time being, the space will be used for 

advisory board and committee meetings, wellness workshops (they apparently do not 

entail the liability issues that specific healing activities do), and a lunch series for wellness 

practitioners. The idea for allowing the space to be rented for a variety of workshops (so 

far IICWC has been the site for reflexology and yoga groups) begins to fulfill IICWC's 

noission to be a center for wellness education and activities. It also functions to bring in 

some income to pay for the rent (the rest is offset by contributions from advisory board 

members), and it aids in getting people more familiar with the new location. 

The other initiative that was proposed, to further the goals of stimulating inter-

modality dialogue and education, entailed having practitioners come together two 

Tuesdays a month to share lunch (provided by Arthur), hear a presentation about a 

specific modality, and discuss integrative possibilities. This evolved into the "WPLS." or 

Wellness Practitioner Lunch Series, with the first one commencing January 25'". 2000. 

with Neil Weinberg speaking on "Understanding Traditional Chinese Medicine." 

Practitioners readily committed to presentations that filled up the calendar until the end of 

the year. Represented were the modalities of chiropractic, hypnotherapy, naturopathy, foot 

reflexology, acupressure, craniosacral therapy, Ayurveda, herbalism, and EMDR (eye 

movement desensitization reprocessing). The WPLS continues the themes of dialogue and 

unification of the community of wellness practitioners begun with the coalescence event of 

May 1999. The lunches have provided a context for lively and informative exchange of 

perspectives on health, healing, and striving for wellness. At the March 14, 2000, 
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presentation by Les Moore, ND (naturopatliic doctor), the attendees for the lunch 

included a craniosacral therapist, a flower essence specialist, a physician (Steve), an 

acupuncturist, a mental health clinician, a nutritional consukant, several massage therapists 

and body-workers, and, of course, a medical anthropologist. 

Moving to the ne.xt level with IICWC entails completing the incorporation process, 

so grant writing can commence (most of the organizations contacted thus far require the 

501-C3 status); encouraging practitioners to go through the credentialing committee in 

some kind of democratic and inclusive way so that practitioners are not marginalized 

simply because they are not licensed with the state or do not carry malpractice insurance; 

and continuing the process of community assessment and practitioner coalescence. 

Grant writing will be one of the next great challenges for IICWC, especially 

because of the recognition that it matters where the funding comes from. At advisory 

board meetings, it has been repeatedly mentioned that state funding has to be very 

cautiously approached, if pursued at all. There is a perception that issues of power, 

control, and "red tape." would become problematic if the state started imposing demands 

or dictates on the way that the Wellness Center is structured and run. Enough of these 

power politics are already being experienced in dealing with the legal realm and the 

constraints it seems to indicate. Further entrenchment with hegemonic institutions such as 

the state will only exacerbate this situation. Other researchers have noted a similar process 

in transformations that occur when community based health and social movements begin 

to articulate wkh state power, as stated by Cain in reference to how AIDS organizations 

go through a transformative process from being critical movements to established 
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organizations (quoted in Singer 1998: 228): "The literature shows how involvement with 

the state and the receipt of regular funding contribute to the formalization and 

bureaucratization of community organizations. The initial goals of many community 

groups are displaced by concerns with organizational maintenance" (Cain 1993: 666). 

Issues of funding and co-optation were also involved with the prospect of 

competition from the local hospital which was in the planning stages for the development 

of their own integrative medicine clinic. Part of the conte.xtualization for my research also 

requires an understanding of biomedical ventures into integrative medicine in Ithaca. It is 

prudent to discuss the plan and scope of the new Integrative Medicine Program launched 

by Cayuga Medical Center, the only hospital in Ithaca. As mentioned previously, the status 

and intent of Cayuga Medical Center's integrative clinic is periodically discussed at 

Wellness Center meetings. 

Cavuga Medical Center: Instituting Integration through Biomedicine 

Cayuga Medical Center, depicted as "The Regional Cornerstone of Good Health" 

in local advertisements, has joined the biomedical vanguard being led by physicians and 

other hospitals by starting an integrative program. Public relations statements released by 

the hospital astutely employ discourses that meet the desires and hopes of the general 

public regarding integrative medicine. Several health practitioners have also mentioned to 

me the shrewd manner in which the hospital is trying to placate consumer demand for 

complementary medicine through using the "right language" and attempting to be 

integrative, albeit in a limited fashion. This can be seen in the hospital's most recent public 

relations campaign in the Winter 2000 edition of Health Visions: The News Magazine of 
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Cayuga Medical Center (distributed as an insert in the local newspaper). The cover 

featured a picture of Dr. Donald Bluh, and anesthesiologist and licensed acupuncturist, 

holding a syringe in one hand, and an acupuncture needle in the other, bringing the two 

together in the form of a cross. The bright red caption ne.xt to the photo, read. "East 

Meets West." 

The article in Health Visions, alluded to by the cover, pertained to the hospital's 

pain management center which has recently expanded its "professional staff' to include 

chiropractic care, acupuncture, and clinical psychology (Bonney 2000). Dr. Anthony 

Santino, an anesthesiologist at the center, commented in the article about how the center is 

responding to patient needs in the context of the community; 

Patients are looking for alternatives to pills and injections. By 
offering a range of modalities at the pain management center, some of 
which are from other cultures, our patients have more choices. Ithaca is a 
very open-minded, progressive community and many people here seek 
complementary treatment methods, especially when conventional 
approaches to pain management fail. Patients have asked us about 
chiropractic, acupuncture, and various mind-body approaches to healing. 
so we are meeting those needs. (Bonney 2000: 8) 

Consumers also have the chance to be exposed to the new initiatives at Cayuga 

Medical Center through the frequent local radio ads and occasional news stories in The 

Ithaca Journal. In September of 1999. in the "Health'' section of the paper, there appeared 

an article by Dr. Michael Eisman of Cayuga Medical Center, who is described in hospital 

literature as an "Integrative Medicine Specialist.'' Dr. Eisman made the following 

statement in the article, titled "Talk to Your Doctor about Complementary Medicine":^ 

4 Dr. Eisman's column in the "Health" section appeared next to an advertisement for Cayuga Medical 



Progressive hospitals are also adapting to and using complementary 
medicine. They are incorporating the practice of various therapies including 
chiropractic, acupuncture, mind-body work, and others into their pain 
management, wellness, post-operative, and disease management programs. 
Inpatients at Cayuga Medical Center are asked upon admission if they use 
complementary remedies and dietary supplements. They are asked to 
discuss these with their doctor, and they sign a consent form to self
administer their remedies during hospitalization. By informing the hospital 
ahead of time, certain drug interactions can be avoided. 
(Eisman 1999: 9A) 5 
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Certainly, in all of these public statements emanating from the hospital, discourses 

are indeed being invoked to convey to people that the hospital is committed to "patient-

centered care" and integrating complementary medicine in an open-minded manner. If one 

reads between the lines, and listens to the opinions in the Ithaca community, another 

picture emerges of Cayuga Medical Center entering into astute business decisions to 

assure their place in the rapidly expanding market share of complementary medicine. For 

example, it has been rumored that the hospital has plans to build an integrative medicine 

clinic (across the street from Greenstar, the health food co-op) that may have more than 

one million dollars in business investors backing it up. The cost of the real estate in the 

area of the proposed clinic, called the West End, is high and the expenses of renovating 

the existing building on the site will be enormous. The relevance of these observations is 

that such an integrative facility will be constrained, not only by being a hospital driven 

initiative like the Meadville Mind-Body Wellness Center (discussed in the next chapter), 

Center's "Health Expo '99" where free health screenings for blood pressure, body fat, pulmonary function, 
cataracts, and assessments for other conditions were being offered. 

5 Of course, what Dr. Eisman is not commenting on here is how such consent forms for self-administering 
remedies probably also functions to reduce the hospital's liability for potentially negative interaction effects. 
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but it will have substantial overhead to contend with. It can be imagined that such costs 

will be passed on to the clients of the facility. reafiBrming the socioeconomic elitism that 

already exists in integrative medicine, where one needs either out-of-pocket money or 

comprehensive health insurance. The other bottom line here is that business investors see 

this kind of endeavor as lucrative enough to make substantial investments. 

Some health practitioners have observed that the actual integrative oflferings at the 

hospital are very limited and laden with internal institutional politics, the likes of which are 

only alluded to by the holistically-oriented medical practitioners who are affiliated in some 

way with the hospital or have had experiences with it. One also hears about the extent to 

which the hospital is bound in their attempts to create integrative programs by "red tape" 

and the confines of professionalism, credentialing, and the dictates of health insurance and 

liability issues. 

In sum. Cayuga Medical Center seems driven like many other hospitals to meet 

consumer demand for the inclusion of complementary therapies and this happens 

according to the precepts of science, capitalism, and medical hierarchies of authority and 

professionalism. Modalities are introduced on a small scale and very cautiously, with a 

focus on therapies that are physically oriented (massage, acupuncture, chiropractic, etc.) 

and that have some evidenced based literature to validate them. A more encompassing 

epistemological shift towards comprehensive holistic perspectives that include mind. body, 

and spirit healing philosophies is not a significant part of the biomedical integration of 

complementary modalities. However, there are some biomedical practitioners who allude 
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to the importance of significantly altering the reductionistic paradigms ofWestem 

biomedicine to integrate these philosophies. It would seem that in the midst of the 

politicized quagmire of American medical culture, there are glimpses of :future possibilities 

for more fundamental ideological reforms ofbiomedicine, some even being called for by 

physicians themselves. Many of these physicians have coalesced under the auspices of the 

American Holistic Medical Association (AHMA), an organization which I got to 

experience first-hand in May of 1999 when I attended their conference in Washington, 

DC. It seems to be the case that many of the holistic physicians are calling for substantive 

reforms in the practice of medicine. Steve's participation in the IICWC also falls in this 

category. 

IICWC and Other Reformative Health Care Initiatives: A Comparative Perspective 

While many of the mission components ofiiCWC are innovative, many of the 

goals ofiiCWC have certainly been attempted before, usually under the heading of 

"holistic health centers," which have been around since the 1960's and 70's (at least 

during this century). In 1984, Gordon, a holistic physician, reviewed the general 

characteristics ofholistic health centers (noting the expansion that had occurred in such 

centers in the 15 years prior to his study). He presented the generalized model, for which 

he drew, in part, on anthropological studies, as a 16 point list. IICWC, in its vision and 

scope, certainly fits squarely within the model: 

~ Holistic Health Centers treat those who come to them for help as 
members of families and social systems 

~ Holistic health centers view health as a positive state, not as the 
absence of disease, and emphasize health promotion and wellness 

~ Many use conventional diagnostic methods (x-rays, blood chemistry ... ) 



in addition to diagnostic techniques derived from other healing 
systems (Chinese pulse diagnosis .. .) 

~ Holistic health centers emphasize proper diet and exercise as 
cornerstones of healing 

~ Holistic health centers maximize the therapeutic potential of the 
setting in which health care takes place 

~ Holistic health centers rely on an active partnership between care 
givers and consumers 

~ Holistic health centers include lay people and other professionals, as 
well as MDs, DOs, PhDs, and RNs in the management of their centers 

~ Holistic health centers provide an environment that is conducive to the 
personal growth of the staff as well as the clients 

~ Ongoing training of staff and of professionals in the community is an 
integral part of holistic health centers 

~ Holistic health centers are concerned with incorporating healing 
systems and healers indigenous to their areas into their work 

~ Illness is viewed as an opportunity for learning and change which 
should be supported 

~ The absence of funds has handicapped research efforts, but many 
holistic centers are beginning to study themselves (Gordon 1984) 

Clearly, IICWC falls into this decades-old tradition. However, the 

components ofbeing non-profit, specifically promoting outreach programs (e.g., to 

the elderly and indigent), and developing a more fluid, branching organization that 

spreads out into the community (through the ever evolving committees), are not 

included in Gordon's list, but they certainly add some important dimensions to it. 
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In addition to descriptive summaries like Gordon's, I also find the more theoretical 

critical medical anthropology (CMA) paradigm relevant to my analysis ofiiCWC, 

especially in relation to Singer's statements about the scope ofCMA as including a 

recognition that health is deeply intertwined with local, national and global politics (Singer 

1998), as I have indicated throughout this dissertation. Additionally, niany critical medical 

anthropologists aim to understand and change problematic conditions in the health care 
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arena, guided by an understanding that "power is a fimdamental variable in health-related 

research, policy and programming" (ibid: 226). 

The mission and goals of IICWC to develop an innovative, equitable, accessible, 

and affordable model of integrative wellness challenge mainstream notions of what health 

is. and how it is dealt with in traditional biomedicine through practices such as over-

medicalization and unnecessary surgeries. These are initiatives that fundamentally critique 

the power base of hegemonic institutions such as the AMA, HMOs, pharmaceutical 

companies, and other mainstream health cultures that have defined the scope and practice 

of health care in America. The ideologies being afiBrmed by IICWC stress preventative 

care, reaching out to structurally marginalized groups (elderly, indigent, and various 

minority populations), self-responsibility and empowerment, and grounding wellness 

promotion in response to the expressed needs of the multifaceted components of Ithaca. 

•Mthough the phrase "promoting self-responsibility" can often be a red flag for CMAs to 

declare that structural inequalities are being ignored, in the case of IICWC. there is an 

acknowledgment of both accountability for one's own health and a recognition that issues 

of inequity must be addressed. At IICWC. there is an emphasis on the structural roots of 

ill health and the need to steer the complementary and integrative medicine movement in 

the direction of accessibility and aflfordability for all people, and away from wellness 

elitism. 

The case of IICWC resonates with Singer's discussion of the possibilities for 

CMA: 

Progressive social movements concerned with improving the health and 
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well-being of oppressed populations or with limiting the control over health 
wielded by physicians, the pharmaceutical and medical technology 
industries, or hospitals, have also been instrumental in creating openings for 
critical involvement in the health field. The network of alternative health 
programs and practices created by the women's health movement, the gay 
and lesbian health crisis movement, self-care organizations, occupational 
health and safety efforts, environmental protection campaigns, and 
community controlled hospitals are examples of health-care settings and 
activities in which critical medical anthropologists have found opportunities 
to make useful contributions. (Singer 1998: 227) 

Where the IICWC model diverges is in being more closely related to what Singer 

terms "system correcting praxis" versus a more radical "system challenging praxis" in that 

the point of the integrative model is not to "overthrow" biomedicine in a radical way. but 

to change and influence it through the integration of alternative ideologies and 

complementary practices. The model of creating community based, non-profit, and 

integrative care is a bold one. compared with the contemporary captalistic health cultures 

that are consuming America, and the world. In many ways, however. IICWC is trying to 

work with the system and go "by the book," for example, in making sure that the legal 

restrictions are abided by (instead of challenged or transformed), especially regarding the 

exclusion of practitioners who do not carry professional liability insurance. IICWC is a 

dvTiamic combination of both alternative and mainstream practices and ideologies. 

Singer's concept of system challenging praxis seems to be a more apt descriptor 

for the work of the Ithaca Health Fund (IHF). and Patch Adams' revolutionary initiatives 

to deliver free health care that is both humanistic and humorous. Paul Glover, the creator 

of the Ithaca Health Fund, is committed not only to creating an affordable, non-profit and 

locally control health assurance plan (particularly for the working class and poor who 
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have no health coverage), he is also a political activist for democracy, social justice, and 

environmental responsibility. His editorials and comments appear on a regular basis in the 

local newspapers. Before the elections in the fall of 1999, Paul was a key figure mobilizing 

support and candidates for the local "green party."' When Cornell proposed burning 

medical waste at their veterinary facility, Paul fervently responded with an article in the 

paper about the threats to public health from the release of dio-xin in the plastics of the 

burned waste. He also did not hesitate in his critiques of supporters of the plan: 

...The Journal Opinion Page editor plunges in like a fireman, spraying the 
public with predictable reassurance that large institutions can be trusted 
with dangerous toxins (recall ComeU's leaking radioactive waste dump), 
and that our great hostility to incineration is "silly." 
...Responding to Cornell's apparent deafiiess, Ithacans have resumed 
shouting at Day Hall and warning residents as loudly, that Cornell would 
become known as 'ihe Ash Tray of the Ivy League," were this to proceed. 
... We have begun with modest postering in campus. Next follows 
distribution on Internet search engines with simultaneous press releases of 
warning about it. And Cornell administrators can decide how far this 
campaign reaches. (Glover 1999: 11 A) 

Paul Glover is a social activist and a lobbyist for radical change in heahh care and 

insurance as it currently exists. His next great initiative, carried out through the Ithaca 

Health Fund, is going to be the pursuit of a free dental clinic for IHF members and 

especially needy community members, such as children and the indigent. 

Patch Adams and his visions of change for global health care and wellness also fall 

under the heading of system-challenging praxis in its scope and intent. The Gesundheit 

Institute, which ground was broken for in the Spring of 2000, is Patch's dream, and it 

embodies the theme of integration, holistic healing, accessibility (i.e., free services), and 

healing individuals, families, communities, and the entire world. Patch states, in his book 
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Gesundheit!. 

Yes. we want the world to change. Gesundheit Institute is a 
sociopolitical act that has grown out of a deep concern for the quality of 
people's lives in a world dominated by the values inherent in greed and 
power. Health care is at a crisis, just as family life and community are in 
crisis. We don't want to be a band-aid for ailing health care; we want to 
change the system, to bring about a peaceful revolution. We hope this book 
will be seen not as the definitive answer but rather as a stimulant to big 
dreams and big actions. The more we spread the word about our work, the 
more we help others rethink the system, the more powerful that revolution 
will be. (Adams 1998: 2) 

In order to address the "health care crisis" in America, which emanates mostly 

from capitalistic, hierarchical, and biomedical bases, we need both system-correcting 

initiatives like IICWC and system-challenging propositions like the Ithaca Health Fund and 

Gesundheit. Furthermore, power can be challenged both directly and obliquely. In 

Minkler's edited volume on Communitv Organizing & Community Building for Health. 

she notes that more recent community-based perspectives on health promotion 

Often contain an alternative power analysis that stresses "power with" and 
"power to" (French 1986) rather than more traditional and hierarchical 
notions of "power over." As Bradshaw et al. (1994. 29) have suggested. 
within such perspectives "the target of change, that is the power structure. 
is not seen as the enemy but rather a potential collaborator toward a win-
win situation." (Minkler 1998: 8) 

Instead of marginalizing relationships with institutions, such as Cayuga Medical 

Center (the only local hospital). IICWC has opted to pursue strategies that can be 

characterized as "power with," seen in the attempts to create alliances with city halL and 

to keep the lines of communication open with the hospital and other biomedical 

organizations. As IICWC continues to evolve and negotiate a balance between possibilities 

and politics, alliances with these other fields of power may ultimately be successfiil in 
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helping to create the paradigm of health care and wellness promotion that IICWC has long 

dreamed of. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

THE POLITICS OF INTEGRATION: THE IMPACT OF MARKETING, 
INSTITUTIONAL CONTROL, AND POWER ON THE EMERGING 

INTEGRATIVE MEDICINE PARADIGM 

Holistic and alternative healing, thought of as counter-cultural just two decades 

ago. have clearly l)ecome infused into the mainstream of American life through the 

integrative heahh care movement. In this chapter, some perspectives on the scope of this 

process are critically examined, especially as they relate to political economy, power, and 

transformation at the macro levels. Such critiques of the politics of health care emanate 

from the people I interviewed and those with whom 1 worked in Ithaca. During my 

research I encountered health care seekers. CAM practitioners, and wellness center 

planners, who were partially articulating with, critiquing, and resisting the dominant 

cultural, social, and economic spheres of health care in America. In this final chapter, this 

larger backdrop is portrayed from institutional legislative, and commercial vantage points. 

The process of mainstreaming alternative medicines has been largely effected 

through marketing, the media, and the internet, and these forces have shaped the ways that 

people access information and engage in health care activities deemed holistic. Using the 

political economy of health and healing as a pervasive substrate, this chapter examines the 

numerous hegemonic forces and factors that are shaping the rapidly evolving integrative 

healing landscape in America. The primary arenas of investigation include the realm of 

wellness products and their marketing, and the influence and impact of institutions such as 

health insurance companies, the Food and Drug Administration, hospitals, and other 
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biomedical organizations and practitioners. 

This chapter also addresses some of the complex positioning of biomedical 

practitioners in regard to the use and incorporation of alternative medicines. Some 

physicians can be categorized as "holistic" by virtue of their welcoming attitude to 

alternative ideologies and practices (such as Steve at IICWC). while other physicians 

represent a more utilitarian view of selective integration of scientifically proven and 

licensed modalities into institutions like hospitals which could become the "bastions of 

credibility" in integrative medicine (Bittman 1999). 

During the course of my research many issues related to politics of power have 

been raised by holistic practitioners, lay people, and doctors alike. The most frequently 

discussed political quagmires and impediments to creating an integrative health care 

paradigm include: the power structures of pharmaceutical companies (e.g.. the threat of 

validating treatments such as herbs which cannot be patented like drugs); the power 

politics of research and publication in the field of medicine; the question of which holistic 

therapies to include and how they will be credentialed. monitored, and insured; and 

questioning if this process will just reproduce the hierarchical lines of power already 

existing in allopathic medicine. 

.A.S a participant observer at Ithaca's Integrative Community Wellness Center 

(IICWC). I was afforded a context in which to examine some of these issues in the course 

of attending advisory board meetings where members discussed the politics and market 

forces impinging on the creation of the center. As Steve, the group facilitator, envisioned 
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it. IICWC "is not driven by profit and corporate emanations," but is focused on trying to 

create a community-centered, affordable, and inclusive therapeutic context. His experience 

as an allopathic physician has provided him with insights into the many politics related to 

hospitals, other physicians. Insurance companies, and pharmaceutical companies regarding 

integrative medicine. 

The Political Economv of Health and Healing: Capitalizing on Integration 

Health care in America cannot be examined apart fi-om the capitalist milieu in 

which it is ensconced. Some medical anthropologists have stated that 

The profit-making orientation caused biomedicine to evolve into a 
capital-intensive endeavor heavily oriented to high technology, the massive 
use of drugs, and the concentration of services in medical complexes. The 
state legitimizes the corporate involvement in the health arena and 
reinforces it through support for medical training and research in the 
reductionist fi-amework of biomedicine. (Baer et al. 1997: 28) 

While throughout much of the last century biomedicine has dominated in the 

economic and political arenas (Waitzkin 1981; 1983), the immense popular interest in and 

use of non-biomedical therapies, both self-administered and practitioner based, have 

changed the economic relations of health care in America. Eisenberg and colleagues 

(1998) conservatively estimate that in 1997, over $27 billion was spent for alternative 

medicine professional services and therapies. Advertisements for supplements, vitamins, 

and herbs abound in popular magazines. It is estimated that herbal sales reached $3.7 

billion dollars in 1998, according to the American Herbal Products Association (Wilke 

1999). Another report estimates that the sale of herbal medications is now in excess of 

S1.5 billion a year, with a proposed increase rate of 25 % a year (Muller & Clauson 
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1998). On a local level, one recent Syracuse newspaper reported that wellness products, 

herbs, and supplements are the fastest growing business in pharmacies, chain stores, and 

supermarkets (Grace 1998). .'Another headline in the business section of the Syracuse 

Herald American declared: "Dealing in Healing: The Business of Alternative Medicine is 

Booming in Central New York" (Smith 1998). 

One factor which has significantly shaped the burgeoning market for herbs and 

supplements is the 1994 Dietary Supplement Health and Education Act (DSHEA). which 

allowed companies to make some types of therapeutic claims without repercussions fi-om 

the Food and Drug Administration when under the categorization of dietary or nutritional 

supplements (Grace 1998: Wilke 1999). According to the act, supplements are defined as 

including minerals, vitamins, amino acids, herbs and botanicals, and other dietary 

substances used to enhance the diet (Muller & Clauson 1998). 

•Although the FDA was strongly opposed to DSHEA. Congress pushed it through. 

In 1993. just before the DSHEA was passed, the FDA was still lobbying to get 

supplements off the shelves until they went through the full FDA approval process that 

pharmaceutical drugs undergo, a process that takes years and sometimes millions of 

dollars to complete. Paul Zuromski, the publisher for Body. Mind. Spirit magazine stated 

in 1993. before the DSHEA became a reality, that 

The FDA has finally drawn the battle lines. They want to take away 
Americans' fi-ee access to responsibly marketed dietary supplements. Think 
about it: within a year, you could walk into your local health food store and 
look for your favorite vitamin supplement, herbal combination, mineral or 
amino acid, but it simply won't be there. 

...Few people die of herb or vitamin overdoses ... In contrast, how 
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many people die from aspirin and other pain relievers every year? 
Thousands. 

...For the record, we support regulation of this industry to prevent 
outlandish claims and impure and unsafe formulations. But after what 
we've seen of the FDA's record, they are not the agency to have total 
control over the natural product industry. No way. (Zuromski 1993: 4) 

In fact, the FDA was not able to assert their total control over the industry - at 

least not completely. The DSHEA paved the way for herb and supplement companies by 

allowing for general statements about use to be made on the labels of supplement 

products, such as "enhances immune function." However companies must also put the 

disclaimer on their label. "This statement has not been evaluated by the Food and Drug 

Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any 

disease." Despite having to include this statement warning against a product treating 

disease, "herbal manufacturers and consumers think of the products in terms of disease-

specific uses, and manufacturers can make disease-specific claims in other formats, just 

not on the labels" (Wilke 1999: 2). 

Shortly after the DSHEA. there were several herbs that began to receive a lot of 

attention, through advertising and in media reports about alternatives. St. John's Wort 

(dubbed by some as "herbal Prozac") and echinacea (an immune-boosting herb), created 

an initial media buzz by being portrayed as "Wonder herbs" for depression, colds, and the 

flu. Several years ago. when I witnessed Dan Rather on the 6 o'clock evening news tout 

the benefits of echinacea for the immune system. I knew that consumer interest would be 

sure to follow. The large scale introduction of echinacea and St. John's Wort to the 

.'\merican public also provided a marketing template for a constant flow of new herbs and 
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supplements geared to treating or alleviate many health problems, such as ginko biloba for 

memory, melatonin as an anti-aging and sleep disruption remedy, ginseng for vitality and 

energy, valerian as a sedative, kava for stress, and many more (some of these are being 

marketed in bottled iced teas now. many under the SoBe label). 

One of the latest players on the field of the supplement market is SAMe (S-

adenosylmethionine). an expensive (often $1 a pill) substance which is already made in 

every cell of the human body. 

It is a methyl donor, meaning that it can attach a molecule made of 
one carbon atom and three hydrogen atoms to various proteins, lipids, and 
even snippets of DNA. Such methylation reactions are important in the 
production of many critical substances, including neurotransmitters in the 
brain and enzymes that help repair joints and the liver. (Gormon 1999:73) 

SAMe has been used in Europe for decades, where it remains a prescription drug, as a 

remedy for arthritis, depression, liver problems, and aching joints. In America, ads for 

S/VMe are readily found in most natural health and holistic healing magazines, and many of 

these ads seem to target women who have stressful and busy lives (as was the case with 

the women in chapter three who faced many stressors that exacerbated their attempts to 

feel well). 

The political economy of health care marketing, especially in the herb and 

supplement markets, has shaped consimaer practices by defining people's desires for 

wellness and ofifering fecile solutions to complex problems in large scale ad campaigns. It 

seems as if every few months another nutritional supplement is launched in a mass-

marketing campaign to pique public interest. Michael Wilke. a medical writer for CBS 
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Health Watch, reported that "herbal advertising has gone through the roof. Ad spending 

approached $100 million in 1998. and some ads featured prominent sports figures such as 

NBA star Scottie Pippin and NFL giant Joe Montana" (1999: I). On January 19. 2000. in 

the space of 15 minutes while randomly watching the weather channeL I saw two ads. one 

for Centrum herbal blends (Centrum being a well-known multivitamin label), and one 

introducing a new line of herbal supplements by Ricola (the herbal lozenge company). 

Celestial Seasonings, a company that started out small, making herbal teas in 

Boulder. Colorado, spent $25 million in advertising in 1998 to launch their supplement 

line, an adjunct to the popular teas they produce. Now considered to be a "medium-sized 

company." with sales estimated at about $120 million, it is not surprising that the CEO of 

the company. Steve Hughes commented, "We're feeling very encouraged with the 

wellness strategy" (Wilke 1999: 3). 

Still, Hughes says, the category has grown more moderately this 
year than last, perhaps partly because people were discouraged by some 
ingredients such as St. John's Wort, which takes up to a month to work. 
"It takes a leap of faith in some products," he says, (ibid: 3) 

Many are speculating about the faddish nature of the current boom in the market 

for herbs and supplements. "Bringing consumers back to the store shelves for their herbal 

refill is the trick that everyone seeks to pull off' (Wilke 1999: 4). If people are using the 

"quick fix" model when it comes to herbal remedies and nutritional supplements, then long 

term refills may not be lucrative if an herb is only tried once or twice. The quick fix model 

is one that has been created and reaflBrmed by the pharmaceutical model of "fast and 

effective relief As Nichter and Vuckovic state. 
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The marketing of products promising "fast relief has created 
expectations that symptoms may be immediately reduced if not alleviated. 
Such expectations of instant gratification, coupled with decreased tolerance 
for discomfort, may profoundly affect health care seeking, demand for 
polypharmacy and the timing as well as quantity and form of medications 
consumed. (Nichter & Vuckovic 1994: 1511) 

The huge increase of interest in herbs, vitamins, and other supplements that offer 

hope for the alleviation of health conditions has been fueled by the demand for 

polypharmacy, searching for medicines from both nature's pharmacy and the doctor's 

pharmacy. However, the model of symptom relief used by the pharmaceutical industry 

may not be entirely applicable to the use of herbs for treatment. The philosophy of 

herbalism, discussed in chapter four, in general is not one very amenable to the "quick 

fix." Herbalists, such as Shawn and Heather of Bee Well herbal consultancy in Ithaca, 

describe herbs working on a deeper and slower level than synthesized and pharmaceutical 

drugs. Although Shawn discusses some people who are sensitive to herbs, and who can 

experience rapid results with herbs such as valerian, for many people it is a more lengthy 

process requiring a commitment over time. For many health and wellness seekers, their 

lack of time to devote to health and stress management is why they are taking supplements 

in the first place. While seeking a quick fix to complex and embedded health problems may 

ultimately turn some people away from herbalism, the potential tor continued sales for 

those who do take herbs on a long term basis will strengthen the consumer market. In this 

ver>' dynamic and widespread process of marketing supplements, the applicability of health 

treatment models developed in other arenas (esp. pharmaceutical marketing) will need to 

continually be assessed. 
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When it comes to finding herbal products, mass-marketing and distribution 

strategies have also increased accessibility. Consumers no longer have to seek out health 

food stores to obtain the latest herb or dietary supplement. They abound in most national 

food stores, drug stores, convenience markets, and on the internet. Ken Nguyen, a 

pharmacist at Eckerd Drugs in S jracuse, remembers just a few years ago when they only 

carried a few kinds of echinacea products. Now they have 'three times as many herbal 

products than before." although the mass marketing has not convinced Nguyen of any 

possible efficacy of herbal remedies (Grace 1998: Fl). He stated. 

there are two schools of thought - some people believe in herbal products. 
I'm on the side that doesn't believe in it. Herbal products don't have to go 
through the FDA. They can claim anything. There's no proof it works. 1 
think they should have more regulations. (Grace 1998: F3) 

The mass-marketing of herbals is occurring concomitantly with an increase in 

cultural legitimacy as the result of evidence-based studies (in peer-reviewed publications 

such as Alternative Therapies in Health and Medicine and the Journal of Alternative and 

Complementarv Medicine: Research on Paradigm. Practice, and Policy). While local 

herbalists tell me that many scientific studies have been performed in Europe (the German 

Commission E studies seem to be most notable), 1 also have noticed a significant increase 

in scientific reports of herbal remedy efficacy in the U.S. in major biomedical publications 

as well (e.g.. in the Nov. 11. 1998 issue of the Journal of the American Medical 

•Association). The large herb companies pay attention to the weight that scientific 

validation plays. When Celestial Seasonings introduced their supplement line, they did so 

with herbs that were already well-known and well-researched, such as saw palmetto. St. 
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John's Wort, ginko biloba, ginseng, and echinacea. Steve Hughes, the CEO of the 

company, "said that consumer concerns about witchdoctorism is 'a lot of baggage the 

category has. That's why we're dedicated to proven, mainstream products." He added that 

a number of American studies are now underway and that Celestial Seasonings is also 

conducting studies to bring further confidence to the market" (Wilke 1999: 3). 

Despite the emphasis that many herbal companies make about the scientifically 

proven efficacy of their product, replete with standardized dosages of active constituents, 

some claim that the studies are still not "rigorous" enough when compared to the trials 

that pharmaceuticals go through. Others point out that while some herbal products have 

been tested, there are many that have not been: "Clinical trials that have been designed to 

test currently used herbal preparations are laborious, time-consuming, and costly, and it is 

understandable why many herbal preparations on the market do not go through rigorous 

testing procedures" (Muller & Clauson 1998: 2). Clearly, aside from the additional 

knowledge gained through such scientific scrutiny, the discourses of "science." "efficacy." 

and "standardization" which are frequently invoked carry mass appeal in terms of the 

symbolic capital of scientific models in American culture. 

The public marketing campaigns of alternative health care products and 

supplements have not just integrated Western models of legitimacy in the form of scientific 

validation, they have also reflected the marketing ideas and spaces of pharmaceuticals too. 

The sudden ubiquity of herb and supplement advertisements has occurred at the same time 

that pharmaceutical companies have been increasingly marketing their wares in popular 
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magazines, on billboards, in TV ad campaigns, and on the internet. "In fact, the more than 

$ 1 billion consumer advertising push behind prescription drugs paved the road for herbal 

products to do the same" (Wilke 1999: 1). Ads for Prozac. Prilosec. Viagra, Claritiru and 

other pharmaceuticals readily abound in everyday popular magazines such as Time. Life, 

and People. Also, the irony did not escape me of seeing ads for Prilosec flashing on the 

internet (on the CBS HealthWatch site) as 1 was reading Wilke's (1999) article on 

"Herbals; A Giant Business and Still Growing." As 1 browsed through some of the other 

selections at the site. I frequently encountered banners enticing one to click, and learn more 

about various pharmaceuticals, with Claritin and Prilosec being the most commonly 

encountered drugs. 

At times it seems as if the herbals and pharmaceuticals are vying for consumer 

attention on the airwaves. On January 22. 2000. while watching the popular drama 

Providence (a show about the humanistic side of medicine according to a female doctor) 

ads were aired for Lipitor (for lowering cholesterol), followed by an ad attempting to raise 

awareness about erectile dysfunction, or ED (popularized previously by ads with Bob 

Dole), obviously alluding to treatment with drugs such as Viagra. In fact, the ad 

encouragingly stated. "There's no need to hide your face, just talk to your doctor." A 

short time later, ads for Allegra (allergy medication), and the previously mentioned Ricola 

herbal supplements were aired, this latter ad admonishing consumers to "choose the brand 

with a mountain of herbal expertise behind it." Following that, there was a commercial for 

the new line of One-A-Day "'specialized blends" that include herbs such as ginko biloba 
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and ginseng in their vitamin formulas. 

One of the reasons behind the increased TV advertising for drugs is the 1997 

decision by the Food and Drug Administration to let pharmaceutical companies use 

television to market directly to consumers (Rosenblatt 1999).1 This has led to an increase 

in demand for name-brand, and often highly priced, prescription drugs. This is a significant 

factor adding to medical inflation. In 1998, Americans spent $100 billion for prescriptions, 

an increase of84% in five years. The exorbitant cost of TV advertising (see Table 4) has 

been implicated in raising the average cost of medications, and in increasing consumption 

rates as well (ibid). 

Table 4: TV Advertising for Prescription Drugs in 1999 (first seven months) 

Drug 

Claritin (allergy) 
Propecia (baldness) 
Viagra (impotence) 
Zyrtec (allergy) 
Prilosec (ulcers) 
Lipitor (cholesterol) 
Meridia (weight reduction) 
Nasonex (allergy) 
Detro) (unrinary control) 
Flonase (allergy) 

(adapted from Rosenblatt 1999: 6A) 

Cost of Advertising (in millions of dollars) 

$97.1 
$56.2 
$50.4 
$43.4 
$40.8 
$40.8 
$38.2 
$35.7 
$33.3 
$32.5 

1 In addition to FDA's control over the industry, the Federal Trade Commission also plays a policing role: they 
recently charged Bayer Corp. with making unsubstantiated claims regarding aspirin use for the prevention of 
heart attack and stroke. Aspirin can have a protective effect, but not for everyone, a point that was not made 
clear by the ads, according to the FTC. Bayer Corp. settled with the government agency by agreeing to spend 
$1 million to fund a consumer education program with free brochures titled "Aspirin Regimen Therapy: Is it 
right for you?" (Associated Press 2000: A7). In a similar case, the FTC charged Quigley Corp. with making 
unsubstantiated claims regarding their Cold-Eeze brand zinc lozenges (Srinivasan 1999: 8A). 
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As Rosenblatt notes. 

The dynamics of the situation are fairly simple. Schering-Plough 
Corp.. for instance, spent a whopping $97 million in the first seven months 
of this year to promote Claritin. a prescription drug that relieves allergy-
related sniffing and wheezing. Merck & Co. Inc. shelled out $56 million in 
advertising Propecia as a baldness cure, and Pfizer Inc. paid $50 million for 
publicity for one prescription medication that scarcely needs it: Viagra, the 
anti-impotence compound. And doctors are reluctant to stand in the way of 
the kind of popular demand such promotion gives rise to. (1999: 6A) 

There is one element to prescription drug ads that I find particularly intriguing: the 

emphasis on potential side effects of using the drug as well as the health benefits, no doubt 

a legal requirement. This trend may make herbals seem more appealing for their apparent 

lack of side effects, even though many herbs can cause such reactions. The cover page of a 

Prilosec ad for treating heartburn and ulcers states "The most common side effects are 

headache, diarrhea, and abdominal pain" (http:/7w\v\v.acidcontrol com/). Another 

commerical 1 viewed on TV is for a new weight loss prescription drug, called Meridia, 

which blocks fat fi-om being digested. The ad takes up valuable and e.xpensive seconds 

explaining that the drug may decrease vitamin absorption, so vitamin supplements are 

recommended, and that other side effects could include bloating, diarrhea, fi-equency of 

bowel movements and an inability to control them. Many people probably rationalize the 

use of these drugs with the percentages, figuring that the side effects seem to only occur in 

a small percentage of people, and they may have no adverse effect on them. Perhaps in 

part, the pharmaceutical industry, already deemed suspect by many, can improve their 

public relations by seeming more fi-ank in the recent ads. 

In the January 31. 2000 issue of Time magazine. Pfizer ran a three page ad for 
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Viagra titled "Seven more reasons to feel good about VIAGRA (plus the one that 

everybody already knows)." This campaign is an apparent attempt to clarify public 

misconceptions about the side-efifects of the product, such as the media reports of heart 

attacks in men who took the drug. Also in the ad they emphatically state. "With VIAGRA 

you must be se.xually aroused (physically, visually, etc.) to get an erection. If you take 

VIAGRA and are not sexually stimulated, nothing will happen." Perhaps they needed to 

more clearly e.xplicate the likelihood of potentially "embarrassing side-efifects." the scope 

of which people may have gotten misperceptions about, in part, through watching a Mad 

Ahoiii You episode on television. In the sitcom, Paul (Paul Reiser) takes a "masculinity 

enhancing drug" (read: VIAGRA) then faces himiiliation as he must go out into the public 

with an erection that he is not able to control. The Viagra ad also emphasizes the safety 

and scientific validation of the drug, while making a point to distance itself from herbal 

remedies. "VIAGRA is not a hormone, an herbal supplement, or an aphrodisiac." 

Nichter and Vuckovic. in their analysis of the anthropology of pharmaceutical 

practice, emphasize that more research needs to be done to understand the perceptions 

and implications of the side-efifects of pharmaceutical medications (and to this study 1 

would add herbal supplements as well): 

The study of side effects requires consideration of the ways in 
which bodily signs and symptoms associated with medicine use are 
culturally evaluated. Several questions emerge. Are the side effects of 
medicines (intended or unintended) deemed more serious or uncomfortable 
than the original complaint? Are they thought to interfere with an important 
body process or a healthy part of the body which has cultural importance? 
Do side effects interfere with social duties or life routines which are 
gender-specific (e.g., those related to menstruation, defecation)? How long 



are the side effects of medications tolerated given cultural health concerns. 
(Nichter & Vuckovic 1994: 1512) 
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The context of the recent mass-marketing in the media for pharmaceuticals and the 

up-front inclusion of potential side effects makes these questions raised by Nichter and 

Vuckovic even more pressing. Apparently, the overt discussion of potentially serious side 

effects, like losing control of one's bowels, is not having a serious impact on the interest in 

these medicines. Reports have indicated that the recent marketing of pharmaceuticals 

through TV ads has "unleashed a surge in demand. Patients are requesting expensive 

brand-name drugs more often and doctors are willingly - if not always happily -

prescribing them" (Rosenblatt 1999: 6A). Not all doctors fit into this depiction. Steve, the 

physician with IICWC in Ithaca, discussed with me the effects of some of the drug ads on 

his patients, stating that he "appreciates educated patients," but there are patients who 

"come in demanding prescriptions" after seeing ads on TV or the internet for 

pharmaceuticals. He was specifically referring to the recent ad, playing frequently in the 

month of December 1999, for Relenza, an anti-viral inhaler/nasal spray being marketed as 

a flu remedy. Steve feels that rest, fluids, and chicken soup may be more appropriate than 

over-prescription ofRelenza.2 

New dynamics of supply and demand are continually emerging as drug companies 

vie for power in the marketplace. During the week of January 15, 2000, a number of news 

reports, including recaps in the Ithaca Journal and Syracuse Post-Standard, indicated that 

2 See Goldman and Montagne (1986) for an in-depth discussion of pharmaceutical advertising and its effects 
on physicians' attitudes and prescribing patterns. 
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we may be on the verge of witnessing the creation of a mega-drug company if the 

pharmaceutical heavyweights Glaxo Wellcome PLC and SmithKline PLC successfully 

resume their merger talks. The backdrop of these negotiations is the financial pressure that 

even large companies experience as they try to deal with rivals by potentially merging with 

them in order to reduce the costs of bringing new medicines to the market. If the merger is 

successful, it will create the world's largest pharmaceutical company, even though that 

would only mean controlling 7.3 percent of global sales (Associated Press 2000b). 

The financial rewards of success for such companies are high. For example, it has 

been estimated that total revenues for Claritin. the allergy medicine manufactured by the 

pharmaceutical giant. Schering-Plough, are close to $5 million dollars a day. and $ 1.9 

billion dollars a year. Schering-Plough has recently been greasing the political machine in 

Washington to extend their patent rights to Claritin and prevent a cheaper generic brand 

from reaching the market. As part of its campaign, the company has offered up various 

perks (such as use of their Gulfstream IV jet) to Senator Orrin Hatch, who is in charge of 

the Judiciary Committee that handles patent extension requests (Novak 1999: 42). 

The media wars and political machinations these drugs companies engage in are 

numerous and this discussion could be expanded upon in much greater length, but it is 

perhaps beyond the immediate scope of this dissertation, with its focus on alternative, 

complementary, and integrative medicine. Pharmaceuticals are certainly a large part of 

integrative medical practices where both drugs and herbs and supplements are 

simultaneously taken (in fact, this is an area of growing concern regarding potentially 
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negative interaction efifects). This discussion of the political economy of pharmaceuticals 

does efifectively highlight the nature of the politicization of the medicine marketplace. 

which certainly carries over into the herb, supplement, and vitamin markets. In all of these 

arenas, the fmancial stakes are high. 

Although the scope of this dissertation centers mostly on the cultural dynamics and 

politics of alternative and integrative medicine in America, clearly it is pan of a larger 

globalizing health care assemblage driven by capitalist motivations. Miles, in her research 

on the use of natural medicines in urban Ecuador, comments on the lack of scholarship 

about the spread of alternative healing modalities (as distinct from indigenous traditional 

therapies) around the world, in particular Latin America (Miles 1998). Miles reasons that 

perhaps the lack of cross-cultural investigation of this subject may be attributed to the 

perception of alternative healing as "New Age." or Euro-centric, and therefore not of 

great relevance to the health seeking behaviors of those in other cultures and countries. On 

the contrary, the cross-cultural study of alternative and integrative medicine is an emerging 

and productive arena to examine the global commodification of medicine. Indeed. Miles" 

work in Cuenca. Ecuador, provides an illustrative case example: 

But if Cuenca is in any way typical (and there is some evidence that 
it is), natural medicines seem to have made significant inroads in the 
medical culture of Ecuador. Furthermore, as natural products like Peruvian 
una de gato (cat's claw [uncario tormentosa]) or Ecuadorian sangre de 
drago (dragon's blood [croton afiQecheri]) are marketed by a variety of 
commercial entities around the world, including K-Mart in Puerto Rico and 
the Worldwide Web. they are becoming truly global commodities whose 
meanings, much like pharmaceuticals, are powerful, dynamic, and 
multifaceted. Natural medicines in Cuenca are sold to consumers by small-
scale entrepreneurs, but behind these small-business people lie a large and 
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growing industry of producers, processors, and marketers. (Miles 1998: 
210) 

Marketing Integrative Healing: The Capitalist Domestication of Resistance bv 
Pharmaceutical Companies. HMOs, and Government Institutions 

While in large part, the presence of alternative and complementary modalities has 

provided a challenge to the hegemony of the biomedical and pharmaceutical mainstream. 

the dynamics of medical pluralism in America seem to be quite different from a century 

ago when authoritative organizations and institutions lobbied hard to eradicate alternative 

practices. In atmospheres of medical pluralism, the impetus of the dominant system to 

control, regulate, co-opt. and/or eradicate the competition is not unusual. 

Where other competing medical models may exist, the dominant 
model may label them "complementary medicine' or 'alternative medicine' 
(if a pluralistic but potentially aggrandizing spirit prevails) or 'quackery' or 
"hocus pocus" (if ridicule is politically most effective), or the dominant 
medicalizing institutions will have them eradicated or outlawed altogether. 
(Morgan 1998: 88) 

This was certainly the case earlier in this century with the release of the Flexner 

report and the subsequent legislation that not only pushed alternatives to the margins, it 

outlawed the non-biomedical practice of many modalities, such as midwifery and 

naturopathy. The last several decades, however, have not so much been characterized by 

this approach, but by a strategy of appropriation and incorporation into the mainstream. 

This represents another possible outcome in dealing with a challenging alternative health 

care ideology - instead of resisting or marginalizing it. co-opt it and integrate it into the 

e.xisting paradigm, thereby claiming the challenging modality and integrating it into the 

already existing power and authority structures. 
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Susan Douglas (1994) writes about some other models of how this process works, 

referring to the organic health food movement and the women's health movement, and 

how the resistance emanating from these arenas was ultimately co-opted to a significant 

degree by mainstream American capitalist culture. She astutely notes that "...one of 

capitalism's great strengths — perhaps its greatest — is its ability to co-opt and domesticate 

opposition, to transubstantiate criticism into a host of new. marketable products" 

(Douglas 1994: 260). Baer and colleagues concur: "Despite the elements of resistance in 

these alternative medical systems, it is important not to overlook the capacity of 

biomedicine and its patrons in the capitalist class and the state sector to co-opt them" 

(Baer et al. 1997: 30). 

Consequently, instead of large scale efforts to eradicate complementary and 

alternative medicines, many different sectors and institutions in American culture are 

pursuing the integration of these modalities, a process heavily influenced by institutional 

politics, legal challenges, struggles over the claiming of authoritative knowledge, and 

conflicts in deciding how and what to integrate. In the next section. I examine the role of 

pharmaceutical companies, health insurance companies, governmental institutions, 

hospitals, and allopathic physicians, in their attempts to claim the domain of 

complementary and alternative healing. It should be noted, however, that market forces, 

discussed in the last section, and large scale public interest (and demand) for the inclusion 

of alternatives have provided the main impetus for American cultural institutions to take 

such interest. For the most part, the incorporation of complementary and alternative 
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medicines does not necessarily include any philosophical shifts towards an alternative 

culture by health care institutions and professionals, although there are exceptions which 

will be discussed later (such as some physicians who seem to have become predominantly 

holistic in their beliefs about the body, spirituality, and healing ~ a change of focus not 

apparently motivated by consimier pressures or financial gain). 

The Pharmaceutical Industry: Staking a Greater Claim in Alternative and Botanical 
Medicines 

Pharmaceutical companies potentially face a major challenge through the increased 

use of herbal and dietary supplements. 7Song, a well-known herbalist in Ithaca. NY. 

commented to me that one of the largest threats to companies seeking tinancial gain 

through herbals is that they cannot be patented like pharmaceutical medicines. 7Song. 

discussed in chapter four, operates the Northeast School of Botanical Medicine, an 

apprenticeship herbal program, out of his home, where he also produces herbal medicines 

for local markets, including Greenstar. the health food co-operative in Ithaca. Despite the 

patenting restrictions on herbs, clearly they are a lucrative business to which many 

companies have gotten involved. However, individuals, like 7Song and several other local 

herbalists who make herbal preparations for local sale in more of a cottage industry style, 

do not make huge sums of money doing so. Additionally, these commimity herbalists are 

also dedicated to teaching people how to make herbal medicines themselves. When a 

company like Celestial Seasonings enters the market with pills and extracts, local dynamics 

change when people start buying the mass-produced herbals in grocery stores, rather than 

locally produced herbs, tinctures, and other preparations. 
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Some pharmaceutical companies have met the challenge of competition from the 

herbal sector by producing herbal products themselves. 

A number of drug companies spending big - Bayer Corp. (maker of the 
well known Bayer aspirin and Alka-Seltzer brands), Warner-Lambert Co. 
(maker of the over-the-counter drugs Zantac 75 and Benadryl), and 
.•\merican Home Products (Advil marketer) - are now entering the herbal 
market. And their ad campaigns cost as much as $35 million. By summer 
1998. Bayer had introduced its One-A-Day Specialized Supplements, in 
late in 1998 Warner-Lambert Co.'s Quanterra and American Home's 
Centrum Herbals entered the ring. (Wilke 1999: 2) 

In other cases, pharmaceutical producers have responded by buying herb 

companies out. According to Michael Balick, Institute of Economic Botany Director at 

the New York Botanical Garden, many of the small to medium sized herb companies have 

already been bought out by pharmaceutical companies (Balick 1999). In their production 

and marketing, many of these companies focus on the scientific, evidence-based rationales 

for the use of herbs, stressing quality of product and standardized dosages. Along these 

lines, there is another lucrative possibility for drug companies to pursue: isolating active 

compounds of herbal remedies and synthesizing them into pharmaceutical formulas (a 

typical process in the industry) which can then be patented, sold for over-the-counter use, 

or tunneled into the prescription drug market controlled by doctor-gatekeepers. In all of 

these scenarios, the challenges presented by alternative herbal therapies have certainly 

been largely co-opted and domesticated by numerous capitalist forces. 

In addition to Western economic models being used to popularize herbs in the 

American mainstream, the culturally based models of science and rationality are also 

invoked to lend an aura of legitimacy to the herbal supplement industry. Scientific studies 
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of the active compounds in herbs such as St. John's Wort and kava have already been 

conducted to isolate the medicinal elements of these remedies, which are then lauded on 

labels as being included in a particular product in standardized doses, a topic of great 

controversy to 7Song. as discussed in chapter four. 

One recent media report stated, in reference to herbal therapies, that "So far. 

there's little scientific proof behind many of the claims of better health" (Associated Press 

1998: B-8). In the Western world, such models need to be invoked to legitimize a healing 

modality, despite the fact that substances such as kava have already been •"proven" 

through their centuries long use in the Pacific. Many of the Chinese herbal combinations 

have been "tested" through means that appear quite empirical - they have been used and 

deemed efficacious for over 2.000 years. Despite the track record that many herbs hold 

through their long term use in other cultures, in the West they must be filtered through 

cultural models that bestow legitimacy, rationality, and authoritative knowledge. 

According to Bemie Landes. a chief executive at the Ithaca-based Paracelsian Inc.. "We 

are trying to give people some rational basis" in their choice of herbal preparations, which 

they do through pharmaceutical-style testing for active compounds in herbs (italics added. 

•Associated Press 1998: B-8). They plan on marketing a line of supplements analogous to 

the Centrum herbals within the next few months, promoted through discourses of rational, 

scientific validation and efiBcacy. 

This domestication of resistance through commercialization and invoking Western 

cultural models has ramifications that reach far beyond the locus of American culture - as 
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pharmaceutical producers continue their search for profits, they send scouts to many areas 

of the globe, mining local ethnobotanical knowledge and resources in their quest (Balick 

1999). With the 1994 Dietary Supplement Health and Education Act (DSHEA). this 

pursuit may be accelerated because a promising herb can go to the market right away, 

without the lengthy process of being turned into a synthesized drug, if it is labeled as a 

nutritional supplement. While in some respects this may fimction to validate indigenous 

herbal knowledge, and perhaps even help to secure undeveloped land for future 

harvesting. Native peoples rarely reap the benefits of drug development and herbal 

marketing based on their cultural knowledge (Famsworth 1990). One possible response to 

this is to aid indigenous peoples in retaining control of intellectual and botanical resources 

through setting up co-operatives where they can produce and market their own herbal 

products. This is what Michael Balick has done in Belize in his role as a facilitator in 

setting up a co-operative factory, locally owned and run. called Rainforest Remedies. In 

his words, we must think of the far reaching repercussions of the zealous search for new 

drugs, "because we cannot separate ethnobotany fi-om human rights" (Balick 1999). 

Along similar lines, as alternatives become increasingly domesticated and 

capitalized, the consequences reach around the globe. In the past 5 years, the dietary 

supplement, kava {Piper methysticum). has moved fi-om almost total obscurity in the 

Western world, to one of the top five selling supplements in America for stress and anxiety 

reduction (Alternative Medicine Advisor 1999). conditions which many people in 

-American cuhure suffer. While a newcomer to the American therapeutic repertoire, kava 
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has been used for centuries in Pacific cultures as a ritual symbolic, and medicinal 

substance. The effects of the American market on indigenous production and consumption 

in the Pacific are only now being assessed (Olson & Olson 1999). Preliminary research has 

demonstrated that the Western market has created a substantial increase in the price of 

kava, in some places as much as 100 % inflation, even when purchased for local, ritual 

consumption in both the Kingdom of Tonga and Fiji. The ongoing dynamics of the 

international relations of production will need to be continually assessed to determine the 

e.xtent to which the global market for supplements will disenfi-anchise local producers and 

consumers of kava in the South Pacific. Another pertinent question to be pursued in ftiture 

research is the e.xtent to which the Western model of ingestion (taken as a dietary 

supplement to treat anxiety) will difiuse in reverse and impact perceptions and 

consumption patterns of kava in Fiji and other parts of the South Pacific to which it is 

indigenous. 

Health Insurance Companies Capitulate to Consumer Demand: Health Care Coverage 
Integrates Alternative Medicine 

Insurance companies, one of the major forces in the political economy of health 

care in America, have also begun to engage in the process of "domesticating resistance" 

and mainstreaming integrative medicine by providing some coverage of complementary 

and alternative therapies. As with the other major health care institutions (hospitals, 

.American Medical Association, etc.), the changes seem to be motivated by increased 

consumer demand—and a recognition of the remunerative potential of offering coverage 

for alternatives. They have also begun to respond the notion that "an ounce of prevention 
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is worth a pound of cure,'' meaning that by encouraging people to pursue modalities that 

emphasize health maintenance and prevention of disease, insurance comparues stand to 

save a lot of money on high-input disease treatment. It may also be the case that consumer 

demand for more comprehensive coverage may function to increase health insurance 

premiums (Galewitz 1999b). It needs to be stressed, however, that the inclusion and 

recognition of complementary and alternative medicines (CAMs) is not so much about an 

ideological shift towards holism and mind/body/spirit healing, but a wise business decision 

catering to consumer demand. 

According to one report on the subject, the mainstreaming of CAMs into managed 

care represents one of the last frontiers to be conquered in the project of integrating 

biomedical and non-biomedical modalities: 

Patients have long proclaimed the benefits of alternative medical 
therapies like acupuncture and naturopathy. Many doctors have become 
believers, too. Now. the most conservative and critical link in the health 
care system seems to be coming around, too: the managed care companies 
that pay the bills. 

That newfound interest was evidenced last week in Atlanta, in the 
overflow audience that showed up for a session in alternative medicine at 
the National Managed Health Care Congress, the largest meeting of the 
year of managed care providers and payers. (New York Times News 
Service 1998: E7) 

It seems to be the case that there is a growing majority of insurance companies 

covering CAMs. There are a number of powerful pressures advancing this process from 

the consumer sector to third party purchasers investigating "efifective" CAM services. 

Plan investors don't want to see their firms lose market share, and 
expanding the availability of these services could allow health care plans to 
become more competitive in the growing health care marketplace. Some 
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state governments are mandating CAM coverage, and plan executives who 
have had a positive personal experience with CAM are often vocal and 
effective internal promoters of expanded coverage. This confluence of 
events is forcing the discussion and resolution of operational issues that 
might otherwise have precluded coverage of CAM services a few years 
ago. (Kaple & Kaple 1996: 10-11) 

According to Maryanne Harmsen. the executive vice president of Blue Cross Blue 

Shield of Rhode Island, her company is probably like many currently considering the 

expansion of CAM services: "It's not a matter of whether we'll do it, it's just a matter of 

when" (ibid; E7). One recent survey has indicated that the majority of HMOs (67 %) offer 

coverage for at least one type of alternative care, that type usually being chiropractic 

(Landmark Healthcare, Inc. 1999). According to the survey; 

In an open-ended question to respondents whose organizations provide an 
alternative therapy, the reasons given for offering alternative care fell into three 
main groups. 

• More than seven out of ten HMOs (71 %) mention demand from 
employers, consumers, or the market in general ~ by far. the most 
influential reason 

• .A belief in the effectiveness of the therapies is mentioned by nearly 
one-third (29 %) 

• State-requirements, which may follow consumer demand, are also 
offered by nearly one-third (29 %). (N=76) 
(Landmark Healthcare. Inc. 1999: 17). 

I recently contacted Landmark Healthcare. Inc.. and obtained the results of their 

studies after reading a brief synopsis of their work in Natural Health magazine. Landmark 

had recently conducted several market research studies of great relevance to this exegesis. 

They did a nationwide study on HMOs and alternative care, discussed here, and a study on 

public perceptions of alternative care (Landmark Healthcare. Inc. 1998). Landmark has 

been marketing the report and other information about their company in a nicely organized 
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and professional looking package entitled "New Pathways to Health,"' which I ordered -

for a modest $30 - through their Media and Public Relations Department (Landmark 

Healthcare. Inc. 1999b). Inside the first page of the deep purple folder I found a number of 

informational sheets about the company, including a "Corporate Fact Sheet." On the page 

titled "Nationwide Leader" it 

stated: 

Landmark Healthcare. Inc.. founded in 1985. is a premier 
nationwide health care company dedicated to providing complementary 
alternative medicine (CAM) options that align with the traditional medical 
model. In response to heightened consumer interest and increasing demand 
for CAM. Landmark has established progressive programs across the 
country for the managed care industry. 

Upholding its vision oi Total Patient Health and Total Patient 
Satisfaction, Landmark focuses on improving access to high quality 
practitioners and benefits that give members new pathways to health. 
Programs include acupuncture, chiropractic, massage and nutritional 
services, offered to more than 4 million people nationwide. Further, as a 
leader and pacesetter in the delivery of CAM programs. Landmark is 
committed to sound product development, communication and research. 
Utilization management and quality improvement, likewise, are key to 
Landmarks" philosophy and fimction. (Landmark Healthcare. Inc. 1999) 

Clearly, in these several paragraphs alone, there are a number of important points to note: 

1. Health insurance coverage for CAM has hit the big time through large 

companies like Landmark/Univera; in fact. Landmark has created a business 

niche for itself by being a company that assists other HMOs in setting up 

protocols and networks of CAM providers. For example, in May of 1999 they 

teamed up with Blue Cross, Blue Shield of Massachusetts to assist them in 

launching their Naturally Healthy Rewards CAM discount network. A Seattle-
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based firm. Integration Strategies for Natural Healthcare is another company 

that assists managed care companies in incorporating CAMs into their covered 

services (New York Times News Service 1998). Yet another firm called 

CommonWell Inc. of Brookline, Massachusetts, is "developing programs to 

certify- alternative providers to make insurers feel more comfortable with them" 

(ibid: E7). 

2. This trend largely developed out of consumer pressures; therefore, discourse in 

company brochures reinforces an ideology of patient-centered health care, e.g., 

"Total Patient Satisfaction " and using the metaphor of health care seeking as a 

"pathway." instead of the bureaucratic, impersonal, and finastrating "highway" 

that many health care seekers e.xperience. 

3. American cultural models which lend credibility and authoritativeness to 

biomedicine (science, professionalism, and credentialing, to be discussed later 

in this chapter) are also being employed in this construction of what CAM 

should be. as evidenced in the phrases "options that align with the traditional 

medical model." "high quality practitioners." and "sound product 

development" in Landmark's documents. 

4. There is a hierarchy of inclusion of complementary and alternative modalities, 

with the most scientifically studied modalities (chiropractic and acupuncture) 

being the most widely covered. Also note the modalities included are body-

centered ones, not mind or spirit centered therapies such as hypnotherapy. 
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meditation, reiku spiritual healing, etc/ 

Neil Weinberg, a licensed acupuncturist in Ithaca and Advisory Board member of 

Ithaca's Integrative Community Wellness Center, informed me that he was recently 

credentialed through Landmark as a participating provider. He was impressed by their 

reputation as an "alternative" insurance company although he indicated to me that they 

were also big players in the field of commercialized health insurance - they recently 

merged with Univera. one of the largest health care providers in the country. 

In addition to Neil Weinberg. Les Moore, the only ND (naturopathic doctor) in 

Ithaca, has also begun the process of getting into the Landmark system. An interesting 

issue that surfaces for Dr. Moore is that NDs are not licensed in New York State, which 

makes it difficult to lobby for health insurance coverage of naturopathy. Despite this. Dr. 

Moore told me that there are a few large companies that cover it. This is unusual, but in 

one case he disclosed to me. one of the top executives in one health insurance company 

was cured by an ND. and the exec subsequently added coverage for that modality in New 

York. 

Landmark is making its presence known locally through initiating CAM providers 

through its credentialing procedure, and nationally through its influence on HMOs, such as 

the recent merger with Univera, and increased coverage of therapies. Apparently, the 

merger resulted in LFnivera launching their first coverage of "alternative care 

3 The issues raised in points 3 and 4 I will also come back to later on in this chapter in my discussion of selective 
integration of CAMs into the mainstream. 
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therapies"(Univera Healthcare 2000). According to the Utiivera newsletter, beginning 

January 1. 2000 "medically necessary acupuncture and massage therapy services" will be 

added as covered benefits for members (ibid: 7). Specifically. 

Members will be covered for ten visits per calendar year fi-om a 
licensed, credentialed. participating provider. There is a $20 office visit co-
pay per member. Members must first obtain a referral fi-om their primary 
care physician for acupuncture and massage therapy services. Additional 
visits are available at a 20% discount. Coverage is limited to pain 
management and treatment for nausea fi-om post-operative procedures or 
chemotherapy. 

Professional acupuncture and massage therapy that are not 
considered medically necessary are available at a 20% discount to Univera 
members. No physician referral is necessary for this discount but members 
must present their membership cards at the time of service, (ibid 7) 

Health Insurance and Managed Care: Selective Integration 

Health insurance companies have asserted their authority and epistemological 

position by not covering complementary and alternative medicines until very recently when 

the lucrative status of integrative therapies was discovered. Similar to the ways in which 

hospitals are now selectively incorporating CAM therapies, the majority of health 

insurance companies and managed care systems are considering adding coverage of some 

modalities such as acupuncture and chiropractic, which have fairly solid evidence-based 

studies to back them up. A number of nationwide health insurance companies, like Aetna 

and Landmark Healthcare Inc.. have incorporated coverage for chiropractic, acupuncture, 

and massage. Aetna recently made chiropractic services available (up to twenty visits) 

without ha\Tng to obtain a referral fi"om a primary care physiciaru otherwise known as the 

PCP (prior to that they would only authorize three chiropractic visits as approved by the 
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PCP). Landmark Healthcare. Inc.. invokes scientific and protessionalistic discourses to 

rationalize their choices. In fact, they imply that they pursue integrative medicine to the 

extent that it aligns with biomedicine by stating that Landmark Healthcare. Inc.. "is 

dedicated to providing complementary alternative medicine (CAM) options that align with 

the traditional medical model" and that, turthermore. "Landmark will continue to assess 

the market and future for complementary and alternative care, its legitimacy and clinical 

efficacy" (Landmark Healthcare Inc., 1999b). 

As with the other major health insurance companies, the pattern that emerges for 

coverage of CAMs is quite predictable. Chiropractic, acupuncture, and massage therapy 

are added first because they have scientific evidence to back them up. and they are "body-

centered" therapies, meaning that they do not overtly emphasize mind-body-spirit holism 

in healing, but remain centered in the realm that biomedicine focuses on - the physical 

body - therefore remaining least conflictive with the biomedical model (although CAM 

practitioners of these modalities stress mind-body integration in seeking wellness). Table 5 

indicates that mind-centered therapies (hypnotherapy, guided imagery, meditation, 

relaxation therapy) are covered by only a small percentage of HMOs, despite the 

observation by many biomedical professionals themselves that mental stress is one of the 

most significant factors contributing to and/or exacerbating ill health. 

At this juncture. I would like to mention that there is at least one HMO that is 

incorporating prayer and spirituality into its offerings. At Sloans Lake Managed Care. 

HMO members can participate in "Spiritual Counseling, available to help people deal with 
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I Table 5. Complementary and Alternative Therapies Covered by HMOs 
1 (listed by frequency of coverage by HMOs) 

1 Chiropractic 65% 
I Acupuncture 31% 
1 Massage Therapy 11% 

Vitamin Therapy 6% 
I Relaxation Therapy 5% 
! Herbal Therapy 4% 
I Homeopathy 4% 
i Guided Imagery 4% 

Acupressure 4% 
Stress Management 4% 
Tai Chi 3% 

i Yoga 3% 
Biofeedback 2% 

I Naturopathy 2% 
I Nutritional Therapy 2% 
j Hypnotherapy 2% 
I Reflexology 1% 
j Meditation 1% 

(adapted from Landmark Healthcare Inc. 1999: 14) 

major life events like divorce or bereavement, and Spiritual Direction, for those who are 

simply seeking a better spiritual focus in their life" (Schwenker 1999; 29). The director of 

case management for the company. Ina Warboys. stated that this t>pe of coverage 

demonstrates their acknowledgment that health care is more than just treating physical 

svTTiptoms. According to their website (www.sloanslake.com). the "Spiritual Care 

program will add an element of preventative care that is missing from modern medicine, 

and one that is necessary for good patient care. As you have been reading elsewhere in this 

newsletter, the positive effects of having a sense of spirituality are backed by medical 

http://www.sloanslake.com
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science." Sloans Lake Health Plan also covers acupuncture. Ayurvedic medicine. 

traditional Chinese medicine, herbology, homeopathy, massage therapy/manual healing, 

naturopathic medicine, and other modalities. 

Another predictable element in health insurance coverage of CAM is using the 

"physician-as-gatekeeper" model to deliver the care, the rationale apparently being that 

physicians are sufficiently trained in integrative medicine to know when it may be 

appropriate to refer a patient to an acupuncturist for nausea from chemotherapy and/or 

surgerv . or for pain management, as indicated by Univera. This seems to be a very small 

and select number of areas to allow the application of acupuncture and massage for 

treatment. 

In addition to health insurance companies covering CAM for health care seekers 

and integrating CAM practitioners into their networks, another arena of mainstreaming 

and capitalization is occurring through companies that are now oflfering medical 

professional liability coverage for the practice of non-biomedical therapies. I received a 

letter in the mail in the fall of 1999 from The St. Paul Medical Services, which almost 

became buried among the burgeoning pUe of holistic, alternative and integrative "junk 

mail" I receive weekly. The company, also referred to in the letter as the St. Paul Fire and 

Marine Insurance Company (which caused me to raise my eyebrow a bit), was soliciting 

CAM providers to purchase liability coverage. Here is an excerpt of the discourse they 

were invoking in their solicitation letter (information is also available through their web 

site www.st.paul.com): 

http://www.st.paul.com
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St. Paul Medical Services: The Natural Choice to Insure CAM 
Providers 

Acupuncture. Massage ttierapy. Naturopathy. And...insurance? The St. 
Paul Companies are ofifering something traditional in the non-traditional 
field of complementary and alternative medicine - medical professional 
liability coverage. St. Paul is the leading U.S. carrier of medical liability 
insurance, and it is the first national carrier to offer a broad range of 
coverage to this fast-growing segment of the health care industry. 

•And why would an acupuncturist need medical liability coverage? As in 
traditional health care, complementary and alternative medicine providers 
face a certain degree of risk in their practice. The most common 
malpractice liabilities include mistreatment, failure to diagnose, trying to 
provide treatments that exceed the boundaries of their specialty, and failure 
to refer. 

Complementary and alternative medicine providers are also purchasing 
medical professional liability coverage as a means of gaining referrals Irom 
their traditional medical provider counterparts. 

Clearly, complementary and alternative medicine is entering the mainstream 
of the U.S healthcare industry ... (they then invoke the ubiquitous 
Eisenberg et al. 1998 study) 

St. Paul Medical Services can provide up to $65 million of professional 
liability protection for individual providers and higher limits for groups of 
providers. Coverage is available in 49 states and the District of Columbia 
(not available in Hawaii). 

It is illuminating to document the process of national insurance companies 

embracing and courting CAM practitioners with open arms and declaring non-biomedical 

therapies, which they term ""non-traditional," as firmly entering the mainstream. While the 

discourse seems appealing, the actual process of gaining entry into the health insurance 

network for CAM providers is Sought with difiBculties. as Kate Kaplan, DC (chiropractor 
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in Iliiaca) ^ and Neil WeinlDerg , LAc (acupuncturist in Ithaca) have pointed out to me. 

Companies like Aetna and PHP may ask practitioners to undercut their fees to the e.xtent 

that it may not be feasible for the practitioner to remain with the insurance carrier. The 

controlled commodification of complementary and alternative care functions to alienate 

independent and just-starting-out practitioners who are trying to make a modest living 

while keeping the overhead and bureaucracy of their practice to a minimum. 

CAM practitioners also have reservations about engaging with large, national 

companies driven by complicated bureaucracies and espousing authoritative policies about 

the delivery of health care. It has only been recently that some HMOs, like UnitedHealtL 

have even let doctors actually have the final say on treatments that patients receive. 

Complementary practitioners who are especially wary of such relationships are those who 

entered into alternative healing to escape the confines of ""the establishment" with regards 

lo mainstream health care systems. Recent news stories flmction to increase apprehensions 

about getting involved with national insurance companies, such as the announcement of 

the class action lawsuit against Cigna, Prudential. Humana and other large health 

insurance companies, for violating racketeering laws and pressuring doctors to restrict 

patients' access to some medical procedures, treatments, and tests (Holland 1999). In the 

summer of 1999, HMOs launched a $9 million dollar ad campaign to repair their tarnished 

image in the eyes of consumers, and potential providers for their networks, although it 

remains to be seen how efifective this strategy will be with the continued debates in 

4 A pseudonym. 
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Congress and in the public sector about the bureaucratized, inefiBcient health "care" 

provided by HMOs. 

The issue of medical and professional liability insurance has emerged as a 

significant topic of discussion and debate at Ithaca's Integrative Community Wellness 

Center (IICWC). the subject of much of my participant-observation research. The 

advisory board, in conjunction with the credentialing and credibility committee, arrived at 

the decision that any practitioners who work out of the center will need to have this type 

of insurance, as a way to protect the center from liability and to foster a sense of 

"professionalism" among complementary practitioners. This mandate could certainly be 

critiqued by pointing out that it further entrenches practitioners in legalistic and 

bureaucratic cultures which may place limits on their practice. The majority of advisory 

board members agreed that requiring CAM practitioners to purchase this insurance helps 

them to make a bigger commitment to the "professional practice" of their modality, and it 

leaves them more open to participate in mutual referrals, with other complementary and 

biomedical providers. The costs certainly do not seem entirely prohibitive, at least in 

comparison with malpractice for medical doctors, with prices for acupuncturists ranging 

from about $500-1.000 per year (Sharlyn noted that as a speech pathologist, she pays 

$250 a year for professional liability). 

Some of these legal politics of professionalism and integration were discussed in 

the watershed November 1998 volume of the Journal of the American Medical 

•Association (JAMA), which included an article on "Medical Malpractice Implications of 
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Alternative Medicine" (Studdert et al. 1998). They found that malpractice claims against 

complementary practitioners were much fewer (and the claims involved less serious injury) 

than malpractice suits aimed against physicians during the same time period. The authors 

state that physicians who refer to complementary practitioners should draw some 

reassurance from these findings, but they also conclude that physicians should be wary and 

ask themselves some questions "before referring their patients to alternative medicine 

practitioners" (ibid: 1610). I find this ironic, given the circumstances, that physicians are 

actually the ones at high risk, leading one to the conclusion that perhaps complementary 

practitioners ought to ask themselves some serious questions before accepting a referral 

from a biomedicine physician. Nonetheless, the question of liability (and I mean this to 

refer both ways, to physicians and CAM practitioners) is a central one regarding the 

possibilities of integrative medicine. Studdert and colleagues concur, "clarification of the 

medical liability issues involved should remove a significant obstacle to integration and 

continuity of patient care" (ibid: 1614). 

They further conclude: 

Physicians who ciurently refer patients to practitioners of 
alternative medicine or who are contemplating doing so should not be 
overly concerned about the malpractice liability implications of their 
conduct...However, it may be useful to ask the following questions. First. 
is there evidence from the medical literature to suggest that the therapies a 
patient will receive as a result of the referral will offer no benefit or will 
subject the patient to unreasonable risks? Second, is the practitioner 
licensed in my state? (Some added comfort can be derived from knowing 
that the practitioner carries malpractice insurance.) Third, do I have any 
special knowledge or experience to make me think that this particular 
practitioner is incompetent? And forth, will this be the usual kind of referral 
(i.e.. basically at arm's length, without ongoing and intrusive supervision of 
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the patient's management)? (ibid: 1614) 

Mainstreaming Integrative Medicine: Physicians Articulate with Medical Pluralism 

Pharmaceutical and health insurance companies are not the only domains within 

•Ajnerican culture where integrative medicine is being adopted, claimed, and marketed. 

Complementary and integrative medicine is being promoted to allopaths through public 

and corporate pressures, and it is also being endorsed by physicians. Dr. Robert 

Neulander. an obstetrician in Camillus. NY (just outside of Syracuse) has recently added 

counselors to his practice that are trained in homeopathy and nutrition, whose services he 

says he will probably pay for out of his own pocket due to lack of health insurance 

coverage. He stated. "Very few insurances cover these, but we feel strongly that people 

should be able to have alternatives" (Smith 1998: El). 

It is no secret that many biomedical practitioners are thinking about how to 

incorporate nonconventional therapies in their practices. One article from a recent medical 

journal stated that "alternative medicine in family practice is already mainstream" (Hughes 

1997). At the very least, one MD admonishes, "Regardless of the saiety and efficacy of 

the alternative practice in question, it behooves the practitioner of conventional medicine 

to be knowledgeable about the subject and to maintain an open, non-judgmental attitude 

about alternative interventions and the patients who seek them" (ibid: 25). This physician 

also stresses "how assimilating some of the practices of alternative medicine can improve 

the quality of patient care in a family practice" (ibid; 25). 

Jim Sheller, a 60 year old physician from Los Angeles, went from being an 
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alternative medicine skeptic, calling such therapies ''poppycock," to an ardent convert 

after having explored a therapy popular among his patients: acupuncture (Williams 1999: 

1 OA). He was so impressed with acupuncture, he took a leave of absence from his 

anesthesiology practice to enroll full-time in a traditional Chinese medicine schoo4 a four 

year commitment that most doctors are not willing to make, opting for weekend seminars 

and workshops on Chinese medicine. Now Dr. Sheller is among the estimated 4,000 

physicians who have some training in acupuncture. 5 Other physicians are being exposed to 

Eastern philosophies of healing through their training in the 2/3 of medical schools that 

offer classes on the subject. Some allopaths opt to take courses specifically designed for 

physicians, such as the 200 hour program run by UCLA and attended by over 600 doctors 

a year. Dr. Ka Kit Hui, director of the Center for East-West Medicine at UCLA, 

commented on the holistic perspective of Chinese healing philosophies with the following 

statement: "By using Chinese medicine to look at the forest and using Western medicine 

to look at the trees, we have a better view of the landscape of the human condition'' (ibid: 

lOA). 

''Primary Care for the 21st Century": Perspectives from Holistic Physicians 

According to the literature made available by the American Holistic Medical 

Association (AHMA) at their conference, titled ''Primary Care for the 21st Century," the 

group formed in 1978 to unite physicians who were practicing holistic medicine. James 

5 This statistic is an estimate by the American Academy of Medical Acupuncture, an organization created by 
physicians who employ acupuncture in their medical practices (Williams 1999). 
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Gordon. MD. in his iceynote presentation on "Holding the Vision of Holism," said that in 

the 1970"s holistic doctors were like pioneers, or refugees "'wandering in this vast desert, 

and then we began to gravitate towards oases," and the AHMA was one of those 

sanctuaries (Gordon 1999). 

The mission of the AHMA "is to support practitioners in their evolving personal 

and professional development as healers and to educate physicians about holistic 

medicine" (AHMA brochure). Their defirution of "holistic medicine" alludes to shifting 

biomedical reductionistic epistemologies towards a broader approach that would include 

the acknowledgment of an energy "life force" (similar to the Chinese notion of chi or qi) 

that needs to flow freely for optimal health. 

Holistic medicine is the art and science of healing that address the 
whole person - body, mind, and spirit. The practice of holistic medicine 
integrates conventional and alternative therapies to prevent and treat 
disease, and most importantly, to promote optimal health. This condition of 
holistic health is defined as the unlimited and unimpeded free flow of life 
force energy through body, mind, and spirit. (AHMA brochure) 

One particularly notable aspect of the conterence was the amount of storytelling 

that occurred, in the formal presentations, in the hallways during breaks, over meals, and 

in the copious amount of literature, fliers, and proclamations found on the tables in the 

main hallway. Of course, this situation is a dream come true for the inquisitive medical 

anthropologist seeking to hear healers" journeys and explore what they can tell us about 

cultures of healing and transformative possibilities. In her statement in the AHMA 

Newsletter. Dr. Carol Roberts stated 

Each of us has a story. We are like mushrooms in the forest, springing up 
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overnight as if by niagic. everywhere. We are here to change everything, it 
is our mission. We are a special group of people, who are willing to take 
off the white coat of ego that the Magical Degree confers. We're working 
in our shirtsleeves, in partnership with our deeply respected patients, it is 
soul congruence that we practice, our own and theirs. (Roberts 1999: 1) 

It seemed as if most of the physicians who "numed holistic" had a personal 

experience with illness — either through patients, family members, or themselves ~ that led 

them to a turning point, an epiphany that Stromberg terms the "impression point" 

(Stromberg 1986). This impression point is precipitated by a ftmdamental crisis of the self. 

which becomes challenged and then ultimately transformed when the person incorporates 

and merges with new symbols or knowledge systems. For the doctors, the idea of holism 

and seeing the world through a mind-body-spirit synergy emerges from their crisis in ways 

that are palpably felt. Bethany Hayes, an MD who also spent time apprenticing with 

midwives in Texas, told a story at the conference about the time she was in Kansas at a 

meeting and experienced an incident that was a turning point for her regarding the ways in 

which medicine is — and should be ~ practiced: 

...one of the older ladies had an attack of something and had fainted and 
thrown up and there were a lot of doctor types around her at the front of 
the room, so I really didn't get involved. But late that night about 2 o'clock 
in the morning they came and said, 'we've got an emergency can you 
come?' and this woman had gotten up in the middle of the night and had 
fainted and broken her nose. 

Dr. Hayes assessed the situation, with the help of a nurse who went off to get 

some equipment and supplies to treat the woman. Dr. Hayes stayed with the woman. 

... so off the nurse went and everyone else in the cabin went to sleep, so 
I'm sitting with this woman, and I realized in the process of falling down 
she has really wrenched her back around and she's really uncomfortable. 
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So I told her. "why don't you just roll over on your side a little and let me 
just rub your back.' So I was just massaging her back and I knew she was 
scared and I said 'you know, you're doing fine and we're going to work 
this out and I'm really glad your nose is not bleeding any more and your 
pulse is very strong.' And she began to calm and settle down, and I 
thought. "God. I just love doctor magic.' 

Later on they found some transportation and took the woman to a local hospital: 

And we got to this hospital and an extraordinary thing happened to me. I 
turned over everything to the emergency room... they began to do some 
things which made me very uncomfortable because it was like a replay of 
what happened to my father when he died, which was that he may have 
started having a heart attack, but 1 suspject that he had a gastrointestinal flu 
and he '"third spaced" a lot of fluid, and because he had a heart history they 
put him in the coronary care unit and fluid restricted him. And then he 
blocked off all of his coronaries, because he had disease in all of them and 
then he had a massive heart attack and then he died. Because I was a new 
little baby doctor out in practice and I was a woman and because I wasn't a 
cardiologist, nothing 1 said made any difference and 1 remember saying to 
my father 'drink everything they give you, you're dehydrated.' And he said 
oh. they said not to drink too much.' 

So with this woman I said 'are you getting enough to drink?" 
because they had an IV but it wasn't plugged into anything, and she said 
' they said not to drink too much' and suddenly I was sucked back to this 
place and I just lost it, I mean 1 lost it. So I went out and I said 'I'm having 
this amazing flashback of being utterly helpless, of having worked so hard 
to get this degree and then when it matters not to be able to do anything." 

So we got her settled in and left and went back to the conference. 
Then I went out on the plains of Kansas, threw myself on the ground and 
thought 'what can 1 do for this woman? I'm really scared for her." And I 
thought okay ~ intercessory prayer, what you do is create compassion .... 
Compassion requires that you understand that you and the other are the 
same. So in order to do intercessory prayer what you do is put yourself in 
their position...ask what that person must be going through and then talk 
to God. And so I did that and immediately I knew that what she needed 
was somebody with her, and because of everything that happened when we 
got to the emergency room I let go of the things I was doing that were 
helping her - being a midwife, being present. I turned it over to the medical 
profession then I stopped knowing what to do, and I stopped doing what 
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she needed which was to be present. And I swore at that point that I would 
never do that again. (5/8/99) 

At the end of her story. Dr. Hayes encouraged the doctors who were listening to 

be humanistic and holistic in their work as healers. She said that time can be spent learning 

lots of modalities, facts, and figures, "or you can come to the AHMA and learn to be 

human" and practice holistic medicine tomorrow. 

Not all physicians at the conference had their pathway to holism paved with a crisis 

or particular momentous event. As Rob Ivker. DO. current president of the AHMA. 

noted. "Spiritual growth combines the insecurity of profound change with the exhilaration 

of risk-taking...change can be immediate, but often, like spiritual growth, it is a process. 

I'm assuming that the vast majority of AHMA members are engaged in the process of 

transforming themselves from physicians into healers" (Ivker 1999: 4). 

One physician, John Mizenko. DO. shared his views in a three page typed and 

photocopied synopsis titled "Philosophical Conversations Regarding Diagnostic 

Dilemmas," Dr. Mizenko commented. 

We are presently in a time that is equivalent to the creation of the printing 
press and we are not aware of it because we are in the middle of it. So like 
the fish in the ocean we are asking where the water is... It is evident that 
things do not occur in a particular diachronic way, but in a synchronic way 
and only when all of the energies are present can a particular event happen. 
It might appear that one particular event has been the precipitating factor, 
nonetheless, it is necessary to employ both central vision and peripheral 
vision in order to understand, e.xperience and ofifer any sense of 
participation and integration in the healing process. 

Carol Roberts. MD, shared her story as a surgeon, and holistic doctor, in the 

inaugural issue of the AHMA Newsletter, for which she is the editor. After having been a 
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board certified ENT surgeon for many years in Tampa, she opted for a change and 

decided to work in the emergency room to feel like a "real doctor" (Roberts 1999: I). 

However, as 1 discovered for myself more and more about human 
potential, and what true wellness really is, 1 found the ER a too restrictive 
practice vehicle. Instead, I found myself giving lists of vitamins and herbs, 
apologizing for having to give them prescriptions, teaching people how to 
breathe, holding their hands, or feet, to ground them and bring them back 
into their bodies when fear had them paralyzed. My ideas became too 
strange to be tolerated by my colleagues and hospital administrators. Four 
and a half years ago I opened my own center, called it Wellness Works, 
and proceeded to reinvent medicine the way 1 wish it had been taught to 
me in the first place, (ibid: 1) 

•k -k i c - i c -k i e -k i e i e i c i r -k i r -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k i r -k  

Knowing that 1 am one of a small handftil of medical anthropologists doing 

research in the area of complementary and integrative medicine in America. I was 

surprised to learn that another medical anthropologist had also been attending AHMA 

meetings to collect and analyze discourses of transformation as I had been doing. In 1998. 

Robbie Davis-Floyd, a medical anthropologist, and Gloria St. John, a health care 

consultant and editor, released their book From Doctor to Healer: The Transformative 

Journey. In it they discuss the apparent paradigm shift taking place in medicine, 

exemplified by the AHMA physicians, which is moving biomedicine from a particularistic 

and technocratic modality to a healing approach that is integrative, holistic, and guided by 

"a cultural valuation of a multiplicity of approaches'" and a focus on synergy versus 

separatism (David-Floyd & St. John 1998: 137). 

Davis-Floyd and St. John do an excellent job documenting the transformative 

stories of physicians, and distinguishing them along gradations of transformation from 
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technocratic to humanistic to holistic, with the holistic physicians being distinctive for their 

adoption of significantly different epistemologies of health, healing, and spirituality. 

However. 1 think their analysis would have been strengthened through the adoption of a 

more critical perspective regarding both political economy, such as the mass-marketing of 

"prevention" through herbs and supplements, and a greater exploration of the biomedical 

co-optation of akemative therapies and practices. The healthcare landscape is one that has 

been significantly dotted with holistic practitioners of herbalism, homeopathy, reflexology, 

and the like, before doctors began to seriously consider integrating such therapies. 

Although some of the doctors in their study mention referring to practitioners of 

complementary modalities. I wonder under what limitations this occurs. Is it similar to the 

situation seen at some wellness clinics, where the complementary practitioners are under 

rather strict supervision of a physician? Or can the relationships between biomedical and 

non-biomedical practitioners be guided by a vertical, not horizontal, network of mutual 

relationships? Davis-Floyd and St. John state "Holistic MDs network with chiropractors, 

acupuncturists, homeopaths, midwives, and others, without expecting the deference that is 

traditionally their due within the medical hierarchy" (1998: 124). We need to have more 

data mapping such relationships to assess the extent to which doctors are able to integrate, 

on a level playing field, with complementary healers. 

Some of the AHMA physicians interviewed by Davis-Floyd and St. John, in 

addition to their transformational narratives of becoming healers, do openly discuss the 

business motivations of incorporating integration in their practices. Perhaps they are 
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entering the integrative arena compelled by both a desire for an epistemological 

transformation of biomedicine and good business sense. 

At the AHMA conference I attended. Dr. James Gordon warned of the dangers of 

entering into integrative medicine from the doorway of profits and power, without having 

come from the pathways of mind-body-spirit holism. He stated that as the integrative 

medicine movement grows in power and support 'the outward trappings will be adopted 

and not the spirit" (1999). Along these lines, he predicts that in 5 years, every major 

hospital in the country will have an alternative/holistic program. He discussed the issue of 

co-optation, from his vantage point as a holistic physician and director of the Center for 

Mind-Body Medicine. He predicts there are many sectors of heahh care that will adopt the 

catch words of integrative medicine, which can be easily manipulated, without significant 

change in the "business as usual" world of medicine. Dr. Gordon stressed in his talk the 

importance of not being tempted by "hallucinations." of staying true to the vision of 

holism, compassion, and personal and professional transformation. 

1 thought it was interesting that while I was pondering how doctors were co-opting 

modalities from other community-based healers. Dr. Gordon was thinking about how the 

holistic doctors were going to be increasingly co-opted by hospitals, business 

organizations, and perhaps even the American Medical Association. I can see that there 

are "lurf wars" on many levels, and co-optation depends on the position from where one is 

standing when assessing such political jockeying and attempts to claim the domain of 

integration. 
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The Future: Articulation. Co-optation, or 

If the trend continues of allopaths becoming trained in CAMs. however, will non-

biomedical practitioners be phased out - or go ''underground" as they did following the 

reformation of American medicine in the early 20'** century? There are numerous medical 

schools, instruction programs, workshops, and conferences that are geared towards 

training biomedical practitioners in complementary and alternative modalities. Not only do 

these fulfill requirements for continuing education credits for biomedical practitioners. 

they also function to increasingly marginalize local practitioners of herbalism, homeopathy, 

acupuncture, and hypnotherapy. Several practitioners of both herbalism and homeopathy 

in Ithaca have expressed indignation about the trend for physicians to practice CAMs after 

having a ""weekend workshop" m a modality, whereas many of the local practitioners have 

spent twenty years studying and practicing their modality. 

.A flier 1 received in the mail in September. 1999, seems typical of the new genre of 

physicians teaching other physicians holistic modalities. The letter of solicitation (which 

was sent to me because I registered for an American Holistic Medical Association 

[.AHMA] meeting in June. 1999) was promoting love as an alternative modality that can 

be taught in one hour, and which can be applied in a remarkably cost ejfective way. 

Kenneth Hamilton. MD, stated in the letter. 

Twenty-five years ago. I began to bring personal development 
practices into my surgical practice, with remarkable health benefits for both 
my patients and myself. The H.O.P.E. groups that I started thirteen years 
ago identified the essence of this practice with that form of love called 
caritas or agape. This quarter century of study and practice has taught me 
how to give you the essence of this practice in one hour. I can share with 
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you its direct experience in one day. In one more day, I can teach you how 
to bring it into your practice where it can be applied in a remarkably cost-
effective way to help your most challenged and challenging patients. (Sept. 
27. 1999) 

Dr. Hamilton does not mention the cost of his time-saving and love-promoting 

workshops, but if they are anywhere near the costs of the integrative conferences geared 

towards physicians, then they require a substantial financial commitment. For the Mind-

Body-Spirit Medicine conference of Nov. 1999 ~ dubbed "The Professional Training 

Program" by the brochure ~ practitioners could "learn and experience the power of the 

mind-body approach and integrate its many dimensions— physical, emotional, social, and 

spiritual - into their personal lives and clinical practices with individual patients and 

clients" (conference flier). Although the targeted audience listed included those in the 

"clinical practice of medicine, psychology, social work, nursing, and the other healing 

professions." the registration cost of the conference. $1,600 plus accommodations, seems 

prohibitive to all but physicians. This particular conference was sponsored by the well-

knowTi Center for Mind-Body Medicine, in Washington, D.C.. under the directorship of 

James Gordon. MD. author of Manifesto for a New Medicine: Your Guide to Healing 

Partnerships and the Wise Use of Alternative Therapies (1996). 

In Oct. of 1999. "health professionals" had another opportunity to become 

integrative practitioners through the attendance of the four day workshop in the British 

West Indies entitled. "Energy Healing for the Health Professional." another conference for 

which I received a flier, presumably through my attendance of the AHMA conference in 

June of 1999. This particular event, costing $795 for tuition, and being led by Mark 
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Warner. MD (cardiologist), focused on "A return to the laying on of hands." It also 

provided •"20 category 1 CME (continued medical education) credits" (conference flier). 

The brochure invoked both scientific validation and cross-cultural bases of holistic healing 

in the promotional discourses, and to some degree it alluded to some potential 

epistemo logical shifts in the practice of an "energy-based" Western medicine: 

There is much scientific information to support an energetic basis to 
our world and everything within it, including ourselves .... 

Although Western medicine does not teach the concept, much of 
the world accepts that we possess subtle energy bodies in addition to our 
physical body. It makes sense that a healthy flow of energy within our form 
is important for the prevention and treatment of disease... 

Hospitals throughout the country are training members of their staff 
in Therapeutic Touch and Reiki... "healers" are being allowed into 
operating rooms ... most medical schools teach the importance of 
physicians touching their patients .. what exactly is this "new" phenomenon 
called energy healing ... well, for starters, it is not new - it has been around 
and used successfiilly in other cultures for thousands of years. 

Other conferences focus much less on mind-body-spirit medicine and emphasize 

successfiil integration and business management. For e.xample, the June 1999 "Integrative 

Medicine; Business & Clinical Management" conference, which cost $1,295 for 

registration targeted legal issues, risk-management, billing and reimbursement, short and 

long term cost offsets, and other related topics in the two-day meeting. The conference, 

also offering CME credits, was supported by Cambridge Health Resources CAM Institute, 

the University of Massachusetts, Solutions in Integrative Medicine, the journal Alternative 

Therapies in Health and Medicine, and Alternative Healthcare Management: The 

Newsmagazine of Non-Traditional Medicine. In the six page advertisement for the 

conference, the following key words caught my attention: business, success, clinical. 
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management, documentation, cost, legal, risk, studies, research, marketing, quality, 

efficiency, and integrative. Taken as a group, these terms connote the cultural models 

through which integrative medicine is being created from within the biomedical 

establishment. 

In May and June of 1999.1 had the chance to assess biomedical discourses of 

integration directly through attendance of two conferences. "Primary Care for the 21" 

Century" on May 5-8. 1999 (sponsored by the American Holistic Medical Association), 

which 1 discussed earlier, and "Speaking from the Soul" on June 24 and 25. 1999 

(Sponsored by Meadville Medical Center's Mind-Body Wellness Center in Pennsylvania). 

While the former conference had speakers who seemed to be alluding to a more 

fundamental ideological shift towards holism on the part of doctors incorporating and 

practicing CAM therapies, the latter conference typified the trend of physicians and 

hospitals claiming complementary healing as their own. 

"Speaking from the Soul" with "Objective Proof and "Scientific Credibility" 

In June of 1999,1 traveled with my family to Meadville. PA, to attend the 

"Speaking from the Soul" conference, sponsored by the local integrative center, the Mind-

Body Wellness Center, a branch of Meadville Medical Center, the area's hospital. I found 

out about the conference through Steve, the physician with whom I work at Ithaca's 

Integrative Community Wellness Center (IICWC). His mother had attended the same 

conference the year prior, and she thought Steve and I would pick up some valuable 

insights to be applied to the development of integrative medicine at IICWC. Steve and I 
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also wanted to visit the Mind-Body Wellness Center and examine the administrative, 

spatial, and organizational components of the facility. One of the reasons I was able to 

attend this conference was the unusually afifordable price, $120. versus the rather 

prohibitive rates of similar conferences which function to discourage mere investigators 

such as myself from attending. 

The two-day conference, which oflfered 13 continuing medical education credits 

for doctors, included presentations on: 

• Iniegrating Spirituality into Healthcare, with Lynn Keegan. RN. PhD 

• The Relaxation Response: Insights and Awareness for the Mew Millennium, with 
Herbert Benson, MD 

• Timeless Healing: The Power and Biology of Belief, with Dr. Benson 

• Health. Healing and the Amuse System: Humor as Survival Training, with Paul 
McGhee. PhD 

• Science of Whole Person Care: Synergy in Modern Medicine, with Barry Bittman. 
MD 

• Putting the Wisdom of the Heart to Work: Intuition and Imagery, with Belleruth 
Naparstek. LISW. BCD 

• Insights of a Maya Shaman, with Tze'ec 

• A wakening Your Inner Rhythm: To Harmony and Healing, with Arthur Hull... and 
more 

1 attended seven of the 14 presentations, many of them with Steve and his parents, 

and took extensive notes, as recording devices were prohibited. The experiential 

workshop on finding rhythm through drumming was the most unusual of the ofiferings. 
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comprised of over 100 health professionals all beating a varied assortment of drums to see 

whether some kind of group harmony could be established (...I think it worked, despite 

my inept participation). The rest of the presentations were similar to those oflfered at 

other integrative conferences for which I have received fliers for (in fact, several of the 

presenters seem to be conference regulars on the circuit, such as Lynn Keegan, Herbert 

Benson, and Belleruth Naparstek). 

Presenters, taken as a group, dealt primarily with an exploration of what health and 

healing are. and how the biomedical definitions of these states and processes are changing 

through the integration of holistic and multicultural practices. Lynn Keegan rhetorically 

asked, ""what is healing?" and then postulated that there are probably as many definitions 

of healing as there are healers. Then she settled on a definition of healing for integrative 

medicine: "healing is the integration of the totality of humankind in body, mind, and spirit" 

(Keegan 1999). Herbert Benson, known for his pioneering work in the 1960's with the 

relaxation response, had another vision of health, which he depicted as a three-legged 

stool, with pharmaceuticals, surgery & procedures, and self-care comprising the three 

legs. He stated that the mind-body realms are "poorly treated in the first two legs. 

although these are vital and I wouldn't be here without the first two legs" (Benson 1999). 

Under self-care, the third leg conferring balance to the "stool of health," he included belief 

systems, the relaxation response, exercise, diet, and other mind-body dynamics. Benson 

stated that all three legs can be incorporated into modem medicine, and all can fall under 

the heading of "evidence-based" health care. 
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Of course, much of Benson's lecture focused on his studies and evidence for the 

relaxation response and the insalubrious effects of stress. He estimated that 60-90% of 

visits to health care practitioners are stress-related. Through invoking the rela.xation 

response, with techniques like meditation, these 60-90% of illnesses can be treated, a 

point that he feels needs further emphasis with health insurance companies, especially with 

his evidence-based rationales. He defines "alternative medicine" as those modalities that 

are not evidence-based, that are "done to you," and that are "cost-additive" in a 

comprehensive health care system. 

As can be discerned from this discussion of conference proceedings, many of the 

same Western cultural models of science and rationality, discussed earlier in this chapter, 

are being invoked as fundamental criteria in the construction of integrative medicine in 

•Ajnerica. The best example of this at the "Speaking from the Soul" conference was the 

presentation by Barry Bittman, MD. titled "How to Incorporate Whole Person Care into 

Traditional Medicine." Dr. Bittman's discourse repeatedly conjured the idioms of 

"objective proof and "scientific credibility" as the legitimate means by which holism and 

integration should be defined and implemented. 

Dr. Bittman. who is also the director of the hospital-based Mind-Body Wellness 

Center, began his presentation by stating that the newly booming supplement industry will 

not last and that "there is an incredible amount of money being spent that could be used 

for real health care" (emphasis added). Furthermore, he noted, the need for health care is 

not being filled in the best interests of people, who are being fooled by placebo efifects 
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(actually Benson finds the placebo efifect one of the most interesting aspects of self-healing 

requiring further study, which has been happening in the field of 

psychoneuroimmunology). Dr. Bittman then related a story about the capitalist abuses in 

the supplement industry by discussing a relative of his who "got ripped-off with vitamins" 

when he became involved with a particular company. 

Dr. Bittman sees the lack of scientific credibility and professional credentialing as a 

major stumbling block for integrative medicine. He receives calls every week from 

"healers" who want to work at the Center and who have "certificates" to practice their 

modality, which Bittman obviously sees as questionable. Regarding an evidence-based 

practice of integrative medicine. Dr. Bittman thinks it is unfortunate that alternative 

medicines are mixed with evidence-based approaches, for e.xample. "massage and crystals. 

Massage works, it's clinically proven and when I see massage mixed with things like 

crystals, that hurts. It's not in people's best interests." Furthermore, "the alternative 

medicine people say 'take this tincture and your cancer will go away." The sad part is that 

people think they work." Acupuncture, on the other hand, has been clearly proven in blind 

studies performed through the National Institutes of Health, and in his opinion, '"that is no 

longer considered alternative" because of such governmental and scientific validation. He 

concluded this section of his talk by stating, "show me the research and we'll incorporate 

crystals." 

Dr. Bittman is not just singling out alternative medicine in calling for an evidence-

based practice of medicine in America; he also notes that recent estimates indicate that 
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only 14% of biomedical procedures are actually evidence-based. He feels that all healing 

and health care modalities need to be substantiated with "objective proof." He asks the 

audience. "Can we test spirituality? The answer is yes." The focus, he states, does not 

need to be on "mechanistic research, or how stuff works - we don't know how much of 

modem medicine works," but on outcome results of the application of various therapies to 

ill health. 

Despite such an overwhelming reliance on scientific and professionalistic models 

in his presentation. Dr. Bittman incorporated enough holistic, politically correct discourse 

to obviously enthuse most audience members (well over 100 people), judging from the 

smiles, nods, and ardent clapping. He stated. "If we work together for meaningfijl changes 

in health care there may be a brighter future on the horizon for the new millennium." He 

discussed the concept of "synergy" in creating the "brighter future." a joining of forces 

and elements to create successfiil and effective mind-body wellness centers. "If you are 

missing one of these elements, your mind-body wellness center won't work." Many mind-

body centers have already shut down, he pointed out, for lacking to pay attention to any of 

the following key synergistic elements: patients, health care providers, researchers, 

hospitals, and insurers. Everybody has to work together to create a synergy of these 

components, which he likened to the drumming circle exercise of multiple tones and 

rhythms coming together to form one. 

Patients. Dr. Bittman exclaimed, need to take responsibility for their own health 

and they must be motivated towards positive strategies and be deterred from negative 
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strategies. There should be financial incentives for health promotion. Health care providers 

must more effectively enlist patient's efiforts at health. "We are not healers, we are 

coaches." he admonished the audience, most of whom were health care practitioners. "We 

have to treat the whole person," he continued, and recognize the context of people's lives 

and how it impacts recovery. "The point is. we have to change our society." What should 

the motivations be to effect such changes? "You have to do this because this is your 

spiritual mission." he encouraged. 

Towards the end of his presentation on incorporating whole person care into 

traditional medicine. Dr. Bittman clearly stakes a claim for both physicians and hospitals as 

the appropriate institutions firom which integrative and holistic mind-body medicine should 

be administered to the public. Hospitals, in his interpretation, should be community centers 

for health. "Hospitals must set the standard in the community and they must compete with 

the charlatans... Hospitals must become the bastions of credibility and not be frightened 

by the competition."^ Both hospitals and insurers should invest in wellness and prevention 

programs (like yoga and tai chi) and pave the way for "fiscal responsibility." In his role as 

a hospital administrator. Bittman states that he has access to the numbers and if he can 

show how integrative programs can reduce the bottom line for insurers then "medicine can 

evolve into a science of health vs. disease." 

Steve and I wanted to fiuther imderstand how these ideals, outlined by Dr. 

5 Through the rapid advent of their own integrative programs, hospitals all across the country are asserting 
themselves as a significant area of competition for non-biomedically affiliated practitioners by providing "one-
stop shopping" for their patients. In 1999 it was estimated that 9% of hospitals offered integrative programs, 
with dozens of in-hospital and affiliated centers currently being planned (Schindler 2000). 
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Bittmaru had been implemented at the hospital funded Mind-Body Wellness Center, for 

which Dr. Bittman was the Director. Tours of the facility had been arranged for anyone 

interested, so Steve and I, accompanied by another conference participant, showed up at 

the Center, which was located along a strip lined with car dealerships, restaurants, and 

hotels. The building looked very "'clinical" - neat, landscaped exterior, ample parking, in 

short, it felt "generic" and seemed to fit within the genre of other medical offices I have 

seen, whether they be for dentists or obstetricians. The inside was certainly inviting, but 

again seemed very clinical, with a central administration desk, waiting room with 

magazines, and non-specific reproduction prints adorning the walls. There was nothing 

here indicating that anything "alternative" was going on - everything was impeccably 

professional. 

In the foyer was a large display rack with numerous fliers providing information 

about the Center and the various programs and services they offered. All of the brochures 

had the following slogan on the front: "Mind-Body Wellness Center: A coordinated health 

care team dedicated to helping you regain and preserve HEALTH, HAPPINESS AND 

INNER PEACE." 1 picked up information on qigong and tai chL yoga, acupuncture, 

massage therapy, yoga, Feldenkrais, therapeutic touch, "weigh to be." and diabetes self-

management. The Center also offers physical therapy, pain management, biofeedback, 

music therapy, and nutritional counseling. 

The tour of the facility led us around to view the offices and the group room, 

where many of the programs, such as yoga, take place. There were exercise machines tor 
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the cardio-pulmonary programs (for people with chronic lung disease and respiratory-

related sleep disorders), and two bays off of the group room for clinical activities. This 

was intbrmative. but I wanted to know more about how the Center works, structurally and 

organizationally. The volunteer guide did the best she could to answer my probing 

questions. 

What follows is the hierarchical "lay of the land" at the Mind-Body Wellness 

Center, which 1 pieced together from the information presented, and from Steve's personal 

discussion earlier with Dr. Bittman. All "non-traditional" services administered through 

the center, such as massage, yoga, acupuncture, were performed under the approval and 

supervision of a hospital-based physician. There was a lot of "gate keeping" in this regard, 

instituting a hierarchy of authority stemming from the hospital, the insurers, the physicians, 

and finally trickling down to the practitioners of acupuncture, massage, etc. There was 

central billing, being supervised by physicians, and therefore insurance coverage for 

treatment was more extensive. They did not necessarily accommodate "walk-ins" or those 

without insurance coverage. I thought they had a small, yet significant, array of modalities 

represented. For a hospital based initiative, it was an example of a new ~ albeit carefully 

controlled - model of integrative health care as implemented though a biomedical 

framework. 

Steve reflected on the tour of the Mind-Body Wellness Center and concluded that 

the initiative in Ithaca to develop an integrative community-based wellness center was 

quite different in its motivations and scope. Ithaca's Integrative Community Wellness 
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Center was not a hospital-driven project, and therefore would be free of some of the "red 

tape" that hospitals must contend with when incorporating non-biomedical therapies. 

IICWC was a not-for-profit center that would address the issue of affordability and 

accessibility of integrative medicine, perhaps through practitioners donating time, using 

sliding fees, and also through soliciting grants and other financial support for low-income 

outreach and education. Steve has also visited a number of other wellness centers 

throughout the country, including Deepak Chopra's center in California, and he remains 

firm in his conclusion that IICWC is creating a wholly different model of integrative health 

care and wellness. 

Many of the precepts of IICWC resonate with the community-based ideals of both 

Ithaca Hours and the Ithaca Health Fund, reaffirming the importance of examining social 

and cultural contexts in the analysis of health care initiatives, a point which medical 

anthropologists have long stressed in their international and community-based work. Part 

of this contextualization process for my research requires an understanding of biomedical 

ventures into integrative medicine in Ithaca. I am specifically referring to the new 

Integrative Medicine Program launched by Cayuga Medical Center, the only hospital in 

Ithaca. The hospital's initiative to also create a wellness clinic, discussed in the last 

chapter, has provided a dynamic tension with IICWC by presenting the specter of 

competition, while also acting as an example of what the Wellness Center strives not to 

be. which is a center that must operate from a hierarchical for-profit, managed basis, as 

exemplified at the Mind-Body Wellness Center. 
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One salient question which arises when investigating physician's incorporation of 

complementary medicine is whether or not integration necessarily connotes co-optation. 

More specifically, will the hierarchical and professionalistic (and bureaucratic) forces 

wielded by biomedicine simply be reproduced in complementary modalities as doctors 

usurp the territory? It may depend on the rationales doctors are following in 

mainstreaming complementary and alternative modalities. There are a number of issues at 

stake here — is this motivated by significant financial benefits, is it out of a concern for 

patients as people, or is it really an acceptance of an ideology that embraces spirituality, 

interconnectedness. and the other ideals associated with holistic modes of healing? 

From what I have seen and heard from the many medical conferences focusing on 

this issue, financial temptations and consumer demands far outweigh epistemological 

reasons for incorporating these therapies. Recent conferences in the past several years ~ 

sponsored by organizations such at the Harvard Medical School, the National Institute for 

the Clinical Application of Behavioral Medicine, and the George Washington University 

Medical Center — use the terminology of "integration" but they focus specifically on 

incorporating unconventional therapies into existing biomedical practices, without 

significant epistemological shifts. Ellen Hughes. MD, ponders whether doctors "simply 

and cynically see an economic imperative to regain market share" in their assimilation of 

alternative medicine (Hughes 1997: 29). 

Regardless of motivations, it seems that many physicians are becoming more 

interested in the validation of CAMs coming fi-om Western evidence-based studies, from 
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health insurers, from the National Institutes of Health, from integrative clinical programs, 

and from other physicians. A significant development for the institutional validation of 

CAMs came in 1992. when the National Institutes of Health (NIH) created the Office of 

Alternative Medicine (QAM), more recently renamed the National Center of 

Complementary and Alternative Medicine (NCCAM). In 1999. the NCCAM had an 

annual budget of $50 million to study the efficacy of therapies such as acupuncture, 

culturally-based diets, art therapy, apitherapy. chelation, and reiki (Hughes 1997; Muscat 

1999). Although many physicians are involved in the bureaucratic structure of NCCAM, 

the center also encourages collaboration between allopathic and complementary 

practitioners to undertake research on CAMs. The creation of NCCAM not only lends 

legitimacy to CAMs in the eyes of the medical establishment, it also provides another 

validation of therapies that can then be marketed on a large scale. 

Other national organizations rooted in bio medicine and scientific models of 

healing, such as the National Cancer Institute, are following the lead of NCCAM and 

providing even tlirther impetus for doctors to begin incorporating complementary and 

alternative therapies. 

Until now. alternative medicine has been virtually shunned by the 
National Cancer Institute (NCI). Less than one percent of the nearly 3 
billion dollars it spends each year on cancer research has gone to fund the 
investigation of alternative therapies. But that may be about to change. No 
longer able to ignore the public's interest in alternative therapies, NCI 
recently established its own Office of Cancer Complementary and 
Alternative Medicine (OCCAM). 

"The new office will give us an opportunity to be more forward-
thinking about cancer research, " says Jeffi^y White, MD. OCCAM'S first 
director. White's office is likely to support at least five new clinical trials 
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this coming year on topics such as shark cartilage, green tea and detox 
diets for cancer treatment. (Horn 1999: 25) 

Conclusion 

This chapter has examined the politics of integrative medicine as they pertain to 

economic, federal, institutional and biomedical forces that are forging and shaping the 

integration of multiple ethnomedicines in America. Interspersed throughout this analysis. 1 

have also noted areas of possibilities residing in those places and people calling for more 

fundamental and ideological changes in health care and healing, as from the many holistic 

physicians (Davis-Floyd & St. John 1998). The forces of marketing and institutional 

authority are encompassing, but not totalizing (cf. Gramsci 1971). The use of alternative 

and complementary therapies by health care seekers and practitioners is incredibly broad. 

Some people are heavily influenced by marketing or the lucrative possibilities of these 

therapies. Others are seeking not just more healing choices, but more frames with which to 

understand the body, illness, wellness, and holism. 

This chapter represents the examination of imposing features in the integrative 

health and healing landscape that have the power to direct the ways in which people, both 

health care seekers and practitioners, are able to move through and inhabit this landscape. 

In many ways, the analysis of the macro level political economy and biomedical forces 

completes the journey of this dissertation, where the itinerary has been to take the reader 

from the micro to the macro levels to understand the history and contemporary scope of 

unorthodox to integrative health care movements in America. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

This dissertation grounds alternative and integrative healing movements in the 

sociocultural and political landscape of the past and present, in both local and national 

contexts. The multi-tiered framework adopted for this dissertation encompasses micro to 

macro level contexts. Of particular interest are the ways in which integration of multiple 

modalities is sought and achieved at varied sociocultural strata, from individuals pursuing 

and practicing complementary and alternative medicines (CAMs). to articulations by 

community groups, institutions/hospitals, and national health-related companies, such as 

HMOs. Sociocultural and economic forces at all of these levels shape the ways in which 

people conceptualize, access, afford, utilize, and practice integrative medicine. Using 

critical medical anthropology as one of the guiding frameworks, this dissertation has 

stressed the impact of political economy and capitalist medicine on the ways that people, 

practitioners, and institutions are interfacing with integrative health care movements. 

Alternative, complementary, and integrative therapies have become a profound 

part of popular and medical cultures, yet this phenomenon has not been a major focus of 

anthropological or social science research. This dissertation represents a significant 

contribution to this area. Much more in-depth quantitative and qualitative research is 

required, however, especially in the areas of multiethnic use patterns and the e.xamination 

of models with applied significance in providing comprehensive, affordable, and 

equitable health and wellness care. 

A central case study, around which the issues discussed in this dissertation 

revolve, is Ithaca's Integrative Community Wellness Center (UCWC), a community 
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based wellness movement that reflects the possibilities and politics of integrative health 

care in America. IICWC. as a case example, shows the situation of health movements in 

mainstream and local culture. IICWC also demonstrates an attempt to e.xplore alternative 

ways to organize wellness initiatives that contrast with bureaucratic and institutional 

health care organizations. IICWC can provide a non-profit, grassroots model for other 

groups and communities to reflect on as they too may try to develop and implement the 

possibilities of integrative health care. Perhaps IICWC's story can prepare people for the 

complex social, economic, and legal politics health care groups inevitably face in 

American culture. IICWC illustrates both articulation with and resistance to power-laden 

cultural models of licensure, professionalism, legitimacy, state sanctioning, and the 

commodificalion of wellness in America. 

The examination of unorthodox to integrative healing movements demonstrates a 

profound embeddedness in the matrix of American history and culture. The popularity 

and longevity of healing movements from the past to today need to be examined in light 

of social issues and subtle and not so subtle acts of resistance to the power relations of 

healing. The demise of such movements also reveals the broader sociocultural realities 

that health movements index. The history lessons from the past, that may foreshadow the 

future, tell us that Thompsonianism lost its appeal when it became commodified and 

routinized and was no longer a people's movement. Women and the working classes 

were searching for emancipation from not just ill health, but also inequitable social 

conditions and oppression. When Thompson's movement became marketed. 
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professionalized, absorbed by some allopaths, and targeted by mainstream medicine, it 

declined as a popular social-healing movement. 

In Thompsonianism, people were attracted to deeper themes of social justice, 

economic liberation, and the search for meaning. The meta-messages of creating social 

equity and providing philosophical frameworks to understand life and misfortune also 

resonate with integrative health movements today, especially in modalities that 

emphasize spirituality and the integration of body-mind-spirit. Will integrative healing 

also lose its appeal as these subtexts fade or become rewritten by the commodification 

and bureaucratization of CAM? Or will the movement continue to show diversity in its 

range of counter-hegemonic to mainstreamed models, practices, and products - thus 

leaving some openings for people to articulate with meanings that go beyond achieving 

the absence of disease? 

In addition to the resistance indexed in alternative and integrative health 

movements, a tenacity of themes ~ firmly rooted in mainstream culture ~ can also be 

noted from the nineteenth century to today in the cultural models of science, 

professionalism, and the commodification of health. In addition, cultural themes such as 

self-care and self-education, reflections of individualism and middle-class literacy, 

resonate through the decades. From survey data and other indices, the use of CAM is a 

white, middle class phenomenon; we do need information on what happens at the 

margins of this CAM profile - how are working classes, and people of varied ethnicities, 

articulating with the integrative healing movement? Some initiatives around the country 

are targeting low-income clientele in their offerings of CAM and integrative health 
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services, such as the federally funded integrative clinic in King County. Oregon, and the 

Ithaca Heahh Fund in Ithaca. 

While it is important to examine the broader cultural shaping of health care 

movements, local cultural values and dynamics also need to be taken into consideration, 

as I have done in this dissertation by situating initiatives such as IICWC and the Ithaca 

Health Fund in Ithaca's unique culture and history. The counter-cultural values and 

groups which typify the many facets of Ithaca have shaped IICWC and the IHF; they 

have also added to the social capital of Ithaca by fostering an ethos of community 

involvement, grassroots social structure, social and environmental justice, and themes of 

healing self and cosmos. 

The analyses undertaken in this dissertation also shed light on the complexities of 

social-healing movements, which exhibit different gradations of articulation and/or 

resistance to hegemonic forces and institutions. From Thompsonianism of the nineteenth 

century, which eventually sought to be marketed and professionalized, to IICWC and the 

Ithaca Health Fund, the foundations of such health movements to resist 

commercialization and hierarchical bureaucratization are often tempered with attempts to 

seek mainstream validation. 

Some groups and movements have sought legitimacy more than others. For 

example, chiropractors fought to be legitimized as a profession in mainstream culture, 

which they indeed have accomplished, to the point that many people do not even view 

chiropractic as "alternative" and the majority of health insurance companies cover 

chiropractic services. Chiropractic has also become a male-dominated, white, middle 
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class profession. Perhaps in ways similar to chiropractic, IICWC also seeks legitimacy 

from the biomedical and legal arenas. In contrast, some of the community herbalists in 

Ithaca choose to remain outside of political, economic, and legal realms emanating from 

macro levels of society (state, government, etc.) which they deem oppressing. 7Song"s 

commitment to stay outside of these spheres of cultural legitimacy leads him to label 

himself as a practitioner of "guerrilla" medicine. Shawn and Heather remain firm in their 

philosophy of providing herbal consultations to anyone, regardless of their ability to pay. 

Many of the alternative community herbalists in Ithaca are women; most are working 

class to lower middle class and are just managing to survive economically. 

The chapters in this dissertation map many different features of the integrative 

healing landscape, including sites of power, resistance, dialogue, debate, and political 

struggle. Possibilities for an equitable, comprehensive, and holistic system of integrative 

health care in America are also mapped, particularly in community contexts such as 

IICWC. This reveals many contested domains as people, practitioners, and community 

groups engage in a dynamic process of conceptualizing and articulating with integrative 

models and practices. 

The mapping of integrative medicine in American in this dissertation is "Yead" 

through theoretical and anthropological frameworks that illuminate issues from the micro 

to the macro-levels. At the individual level, both interpretive and critical theories are used 

to understand what wellness seeking means in the contexts of people's lives and how 

their experiences are shaped by power, gender, class, and other variables of identity and 
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status. The employment of health and illness narratives illuminates how health seeking is 

intertwined with the struggles experienced in peoples' lives (KJeinman 1980; Price 1987). 

From the people I interviewed, issues of gender were revealed in the narratives, 

especially the ways in which women faced financial difficulties and had to juggle family 

concerns in their search for wellness. Researchers such as Doyal (1995) have suggested 

that the damage to women's well-being emanates from their structural marginalization 

and the pressures that are put on them in household and family contexts, situations which 

are reaffirmed in examining women's pursuit of CAM. as both seekers and practitioners. 

During my research, I met many women who were not only using CAM, they were also 

seeking training in the lay and semi-professionalized fields of hypnotherapy, reiki, and 

herbalism, to use as possible adjuncts to their current jobs. Training in these modalities is 

relatively inexpensive and flexible enough for women to pursue around their family and 

personal obligations. As more and more CAM fields become professionalized, the 

training will become longer and more costly; it will also probably be removed to national 

locations (versus local venues). Set within the scope of the hierarchy of medical 

pluralism, as professionalization and legitimation move down through the ranks, unequal 

social, class, and ethic relations will be reproduced (Cant «fe Sharma 1999; Cobb 1977). 

except where such forces may be resisted. This will act as a gate-keeping device for 

women and minorities, as the case of chiropractic demonstrates. Kate Kaplan. DC. 

discussed in chapter four, reflected on the gendered dynamics of professional training by 

stating "it's easier for men to uproot and go to a chiropractic college and their spouses 

will follow, rather than vice versa." Clearly, the employment of feminist perspectives will 
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continue to be an important lens through which to view the unfolding use and practice of 

alternative and integrative healing. 

Feminist praxis is one of multiple frameworks adopted in this dissertation to more 

comprehensively understand the integrative healing movement, a model other researchers 

have followed as well. Brodvra (1997) also advocates multi-tiered analyses that view 

people's lived realities and experiences through phenomenological lenses, and then adopt 

the frames of economic inequity and the social relations of power and sickness. 

Examining issues of political economy, such as the commodification of health and 

economic marginaiization in health care, is found in the critical medical anthropology 

(CM.A) approach which emphasizes traversing micro to macro levels in our 

understanding of sickness. The work of critical medical anthropologists, like Singer and 

others, "incorporates the individual level; is concerned with showing the direct causal 

links between on-the-ground- sociocultural/behavioral patterns and the macro-level: and 

situates its approach within the broader perspective of the political economy of health, 

which is at least as old as anthropology itself (Singer et al. 1998: 287). 

In this dissertation. I have e.xplored the issues that individuals face in searching 

for wellness in a commodified health care system, a system which has ably subsumed 

C.'\M into its domain. In chapter three. I review Mona's story of economic abuse by an 

integrative medicine clinic where she received chelation therapy accompanied by 

negative side-effects. In chapter four, on practitioners, I discuss practitioner issues as they 

relate to legitimizing and marketing, as shaped by national and local forces. The chapter 

on IICWC explores the counter-hegemonic theme of trying to create a non-profit 
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wellness center that is not driven by the norms and forces of the larger political economy 

of health care and managed care organizations. IICWC in this regard demonstrates good 

local cultural fit with the emphasis in Ithaca on developing community-level sites for 

political economy critique. In chapter six. I explore the powerflil economic forces of 

marketing in the herb and supplement industry, and frame the integrative initiatives of 

hospitals and HMOs as driven by consumer demand and the prospect of profit generation. 

This dissertation has provided a map of where pluralistic and alternative healing 

movements have been. It may also provide a map for what the fliture holds and what the 

health care landscape will look like as integrative medicine continues to shape the lay of 

the land. Many are now asking the following question: is America in the midst of a 

paradigm shift in health care? Jacobs states 

The emergence of CAM as a social phenomenon has been viewed as a 
paradigm shift in medicine in the United States. It is one of several 
indicators of a changing health care market...The new patient, who is also 
a health care consumer, is prepared to seek, lobby for. and be critical of 
health information and medical care practice in general. (Jacobs 1999: 
411) 

With health care seekers supporting CAM in such great numbers (Eisenberg et al. 

1998). it would seem as if the integrative medicine movement is a people's movement. 

Many health and wellness seekers do seem prepared to educate themselves, and to induce 

health care reform that is responsive to what is being sought in integrative healing. From 

my research, it is evident that people are seeking many different things through 

integrative medicine. They are looking for: wellness approaches that deal with their 

interconnected issues; biomedical adjuncts and replacements; systems of meaning to help 

explain life and its misfortunes; affordable options in health care, disease prevention, and 
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wellness promotion; and therapies which effectively deal with interrelated health 

problems. Set within the context of American culture, however, people are pressured for 

time. They are seeking relief from the burdens of living in a "hyperculture" (Bertman 

1999). and the idea of the quick fix remains alluring compared to lengthy healing 

journeys. This fosters people's willingness to try "miracle" supplements or alternative 

therapies that market the desire to be well in a culture short on time and patience and long 

on embodied imbalances. 

In addition to e.xploring the multiple facets of the integrative health movement in 

.America, the research for this dissertation can also inform local and national initiatives 

for developing pluralistic, accessible, and equitable integrative health care. Places like 

Ithaca are fertile ground to experiment with models that address socioeconomic inequities 

in w ays that, if they are successful, may influence policy making and reform in American 

health care, which from many angles is in crisis. 

For anthropologists, important directions for future research are opened through 

the study of emergent integrative practices and models such as IICWC and the Ithaca 

Health Fund. Singer (1998) states that community-based organizations, such as 

alternative health centers, provide important openings for medical anthropologists to 

make useful contributions to anthropological praxis. For my research, this means 

developing recommendations for IICWC based on the themes and issues discussed in this 

dissertation pertaining to health care seekers issues and how to best respond to them. It 

also includes highlighting practitioner's needs and concerns and how they can be 

addressed in the context of IICWC. 
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What does the future hold for integrative healing? In what directions should the 

movement continue to unfold? Cant and Sharma end their book on medical pluralism 

with a response to this question: 

We need a pluralism that will address the broadest patient needs. 
respectful of the diversity of patient experience and response, not one that 
has evolved entirely as a compromise answer to problems of public health 
care funding, or as an hoc resolution of the occupational struggles of 
different groups of healers (whether biomedical or alternative). (1999: 
199) 

We do need a health care and wellness system that is forged out of the substrates 

of social equity, multicultural sensitivity, environmental awareness, and economic 

accessibility — the values that groups in Ithaca are using to explore the possibilities of 

integrative health care. It is my hope that such initiatives will continue to be explored and 

implemented. This process will only be enhanced by understanding the flows of power 

and authority that pervade health care in America as integrative wellness organizations 

and groups resist, contend with, and sometimes articulate with forces such as the FDA, 

state licensing boards, the American Medical Association, and managed health care 

companies. This dissertation provides a map to assist in navigating this difficult terrain. 
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APPENDIX A 

SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEWS: QUESTIONS 

ADHERENTS: 
• How do you define health? 
• What type/s of ahemative/complimentary/holistic treatments, 

medicines, and philosophies do you follow? 
• How did you get involved with alternative/holistic healing? (Result of 

illness/es or seeking better health/prevention) Where did you learn 
about these options? 

• How did you locate aUemative practitioners? 
• If someone asked you about learning more about holistic healing and 

finding practitioners, what would you tell them? 
• How much did you have to teach yourself about health and healing? 
• How would you describe the philosophy of alternative 

medicine/holistic healing? 
• What kinds of results have you experienced with biomedical 

treatments and alternative treatments? 
• Have you become involved with being a practitioner on some level? 

(If not professionally, perhaps for family or friends) 
• How have friends and family reacted? 
• What have your experiences been with medical doctors/nurses, etc.? 
• Do you discuss alternative treatments with your physician? 
• Do you think we are undergoing a major shift in health care in this 

country? 
• WTiat do you envision as an ideal health care system or facility? 

PRACTITIONERS: (same as above, plus the following) 
• What led you to become a practitioner of ? 
• What kind of training/certiflcation/experience did you have to obtain? 
• What investment did you have to make (time/money)? 
• Is this a primary or supplemental source of income for you? (If 

supplemental:)What other employment do you pursue? 
• Who is you clientele comprised of? 
• How/where do you advertise? 
• Do you make referrals to other practitioners? 
• How have your family and friends responded? 
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APPENDIX B 

WELLNESS CENTER SURVEY 

Lav Public Survey: 
The primary goal of Ithaca's Integrative Community Wellness Center is to provide an integrative 
approach to health and wellness for our community and beyond. You can help us meet this goal by 
answering the questions below. Please use the back if you need more room. 

1) In your opinion, what should a community wellness center offer? 
2) Are you satisfied with your current access to health care services in the 

community? If not, why? 
3) Do you currently pursue any "alternative," "complementary." or "non-

Western" health modalities? If so, which ones? 
4) If you have had positive experiences with "alternative" healing 

modalities, please briefly describe them. 
5) How is your communication with your primary care physician? If you use 
"alternative" therapies, can you be open about this with your physician? 
6) Do you feel responsible for your own health? Why or why not? 
7 )  Are you interested in donating time, expertise, or financial support for a community 
wellness center that integrates "non-western" and "alternative" healing modalities from 
various traditions AND values the benefits of Western allopathic medicine? 
8) Would you take advantage of a wellness center that offered clinical Healing 
evaluations/interventions from various healing traditions, education in various healing 
modalities, and practical health tools and tips that you could integrate in your daily life? 
9 )  What is your name, address, and phone number? 

Practitioner Survey: 
The primary goal of Ithaca's Integrative Community Wellness Center is to provide an integrative 
approach to health and wellness for our community and beyond. You can help us meet this goal by 
answering the questions. Please use the back if you need more room. 

1) Are you interested in being involved in an integrative community 
wellness center? If yes. why? 
2) Are you interested in supportive services and supportive forums for wellness 
practitioners? In opportunities to share your experiences and expertise in your 
field of endeavor? If yes, please elaborate. 
3) Do you have an interest in receiving fiirther training in a particular 

healing modality? If so, please elaborate. 
4) Do you have an interest in teaching a health/wellness related subjea or 

a particular healing modality? If so. what? 
5) What do you feel that an integrative community wellness center should 

offer? 
6) What is your name, phone number, and address? 
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